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Forging an Intelligence Partnership: CIA
and the Origins of the BND, 1945-49

Foreword I am pleased to present this volume of historical documents to the
Bundesnachrichtendienst, one of our oldest foreign intelligence liaison ser-
vices. Since 1949, the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) has maintained
close ties to the Gehlen Organization which became West Germany's BND,
or Federal Intelligence Service, in 1956. Through the long decades of the
Cold War, the CIA and the BND worked closely together to expand free-
dom in Europe. We continue to cooperate on intelligence matters as both
countries face new threats in the form of terrorism, proliferation of weapons
of mass destruction, and unrest in Europe and other regions of the world.

Forging this intelligence partnership between the United States and Ger-
many was not an easy task. In 1945, the United States and its allies had just
been at war with Nazi Germany. Germany itself lay in ruins, its towns and
cities destroyed, while American, British, French, and Soviet troops divided
the country into occupation zones. Democratic government was reestab-
lished in the Western zones while a totalitarian system was forced on the
East by the Soviet Union.

Germany then became a new battlefield between East and West. The Soviet
blockade of Berlin in 1948 clearly signaled that the wartime alliance had
dissolved. In order for Western Europe to recover from the war and to sur-
vive the threat of Communism, Germany had to be rebuilt and its govern-
ment restored. The United States promoted these efforts through the
Marshall Fund, the formation of the Bundesrepublik, the rearmament of
West Germany, and its membership in the North Atlantic Treaty Organiza-
tion, and the United Nations.

_	 The Gehlen Organization operated in the vacuum of the Cold War. After the
war, Gen. Reinhard Gehlen, a senior German army intelligence officer and
expert on the Soviet Union, directed his officers to preserve their records
and surrender to American forces. In the summer of 1945, a handful of US
Army officers recognized that Gehlen's position as the head of Fremde 1-leer
Ost (Foreign Armies East) could be useful in obtaining information about
the Soviet army. Until this time, the United States had not focused its intel-
ligence collection efforts on the USSR.

After sending Gehlen and several of his officers to the United States for
debriefings in the summer of 1945, the Army also began to use former Ger-
man intelligence officers as operatives in the American occupation zone in
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Germany. Between 1945 and 1949, the US Army handled the Gehlen Orga-
nization and funded its intelligence collection.

During this period, the US Army wanted the CIA and its predecessor orga-
nizations to assume responsibility for the Gehlen Organization. CIA, still
getting itself established in Washington as the nation's first peacetime, cen-
tralized intelligence organization, had reservations about the Army's efforts
for it to take over the Gehlen Organization. Many of the documents in this
book reflect CIA's internal debate about assuming responsibility for the
Gehlen Organization from the US Army. The documents also highlight the
tensions that existed between General Gehlen and various US Army officers
as well as discussions between Gehlen and the Agency's representative in
Munich. The Agency's decision to assume responsibility for the Gehlen
Organization in mid-1949 was not made lightly and it was reached only
after long debate.

It is my hope that this book of documents from 1945 to 1949 will help illu-
minate this fascinating period in Cold War history. The documents from the
CIA's Archives and the photographs provided by the BND are the primary
sources that historians in future years can draw upon to write the complete
story of American and German relations immediately after World War II.

In my role as the Deputy Director for Operations, I am responsible for the
collection of intelligence to ensure that our national leaders have the infor-
mation necessary for informed policy decision making. As the DCI stated in
his July 1998 Statement on Declassification, "although much of our work
must be done in secrecy, we have a responsibility to the American people,
and to history, to account for our actions and the quality of our work." In
this context, we have made a serious commitment to the public release of
information that, with the passage of time, no longer needs to be protected
under our security classification system.

The CIA has an active historical program and separate classification review
and release programs. The Agency sponsors historical conferences, and our
historians research and write on a multitude of historical topics. In recent
years, the Agency has released millions of pages of historical documents
ranging from World War II Office of Strategic Services records, CORONA
satellite and U-2 aircraft imagery, documents for the Foreign Relations of
the United States series, material on various Cold War covert action
projects, and information for the John F. Kennedy Assassination Records
Review Board. In addition, the Agency responds to thousands of Freedom
of Information Act (FOIA) and Privacy Act requests each year.
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None of this is easy. There are no shortcuts here. It takes experienced,
knowledgeable people sitting down with each document and going over it
page by page, line by line. There is no alternative. We take our obligation to
protect those who have worked with us in the past very seriously. We also
have to consider the release on our ongoing diplomatic and intelligence
relationships. A mistake on our part can put a life in danger or jeopardize a
bilateral relationship integral to our security.

Although the documents in this volume, Forging an Intelligence Partner-
ship: CIA and the Origins of the BND, 1945-49, are already 50 years old or
older, we recognize the need to protect our liaison relationship with Ger-
many. We cannot declassify material of this nature, nor do we want to, with-
out the consent of our partner intelligence service. Until the time that this
material can be released to the general public, both in the United States and
in Germany, the CIA wishes to commemorate the establishment of its ties to
the Bundesnachrichtendienst by publishing this classified volume of histori-
cal documents. The volume is for internal BND use only and cannot be
released to other German agencies or foreign countries without the
express consent of the CIA.

We owe a great debt of gratitude to the early pioneers, both in Germany and
in the United States, who struggled during this period to form new and close
ties to both countries. These pioneers, including General Gehlen and his
colleagues as well as American intelligence officers, persevered in the face
of uncertainty. Their determination in the 1940s has resulted in a strong
intelligence partnership based on cooperation, trust, and focus as we move
into the 21" century.

Jack Downing
Deputy Director for Operations
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Forging an Intelligence Partnership: CIA
and the Origins of the BND, 1945-49

Preface The Central Intelligence Agency's sponsorship of the nascent West German
intelligence service in mid-1949 marked an expansion into uncharted opera-
tional waters.' This new direction irrevocably linked the CIA to former
members of the General Staff of the defeated Wehrmacht and Nazi Ger-
many's intelligence services, some of whom had notorious wartime reputa-
tions. 2 The Agency made this decision after a long-running debate with the
US Army about the wisdom of supporting a resurrected German General
Staff and a quasi-independent national intelligence organization. (U)

Collapse of the Third Reich

The story behind CIA's involvement with the Gehlen Organization actually
started during the ebbing hours of World War II. With the Soviets fighting in
the streets of Berlin and the British and Americans racing across the shell of
the Third Reich in the spring of 1945, many German officials realized the
desperation of their cause. Generalmajor Reinhard Gehlen, the former chief
of the Fremde Heer Ost, or Foreign Armies East, the German Army's intel-
ligence branch dealing with the Eastern Front and Soviet forces, planned to
survive Hitler's Gotterdammerung as the thousand year Reich crumbled.
Like most Germans, Gehlen preferred surrender to the Western Allies as
opposed to an uncertain fate at Russian hands. (u)

Born in 1902, Gehlen entered the Reichswehr, the Weimar Republic's small
army, shortly after the end of World War I. He advanced through the officer
ranks and joined the General Staff as a captain in 1935. During the invasion
of Poland four years later, he served as a staff officer in an infantry division
where his organizational planning and staff work attracted the attention of

' For an "open" history of the American relationship with the German intelligence service
after World War II, see Mary Ellen Reese, General Reinhard Gehlen: The CIA Connection
(Fairfax: George Mason University Press, 1990). Other books, of varying degrees of reli-
ability, include E.H. Cookridge (nom de plume for Edward Spiro), Gehlen: Spy of the
Century (London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1971); Heinz Hohne and Hermann Zolling, Net-
work: The Truth About General Gehlen and His Spy Ring, trans. by Richard Barry (London:
Secker and Warburg, 1972); and lastly, Reinhard Gehlen, The Service: The Memoirs of
General Reinhard Gehlen, trans. by David Irving (New York: World Publishing, 1972). A
draft manuscript by James H. Critchfield, entitled Germany: From Enemy to Ally 1946-
1956, promises to add significantly to the literature on this topic. (U)
2 For a radical view regarding the CIA's link to the West German intelligence service,
see Carl Oglesby, "Reinhard Gehlen: The Secret Treaty of Fort Hunt," Covert Action
Information Bulletin 35 (Fall 1990), pp. 8-14. 0.0
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senior officers. By mid-1942, Gehlen took charge of the Fremde Heer Ost,
with the responsibility of preparing intelligence on the Soviet Union.
Gehlen's work in this position eventually incurred Hitler's wrath who
rejected Gehlen's pessimistic reports about the strength and capabilities of
the Soviet Army. Hitler summarily dismissed Gehlen in April of 1945. (U)

Gehlen did not leave Berlin emptyhanded. He knew that the FHO had some
of the most important files in the Third Reich and that the possession of
these records offered the best means of survival in the post-Hitler period. As
the Soviets drew closer to Berlin, Gehlen dispersed his staff and transferred
the FHO's intelligence files to secret locations in Bavaria. There, Gehlen
and his handpicked officers waited to surrender to American forces. Gehlen
believed that the Western Allies and the Soviet Union, while wartime part-
ners, would soon become peacetime rivals. With his knowledge about the
Russians, combined with the FHO's collective resources, Gehlen felt he
could influence relations between the East and West and help shape
Germany's role in post-war Europe.' (u)

The US Army Picks Up Gehlen

Even before Nazi Germany's capitulation, Allied forces were on the lookout
for German officers and enlisted personnel with intelligence backgrounds.
Indeed, as the Americans looked for Gehlen, he tried to surrender to an
American unit. After a circuitous route, the US Army finally delivered
Gehlen and his men to the 12th Army Group Interrogation Center near
Wiesbaden in June 1945. Interned at the "Generals' House," Gehlen reas-
sembled his staff and files under the overall direction of Army Capt. John R.
Boker, Jr. (u)

Boker, who had previously interrogated other German officers, expressed
his feelings as he started his interrogation of General Gehlen. "It was also
clear to me by April 1945 that the military and political situation would not
only give the Russians control over all of Eastern Europe and the Balkans
but that as a result of that situation, we would have an indefinite period of
military occupation and a frontier contiguous with them." Boker quickly
became the 12th Army Group's resident expert on the Soviet Army because
of his interrogation of German officers who had fought on the Eastern
Front. (S REL GER)

Gathering Gehlen's staff and records required some subterfuge on Boker's
part. He was aware, from previous experience, that "there existed in many

3 For a review of German intelligence during the war, see David Kahn, Hitler's Spies:
German Military Intelligence in World War II (New York: Macmillan Publishing Company,
Inc., 1978). (u)
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American quarters a terrible opposition to gathering any information con-
cerning our Soviet Allies." He did, however, gain the support of Col. Rus-
sell Philp, commander of the Interrogation Center, and Brig. Gen. Edwin L.
Sibert, G-2 for the 12th Army Group, to employ the former FHO staff mem-
bers to produce reports on the Soviets. Gehlen also wanted Boker to estab-
lish contact with some of his frontline organizational elements, such as
Oberstleutnant Herman Baun, who commanded Stab Walli I, which con-
ducted espionage work against the Soviets using Russian defectors and col-
lected raw intelligence for Gehlen's FHO. Gehlen insisted that he had
access to still-existent agent networks in the Soviet Union through Baun's
sources. (S REL GER)

Army headquarters in Washington learned about Gehlen's activities at
Wiesbaden, and, after some discussion, Boker received orders to bring the
German group to the United States. Army G-2's primary interest, however,
centered on the retrieval and analysis of the FHO records, not in its person-
nel. Boker, who had become quite attached to his project, opposed losing
control of Gehlen and his staff section after their departure for Washington
on 21 August 1945. Placed as virtual prisoners in a classified location at
Fort Hunt, Virginia (known simply as P.O. Box 1142), the Army planned to
use Gehlen in conjunction with a larger project being conducted at Camp
Ritchie, Maryland, to compile a history of the German army on the Eastern
Front. (S REL GER)

Through Boker's efforts (he accompanied Gehlen's group to the United
States) and those of officials with the Eastern European Order of Battle
Branch at the Pentagon, the situation for the Germans gradually improved.
The BOLERO Group, as Gehlen's unit became known, served under the
direction of Army Capt. Eric Waldman until its return to Germany in June
1946. By this point, Gehlen's men not only prepared reports based on Ger-
man records but also had access to and commented on American intelli-
gence reports. (S REL GER)

SSU Rejects Gehlen

While the Army exploited Gehlen and his officers in Washington, US intel-
ligence also sought to question German scientists and engineers about Nazi
rocket and atomic developments. The Office of Strategic Services, however,
played little role in these activities. In the throes of disbandment during the
fall of 1945, OSS declined the Army's invitation to employ Baun in Ger-
many. The new Strategic Services Unit also expressed some reluctance
about using the German FHO for American intelligence purposes. SSU,
however, did try to determine the exact nature of the relationship between

XV Secret
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Gehlen and Army intelligence. On 25 October 1945, Crosby Lewis, SSU's
X-2, or counterintelligence, branch chief in Germany, asked for "Special
Sources" information from files pertaining to Stab Walli and various Ger-
man personalities, including Baun and Gehlen. The German Mission stated:

For your information only, Baun and a group of other members of
Fremde Heere Ost, experts in the G.I.S. on espionage against the
Russians, are being collected by two officers of the G-2 section,
USFET, who are responsible only to Gen. Sibert. It appears likely
that Sibert got an OK from Washington on this when he was in
the US last month, at which time it appeared that OSS might fold
up. Von Gehlen and several high-ranking staff officers who oper-
ated for Fremde Heere Ost and for some of the Army Group staff
on the Eastern Front during the war have been flown to the US—
all this without any contact with the OSS here. (S REL GER)

In early January 1946, Lewis, now the chief of SSU's German Mission,
reported to Headquarters what it had learned "through discreet inquiries"
about the Army's activities. Lewis described the flight of Gehlen and his
FHO staff from Berlin and their activities with the Americans. His report
also noted that Gehlen had recommended that Herman Baun be contacted to
provide further information about the Soviets while the general worked in
the United States. In the meantime, Baun had been arrested by the US Army
as a "mandatory arrestee" (members of Nazi party organizations and high-
ranking German Army and SS officers were subject to immediate apprehen-
sion by the Allies) in late July 1945 and interrogated at the Third Army
Interrogation Center the following month. The announcement of his arrest
and the distribution of a Preliminary Interrogation Report raised great con-
cern at Army G-2 because the Soviets now demanded the extradition of
both Baun and Gehlen. REL GER)

The Army, however, refused to accede to Soviet demands and secluded
Baun and several other FHO personnel at the Military Intelligence Service
Center (MISC) at Oberursel on the outskirts of Frankfurt (also known as
Camp King and later officially designated as the 7700th European Com-
mand Interrogation Center). The small group, including Gerhard Wessel,
who had succeeded Gehlen as the head of FHO in 1945, was quartered at
the "Blue House," where Baun planned to develop a full-scale intelligence
organization. According to SSU, the Army's 0-2 in Germany wanted to use
Baun to resurrect his Abwehr network against the Soviets. This proved diffi-
cult, and SSU reported that it "advised them [the US Army] to interrogate
Baun at length and have nothing to do with his schemes for further intelli-
gence activity." (S REL GER)

Secret	 xvi
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In November 1945, in fact, the German Mission had responded to a request
by General Sibert that SSU take over Baun's operation from the Army.
After reviewing Baun's plans, SSU rejected them outright, calling them
"rather grandiose and vague suggestions for the formation of either a Euro-
pean or worldwide intelligence service to be set up on the basis of wartime
connections of Oberst Baun and his colleagues, the ultimate target of which
was to be the Soviet Union." SSU found a number of shortcomings with the
employment of Baun, including cost, control, and overall poor security
measures. The fact that the Russians wanted to question Baun and Gehlen,
as well as other German intelligence figures, also did not sit well with the
American intelligence organization. (S REL GER)

Meanwhile, a SSU/X-2 officer in Munich had interrogated another officer
of Stab Walli about German intelligence activities against the Russians. In
fact, SSU felt that this officer was a better source of information on German
intelligence activities on the Eastern Front than Baun, a Russian-born Ger-
man. Despite SSU's advice that the Army dismiss Baun and reduce its reli-
ance on FHO-derived intelligence, the opposite took place. Baun thrived
under US Army auspices, and he established a service to monitor Soviet
radio transmissions in the Russian zone in January 1946. Two months later,
Baun received further authorization from the Army to conduct both positive
and counterintelligence activities in Germany. (s REL GER)

Operation Rusty

In July of that year, the Army returned General Gehlen and the remaining
FHO members to Germany from Washington. At this point, Li Col. John R.
Deane, Jr., MISC's Operations Officer, announced his plans to merge
Gehlen's BOLERO group with Baun's already-existent staff, known as
KEYSTONE, at Oberursel. General Gehlen would coordinate the functions
of both elements of the German organization while he had direct responsi-
bility for the Intelligence Group. This element evaluated economic, mili-
tary, and political reports obtained by agents of Baun's Information Group.
The Army designated the entire organization as Operation RUSTY, under
the overall supervision of Col. Russell Philp, Lt. Col. John R. Deane, Jr.,
and Capt. Eric Waldman, who had preceded Gehlen's return to Germany
from Washington. 4 (S REL GER)

4 The operation is variously described as getting its designation from either a nickname
given to Lt. Colonel Deane's young son or that given to Col. Russell Philp. See Reese. Gen-
eral Reinhard Gehlen, p. 207. One source emphatically states that Operation RUSTY was
named after Deane's son. (u)
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Gehlen's reports, Deane expected, "will be of great value to the G-2 Divi-
sion in that they will furnish the closest thing to finished intelligence that
can be obtained from sources other than US." Deane's optimistic outlook
indeed spurred the Army to submit even greater number of requests to
Operation RUSTY. Baun quickly expanded his collection efforts to meet the
Army's insatiable appetite for information on the new Soviet threat in
Europe. By October 1946, Gehlen and Baun claimed to have some 600
agents operating throughout the Soviet zone of Germany, who provided the
bulk of intelligence on the Russian Order of Battle. (S REL GER)

As the Army's demands grew, Operation RUSTY transformed from a select
cadre of German General Staff officers to a large group that suffered from
poor cohesion and mixed allegiances. In addition to covering the Soviet
zone, Operation RUSTY took on new missions in Austria and other areas of
Europe as well as broadened FHO's wartime contacts with anti-Communist
emigre groups in Germany and with members of the Russian Vlasov Army.
The few American officers assigned to the Blue House barely knew the
identities of RUSTY agents, thus making it difficult to confirm the validity
of German reporting. Baun's recruiting and training of his agents proved
haphazard, while their motivation also raised questions because of
RUSTY's black-market activities. Throughout the Western Allied zones of
Germany, men and women openly claimed to be working for American
intelligence, leading to many security breaches that undermined RUSTY's
overall effectiveness. (s REL GER)

Lacking internal control and American oversight, Operation RUSTY was an
expensive project. By mid-1946, the Army found itself running out of
funds, and it once again tried to persuade SSU to take over the operation
after Gehlen returned to Germany. On a tour of SSU installations in Ger-
many, Col. William W. Quinn, SSU's director in Washington, DC, con-
ferred with General Sibert and Crosby Lewis about the Army's proposal.
Once again, Lewis repeated many of his objections that he had made earlier
in the fall of 1945, and he suggested that SSU make a "thorough study" of
RUSTY prior to any decision by Headquarters. In early September, the Ger-
man Mission chief specified in writing to General Sibert the conditions in
which SSU would be prepared to assume responsibility for Operation KEY-
STONE. 5 He emphasized the need for US intelligence to have complete
access to all German records and identities of leading personalities and
agents for initial vetting. (S REL GER)

5 The Americans referred to the German intelligence service through a variety of project
names, including BOLERO, KEYSTONE, and RUSTY. The use of the term "RUSTY" sup-
planted KEYSTONE in 1946 until CIA's assumption in 1949. After that point, the opera-
tional terms changed once again. (c REL GER)
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Neither SSU's chief of mission in Germany nor any other American official
expressed any doubt about employing America's former enemies as sources
of information. The Americans, for example, had already launched an
extensive project using German officers to write about their wartime experi-
ences. The Army's German Military History Program continued until the
mid-1950s and influenced US Army doctrinal and historical writing. The
debate about Gehlen's project, as it evolved after 1945, centered around
more practical matters, such as cost and security. A summary of SSU's
viewpoints about RUSTY was prepared for Col. Donald H. Galloway,
Assistant Director of Special Operations, in September 1946:

It is my opinion that SSU AMZON should be given complete
control of the operation and that all current activities of this
group be immediately stopped before further security breaches
nullify the future usefulness of any of the members of the group.
I further recommend that an exhaustive study be made along CE
lines of the entire operation, past and present, so that at least, if it
appears that the group is too insecure to continue an operation,
the wealth of intelligence which is contained in the minds of the
various participants as regards Russia, Russian intelligence tech-
niques, and methods of operation against the Russians, could be
extracted. In conclusion, however, it is most essential that if a
final decision is made to exploit these individuals either singly or
as a group, SSU understands that their employment in the past
and their exploitation in the future constitutes to a greater or less
degree the setting up of an incipient German intelligence service.
(S REL GER)

The Vandenberg Report

Upon the conclusion of General Sibert's tour as G-2 in Europe, the discus-
sion about which agency should be responsible for Operation RUSTY
shifted from Germany to Washington. Maj. Gen. Withers A. Burress, Sib-
ert's successor as the chief intelligence officer in Germany, appealed to Lt.
Gen. Hoyt S. Vandenberg, formerly Army Chief of Staff for Intelligence
and now Director of Central Intelligence, to have the newly formed Central
Intelligence Group (CIG) assume control of RUSTY. His memorandum,
supported by extensive documentation, noted that the Army's headquarters
in Germany considered RUSTY to be "one of its most prolific and depend-
able sources." (C REL GER)

6 Kevin Soutour, "To Stem the Red Tide: The German Report Series and Its Effect on Amer-
ican Defense Doctrine, 1948-1954," Journal of Military History 57 (October 1993), pp.
653-688. (u)
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General Vandenberg, in turn, directed that the CIG take a fresh look at
RUSTY. On 16 October 1946, CIG presented its summary of the Burress
material and dismissed Gehlen's Intelligence, or Evaluation, Group as
"drawing broad conclusions from inadequate evidence and a strong ten-
dency to editorialize." Regarding Baun's Information Group, CIG deter-
mined that "there is no evidence whatsoever which indicates high-level
penetration into any political or economic body in the Russian-occupied
zone." The review also blasted Operation RUSTY for its yearly budget of
$2.5 million, while CIG's German Mission cost only $120,000. CIG decid-
edly rejected assumption of RUSTY although it did call for a full study in
order to identify salvageable aspects of the operation. The report made two
significant comments that reflected CIG's overall frame of mind:

1. It is considered highly undesirable that any large scale US-
•sponsored intelligence unit be permitted to operate under even

semi-autonomous conditions. Unless responsible US personnel
are fully acquainted not only with the details of each operation
carried out but also with the identities and background of all indi-
viduals concerned, no high degree of reliability can be placed
from an American point of view upon the intelligence produced.

2. One of the greatest assets available to US intelligence has
always been the extent to which the United States as a nation is
trusted and looked up to by democratic-minded people through-
out the world. Experience has proven that the best motivation for
intelligence work is ideology followed by common interests and
favors. The Germans, the Russians, their satellites, and to a lesser
extent, the British, have employed fear, direct pressure of other
types, and lastly, money. With most of these factors lacking to it,
Operation RUSTY would appear to be dependent largely upon
the last and least desirable. (C REL GER)

The Bossard Report

In a letter to Gen. Vandenberg in October 1946, Colonel Galloway reiter-
ated CIG's concerns about RUSTY's costs and questions about its security.
He recommended that CIG not take over the operation. The Army and CIG,
however, agreed in the fall of 1946 that the CIG could conduct its own
examination of RUSTY. As a result of discussions held in New York City in
December, Samuel B. Bossard, CIG's representative, arrived at Oberursel in
March 1947 to evaluate the German operation and its future potential.
Unlike Crosby Lewis, Bossard had a different, and favorable, impression of
Operation RUSTY during the course of his two-month study. "The whole
pattern of operation is accordingly positive and bold; the factors of control
and risk have become secondary considerations and thus yield to the neces-
sity of obtaining information with speed and in quantity." (S REL GER)
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In a stunning reversal of earlier criticism of RUSTY, Bossard compared the
operation to the wartime work of OSS with various resistance groups where
results mattered more than control. He dismissed "the long bill of com-
plaints prepared by our own counter-intelligence agencies against the lack
of security in this organization." He declared, "in the end [this] serves more
as a testimony to the alertness of our counter-intelligence agencies and a
criticism of our own higher authorities for not effecting a coordination of
interests than a criticism of the present organization and its operating per-
sonnel." (S REL GER)

The Bossard Report marked the first time that either SSU or CIG had an
independent opportunity to examine the operation and to question both
Gehlen and Baun as well as other members of the German organization.
Impressed with the anti-Communist sympathies of the Germans and the
breadth of their contacts (especially with various emigre groups), the CIG
representative found "no evidence to prove that the unusual confidence that
had been placed by American authorities in the German operators had been
abused." He made eight recommendations to the DCI, with the bottom line
being that the CIG should take responsibility for RUSTY. (S REL GER)

The CIG representative believed that Operation RUSTY had proven to be a
useful anti-Communist intelligence organization. If the United States aban-
doned RUSTY, it would still have the same intelligence requirements as
before although with fewer resources. Likewise, American control of the
German operation could only strengthen the overall project and reduce its
security risks. He felt that Operation RUSTY offered the Americans a
readymade, knowledgeable German intelligence service that formed a
"strong core of resistance to Russian aggression." (s REL GER)

The findings unleashed a flurry of activity in Washington during the sum-
mer and fall of 1947. On 3 June, Colonel Galloway recommended to Rear
Adm. Roscoe H. Hillenkoetter, who had just taken over as DCI from Gen-
eral Vandenberg, that he approve Bossard's report. Galloway added that
CIG's takeover of RUSTY should be cleared through the G-2 in Germany
and brought to the attention of the National Intelligence Authority, prede-
cessor to the National Security Council. Colonel Galloway remained con-
cerned that support of the GIS could conflict with both State Department
policies in dealing with a "potential resistance group" as well as interfere
with the signals intelligence work of the US Army and Navy. (S REL GER)

A few days later, Admiral Hillenkoetter prepared a memorandum for the
secretaries of State, War, Navy, as well as President Truman's personal rep-
resentative to the National Intelligence Authority on Operation RUSTY. It
outlined the organization's history and CiG's earlier examination into the
question of assuming responsibility. In his cover memorandum, Admiral
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Hillenkoetter expressed the "strong" recommendation that "Operation
RUSTY be liquidated and that CIG assume no responsibility for its continu-
ation or liquidation." Hillenkoetter felt that the GIG should have no connec-
tion with RUSTY without the knowledge and approval of the National
Intelligence Authority. (s REL GER)

Hillenkoetter's recommendation raised a furor in Army circles. At a high-
level conference on 19 June 1947 to discuss Army-GIG relations and Oper-
ation RUSTY, Maj. Gen. Stephen J. Chamberlin, the Army's Director of
Intelligence, asked that Hillenkoetter's proposed NIA memorandum be
withdrawn. He stated that he did not plan to discuss the matter even with the
Secretary of War. Consequently, the Army momentarily relented in its
efforts to have GIG assume responsibility for RUSTY. Hillenkoetter warned
Chamberlin about the national security risks posed by the US support of a
resurgent German General Staff and intelligence service. General Chamber-
lin agreed that this perception created problems and promised to have Maj.
Gen. Robert L. Walsh, the chief intelligence officer in Germany, oversee
tighter control over the operation. (s REL GER)

While the GIG and the Army debated the merits of Operation RUSTY in
Washington, Lt. Colonel Deane at Oberursel oversaw the almost-daily
growth of Gehlen's intelligence service. The rapid expansion of agents and
reports in 1946 presented a challenge in terms of control and quality. Gen-
eral Gehlen, upon his return that summer, discovered that Baun had his own
plans for a German intelligence service that did not meet with Gehlen's
approval. Baun's ambitious grasp for control of the organization coupled
with mounting questions about his agents and finances resulted in his grad-
ual removal by the Americans and Gehlen during the course of 1947. 7 The
Army, in the meantime, did take some steps to improve its control over
RUSTY, including the formation of a new military cover unit. In late 1947,
RUSTY moved from Oberursel to its own compound in Pullach, a small
village near Munich. In addition, Col. Willard K. Liebel replaced Deane as
Operations Officer. 8 (s REL GER)

7 The situation between Baun and Gehlen created internal division within the GIS within
days after the general's return to Germany in 1946. Gehlen, however, retained Baun and
decided to send him to Iran to conduct strategic planning in the Middle East. He died in
Munich in December 1951 at the age of 54. (S REL GER)

8 Reese, General Reinhard Gehlen, pp. 93-97. Relations between Colonel Liebel and Gen-
eral Gehlen deteriorated quickly after Liebel's arrival; in part due to the American officer's
insistence on obtaining identities of the German agents. Colonel Liebel also criticized
Gehlen (referred by his operational name Dr. Schneider) for poor security practices. Captain
Waldman supported Gehlen's stand during this period, which created tension within the
American chain of command. Liebel departed Pullach in August 1948, and Col. Russell
Philp arrived as his successor in December 1948. Liebel's own black-market activities and
the poor discipline of US personnel at Pullach ultimately injured the Army's efforts to
tighten control over the Germans. (u)
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CIA's Lack of Enthusiasm Toward RUSTY

There was still little enthusiasm for RUSTY after the establishment of the
Central Intelligence Agency in the fall of 1947. In March 1948, a CIA
officer in Germany provided an update to Richard Helms, chief of CIA's
Foreign Branch M that handled CIA's operations in Central Europe, about
the German intelligence organization's activities. The officer observed that,
while RUSTY "enjoys the unqualified backing of the Army in Germany," he
felt that the Soviets must have penetrated the German group. "The political
implications alone (leaving aside the espionage angle) would come in
handy if the Russians at any time should look for a pretext to provoke a
showdown in Western Germany." Likewise, he was concerned about "the
political implications of sponsoring an organization that in the opinion of
qualified observers constitutes a re-activation of the German Abwehr under
American aegis." (S REL GER)

With great disgust, the acting chief of CIA's Karlsruhe Operations Base
related his experiences with RUSTY in an August 1948 memorandum to
Headquarters. This officer first encountered Baun's operatives in the sum-
mer of 1946 when the Army's Counter Intelligence Corps (CIC) arrested a
number of Germans who claimed to work for American intelligence. CIC
informed the SSU representative about these arrests who launched an inves-
tigation as to the background of the German agents. He found that "some of
the agents employed were SS personnel with known Nazi records and, in
most cases, undesirable people. Recruiting methods then employed," he
complained, "were so loose that former German officers and noncoms were
blindly being approached to work for American intelligence in espionage
activity directed against the USSR." (S REL GER)

RUSTY's approach went against all principles of intelligence work. "In the
recruitment methods no attention was paid to the character of the recruits,
security, political leanings, or quality with the result that many of the agents
were blown almost immediately." This officer felt that RUSTY's "recruiting
methods indicated a highly nationalistic group of Germans who could easily
become the nucleous [sic] of serious subversive activity against any occupy-
ing power. At the same time, the distribution of operational supplies,
money, and so forth was so loose and elaborate that the influence on the
black market certainly was considerable." (S REL GER)

He expressed his displeasure with RUSTY and protested any plans for
future association between this group and CIA. In a lengthy summary, this
officer presented the viewpoint of many of his colleagues:

The general consensus is that RUSTY represents a tightly-knit
organization of former German officers, a good number of which
formerly belonged to the German general staff. Since they have
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an effective means of control over their people through extensive
funds, facilities, operational supplies, etc., they are in a position
to provide safe haven for a good many undesirable elements from
the standpoint of a future democratic Germany. Most of these
officers are unable to find employment and they are therefore able
to maintain their former standard of living without having to put
up with the present difficulties of life in conquered Germany.
They are likewise able to maintain their social standing as former
officers and to continue their own study in the military field and
continue training along military lines. The control of an extensive
intelligence net makes it possible for the leaders to create a cadre
of officers for the perpetuation of German general staff activity.
The organization of RUSTY makes it possible for them to con-
tinue a closely knit organization which can be expanded at will.
(S REL GER)

A former SSU/X-2 chief in Germany and now head of CIA's Munich Oper-
ations Base related his views of RUSTY in a July 1948 memorandum to
Gordon M. Stewart, who had replaced Crosby Lewis as chief of mission in
Germany. Like his colleagues, this officer protested RUSTY's poor security
practices and its "free-wheeling" methods of agent recruitment. He
expressed particular distaste at RUSTY's abuse of the denazification laws
that undermined the operation's overall standing. Quoting a "local cynic,"
this officer noted that "American intelligence is a rich blind man using the
Abwehr as a seeing-eye dog. The only trouble is—the leash is much too
long." (S REL GER)

In summarizing the sentiments of Agency officials in Germany, Richard
Helms told Colonel Galloway in March 1948 that "nothing about RUSTY
has been altered which could lead us to change the position taken by us last
year. In fact, the reports in the Soviet dominated press in Germany concern-
ing the use of former German staff and intelligence officers are such that
there is no question that the Russians know this operation is going on even
though they may have some of the details wrong." Helms added, "certainly
the fact that so much publicity has been given to this indicates serious flaws
in the security of the operation." (S REL GER)

Little by little, however, the Army managed to get CIA more involved with
RUSTY, despite complaints from the field and even Admiral Hillenkoetter's
overall opposition to the project. In December 1947, General Walsh brought
up the issue of CIA's taking over of RUSTY with CIA's chief of base in
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Berlin. Walsh maintained that, while the handling of RUSTY by the Army
in 1947 might have been considered a "sin of commission," the failure for
the Americans to continue the operation in 1948 would constitute a "sin of
omission." (s REL GER)

As late as mid-1948, Admiral Hillenkoetter resisted the Army's overtures to
assume control of RUSTY. In July 1948, the DCI informed the Army's
Director of Intelligence that he did not want the Army to use a 1946 letter of
agreement between the War Department and CIG to obtain services, sup-
plies, and equipment for the Army's cover organization for RUSTY. Hillen-
koetter believed that a new, and separate, agreement should be drawn up
between both organizations to support the Army's requirements for RUSTY.
(S REL GER)

At the same time, Hillenkoetter provided General Chamberlin with some
news about RUSTY that he had learned from various sources. In one case,
the CIG officer who had reviewed the Gehlen Organization in 1947 received
a letter from a mysterious "R. Gunner" about "some dangerous points."
Gunner, believed to be General Gehlen, asked for "personal advice concern-
ing certain business questions" and wanted him to come to Munich. Dis-
agreements between Gehlen and his American military counterpart,
Colonel Liebel, now made their way to the highest levels of CIA. The entire
project appeared on the verge of disintegration. (s REL GER)

The Critchfield Report

Matters soon came to head that forced the CIA to act whether it should
assume responsibility for the German intelligence organization. In October
1948, General Walsh informed Admiral Hillenkoetter that the Army could
no longer fund RUSTY for any activities other than Order of Battle intern-

•.	
. gence. During a visit to Germany, the DC' discussed the matter with Walsh

and agreed to provide limited funds while CIA conducted an investigation
of the Army's German operation. Immediately prior to Admiral Hillenkoet-
ter's agreement with the Army, Colonel Galloway and CIA's chief of mis-
sion in Germany conferred about RUSTY. They concluded that the Agency
needed to begin C. _ .M 'RUSTY, "or at least [be] care-
fully watched and reported upon, and that we should pay particular atten-
tion to its attempts to become the official German intelligence service."
(S REL GER)

On 27 October 1948, Colonel Galloway told Stewart that he wanted James
H. Critchfield, the newly arrived chief of Munich Operations Base, to exam-
ine RUSTY and prepare a report similar to that done by CIG in 1947.
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Critchfield's mandate specified that he should evaluate RUSTY's OB facili-
ties and determine which elements should either C 	 'CIA,
exploited, left with the Army, or liquidated. The report, Galloway noted,
should be thorough, but finished within a month. (S REL GER)

Critchfield, a young US Army combat veteran, had served in military intel-
ligence staff positions in both Germany and Austria when he joined the new
CIA in 1948. He embarked on his new project with vigor and met his dead-
line when he cabled a summary of his findings to Washington, DC, on 17
December. His full report, with annexes, arrived at Headquarters after that
point. An extensive study, Critchfield and several associates examined the
Army's relationship with RUSTY, its funding, organizational structure,
intelligence reporting, overall operations and procedures, and Gehlen's own
future projections for his group. Critchfield's report stands as the CIA's (and
its predecessors) most thorough review of the growing German intelligence
service. (S REL GER)

Critchfield's report also set the tenor for future CIA relations with Gehlen.
While he made several important points, Critchfield observed that CIA
could not ignore the presence of RUSTY. He wrote:

In the final analysis, RUSTY is a re-established GIS which has
been sponsored by the present de facto national government of
Germany, i.e. by the military occupational forces. Because the
4,000 or more Germans who comprise RUSTY constitute a going
concern in the intelligence field, it appears highly probable that
RUSTY will emerge as a strong influence, if not the dominant
one, in the new GIS. Another important consideration is that
RUSTY has closest ties with ex-German General Staff officers
throughout Germany. If, in the future, Germany is to play any
role in a Western European military alliance, this is an important
factor. (S REL GER)

•••••	 •

As Critchfield pointed out, RUSTY was a fait accompli, regardless of
whether CIA wanted the German organization or not. He advocated the
Agency's assumption of RUSTY because, "from an intelligence viewpoint,
it seems desirable that CIA enter RUSTY at that point where it can control
all contacts and operational developments outside of German territory."
Admiral Hillenkoetter, however, reluctantly agreed to this move and made it
clear that "CIA was not asking to take over Rusty and was expressing
a willingness to do so only because the Army was requesting it."
(S REL GER)
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Gen. Omar Bradley, the Army's Chief of Staff (and soon-to-be Chairman of
the Joint Chiefs of Staff) and Secretary of Defense James V. Forrestal both
supported the Agency's move as did individual members of the National
Security Council. Throughout the first months of 1949, the Agency, the
Department of the Army, and Lt. Gen. Lucius D. Clay, US military gover-
nor of Germany, debated the issue of the CIA's assumption of RUSTY.
Likewise, Critchfield in Pullach had his hands full with ongoing disputes
between Gehlen and Colonel Philp, the US Army commander on the scene.
With General Clay's departure from Germany in May, the Agency assumed
control On 1 July 1949. 9 (S REL GER)

CIA's Trusteeship of the Gehlen Organization

Even before the official transfer in mid-1949, Critchfield specified the terms
of agreement between the CIA and the German organization. The basic
agreement reached by Critchfield and Gehlen in June 1949 recognized that
"the basis for US-German cooperation in this project lies in the mutual con-
viction of the respective parties that increasing cooperation between a free
and democratic Germany and the United States within the framework of the
Western European Union and the Atlantic Community is indispensable for
the successful execution of a policy of opposition and containment of Com-
munist Russia." (S REL GER)

Critchfield acknowledged that "the members of the German staff of this
project are acting first and foremost as German nationals working in the
interest of the German people in combating Communism." Yet, the
Agency's chief of base insisted that, until Germany regained its sovereignty
and the two countries made new arrangements, the Central Intelligence
Agency would remain the dominant partner and call the shots. Critchfield,
for example, would specify US requests to Gehlen for intelligence priorities
and that "complete details of operational activities will be available to US

- ----staff." While US officials would deal with the Germans in "an advisory and
liaison capacity," Critchfield planned to closely examine the Gehlen Organi-
zation. "All operations outside of Germany will," Critchfield noted, "be
reduced to a project basis with funds provided for each project as approved

9 Shortly after CIA took over RUSTY from the Army, the Office of the US High Commis-
sion for Germany (HICOM) assumed control from the Office of the Military Government
for Germany (OMGUS) and the Occupation Statute went into effect. In September 1949,
the Federal Republic of Germany formed following the ratification of the Basic Law, the
new republic's constitution, in May. In the spring of 1952, Germany and the Western Allies
replaced the Occupation Statute with Contractual Agreements. Three years later, West Ger-
many became a sovereign nation and joined the North Atlantic Treaty Organization
(NATO). Several months later, West Germany formed its military forces, and the Gehlen
Organization became West Germany's Federal Intelligence Service in 1956. (u)
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and on the basis of continuing review of operational details and produc-
tion." (s REL GER)

Relations between the Agency and German intelligence service during the
first half of the 1950s were often at odds. Gehlen resented CIA's intrusion
into his affairs that were far more sweeping than the Army's. In 1950, for
example, Critchfield reduced the number of Gehlen's projects from 150 to
49, and he soon whittled this latter number to 10. CIA cut the vast bulk of
German projects for nonproduction of any worthwhile intelligence or even
possessing any potential value. Critchfield bluntly told Gehlen in 1950 that
"it was high time he recognized the fact that his organization, while viewed
in a most creditable light for its tactical collection and especially its military
evaluation work, was considered definitely second class in any intelligence
activity of a more difficult or sophisticated nature, and that if he had any
aspirations beyond that of producing a good G-2 concern for the future Ger-
man Army, some drastic changes were in order." (S REL GER)

While the Central Intelligence Agency and its predecessors had long pro-
tested against the use of the German intelligence service, the American ser-
vice soon found itself defending its own ties to the Gehlen Organization. As
early as 1953, the two agencies had become so entwined that even Roger M.
Keyes, Deputy Secretary of Defense, criticized the Agency's role in Ger-
many. Frank Wisner, the Deputy Director of Plans, responded that "there is
no adequate answer or correction of the assumption that we rely very
largely upon the [Gehlen Organization] effort for intelligence on Eastern
Europe generally." Wisner stated, "this is a common fallacy which is always
cropping up and it should be pointed out that we have our own independent
operations in addition to the [Gehlen Organization] effort." Despite Wis-
ner's rebuttal, the Agency learned that it was expensive to support the
Gehlen Organization and that the CIA never had full control of the German
personnel. (S REL GER)

A Double-Edged Sword

CIA's support of the Gehlen Organization proved a double-edged sword. On
the one hand, US assistance to the nascent West German intelligence ser-
vice strengthened ties between the two countries. The United States and the
Federal Republic of Germany remained close allies during the long years of
the Cold War, which witnessed not only the collapse of the Berlin Wall and
the German Democratic Republic, but also the end of the Soviet Union
itself. The partnership between the CIA and the BND certainly contributed
to this success. (u)
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On the other hand, CIA's relationship with the Gehlen Organization also
had serious counterintelligence implications and boosted the Warsaw Pact's
propaganda efforts. The Communists branded the BND as the successors to
Nazi Germany's military and intelligence heritage. Gehlen's intelligence
service suffered devastating penetrations by the KGB as seen by the Hans
Clemons and Heinz Felfe spy scandals of the early 1960s. These disasters
highlighted the Central Intelligence Agency's concerns about the Gehlen
Organization that it had warned about as early as 1945. The KGB's exploi t

-tation of former Nazis in the 1940s and 1950s led to further penetrations of
the BND by the East German STASI until the fall of the Berlin Wall in
1989. Ten years later, reunified Germany is still coming to terms with the
full extent of the East's penetration of West Germany's military and civilian
agencies. (u)

The Agency's support to the Gehlen Organization remains a controversial
topic, yet it took on this responsibility after lengthy debate and with the full
knowledge of the risks. The CIA recognized that its ties to Gehlen meant it
inherited many negative aspects that had also plagued the US Army
between 1945 and 1949. Gehlen's intelligence on the Soviet Union, how-
ever, outweighed these problems during the hottest years of the Cold War.
The history of postwar Germany needs to take into account the origins of
the CIA's trusteeship of the Gehlen Organization and its influence on Ger-
many's Federal Intelligence Service. (u)'
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Notes on Sources

This volume of historical documents pertaining to the Central Intelligence
Agency and the Gehlen Organization from 1945 to 1949 is drawn from
original records in the possession of the Central Intelligence Agency and
declassified records at the National Archives and Records Administration
(NARA). In the early years, CIA, and its predecessor organizations, includ-
ing the Office of Strategic Services, the Strategic Services Unit, and the
Central Intelligence Group, obtained its information on the Gehlen Organi-
zation from a variety of sources.

The US Army provided some of the material presented in this volume as it
attempted on several occasions to persuade CIA and its predecessors to
assume responsibility for the German intelligence service. The Army docu-
ments, now located in the CIA's Archives, have been reviewed by Army
declassification officials and approved for publication in this classified
volume.

A handful of documents pertaining to German World War II intelligence on
the Soviet Union have already been declassified and are held at the National
Archives in College Park, MD. They are published in this classified volume
to highlight the importance that the US Army regarded information on the
Soviet Union provided by German military personnel.

The bulk of the material presented in this book is drawn from CIA's
Archives and consists of classified documents generated by CIA officials in
Germany and in Washington, DC. These documents represent the bulk of
CIA's holdings on the Gehlen Organization during this early period. Most of
the documents are cables and dispatches to and from CIA officials in Ger-
many and Headquarters discussing the merits of the Gehlen Organization,
the Army's own operations, and whether the Agency should take control of
the German service.

The documents have been organized into six chronological sections. Part I,
covering the first months after the war, contains firsthand accounts by some
of the key players as the Germans and Americans began to work together.
These accounts were written in the 1950s although some interviews were
conducted as late as 1970. Part IT deals with the end of World War II in 1945
as the US Army began to interrogate German officers about their knowledge
of the Soviet Union. Part III focuses on what the CIG knew about the
Army's efforts to work with Gehlen and his officers as well as the Army's
attempt to get CIG to assume responsibility of the Gehlen Organization.
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During 1947, CIG conducted an investigation of the Gehlen Organization,
which forms the basis for Part IV. The following year, CIA conducted
another investigation of the Gehlen Organization, which is Part V. In 1949,
CIA assumed responsibility for the German service from the US Army;
documents pertaining to this takeover are found in Part VI.

The volume also includes a list of acronyms and abbreviations, identifica-
tions of persons mentioned in the documents, and a chronology of world
events as well as highlights in the relationship between the Army, CIA, and
the Gehlen Organization from 1945 to 1949. A few of the documents have
been "sanitized," or had some words or passages removed to protect intelli-
gence sources and methods. Limitations in space have forced us to print
some documents only in part. For example, the lengthy 1948 Critchfield
Report does not contain all of the annexes. The excerpts published in this
volume, however, constitute the most useful and historically relevant
information.

The documents reproduced in this book vary greatly in quality. Some are
copied from typed or printed originals, but others are faint carbon copies or
reproduced from microfiche. Thus, we may have a poor copy to work from,
and its reproduction for this volume further reduces its legibility. Over the
years, the documents have been marred by classification stamps and other
extraneous markings that have also been "sanitized" to some extent.

All of the documents, with the exception of the declassified material at the
National Archives, have been classified as "Secret/Release to Germany
Only." Consequently, this volume and the individual documents are still
classified, and the Central Intelligence Agency retains ownership of the
original material. The CIA must review and approve any further dissemina-
tion of this volume to other countries or intelligence services. Likewise, the
Agency must approve any release of this volume to the public by German
authorities.

The photographs in this volume are unique. They come from the BND's
own Archives as well as the holdings of the CIA. They lend a personalized
view of the first years of the German-US intelligence relationship.

This information is Confidential Rel GER.
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Acronyms and Abbreviations

Abwehr	 German military intelligence service in World War II

ADSO	 Assistant Director for Special Operations (CIG and CIA)

AMZON	 American Zone of Occupation in Germany

CIA	 Central Intelligence Agency (1947-)

CIC	 Counter Intelligence Corps, US Army

CIG	 Central Intelligence Group (1946-47)

COPS	 Chief of Operations (CIG and CIA)

DCI	 Director of Central Intelligence (CIG and CIA)

DDCI	 Deputy Director of Central Intelligence (CIG and CIA)

DoD	 Department of Defense

EUCOM	 European Command

FBM	 Foreign Branch M (CIG and CIA)

FHO	 German Fremde Heer Ost, or Foreign Armies East

G-2	 Intelligence section

HICOM	 Office of the US High Commission for Germany

JCS	 Joint Chiefs of Staff

MIS	 Military Intelligence Service

MISC	 Military Intelligence Service Center

NIA	 National Intelligence Authority (interdepartmental)

NSC	 National Security Council
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OMGUS	 Office of the Military Government for Germany (US)

OSO	 Office of Special Operations (CIG and CIA)

OSS	 Office of Strategic Services (1942-45)

RSHA	 Reichssicherheitshauptamt (Reich Main Security Administration)

RSHA VI	 Department VI (foreign intelligence) of the RSHA

SAINT	 X-2 (counterespionage) (OSS, SSU, and CIG)

SC	 Security Control (successor to X-2 in CIG and CIA)

SHAEF	 Supreme Headquarters, Allied Expeditionary Force

SSU	 Strategic Services Unit, War Department (1945-47)

USFET	 United States Forces in the European Theater

This information is Unclassified.
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Persons Mentioned

This section provides a brief identification of the Americans mentioned in
the various reports and correspondence.

Boker, John
Robert, Jr.

Bossard, Samuel
Brennan

Born in New York in 1913, Boker graduated from Yale University in 1933.
He served in Army intelligence in Europe during the war, where he interro-
gated Gehlen. After the war, Boker operated a family-owned manufacturing
firm.

Born in Pennsylvania in 1912, Bossard graduated from Princeton Univer-
sity in 1933 and Columbia University in 1938. He studied in Germany dur-
ing the 1930s and was a professor of German. During the war, Bossard
served as an enlisted man and officer in OSS where he was assigned to X-2.
He remained as a liaison officer with CIG and CIA and handled the Gehlen
Organization at CIA's Headquarters. Bossard resigned from the Agency in
1950. He died in 1996.

Bradley, Omar	 Born in Missouri in 1893, Bradley graduated from the US Military Acad-
Nelson	 emy at West Point, N.Y., in 1915. During World War I, Bradley served in

the United States and he spent the interwar years as an instructor or student.
He commanded two infantry divisions in World War II and rose to corps,
army, and, finally, 12 th Army Group command by 1945. After the war, Gen.
Bradley served as director of the Veterans Administration and then as Chief
of Staff of the Army. Bradley became the first Chairman of the Joint Chiefs
of Staff in August 1949. Promoted to the rank of General of the Army in
1950, Bradley retired three years later. Bradley died in 1981.

Burress, Withers
Alexander

Born in Virginia in 1894, Burress graduated from the Virginia Military
Institute at Lexington, VA, in 1914. He served in World War I with the 2n°
Division's 23d Infantry Regiment at Chateau-Thierry, St. Mihiel, and in the
Aisne -Marne offensive. Between the wars, Burress served at the Infantry
School at Fort Benning, GA, and attended various military schools. Pro-
moted to brigadier general and then major general, Burress commanded the
100th Infantry Division in World War II. He held command and staff assign-
ments in Germany after the war and commanded the Infantry School. In
1951, Burress commanded the VII Corps in Germany and then the First
Army until his retirement in 1954. Burress died in June 1977.

Chamberlin,	 Born in Kansas in 1889, Chamberlin graduated from the US Military Acad-
Stephen J.	 emy at West Point, NY, in 1912. He was commissioned in the Infantry and

served in the United States during World War I. During World War II,
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Chamberlin held staff positions in the Pacific Theater of Operations and in
Washington. He served as Assistant Chief of Staff, G-2, at the War Depart-
ment from October 1948 through August 1950. In 1948, Chamberlin com-
manded the Fifth Army, and he retired as a lieutenant general in 1951.
Chamberlin died in October 1971.

Clay, Lucius D.

Critchfield, James
Hardesty

Deane, John
Russell, Jr.

Born in Georgia in 1897, Clay graduated from the US Military Academy at
West Point, NY, in 1918. An Engineer officer, Clay took various assign-
ments in the United States and in Panama. During the war, Clay served in
Washington and in Europe where he was named as deputy military governor
for Germany in 1945. Two years later, he was assigned as military governor
and commander of all US forces in Germany. Lt. General Clay retired in
1949, and he died in 1978.

Born in North Dakota in 1917, Critchfield graduated from North Dakota
State in 1939. Commissioned in the Regular Army, Critchfield rose from
second lieutenant in 1939 to lieutenant colonel by 1943. Critchfield com-
manded a battalion in the 36 th Infantry Division and saw extensive combat
in Europe. After the war, he served as the chief of the Counter Intelligence
Branch of the Third Army in Germany from March 1946 until January 1947
and then as chief of the Intelligence Branch of the United States Forces in
Austria from January 1947 until January 1948. Critchfield joined CIA in
March 1948 and was assigned as the Agency's chief in Munich from Sep-
tember 1948 until March 1949. He later was the Agency's representative to
the Gehlen Organization at Pullach from June 1949 until 1956. Critchfield
held a number of senior positions in CIA until his retirement in 1974.

Born in California in 1919, Deane graduated from the US Military Acad-
emy at West Point, NY, in 1942. Commissioned as an Infantry officer,
Deane commanded a battalion of the 415 th Infantry Regiment of the 104'h
Infantry Division from 1942 to 1945. Following postwar service in Ger-
many and in Washington, Deane was a battalion commander in the 17th
Infantry Regiment, 7" Infantry Division and later commanded the 2d Battle
Group, 6th Infantry from 1961-62. In 1965, Deane was the assistant com-
mander of the 82d Airborne Division in the Dominican Republic and later
commanded the 173d Airborne Brigade in Vietnam. From 1968-70, Deane
commanded the 82d Airborne Division and served as Deputy Director of
the Defense Intelligence Agency from 1972-73. Deane retired as a full gen-
eral after serving as commander of the US Army Material Development and
Readiness Command in 1977.

Duin, Gerald Herman Born in Wisconsin in 1911, Duin graduated from the US Military Academy
at West Point, NY, in 1936. Commissioned in the Field Artillery, he served
in various units until 1942 when Duin was assigned to the War Department.
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Duin later held overseas assignments in the North Africa Theater of Opera-
tions and with the Supreme Headquarters Allied Expeditionary Force. Duin
was assigned to the War Department after 1945 and served in Germany
from 1947-51. He was detailed with CIA and the National Security Agency
from 1951-57 and then served at the Intelligence Center at Fort Holabird,
MD, until 1959. He retired in 1959 as a colonel.

Dulles, Allen Welsh

Galloway, Donald
Henry

Hall, William Evens

Helms, Richard
McGarrah

Born in New York in 1893, Dulles graduated from Princeton University in
1914 and 1916 and from George Washington University in 1926. He served
in the Department of State from 1916 until 1926 and then practiced law in
New York until World War II. Dulles joined OSS in 1942 and was assigned
to its post in Bern, Switzerland. Dulles joined CIA in 1951 as Deputy Direc-
tor of Plans and later served as DDCI and DCI until 1961. He died in 1969.

Born in New York in 1898, he served with the Cavalry in World War I. Gal-
loway graduated from the US Military Academy at West Point, NY, in 1923.
During World War II, Galloway served as Deputy Chief of Staff of the VI
Corps in the Mediterranean Theater in 1943-44. From July 1946 to Decem-
ber 1948, Colonel Galloway served as CIG's and later CIA's first Assistant
Director for Special Operations. During the Korean Conflict, Colonel Gal-
loway was the chief of staff of the Korean Armistice Delegation. He com-
manded the post at Ft. Myer, VA, until his retirement in 1954. Galloway
died in December 1980.

Born in Oklahoma in 1907, Hall graduated from the US Military Academy
at West Point, NY, in 1929. He served in the Field Artillery and transferred
to the Army Air Corps. After serving at the Army Air Forces headquarters,
Hall was assigned to the Fifteenth Air Force and then as the chief of the mil-
itary mission to Bulgaria from 1944 to 1945. He later served in various
command and staff positions with the US Air Force, including commander
of the Fourth Air Force and the Continental Air Command. He retired as a
lieutenant general in 1961 and died in 1984.

Born in Pennsylvania in 1913, Helms graduated from Williams College in
1935. He worked as a journalist until the outbreak of World War II when he
was commissioned as an officer in the US Navy. Helms joined the Office of
Strategic Services in 1943 and served in Europe with Secret Intelligence
(SI). After the war, Helms remained with the Strategic Services Unit, Cen-
tral Intelligence Group, and CIA where he served as the chief of Foreign
Branch M (later Foreign Division M), which handled operations in Central
Europe. In 1951, Helms was named the Deputy Assistant Director for Spe-
cial Operations and later held senior positions in the Deputy Directorate of
Plans. In 1965, President Johnson selected Helms as the Deputy Director of
Central Intelligence. The following year, Helms assumed the DCI's post and
he remained there until 1973. Helms later served as Ambassador to Iran.
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Hillenkoetter, Roscoe
Henry

Born in Missouri in 1897, Hillenkoetter graduated from the United States
Naval Academy at Annapolis, MD, in 1919 as a member of the Class of
1920. He served as assistant Naval Attache in France before, during, and
after World War II as well as intelligence officer in the Pacific Theater in
1942-43. Hillenkoetter was promoted to rear admiral in November 1946
and appointed as Director of Central Intelligence by President Truman in
May 1947. He remained as DCI for both the Central Intelligence Group and
the Central Intelligence Agency until October 1950. Hillenkoetter later
commanded a cruiser division during the Korean Conflict and served as the
Navy's Inspector General. Hillenkoetter retired as Vice Admiral in 1957
and died in June 1982.

Irwin, Stafford	 Born in Virginia in 1893, Irwin graduated from the US Military Academy at
LeRoy	 West Point, NY, in 1915. Irwin was an instructor at the Field Artillery

School in World War I. He commanded the 9 th Infantry Division artillery in
the North Africa Theater of Operations from 1942-43 and later served as the
commanding general of the 5 1h Infantry Division in the European Theater of
Operations in 1944-45. He then commanded the XII Corps after the war.
Major General Irwin was the Assistant Chief of Staff, G-2, General Staff
from October 1948 to August 1950. He was promoted to lieutenant general
in 1950 and retired two years later. Irwin died in November 1955.

Jackson, William
Harding

Lewis, Crosby

Born in Tennessee in 1901, Jackson graduated from Princeton University in
1924 and from Harvard University in 1928. A prewar lawyer and invest-
ment banker, Jackson served on General Bradley's intelligence staff during
the war. He served as DDCI from 1950-51. Jackson died in 1971.

Born in 1916, Lewis joined the Canadian Army in 1940. He transferred to
the US Army in 1942 and was commissioned as an officer the following
year. He commanded the 202d CIC Detachment in North Africa and in
Italy. Major (later Lt. Col.) Lewis, joined OSS in late 1945 and was selected
as the chief of the German Mission's X-2 branch. He became chief of SSU's
German Mission in January 1946 and remained until early 1947. He
resigned from CIA in early 1948 and died in 1992.

Liebe!, Willard	 Born in Kentucky in 1901, Liebel graduated from the US Military Academy
Koehler	 at West Point, NY, in 1924. An Infantry officer, Liebe( served as the chief of

staff of the 17'h Airborne Division in World War II. Colonel Liebel oversaw
Operation RUSTY from the summer of 1947 until the fall of 1948 when
Colonel Philps replaced him. Colonel Liebel transferred to Austria as the
Provost Marshal of the United States Forces in Austria. He later com-
manded the 86' h Infantry Regiment in 1950-51 and was the assistant com-
manding general of the 10' h Infantry Division from 1951-52. He was
promoted to brigadier general in 1951. Liebel retired as a major general in
1957, and he died in 1961.
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Lovell, John	 Born in Iowa in 1904, Lovell graduated from the US Military Academy at
Raymond	 West Point, NY, in 1927. He served as assistant Military Attache in Berlin

in 1939-41 and later served in the Military Intelligence Service in Europe
during the war. From 1946 to 1949, Lovell was the Military Attache in
Rumania and then was assigned to the Intelligence Division at Headquar-
ters, US Air Force. He was killed in Korea in December 1950.

McCracken, Alan R. Born in Illinois in 1898, McCracken graduated from the US Naval Acad-
emy at Annapolis, MD, in 1922. McCracken served in Asia before and dur-
ing the war and was captured at Corregidor in 1942. He spent 33 months in
Japanese prisoner of war camps and was released in February 1945. Captain
McCracken served as Deputy Assistant Director for Special Operations
from August 1947 and as acting Assistant Director for Special Operations
from January 1949. McCracken retired as rear admiral in January 1950. He
died in November 1989.

Philp, William	 Born in Ontario, Canada, in 1892, Philp joined the US Army in 1916. Colo-
Russell	 nel Philp commanded the Military Intelligence Service Center at Oberursel

from June 1945 until September 1947; in this capacity, he oversaw Opera-
tion RUSTY. He was detailed to the CIA as the chief of the Foreign Docu-
ments Branch in the Office of Operations from October 1947—October
1948. He returned to Germany to take over the 7821 st Composite Group
from Colonel Liebel. Colonel Philp left this assignment in early 1950 after
CIA assumed responsibility for the Gehlen Organization.

Quinn, William	 Born in Maryland in 1907, Quinn graduated from the US Military Academy
Wilson	 at West Point, NY, in 1933. He was commissioned in the Infantry and

served as G-2, or intelligence officer, of the IV Corps and later with the Sev-
enth Army. Colonel Quinn joined the Strategic Services Unit in 1945 and
served as its director in 1946-47. During the Korean Conflict, Quinn was the
G-2 for X Corps and later commanded the 17 th Infantry Regiment. After his
promotion to brigadier general, Quinn headed the Joint Military Advisory
Group in Greece and then commanded the 4 th Infantry Division and Ft.
Lewis in 1957. General Quinn later served as Deputy Director of the
Defense Intelligence Agency from 1961-64 and then as the commander of
the Seventh Army until his retirement as lieutenant general in 1966.

Schow, Robert Alwin Born in New Jersey in 1898, Schow graduated from the US Military Acad-
emy at West Point, NY, in 1918. Commissioned as an Infantry officer,
Schow was assistant Military Attache to France and then served on the staff
of the Supreme Headquarters, Allied Expeditionary Force, in 1944-45. He
later served as G-2 for the Fifteenth Army from 1945-46 and remained in
Germany until his assignment to CIA as Assistant Director for Special
Operations in March 1949. Schow remained as ADSO until February 1951
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and, during that time, he was promoted to brigadier general. In 1951, Schow
was promoted to major general and assigned as G-2 to Supreme Headquar-
ters Allied Powers Europe. He returned to Washington, DC, in 1954 as Dep-
uty Assistant Chief of Staff for Intelligence and served as Assistant Chief of
Staff for Intelligence from 1956-58. He retired in 1958 and died in April
1991.

Born in Arkansas in 1897, Sibert graduated from the US Military Academy
at West Point, NY, in 1918. He was commissioned in the Field Artillery and
served as a Military Attache in Brazil in 1940. During the war, Sibert com-
manded the 99 th Infantry Division artillery in 1942-43. He later served as
the G-2 of the 12 th Army Group in 1944-45 and then as the G-2, USFET
until 1946. Sibert was assigned as the Assistant Director for Operations in
the Central Intelligence Group in September 1946, a position that he held
until mid-1948. After his return to the Army from CIA, Sibert served as the
chief of staff of the Far East Command in Japan and later as commanding
general of Camp Edwards in 1952. Promoted to major general in 1953, Sib-
ert retired the following year. He died in December 1977.

Born in New York in 1911, Stewart entered the US Army in 1942. He
served with OSS in both R&A and SI in Washington and overseas. Stewart
remained with SSU and CIG and became the chief of the German Mission
in February 1947; a position that he held until mid-1953. Stewart held a
number of senior positions in the Agency until his retirement in 1971.

Born in Wisconsin in 1899, Vandenberg graduated from the US Military
Academy at West Point, NY, in 1923. He served in the Army Air Corps and
commanded the Ninth Air Force in Europe during World War II. From Jan-
uary through June 1946, Lt. General Vandenberg was the Assistant Chief of
Staff, G-2, on the War Department General Staff. In June 1946, President
Truman appointed Vandenberg as the Director of Central Intelligence, and
he remained in that position until May 1947. After his service with the Cen-
tral Intelligence Group, Vandenberg was the Vice Chief and later Chief of
Staff of the US Air Force from 1947-53. General Vandenburg retired in
1953 and died the following year.

Born in Vienna, Austria, in 1914, Waldman immigrated to the United States
in 1938. He joined the US Army in 1942 and became an American citizen
the following year. After receiving his initial training at Fort Sill, OK, and
Camp Ritchie, MD, Waldman spent the war in Washington, DC, where he
served in the Intelligence Division specializing in German Order of Battle
collection. In 1945, he debriefed General Gehlen and his officers at Fort
Hunt, and he returned with Gehlen's group to Germany in 1946. Captain
Waldman served as the deputy to Operation RUSTY in Oberursel and in
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Pullach until his release from active duty in May 1949. Between 1950 and
1955, Waldman earned his BA, MA, and Ph.D. degrees while working with
the War Documentation Project in Alexandria, VA. From 1955 to 1966,
Waldman was a professor of political science at Marquette University and
the director of the Institute of German Affairs. He later moved to the Uni-
versity of Calgary in Alberta, Canada. Waldman wrote a number of books,
including The Sparticist Uprising of 1919: The Crisis in the German Social-
ist Movement (1958) and The Goose Step is Verboten: The German Army
Today (1964).

Walsh, Robert	 Born in 1894 in Washington, Walsh graduated from the US Military Acad-
LeGrow	 emy at West Point, NY, in 1916. Commissioned in the Cavalry, he spent

most of his career in the Air Corps and Army Air Forces. He was a pilot
during World War I and later served as assistant military attache for air in
France and Spain. During World War II, Walsh served with the US Military
Mission to the Soviet Union. Promoted to major general in 1943, he was
stationed with Headquarters, Army Air Forces, in 1944-45 where he served
as the assistant chief of staff for intelligence. He later served as Director of
Intelligence in EUCOM in 1948. Walsh retired in 1953 and died in June
1985.

Wright, Edwin	 Born in 1898 in Oregon, Wright was commissioned in 1922 in the Oregon
Kennedy	 National Guard and received a Regular US Army commission in 1923. He

served in the 12' h Army Group in World War II and was assigned as Execu-
tive Director of the Intelligence Division, US Army General Staff, War
Department, from February-June 1946. From June 1946 through January
1947, Wright (he was promoted to brigadier general in February 1947) held
the position of Executive to the DCI of the Central Intelligence Group. In
January 1947, Wright became the Deputy Director of Central Intelligence, a
position that he held until March 1949. After his service in CIG and CIA,
Wright held staff positions in the Far East Command until 1952. He was
promoted to major general in 1952 and assigned as commander of the Mili-
tary District of Washington until 1954. Wright commanded the 6' h Infantry
Division at Fort Ord, CA, until his retirement in 1955. General Wright died
in September 1983.
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Chronology

This chronology provides a general timeline of major world events between
1945 and 1949. Significant developments affecting the American intelli-
gence services and the Gehlen Organization are also listed. Where possible,
the events described in this chronology are linked to specific documents
presented in this volume.

1945

9 April	 Hitler removes Generalmajor Reinhard Gehlen as head of FHO; Gerhard
Wessel takes charge. Gehlen proceeds to Bavaria to hide documents and
personnel and await the war's end. Hiding place is at Elendsalm near
Munich, while records are stored in the Alps near Schliersee, Wilde Kaiser,
and Marquardtstein. (Doc. 1)

10 April	 Gehlen meets with Hermann Baun, head of Abwehr Leitselle I Ost, to coor-
dinate plans for postwar operations. (Doc. 1)

8 May	 Germany surrenders.

23 May	 Gehlen surrenders to the US Army; he is moved from Woergel to Augsburg
and then to Wiesbaden's 12th Army Group Interrogation Center com-
manded by Col. William R. Philp. Gehlen is interrogated by Capt. John R.
Boker. (Doc. 6)

5 July	 Boker contacts Wessel to ask him to work for the United States. Wessel
later meets with Gehlen who states that he had met with the G-2 of the 12th
Army Group to rebuild the German intelligence apparatus. (Doc. 1)

17 July	 The Potsdam Conference of the leaders of the United States, Great Britain,
and the Soviet Union convenes to discuss peace terms and the fate of
Germany.

29 July	 Baun is captured. He is interrogated later in August. (Doc. 11)

August	 The War Department directs that Gehlen's group and records be transferred
to Washington, DC. (Doc. 6)

21 August	 Gehlen and six of his officers fly to Washington, DC, accompanied by Capt.
Boker to work on intelligence reports on the Soviet Union for the Army's
6-2. The group is known as the BOLERO Group. (Docs. 1, 3, and 6)
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2 September	 World War II ends as Japan formally surrenders.

19 September	 Baun and Wessel meet at 1\4ISC, Oberursel, and agree to work for the
Americans. (Doc. 1)

20 September	 Executive Order 9621 dissolves OSS, effective 1 October. The Research
and Analysis Branch is transferred to the Department of State; Secret Intel-
ligence (SI) and X-2 (counterintelligence) branches form the new Strategic
Services Unit under the War Department.

1 October

October 1945

1946

January

22 January

5 March

21 April

10 June

2 July

10 July

11 July

Project moves to the Blue House in Oberursel under US Army auspices.
(Doc. 15)

The Army's G-2 in Germany approaches SSU and requests that it take over
the German project. Crosby Lewis rejects the Army's request. (Doc. 20)

Baun begins counterintelligence work in Germany and launches a radio
monitoring service. He later starts positive intelligence collection in the
Soviet zone of Germany.

President Truman creates the Central Intelligence Group and appoints Rear
Admiral Sidney Souers as the first Director of Central Intelligence.

Winston Churchill delivers his "Iron Curtain" speech in Fulton, MO.

The Social Democrats and Communists in the Soviet zone merge into a sin-
gle party, the Socialist Union Party (SED).

Lt. Gen. Hoyt S. Vandenburg is sworn in as second DCI.

Lt. Colonel Deane prepares plan to include BOLERO Group with Operation
RUSTY in Oberursel. (Doc. 17)

BOLERO Group returns to Germany from the United States. Lt. Col. John
R. Deane, Jr., is named as head of the project with Capt. Eric Waldman as
assistant. (Docs. 3 and 9)

The Office of Special Operations is constituted under Col. Donald H. Gallo-
way as the first Assistant Director for Special Operations. Schedules are
drawn up to merge SSU into CIG.
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1 October

17 October

20 October

2 December

19 December

1947

20 January

July
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Colonel Quinn, Director of SSU, meets with Brig. General Sibert and
Crosby Lewis to discuss the German project. (Docs. 20 and 24)

6 September Lewis tells Sibert that SSU is prepared to take over Operation KEYSTONE
(SSU's project name for Operation RUSTY) under certain conditions.
(Does. 18 and 20)

The International Tribunal at Nuremberg reaches its verdicts and proclaims
the Nazi leadership, SS, and secret police as criminal organizations.

Maj. Gen. Withers A. Burress, new G-2, USFET, requests that SSU take
over Operation RUSTY from the Army. (Doc. 19)

Col. Donald H. Galloway, ADSO, recommends against any takeover. (Does.
21 and 22)

SSU field personnel are transferred to CIG's OSO.

The United States and Great Britain agree to form an economic fusion of
the American and British zones of Germany.

CIG committee meeting to discuss Operation RUSTY. Agrees to conduct an
investigation of the German project. (Doc. 25)

Col. Edwin K. Wright is appointed as Deputy Director of Central
Intelligence.

March	 Samuel B. Bossard goes to Oberursel to investigate Operation RUSTY on
CIG's behalf. (Does. 26, 27, and 29)

12 March	 In a message to Congress, President Truman announces the Truman Doc-
trine of aid to nations threatened by Communism.

10 March-24 April	 The Moscow Conference of the United States, United Kingdom, France,
and USSR reveals great discord among the allies on the question of
Germany.

11 April	 SSU headquarters personnel in Washington, DC, are transferred to CIG.

1 May	 Rear Adm. Roscoe H. Hillenkoetter is sworn in as the third DCI.

5 May	 Bossard submits report to the DCI recommending CIG takeover. (Doc. 41)
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29 May	 Bossard submits additional recommendations concerning Operation
RUSTY. (Doc. 42)

3 June	 Colonel Galloway submits Bossard Report to the DCI. (Doc. 43)

5 June	 Secretary of State George Marshall calls for a European Recovery Plan in a
speech at Harvard University. It is soon known as the Marshall Plan.

5 June DCI sends a cable to G-2, EUCOM, stating that the matter should be pre-
sented to the NIA. Gen. Walsh replies in the affirmative pending concur-
rence by Gen. Chamberlin in Washington, DC. (Docs. 44, 45, 46 and 47)

11 June

19 June

Colonel Galloway and Bossard brief General Chamberlin on CIG's interest
in Operation RUSTY. Chamberlin opposes bringing the matter to the NIA's
attention. (Doc. 48)

DCI meets with General Chamberlin. Adm. Hillenkoetter states that CIG
will not have anything to do with RUSTY without NIA's authorization.
(Doc. 49)

20 June	 CIG decides to not have anything further to do with Operation RUSTY
unless approached by the Army. (Doc. 45)

26 June CIG meets with Army once again to discuss Operation RUSTY. Bossard
provides specific recommendations to the Army. (Docs. 50, 51, 52, 53,
and 54)

Summer 1947	 Col. William K. Liebe! replaces Lt. Colonel Deane as US commander of
RUSTY.

26 July President Truman signs the National Security Act of 1947, which provides
for a National Security Council, Secretary of Defense, and Central Intelli-
gence Agency.

18 September

2 December

6 December

CIG becomes the Central Intelligence Agency under the provisions of the
National Security Act of 1947.

The 7821st Composite Group is formed to provide a US military cover
organization for Operation RUSTY. (Doc. 56)

First elements of Operation RUSTY move from Oberursel to Pullach. The
covername for the Pullach site is the Nikolaus Compound because the
Gehlen Organization occupied Pullach on the German holiday.
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17 December	 In NSC-4A, the National Security Council authorizes CIA to conduct covert
"psychological warfare."

1948

January	 Maj. General Walsh announces that he will try to get CIA to take over Oper-
ation RUSTY. (Does. 58 and 59)

25 February
	 A Soviet-led coup in Czechoslovakia destroys that country's remaining

anti-Communist leadership; the United States is concerned about Commu-
nist victory in upcoming Italian elections.

20 March	 Soviets walk out of the Allied Control Commission.

18 June NSC 10/2 (which rescinds NSC 4-A) expands CIA's authority to conduct
covert action and gives a supervisory role to the Departments of State and
Defense and the Joint Chiefs of Staff.

18 June	 The Western Allies introduce currency reform in western Germany.

Soviets cut electricity and halt all land and water traffic into West Berlin.
The Berlin Airlift begins and lasts until May 1949.

DC1 Hillenkoetter writes General Chamberlin about problems with the
Gehlen Organization. (Doc. 64)

The Office of Policy Coordination formally begins operations.

Problems with Army's control of the Gehlen Organization come to a head.
CIA will investigate Operation RUSTY. (Does. 65, 66, 67, and 68)

Colonel Philp assumes command of Operation RUSTY from Colonel
Liebel.

James H. Critchfield begins his investigation of Operation RUSTY.
(Doc. 69)

Critchfield completes investigation and submits report to Headquarters.
(Docs. 71 and 72)

Colonel Galloway provides recommendations to DCI Hillenkoetter.
(Doc. 73)
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22 December	 DCI Hillenkoetter meets with Maj. General Hall to discuss Operation
RUSTY. (Does. 75 and 76)

1949

19 January	 Maj. General Irwin stipulates the conditions for the transfer of Operation
RUSTY to the CIA. (Doc. 77)

1 February DDCI Wright reports on reluctance of the US Army to discuss Operation
RUSTY at the NSC and the unwillingness of General Clay to let CIA run
the German service. (Doc. 78)

10 February	 DCI Hillenkoetter informs Maj. General Irwin of the declining state of rela-
tions between General Gehlen and Colonel Philp. (Does. 83 and 84)

4 April	 The North Atlantic Treaty is signed; the Senate confirms the treaty in July,
thus forming the North Atlantic Treaty Organization.

8 April	 The Western powers agree to an Occupation Statute for western Germany to
go into effect on 21 September.

23 May	 Federal Republic of Germany is proclaimed following the adoption of the
"Basic Law." The city of Bonn is designated as the new capital of West
Germany.

1 July	 CIA assumes responsibility for the Gehlen Organization from the US Army.
(Doc. 92)

15 September	 Dr. Konrad Adenauer is elected West Germany's chancellor.

23 September	 President Truman announces that the Soviet Union has successfully tested
an atomic bomb.

1 October
	 The People's Republic of China is proclaimed in Beijing.

15 December
	 West Germany receives Marshall Plan assistance.

This information is Confidential Rel GER.
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Photographs
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By the end of the war in 1945, Germany lay in ruins.

The Allies quickly sought German military intelligence
personnel among the millions of prisoners in the spring and
summer of 1945.

Adolf Hitler The German invasion of Poland in 1939 marked the
beginning of World War!!

The Allied conquest of Nazi Germany meant that Germany
was now an occupied country divided into four zones.
Berlin was a divided city.

German wartime intelligence files, in particular were
valued by the victors. Files of the German Fremde Heer
Ost contained a wealth of information on the Soviet Union
and the Red Army.



The US was particularly interested in the FHO's Soviet
Order of Battle information.

Generalmajor Reinhard Gehlen commanded the FHO from
1942 with a month before the collapse of the Third Reich.
He planned to use his records as a means of ensuring
Gernzany's sutTival. Gehl en, seen with his soldiers, is
seated on the right.

As Soviet forces fought in the streets of Berlin, Gehlen and
his officers waited out the end of the war in Bavaria FHO
records and personnel were scattered throughout southern
Germany. Gehlen sought refuge in a cabin in the Alps near
Elendsalm.

In addition to General Gehlen's hideouts, American
intelligence officers sought to locate other hidden Nazi
records, looted art, and gold at the end of the war

Army Capt. John R. Boker, Jr., recognized the importance of
General Gehlen and his FHO records. Boker interrogated
Gehlen and gathered his officers and fl/es in Wiesbaden.

In August 1945, the US Army sent General Gehlen and five
of his officers to Washington, DC, for further debriefings.
Heinz Danko Herre joined the BOLERO Group in 1946.
They remained al a secret location at Fort Hunt, VA, wail the
summer of 1946,
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Herbert Fiiner

Horst Hiemenz

Karl Freiherr von Luetgendorf

Heinz Danko Herre

Hans Hinrichs

Albert Schoeller



Conrad Stephanus
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To mark the occasion of the arrival of the German officers
in the United States, Captain Boker and the BOLERO
Group signed this dollar bill.

Brig. Gen. Edwin L Sibert, the G-2 for the 12' Army Group
and later USFET G-2, authorized the use of the FHO
personnel after the war

Sibert as he appeared in the 1950s.

While Gehlen and his officers were in the United States,
Hermann Bcum began intelligence operations in Germany.

The Military Intelligence Service Center at Oberursel, the
first home of the Gehlen Organization.



After the return of the BOLERO Group from Washington,
DC, Capt. Eric Waldman joined L. CoL Deane at
Oberursel

Increasing tensions between East and West and the fear of
the spread of Communism led the US Army to place
increasing demands on Operation RUSTY for intelligence.
The Germans, in turn, expanded their collection efforts.

Col. John R. Deane, Jr, served as the Operations Officer
lor Operation RUSTY at Oberursel.

etation RUSTY used its Army-provided supplies to raise
extra money on the black market. These activities came to
the attention of American occupation officials and
intelligence agencies. The 1948 currency reform curtailed
RUSTY's illegal activities and created a funding crisis at a
)ime when the US Army could no longer fund the German0

"erViCe.

4!!

In late 1947, Operation RUSTY moved from Oberursel to
Pullach, a small town on the outskirts of Munich. The
original compound, seen here in 1938, had been built for
Martin Bormann.

Pullach offered a central and secure location for Operation
RUSTY:, Gtrman and American personneL Here are
several scenes of the Nikolaus Compound taken prior to the
transformation of the Gehlen Organization into the BND.



The "Kolonialhaus," or the club house and Kindergarten at
Pullach.

The garden and pool behind the "Doktor-Haus," or
Gehlen's office and residence.

CIA headquarters at Pullach.

One of the statues in the garden at Pullach.

Pullach was more than just an intelligence headquarters in
the early days, it was also home to German and American
employees and their families. Here are several scenes of
daily life in Pullach.

Mrs. Gehlen (in middle) and Mrs. Wessel (with baby)
entertain American guests



the kindergarten at Pullach.

MOtaitain climbing expedition with German and American
cm

Gen. Hoyt S. Vandenburg, bC1

Birthday party of a daughter of an American officer
stationed at Pullach with German and American children.

In mid-1947, Cot Willard K. Liebel assumed command of
Operation RUSTY; relations between the Germans and the
Americans deteriorated during Liebel's time at Oberursel
and Pulktch.

Rear Adm. Roscoe H. Hillenlcoetter, DC1

_Ave '4



Future DCI Richard M. HelmsFuture DCI Allen W. Dulles Brig. Gen. Edwin K. Wright, DDCI

In late 1948, Col. William R. Philp succeeded Col. Liebel as
the US commander of Operation RUSTY Col. Philp, seen
here with Capt. and Mrs. Waldman, had commanded the
MISC at Oberursel and was well acquainted with Operation
RUSTY.

In response to the Army's request to take over Operation
RUSTY, DCI Hillenkoetter ordered James H. Critchfield to
review the project. Critchfield's December 1948 report was
critical in persuading CIA officials of the need to assume
respotzsibilry for the Gehlen Organization.

I. Gen. Lucius D. Clay, the US military governor in
Germany, opposed the CIA's involvement with Operation
RUSTY. His retirement in the spring of 1949 cleared the
way for the Agency to assume control in July of that year

While the Agency's relationship with the Gehlen Organiza-
tion had its rocky montents, the trust built up between
Critclyield (seated at the rear on the right side) and Gehlen
(seated in the right front) helped chart the future affairs of
the CIA and the BND.
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1. Statement of Gerhard Wessel on Development of the
German Organization [undated]

••

State::: t of Gerhard WISS21 on Develorment of the Gonnan Or::c.:nisation

May 1942-1942

Spring 1944

20 July 1944

Gen. GEHLEN, at that time Lt.Col., became Chief of
the Preside Heere Ost (FRO) in May 1942, at which
time Lt.Col. WESSEL, at that time Capt. and "Lege-
bearbeiter" in the section PRO, first came into co/
tact with him. In the summer of this year in the
course of a discussion of the military situation,
WESSEL asked GEHLEN whether he believed that Germar
would win the war. GEHLEN at this time stated with
out qualification that he did but WESSEL had the
impression that this answer did not correspond witt
the real opinion GEHLEN had in this moment. In May
1943 WESSEL, succeeding It.Col. HERRE, had become
GEHLEN's deputy and closest co-worker and the
question of German military victory again was dis-
cussed in the same summer. At this time GEHLEN aske
WESSEL whether he believed Germany would win the we
and both agreed that there was no hope. Further
discussion took place at length during daily noon-
time walks but no one else was apprised of their
mutual feeling about this question.

In the spring of 1944 GEHLEN decided that it was
essential to take some action toward salvaging the
basic files and records of the FHO, for the West. I
had become quite clear to both GEHLEN and WESSEL
that after the war there would be two hemispheres,
the East and the West, and that it would be essent-
ial to ally with one side or the other; no neutral
position would be possible. GEELEN's decision had
already been reached- to side with the West.

On 1.July General GEHLEN fell seriously ill, that
means three weeks prior to the 20th of July attempt
on HITLER's life. During the time of GEHLEN's ab-
sence WESSEL became acting chief of the PRO. At the
time of the bomb attempt WESSEL was unable to get i
touch with GEHIEN, but as it turned out no members
of the department were directly implicated and no
crises arose. GEHIEN returned as chief in fall but
never discussed the question of the 20th of July
with WESSEL. Later, when the latter asked him about
it, GEHLEN stated that he had known something about
the endeavors directed against the leadership of
HITLER but had considered the matter to be too
dangerous to discuss with WESSEL or other staff
members.
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Late Fall, 1944 Toward the end of 1944 a third man, Hermann BAUN,
was informed of the intention of GEHLEN to sal-
vage files and personnel of the FHO for eventual
transfer to the West. BAUN was at this time head

-of the collection work (Abwehr kelt I under PIE-
CKENBROCK, later CANARIS). All relations between
BAUR and the FHO were personally conducted by
GEHLEN, who made every effort to place a "ring of
secrecy" around BAUR and the relationship between
BAUR and the FHO.

Early 1945 Early in 1945 GEHLEN informed still further FRO
personnel of his plans with regard to his.orga-
nization. FIIEMENZ and . SCHOELLER were advised at
this time. In February HERRE who after having been
Chief of Staff of the "General of Volunteers" was
just building up the Wlassov-Division, was in-
formed.

	

January 1945	 On 21 January 1945 WESSEL, on GEHIEN's orders,
became G-2 of HIMMIER's Heeresgruppe and from this
time until 22 March (the date Genv0b. HEINRICI
took over the Heeresgruppe) had close connections
with the SS for the express purpose of attelAing
to prevent HIMMLER from getting control of the G-2
and Amt I work. HIMNIER had been trying to do so

IV" since May 1943 but was in the main unsuccessful

	

C-'	 inasmuch as he was able to get control over parts
of the I work only but never all of it. In connect
ion with GEHLEN's efforts, high ranking SS officen
were treated as honored guests by the FHO, were
shown the work, made to feel that nothing was be-
ing concealed from them, that the basis for all
work was a fervent belief in victory, etc.

February or
March 1945

GEHLEN was presented to HITLER in February or
March Of 1945 for the first time. HITLER asked him
for estimates of the military situation4n the Eae
and when he did not like those that were present-
ed to him, relieved GEHIEN of his post (9 April).
After this date WESSEL served as GEHLEN's succes-
sor as chief of the FHO.
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Early April 1945 Following his dismissal, General GEHLEF was given
the choice of becoming a division commander or be-
ing transferred to the "Fdhrerreservedbs OKH". He
chose the latter, primarily in order to be able to
start the process of removing FHO files, which had
already been photostated and microfilmed, to
southern Germany for burial. The transfer took plaa
by merely loading the files on army trucks, and
they were dispersed in three places in Bavaria: in
the Wilde Kaiser, near Marquartstein and near
Schliersee. GEHLEN's intention upon arrival in the
south was to remain as long as possible inhis
mountain retreat and thus to avoid becoming in-
volved in the anticipated postwar confusion or even
loosing the just salvaged files of FHO.

10 April 1945	 In beginning of April 1945 GEHLEN arrived in Bad
Elster, where BALM was located, for a meeting with
BAUN prior to going further south. WESSEL was with
GEHLEN at this meeting, the purpose of which was to
inform BAUN of what to do once the war was over.
Agreement was reached regarding the disposition of
both files and personnel. WESSEL learned for the
first time at these meetings of GEHLEN's plans for
rebuilding the German intelligence organization;
prior to this time all discussions had been within
a larger frame of reference, in terms of salvaging
files and personnel for the benefit of the West
without a definition of the future or outcome of
this step.

24-25 April 1945 On 21 April 1945 WESSEL, who had been in Zoseen near
Berlin with the task of dissolving the PRO, left
for the south. Parts of the files had already been
sent on and WESSEL was still in contact with GEHLEN
and informed of his movements.

6 May 1945 On 6 May with the approval of General WINTER, to
whom he was assigned, WESSEL went to the Bavarian
retreat area, to Ruhpolding. GEHLEN, SCHOELLER,
and HINRICHS at this time were at the hut near
Schliersee, while reserve officer personnel were at
the Wilde Kaiser hut. When attempts to establish
radio contact between the three areas were un-
successful, each area was forced-to act on its own.
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20 May 1945 In the middle of May 1945 rumors reached the re-
treat areas that all German soldiers who were hid-
ing in the moutains would be shot by the Americans
if cqught, since the war was over and there was no
further cause for hiding. Accordingly, and because
there were indications that the Americans knew
about the location of their hideouts, on the 21
Mixak May the decision was made by WESSEL and the
group with him (NAUCK,.HIEMENZ, RITTER, SCHOENBECK
GOELINITZ, HOHEISEL, HINDERSIN, von WANGENHEIM and
three typists) to report to the Ruhpolding PW Camp
On the same day, GEHIEN independently reported to
the Schliersee PW Camp. According to prior arrange
ment, members of the groups did not indicate any
connection with members of the other groups .. No
contact was established between WESSEL and GEHLEN.

In the next few weeks almost all of the personnel
were released from these camps. Nine general staff
officers had to remain, however, including WESSEL
and HIEMENZ.

End of July	 While still in a PW camp, WESSEL and HIEMENZ on th
5 July were contfacted by John BOXER, who asked
them to cooperate in work for the Americans. Since
WESSEL had had no contact with GEHIEN and thus did
not know what decisions GEHLEN might have reached
it was difficult for him to reach a decision on co
operation with BOXER. However, BOXER was in posses
ion of a letter sigAned by GEHLEN which proved the
BOKER/GEHIEN relationship so that further inde-
cision was unnecessary.

Mid August 1945 Weeks later, in the end of July 1945, WESSEL, BIN-
HIGHS and HIEMENZ met GEHLEN in Wiesbaden, at the0	 Pagenstecher House, where GEHLEN was housed with
FUENER, SCHOELum, STEPHABUS and LUETGENDORF.
General GEHLEN told WESSEL that he had met the G-2
of 12th Army Group and had started the work of
rebuilding the German intelligence apparatus.

Late August 1945 On the 2IAugust the GEHLEN group was sent to the
United States. WESSEL was left in Wiesbaden foxithe
express purpose of finding out where BAUN was, and
from this time until the end of December 1945 had
no contact with GEHLEN, largely because of the
treatment received by the GEHLEN group after they
arrived in the US.
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Following the departure of General GEHLEN was trans-
ferred to the Blue House at Oberursel, and discovered
that BAUR also had been lodged in the neighborhood i.e,
in the Camp King, Oberursel. In the course of discuss-
ions between WESSEL and HAHN which ensued, it was
agreed that BALM would try to get in touch with his
former co-workers, with or without the consent of
GEHLEN since contact had been cut off. A clear state-
ment was made to BALM by WESSEL at this time, and HAHN
agreed that any establishment of German intelligence
work for the Americans would be on the basis of a
unified service, i.e., that there would be no separat-
ion of the positive intelligence collection work from
the military intelligence work as previously. PHIEN,
it was also clearly understood, would be the chief of
all the work. BANN would head the collection staff and
another man, unnamed, would head evaluation work.
(Although it later appeared that BAUN may have had
mental reservations, at the time of this decision he
gave his unqualified approval of the organization as
outlined to him by WESSEL).
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2.	 Statement of General Winter on the History of the Organization [undated]

Statement of General WINTER on the History of the Organization

Detween 26 April and 2 May 1945 (exact date no longer certain).
R. GESLEN (until 9 April 1945 Chief of the Division Fremde Beers Ost)
came to me at K6nigsee near lerchtesgaden for a private conversation.
I myself was then a Lieutenant General and Chief of the Fahrungsstabes
Std-of the combined OKW/OKH. General GEHL= requested a strictly
confidential conversation and revealed the following to me:

He was of the opinion, as I was, that active warfare would end
in the course of the next few days. As a result of the clearly
put challenge for an unconditional surrender, the valuable and
irreplaceable records on the USSR in all probability either
would fall into Soviet hands or would be destroyed as a result
of local action which would be taken in the future by the West
and which could not be foreseen by the German leaders. In view
of our complete agreement that the next phase which necessarily
would evolve out of the European catastrophe would be conflict
between the Soviet system and the Western concept of freedom,
he (GEHLEN) considered it his duty to preserve every valuable
German Army record en the East for the sake of the jointly-held
Western concepts. He intended, therefore, first el' all to
move to positions in the mountains, with these records and key
personnel ofnthe Division Fremde Heere Ost, in order in this
way to bridge the first days following the capitulation and to
try to preserve both men and materials of the FHO during the
first period of violence. His further intention was to try to
establish contact with the West, according to developments in
the American Army front lines, in orderttfollow through on
his line of thinking. He was worylimi.t*--abea-t-i-t, that he
and his co-workers, if he succeeded in his aims, would have to
push back all feelings of hostility and make themselves avail-
able to serve a Western concept; in so doing, he believed,
he would above all be serving Germany in the best possible way.

,	 General GEHLEN mentioned to me in this connection that he had
already discussed the above mentioned basic intentions with 3rigadier K)-,

\j//
General CUDERIAN, who in the meanwhile had been relieved as Chief
of the General Staff of the Army, and had found him to be in basic
agreement.

For my part, I was in full agreement with the intentions of
General GRUEN and pasted from him with the - assurance that es,had
the same opinions about the broader developments, as well as on
our own ultimate actions. I expressed the hope that it might be
possible, in spite of the difficulties of foreseeing the events of
the interim period, to again work together within the frame of
reference of the plan roughly sketched by General 031313N.
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3.	 Statement of Hans Hinrichs on Early History of the Organization [undated]

Statement of Re;WRINRIOSS

Early History of the Organization

3 - 5 May 1945 Distribution of small groups of qualified
officers of Dpt.Foreign Armies East (OKH/Gen.St.

d.H./Abt.Fremde Heere Ost) to 3 different hiding
places in the Alps by Dr.Schneider.
Camouflaged hiding of documents.

Group Dr.Schneider	 - Elends-Alm near
Hirth	 Bayrischzell
Schaumburg

Group Hansen	 - near Ruhpolding
Group Wieland	 - Kaisergebirge.

23 May 1945 Dr.Schneider + Hirth voluntarily placing them-
selves at disposal of 42nd US Inf Div in Schlier-
see.
Dr.Schneider via Kitzbiihel to Augsburg (3rd US
Army) and Freising.
Hirth via 5 other PW Camps to Moosburg.

End of June 1945 Dr.Schneider and Schaumburg brought to special
camp in Wiesbaden (Villa Pagenstecher) upon
initiative of Capt Hallstead (Mr.Boker jun.) and
his Field Intelligence Unit.
Begin of research work.

Middle of July	 Wieland, hansen and Hirth brought to Wiesbaden
1945	 by Capt Hallstead via Freising. First larger

projects started in Wiesbaden.
Dr.Schneider receives permission of Admiral
Doenitz (last official head of German Government)

for research work unter US Army.
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25  August 1945	 Group Dr.Schneider (Schaumburg, Hansen,

Forster, Steurer, v.LUttgendorf, Hirth)brough

by special plane to Washington via Azores.

Camp PO Box1142, near Alexandria.

Wieland remained in Germany fofnmirposes

with USFET.

Middle of Sep 1945	 Begin of research . work in Camp 1142, directed

by Col Lowell, War Dpt./Int.Div. Liaison

Officer.: 1st Lt Waldmann. Projects designated

as "B" ("Bolero").

Fall 1945	 Improvement of office and billeting quarters

in Camp 1142.

March 1946	 Herdahl brought from Europe and included into

Group.

End of June 1946	 Group brought by train to Camp Shanks near

New York, accompanied by Capt Wulff.

30.6 - 9.7.1946	 Trip from New York to Le Havre on MS

"Seaflier".

9. - 10.7.1946	 Group led by Capt Waldmann to Paris (truck)

and Oberursel (plane).

Quartering of Dr.Schneider ., Hansen, Hirth

in "Basket".
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4.	 Statement of Heinz Danko Herre, 8 April 1953

Statement of Heins Danko HMI

Colonel HERR& was informed of GEHL&N l e decision to salvage German

records and personnel for transfer to the Americans in February 1946 while

at Muensing in charge of building up TLASSOT divisions. He later went to

Czechoslovakia, where he remained until the end of the war. At the end of

the war, he returned to Germany on foot and proceeded to Unterwoessen for

the :nurpose of contacting General KUSTRIN, to see what could be done by

the latter to prevent the extradition of VLASSOV volunteers to the USSR.

Raving arrived in Unterwoessen on 20 May 1945, he and the General discussed

the situation at length and were taken into custody together the same night.

Thereafter, HERR& and KVSTRIS were taken to Mareuardtetein and from there

were both to have been taken to Augsburg for internment. They set off in

separate jeeps, however, and by a euirk of fate HERRE I s jeep had a flat

tire and was left behind. The American sergeant with HERNE was in doubt as

to whether HERR& was to be sent to Augsburg and so drove him back to the

Marquardtstein FY camp, where the Duty Officer had been changed in the mean-

time and the new one seized upon MRS as a likely high ranking German officer

who could be put in charge of the camp. Thereafter, HERNE was made camp

commander and put in charge of dissolving one division.

At the end of June 1945, MIX was sent to Hogberg with other General

Staff officers of the rank of Colonel and above, and remained there until

19 November 1945 as a political internee. ACoordingly. GEHL= was unable

to locate HEM between June and November since BEBBI l e name did not appear

on lists of interned German officers which were being combed.

On 19 November 1945 HERR& was released from Ho gberg and was taken as a

PW to Neu Ulm, On 5 December he was released in turn. from Neu Ulm and per-
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•itted to return to his home in Kruen. While at Neu Vim, Ma met the

father.rin-law of Gerhard VESSEL and was informed that (unspecified) dev-
elopments were taking place with regard to VESSEL and former associates

and that VESSEL might be going to the United States. HEM asked him to

write to VESSEL and tell him where HEM was. On 10 January 1946 an

American officer suddenly appeared in Krusn, said only the word "GEHLEN"

and asked if MEHRE would be ready to work. HUME knew immediately that

contact had been established and sent word that he was ready. He then

received a protective letter and an assignment to remain in E ynon and to
start preparing a study concerning his experiences with the YLASSOT army.

In the beginning of February 1946, HUVE went to Oberureelp where he

found VESSEL, Hermann NADI, Fran NAVE Rolf EAU, Vladimir KVDASH1ff and

Gustav Adolf TIETZZ. Prom this time until I March 1946 he was occupied

with reestablishing connections with former VLASSOV associates (among whom

notably was HENGL, his former G-2). He then received a letter from GEHLEN

(end of February or early March) asking him to come to the US to join the

group at Fort Hunt. This was arranged, with Captain Paul COMSTOCK as

escort. 111BRZ and COMSTOCK left TrankfUrt on 9 )(arch, went through Paris

to Le Havre, arrived in New York, processed through Tort Hamilton and

arrived in Alexandria (Port Runt) on 26 March 1946.

At this time HEM joined the GEHL= group in working on old files,

which were organised and brought up to date, doing press evaluation work

on a small scale and preparing studies bearing on the Soviet military

potential, German experience, in the East, etc. As time went on, more

time was devoted to evaluation work, Allied reports were made available to

the group and toward the end of the Stateside period the group was preparing

evaluations for the Pentagon of non-German reports, and was visited by many

high ranking American officers, including Colonel LOVELL, Colonel SHIMYIN, etc.

Captain Erich WALDMAN was the group's contact with the Pentagon, visiting
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on an average of two or three times a week for two or three hours of

discussion. Captain WAIMMAA and Major WOLP made the physical comfort of

the grow their personal concern, were instrumental in obtaining favors

(visits to Alexandria and Washington for shopping, picnics along the Potomac,

pouching of packages of food and clothing to families in Germany via "Top

Secret" SOUSA pouch, etc.) -and were highly esteemed by all members of the

group.

GEHISN's resuest for HERRN's transfer to the United States was caused

by certain differences of Opinion or inclination within the group itself.

On the one hand, there existed a "younger group," consisting of Hams mann,

Albert SCHOELLKR and Horst HIHMENZ, who wanted to stay in the US as long as

possible; their concern was with the question of "survival" and their idea

was to become VS citizens and Pentagon researchers; their frequent contact

with officers doing just that made the idea appear distinctly possible and

plausible to them. On the other hand, there was an • indifferent" group,

consisting of Herbert 7V1SA1, Konrad STEPHANVS and von LURTGENDOR7, who were

concerned with the camas and not so much with the sponsorship. Accordingly,

SEEM had called ORM over to help indoctrinate the two groups and bring

them around to thinking in terms of returning to Germany to advance the work

as he conceived of it. HUES states that this work actually was easy, since

he had just come from Germany, had been present there when the work got under

way of assembling personnel for the collection work, etc. When Secretary of

State 1411ZS pade the decision that all Germans in the Vnited States mere to

be returned to Germany prior to the end of June 1946, GEHL= seized upon this

as an OSCAlse to return all of his group to Germany, althougkHIRRE believes

that it would have been possible to obtain an exception for them to remain.

At the time the group was returned to Germany, there was considerable

discussion as to whether the Germans should go as PWs or as scientists. All
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were equipped with both PW outfits and civilian clothing and appear to have

changed from one to the other numerous times while processing for return.

They finally left the United States on la June 1946 as German scientists,

travelling on a ship otherwise loaded with German PWs. They were met at

Lo Havre by Captain WALDMAN, who had preceded them, and returned to Frankfurt

via Paris.

On arrival at Frankfurt, the group was divided. OMEN, HINRICHS, HISMINZ

and SMELLER vent to the Blue House, while STEPHANUS, von 1111TGESDOR7 and

FWENAR and HERRN were sent to the Swiss House, MISC, Oberursel. HERBS states

that it is still not suite clear to him why he was separated from the GEH1EN

contingent but that he was told that he was to take over the Northern part of

the collection work. At this time the fate of STSPHANNS and /MAR was still

undecided: von IENTOZNDORP was to be released.

In Audyet 1946 HERRN left Oberursel and took quarters in toernigatein,

ueing the name FRICUR and with the idea of preparing to set up the Northern

base of operations (NZZ). In this connection. he next vent to Stadt Oldendorf

end worked in a gyps= factory for purposes of building cover. Prom there,

according to his orders, he actually did little work, except to take cautious

steps toward establishing nets in Northern Germany. He was forbidden at this

time to undertake any work against the 	 HERRN was so occupied,

OEHLER learned that JAHN was not "handling" MOIRE as OWL= had understood or

intended (was handing over only past of the cigarettes, money, etc., made

available to lAWN for the Northern work, etc.) and so decided to have HEM

return to Oberursel. The latter did so in February 194. At this time the

plan to build the NU was abandoned and the decision made to conduct all

work in the IllaZone of Germany from bases in Southern Germany.

At the Blue House, HE fouhd on the American staff Colonel DEANS, Captain

WALDMAN and three or four sergeants. On the German staff there was GEHLEN,
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WESSEL (as chief of the evaluation work), UDR (as chief of the oolleotion

work and located with his staff at Schmitten) and a small administrative

staff. HEIRS first did press evaluation work with SEIDL and on 1 April 1947

was informed by Colonel DEANE that he was to take over Castle Kransberg

(DUSTBIN). after a twenty minute inspection tour, EWE signed for the

entire castle and its furnishings and was left there as caretaker and

occupant of its hundred or so rooms. He immedia,tely telephoned to the Blue
.-A

House for reinforcements and five men 0 were 4 to assist. Within the next

two or three weeks HEM was in charge and the monetary, economic, press

evaluation, administrative and 236 units were set up there. At the end of

six months, all space was occupied, with families in residence end a school

for children living in the Castle and et the line House established.

In June or July 1947 IMRE was removed from his position at DUSTIII

and made 5hief of Staff to GERM at the Blue Rouse. At this time he

worked at the Blnm Route and lived at the Castle, driving back and forth

daily with rations for the Castle and continuing as a sort of executive

officer for it.

A written statement will be prepared by Reins REM to cover his

activities and experiences from this time (July 1947) until the time of

Mr.	 arrival in Pullach in the fell of 1941.

8 April 1953 — 26R
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5.	 Statement of General Gehlen on Walter Schellenberg Story

(Post Defeat Resistance) [undated]

'

Statement of General GEHL2N on Walter SCHELL2NRERG Story (post Defeat ResistanC'e)

General GEHIEN was q uestioned on 11 July 1952 by James CR:TOE:FIELD With

regard to the allegation which has been made from time to time that MIEN

had an alternative plan of action, to retreat to a southern redoubt area for

the plumose of preparing to conduct resistance activities after the surrender

of the German Army. A specific reference was made to the final interrogation
-

report on Dr. Walter SCHEILERBIRG 11111111111date unknown) which suotes

SOH:MEN:BERG as having stated that the sudden deteriorstion of the military

situation in Germany in the last months before defeat did not allow German

leaders time to develop any post defeat plans but that he had had certain

discussions on this question with =LEN in March 1946. In the course of a

private talk, Gy77-ra had given SCREILERBERG his opinion that military resist-

ance would last at most about two more months and that he believed that prep-

arations should be made for the 'eventuality of German defeat. In development

of this these, he had suggested that HIMMLMk be urged to authorize GEHLEN

and other general . Staff officers to create a resistance movement along the

lines of the Polish resistance organization. . The upshot of the discusion,

according to SCHELLENBERG, was that SCOW:NEW had such a report prepared

and mersonally emplainid GEBIEN's plan to HIMHIER. The latter declined it

abruptly , however, with the statement that he did not wish to be "the first

defeatist of the Third Reich."

In answer to a direct etuestion about the truth of this report, OMEN

stated that he had talked to SC IOMT3EHTHG and that he had premared a study

■=1"=='°:2-1.7—on'Ehe ibliihilmsistance. He stated that the preparation of the study had

been merely used, however, as a !:retext for ?eeping in touch with Gerhard

WESS, who had replaced G747,T7 as chief of the Fremde Seere Ost. Further-

more, the study was mode for the purpose of determining from considerable

confusion just what had happened in the Warsaw area Which had led to the
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annihilation of the Poles, and not with the idea of establishing a similar

group for operations against either the West or the East. The results of

his study had proved to him rather conclusively that resistance of the type

undertaken by the Poles and in similar circumstances, i.e., against armed,

organized troops was useless, a view which he still holds.

(Gerhard WESSEL also has stated that GEHIEN's study was made specifically

to cover the fact that certain files and personnel of the Fremde Heere Ost

had been moved to the south and were there awaiting the arrival of American

troops. that the pretense was maintained for the benefit of the SS that last

ditch efforts were to be made by the FHO from huts and crags, under . the
direction of GEHIEN. On the other hand, such persons as Guenther GOLLY and

Hans WINTER have alleged that there was in fact a GEHIEN plan for post defeat

resistance. There does not appear to be any ready means of reconciling the

two stories.,
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6. Report of Initial Contacts with General Gehlen's

Organization by John R. Boker, Jr., 1 May 1952

REPORT OF INITIAL CONTACTS WITH GENERAL GEHLEN'S ORGANIZATION

BY JOHN R. BOKER, JR. 

1 MAY 1952 

PART I. 

I believe that a brief indication of the background that I developed prior to my

meeting with General Gehlen early, in June 1945 is essential to an Understanding

of the events which followed that meeting.

The interrogations which I made of several high ranking German Officers who

had commanded units on the Eastern Fronts and interrogations which were made at.

CSDIC (UK) had undoubtedly awakened what was already a more than latent antipathy

toward the Soviets. Early in 1945, I had also had occasion to learn what had ha p

-pened to many Russian Nationals who had fought with the German Army, been captured

by us in the Normandy Campaign, been returned to Russia, been re-employed by the

Russians in punishment battalions agaist the Germans and had been captured by the

Germans and reliberated by American Forces. It was also clear to me by April 1945

that the military and political situation would not only give the Russians control

over all of Eastern Europe and the Balkans but that as a result of that situation,

we would have an indefinite period of military occupation and a frontier contiguous

with them. It was with that vague general background that while at 6824 DICMIS in

Ravin, I found myself assigned to the interrogation of the German Air Forces Inter-

rogation Center commanded by Oberstleutnant Holters, a unit in which the moving spir-

it and most efficient member was an Oberleutnant Idol. This unit, together with all

its files, had surrendered to the American Cavalry Group "Metz' in Czechoslovakia sad

had been sent in two 2-ton trucks to 6824 to 6824 DICKS in Ravin. In order to de-

termine the real value and scope of knowledge of this unit, and in order to main-

tain general security, I organized this group of some twenty-two officers and men,
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setting them up independently in a small hunting lodge somewhat removed from Ravin

proper. This physical removal was suggested not only in the interests of efficien-

cy but because I felt it desirable to keep a unit of this kind away from the Prisoner

Compound proper, where, because of an apparent priority from Washington, ROA person-

nel was constantly passing through.

In a short time, the Holters Group had produced a catalogue of their documents

which was very extensive, together with reports which they submitted on briefs I

had given them to show the scope of their work as well as to indicate the discovery

I had made that, while much of their intelligence was sound, the group was making

many efforts to propagandize in their reports against the Russians. This propagan-

dizing I felt somewhat obscured their real intelligence value which was, however,

very great.

As a result of the attention which was given to these report 's which we pro-

duced, and because it involved Air Force Personnel, we received instructions to send

five of the key personnel of this unit, together with all their documents, to the

Joint British American Air Force Interrogation Center in England. Because of the

fact that I had discovered that many of the secondary personnel of this unit had

real intelligence training vis-a-vis the Soviets, I protested this breakup of this

unit to the Commanding Officer of 6824 DICKS and, through him, to General Betts.

I suggested that rather than be broken up in this manner, the group be shipped in-

tact together with their documents to Washington so that we could maintain control

of them. I also indicated that much of the value of the documents would in my opin-

ion, be lost without a thorough interrogation of the secondary personnel who had pro-

duced these documents and who were being left behind. Unfortunately, the following

day - without any decision "yes" or "no" having been given to me - two Air Force

Officers had arrived at Ravin with competent orders to take the five selected per-
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sonnel to England.

During this same period, 6824 was being Split up, having apparently failed in

its effort to stay out from under 12th Army Group control, and remain directly un-

der SHAEF - a matter of army politics of only passing interest as influencing the

breakup of the Holters Interrogation Group. Some of the personnel of 6824 went to

"Ashcan" in Luxembourg, and I went with the advance party to Wiesbaden to be incor-

porated with the incoming FDIC teams passing to 12th Army Group Interrogation Center

Control. At Wiesbaden, we came under command of Colonel W. R. Philp who had been

designated by General Sibert to command the planned USFET Intelligence Center at

Oberursel. After a few days in Wiesbaden, I discovered that the seventeen remaining

members of the Holters Interrogation Group were in the Wiesbaden jail being held for

CIC interrogation. This appeared to me to be a dangerous security breach because

of the fact that it was believed by me that several of the CIC personnel were, to say

the least, pro-Soviet in their inclinations and that also some ROA Officers seemed

to have the run of the jail. I informed Colonel Philp of what I believed to be the

dangers inherent in this situation and told him that I felt that the Holters rem-

nants had better be taken out of PW channels altogether to prevent the Soviets lear-

ning that we had already through the Holters documents demi gained a vast fund of in-

formation of the Soviet Air Forces together with Aerial Photographs covering mat of

the Russian Industrial complex within the range of German reconnaissance planes be-

yond the lines of farthest German advance into Russia. Colonel Philp agreed and seat

me with his blessing to talk to General Betts in Frankfurt.

I was able to convince General Betts of my point of view and he told me to write

out whatever orders I required. I wrote out one order authorizing the discharge from

PW status of the Holters personnel and wrote another order authorizing me to use such

transportation as was necessary to transport these men to their homes. He signed both
•
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orders and on the following day I had the men processed and arranged to have Lt. Wer-

ner Daniels deliver these men to their homes.

From this experience, it became clear to me that:

1. Now was the ideal time to gain intelligence of the Soviets if we were

ever going to get it;

2. Various American quarters would be opposed to gaining the intelligence;

3. Security measures against U.S. personnel were necessary in this activity,

and

4. It was ridiculous to attempt to gain intelligence efficiently if the docu-

ments and the men who had produced these documents were separated.

PART II. 

After clearing up the Holters affair, I had nothing to do for a few days in

Wiesbaden. The only then apparent result of the incident had been that my slight

activity in the field of gaining Soviet intelligence had made me the Russian Expert

of the Intelligence Group. Consequently, when I - early in June 1945 - stopped to

see what PW's at the Interrogation Center they might want me to interrogate, I was

given the names of Major Luetgendorf, the G-2 of the German VIII Corps, Colonel

Stephanus, G-2 of Army Group "MITTE" and General Gehlen, Chief of Icrnemde Heere

Ost. All of these men were in what was called the "Generals' House" (the Pagen-

stecher and von Bergen Houses on the Bodenstedtstrasse in Wiesbaden). As an indi-

cation Of the variety of the personnel that had been passed through to what was

then regarded as the top Interrogation Center, were Governor Frank of Poland, Pastor

Neimueller (whose confinement there I am sure had a real influence on his anti-Amer-

ican feeling), Skorczeny, Marschall von Rundstedt and Admiral Horthy.

Because I was quite interested in the Vlassov Army Complex (by virtue of earlier
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interrogations in Ravin of some ROA personnel as well as discussions with General-

leutnant Aschenbrenner whom I drove down to Paris to be shinned to the States), I

first talked to Colonel Stephanus, (whose brief had indicated him to be knowledgable

on the subject). I did not find this to be the case and on the following day, went

up to the von Bergen House right after lunch, to talk to General Gehlen.

Because of their rank and the arrangement of the two houses, none of the men

were under any special guard and the American in charge, upon my inquiring for Gen-

eral Gehlen, informed me that he was someplace upstairs in the von Bergen House. I

went upstairs and found him asleep in one of the bedrooms. One of his roommates a-

wakened him and I told General Gehlen I was sorry to disturb him because he was par-

tially undressed and when he had time to fix up, would he meet me on the terrace.

He came down and we sat together at a small table by ourselves in a corner of

the terrace amewhat removed from the House.

I told him that I was interested in talking to him about the Soviets because I

understood that he had been the head of the German Military Intelligence Service

dealing with them; that I did not know very much about the Russians, but that • be-

cause of certain prior experience I had had, I was supposed to be the expert on the

subject. He indicated that he was very anxious to cooperate with the Americans in

this connection and I then had a general discussion as to the probably future line-

up of the West against the East. I requested him to give me a brief outline of his

organization and the scope of its work and was amazed at its size and ramifications.

As the conversation developed, he indicated that he had - long prior to the end

of the war - seen its inevitable conclusion and that he had discussed with some key

members of his organization not only the preservation of his files - with the ulti-
0

mate object in mind of turning them over to us - but that he had also arranged with

some of his key personnel to attempt to contact them for the purpose of securing
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their cooperation with him in presenting us with as clear a picture of the Soviets

as possible. These key members of his organization had been charged with the safe-

guarding of the files by concealing them in various places in Southern Germany for

ultimate recovery. Itold him that I was convinced of the vie of this work and be-

lieved that the personnel and files should be reconstituted as rapidly as possible,

but that at the same time, I imparted to himilly belief that first we would have to

convince higher American authorities that his work was really professional and ex-

tensive and that also there existe in many American quarters atrrific opposition

to gathering any information concerning cur Soviet Allies. I told him I would be

back the following day and talk with him further.

That evening I talked over the situation with my then roommate in the Konig-

salle, Lt. Paul Comstock. He and I had been auite close before and he was my only

confidante in the previous Halters affair. We decided that the same mistake should

not be repeated and that if General Gehlen really did have the organization and the

files which it appeared he had, we would have to proceed very cautiously. Lt. Com-

stock agreed to be my partner in this work and we discussed other Americans whom we

believed to have the proper background and efficiency, choosing 2nd Lts. Ulrich E.

Landauer and Franz Hrotzen, both of whom I had known intimately at Camp Ritchie, we

all having been on the teaching staff. We selected them not only because of their

backgrounds and inclinations but also because they were fluent German speakers, an

ability which Lt. Comstock at that time did not have.

In subsequent conversations with General Gehlen, he gave me the names of his

key personnel, all of whom he believed were American prisoners of war: Oberstleut-

nant Wessel, and Majors Hiemenz, Hinrichs and Schoeller. We also located in Aes-

baden, Hauptmann FUehner who had been dolmetscher on the Staff of Colonel Stephanus.

In order to preserve security, we secured Colonel Philp's permission to take
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over the Pagenstecher House ground floor for our offices and we four Americans

moved into the upstairs. General Gehlen moved over with us and because of limi-

tations of space, chose General der Infmntrie Erfurt as his roommate, whom General

Gehlen regarded as completely secure.

Partly because of their previous military positions, but partly also to keep

them away from other American Interrogators, we joined Colonel Stephanus, Major

Luetgendorf and Captain Fuehner to our unit.

I told General'Gehlen that we would have a selling job to do all the way through

and that I felt the first most impressive document that we would be able to produce

would be a complete history and analysis of German Intelligence Methods in connec-

tion with Soviet Intelligence on the War Department, Army Group, Army, and Corps

Level. While they were producing this report, I told him we would make an effort

to secure his key staff members and documents.

Rather than attempt to secure these Men through regular FW channels, I decided

that it would be best to go out and get them, for various reasons. The first was

that I had learned that the having been made.aware that General Gehlen was

in our custody, had sent out a request for him. This made me conscious of the fact

that the system of reporting prisoners apparently had become more efficient and gi-

ven wider distribution. I indicated to Colonelybilp that we should, if possible,

remove General Gehlen's name from the distribution lists, upon which suggestion, I

believe he took action. I also indicated that I wanted to go out and get the other

members of General Gehlen's staff in the field so that formal requests would not be

iSsued oem and it would appear that we were deliberately reconstituting this

staff in Wiesbaden. To this he agreed and gave me authority to make the necessary

trips.

I had another idea in my mind at the time. This was that the impression made
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upon these men if we were to rescue them directly from the FW camps at which they

might be and were able to brief ten at once that we were securing them at the re-

quest of their former commanding officer who desired them to continue working with

him - would be much more favorable than if they were just "forwarded" to Wies-

baden, and that their cooperation would then be more fully assured.

In a period of about two weeks, and operating from the 3rd Army Headquarters

at-Ead Toelz, and the 3rd Army Intelligence Center at Freising, we were able to

locate these men and through them the documents which they had concealed between

floors of remote foresters' lodges, had buried or otherwise cached. Out of eight

caches of documents, three had unfortunately previously been discovered. One un-

important batch consisting mostly of original Soviet newspaper clippings and per-

sonality photos had unfortunately been burned. One batch we were able to rescue

from the XII Corps Documents Center before it was sent up to the Joint British

American Documents Center at Hoechst. The third batch had been taken by the Bri-

tish unit and was at Hoechst.

Getting ahead of the story a little bit, we were also gle to "steal" this

last batch of documents from Hoechst by including it in a large group of other

documents, comprising a complete Corps "G-Staffel" set-up which consisted of a

printing press with Russian type, several hundred original pay books, and many

genuine and forged Russian Army Documents and Stamps. In the subsequent weeks

we also made an effort - having learned of the rarity of such material - to se-

cure all Russian language books which we possible could. These we looked for and

obtained from various documents centers and on the road, putting together a very

representative library of several hundred books.

By the middle of July 1945, we had succeeded in reconstituting General Geh-

len l s key members an staff, all of his important documents and were very much

aware of the goldmine that we haZ. found.
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We had, by now, added a typist to our staff,. Master Sergeant Benjamin Greenwald,

who had been the head of the typing Section of the German Section at Ritchie.

The problem now became one of convincing higher American authority as to the

vlue of the enterprise and of deciding whether or not it was possible to set up to

develop current intelligence or whether we were engaged in a purely historical re-

search project.

OUr thinking was influenced by the fact that we at that time appeared to have

the opportunity for re-establishing contacts with the Romanian Intelligence Group

which had been operating successfully :Is we learned from Major Leutgendorf in the

higher Romanian Army Staff and of weaving a tenuous thread to the Hungarian Intel-

ligence Service.

Most important, however, was the fact that General Gehlen had indicated to us

that he was able to establish contact with Oberstleutnant Hermann Bairn, the former

director of and contact man to the German Agent Network.

(Wally I): General Gehlen had taken over Wally I (gathering) from Canaris when

the SD tried to take over the Abwehr field agencies. Wally III (Schmalachuegen)

was also taken over (Not II - Scorzen,O.

General Gehlen, Lt. Comstock and I decided that, if possible, we would try to

keep FHO going as an active unit serving the Theatre G-2. In view of the length of

time it took to produce the extensive historical report at which we were working -

as indicated above - we asked General Gehlen to produce individual studies on the

basis of the files which we had now acquired on such subjects as Soviet Tank Pro-

duction, Strength of the Soviet Army, Soviet Manpower Study, Estimate of Probable

Soviet Demobilization Policy, etc. These shorter reports we furnished to General

Sibert's office and they were found to be quite interesting. It was also arranged

for Colonel Fhilp to come over to spend a social evening over some bottles of wine

with the Gehlen Group , in preparation for which, because Colonel Philp had been an

Artillery Officer, we had prepared a .7eneral briefing on Sovit Artillery Tactics.
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Colonel Philp was very favorably impressed with the men and with their intelligence

capabilities. He agreed that they would be a desirable unit working for Geneni

Sibert as Theatre 0-2 an .: thenceforth supported the project to the fullest.

In order to keep up the morale of the Gehlen Group, we arranged that those who

were within a day's visit of their family should visit their homes. In the case of

those who were further removed, I arranged to have Lt. Landauer make a round trip,

taking letters and a few items of American stores to their families.

Late in July, Colonel Philp arranged for me to have a conference with General

Sibert,at which conference I subrdtted a memorandum outlining our general plan in

which General Sibert concurred. Colonel Fritzche, however, felt that we should

make no effort to contact any of the Field Organizations. I therefore discussed

this matter with Gehlen and we decided that we would attempt to keep Colonel Baunibn

ice" for a few more weeks until the situation was clarified.

Just at that time, a representative of 0-2 Washington, Lt. Colonel Gronich had

become aware of the existence of this group and called me to a conference in Frank-

furt where he told me that he was recommending to Washington that they send the doc-

uments of this group back to the States. I protested strongly against this and in-

dicated that General Sibert wanted the men and the documents kept together, and that

General Sihert had agreed with my- recommendation that we attempt to reconstitute the

group insofar as possible. I further said that it would take at least two to three

more months to accomplish this and that the sending of the documents to Washington

would destroy most of the usefulness of the men. Lt. Comstock and I prepared for

this meeting, of the purpose of which we had had some inkling, and we agreed to in-

dicate to Lt. Col. Gronich that L. Comstock had important connections in the U.S.

to whom we were prepared to report the details, in the event that the usefulness of

the group was destroyed and if anything went wrong with their full exploitation.
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Lt. Comstock had close connections to then Senator Thomas of Oklahoma and he

had agreed to permit me to rely on these connections. This,attitude on our part

stymied Colonel Gronich for a while. I immediately had a conference with General

Gehlen and told hin of the fact that we were prepared to use Lt. Comstock's politi-

cal connections an': rely as fully a= we could upon General . Sibert's stated support

in keeping his unit together with their documents and that we would do our ut.nost

insofar as we could - operating as-..e did from a very low level - to re-establish

FHO as an intelligence unit working for the Americans. General Gehlen and I further

agreed that we would keep Baum and his contact to the Field Organization quiet until

I felt that it would be desirable to establish contact. The reason for this decision

was to have a further selling point in the event that Gronich's ideas prevailed.

Gronich was unaware of Baun's existence and any of the details of the organization.

A few days later, a cable was received from the War Department ordering that

all of Cehlen's unit and their documents be sent to Post Office Box 1147 in Wash-

ington. (P.O. Box 1142 was the detailed Interrogation Center operating under the

G-2 WaT Department and was located at Ft. 'a.shington Overlook, at Alexandria, Vir-

ginia). When Colonel Philp informed me of this order, I at once went to Frankfurt

to see Genera/ Sibert. He was very much perturbed and felt that Coladiai Gronich

had "pulled a fast one", but that although he had recommended that my original plan

be followed - in the face of a definite cable order, could do nothing farther. He

stated that he was happy at least that we had succeeded in not having men separated

from the documents, since this was really the only basic change from Gronich l s orig-

inal plan. I then told General Sibert that in order not to lose contact with the

Fiel Organization - to whom the only link was Colonel Baum - it would be important

that one representative member of the Gehlen Group remain at. Wiesbaden with Lt. Com-

stock and the other U.S. members. For this, General Sibert agreed to assume
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responsibility.

I talked this matter over with General Gehlen and told him that we were or-

dered back to Washington and that I could do nothing about it but that I had told

General Sibert definitely about Baun and he agreed that the contact was too valuable

to be lost. We decided to leave Wessel behind since he was in a position to make

this contact and enjoyed Eaun's full confidence. In order not to make a premature

contact and in order to keep OUT European organization operating, I arranged with

Lt. Comstock a series of code cables which I would send from Washington indicating

how and when contact should be made with Baum.

In the middle of August, General Gehlen, Colonel Stephanus, Majors Hiemenz,

Hinrichs, Luetgendorf, Schoeller, Captain Funner, all the documents and I, left

Frankfurt in General Smith's private plane for which Colonel Gronich had arranged.

The flight was uneventful but very interesting for General Gehlen's group.

Upon our arrival at the National Airport in Washington, we were met by a Lt.

and driver from 1142 who had come with a completely closed "Black Maria" to transport

the Germans to 1142. Another truck took the documents which were in about twenty

packing cases. I was told to report to Colonel Hopkins at the Pentagon, since he re-

presented the Documents Section and was apparently only interested in the documents

, and not the men. I found that Colonel Gronich was the main field representative of

the Documents Section and that he was solely interested in collecting the documents

and that the men had been brought over only incidentally for interrogation at 1142.

This upset me very much as it appeared that our whole plan for keeping the group to-

gether with the documents as a working unit for the future, had not seeped through

to Washington and in any case did not fit in with their plans.

I found that Colonel Lovell was the man in charge of the G-2 Document and In-

terrogation Operation and that he was the one I would probably have to convince of
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the importance of the group an rd the correctness of our thinking. I found that he

was willing to see me the following day.

That afternoon I went to 1142 on my own. I had been an interrogator there for

some time prior to having gone to Europe in June 1944. It was, fortunately, a Sun-

day and I went directly to the "Old Building" prisoner compound. Much to my sur-

prise, I found that the Gehlen group had all been put in solitary cells. Fortunately,

I knew the Signal Sergeant in the Control Room, to whom the visits to prisoners had

to be announced. He did not question my wanting to see Gehlen and I went through

to visit him. I explained quite frankly to him the whole situation, that things

were in a horrible mess and that I would do my best to straighten them out, but that

I had practically nothing to say in Washington and was relying on my outside con-

tacts to help us over the rough spots. I told him that I had gathered that I might

be prevented from seeing them for some time but that in any case, I would be in con-

tact with them through some of my friends in 1142, if not directly.

I had some inkling of the type of historical interrogation by which 11A2 was

trying to keep itself alive after the end of the war and I informed General Gehlen

of this quite frankly. I also told him to refuse to let himself be interrogated

in detail and to indicate that he was interested in talking to no one but me. I in-

formed him that I would tell the other members of his group the same thing and that

being acquainted with the "peculiar" type of interrogation that was conducted at

1142, we need have no scruples about such refusal.

Back in the Pentagon, my fears were realized when I was unable to see Colonel

Lovell for another day. In view of the fact that the documents were of interest to

the Eastern European O.B. Branch, however, I ended up there. This Branch consisted

of primarily Lt. Colonel Shimkin, Major Kisevalter, Captains Platon and Zander and

Lt. "Jaldmann. I decided to take the bull by the horns ami had a heart to heart talk
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with Zander and Waldmann. They were both pretty well convinced of the value of

the group as a ;1-oup with their documents but did at that time manifest the feel-

ing which I had sensed everywhere in the Pentagon that I had contacted - that there

was considerable hostility to working with Germans in any way and the feeling that

the Germans could be of no use to us in any current endeavor. Zander and Waldmann

agreed however, that they come with me when I talked to Colonel Lovell.

In my talk with Colonel Lovell, I indicated my strong belief in the value of

the group and asked only for permission to prove it by taking them out of confine-

ment which they were and setting them up to work on their documents as we had had

them working in Wiesbaden. I indicated also that General Sibert was personally

interested in the progress of this situation and that I had orders to report to him

if anything went wrong. Colonel Lovell agreed to this and in the next few days, we

set up in one of the empty barracks at 1142.

The extent and value of the information that Gehlen's group possessed became

at once apparent to the Eastern European O.B. Group as well as the German O.B. Sec-

tion. Zander, Waldman and Miss Louise Dickey became quite enthusiastic.

We decided that it would be necessary to start securing additional privileges

for the oup and to secure the commitment of some higher ranking personnel. Col-

onel was the logical man since he was in the policy making position and was also

more oriented to the Germans than anyone else, having been Assistant Military

Attache in Germany forEome time and having commenced his O.B. enthusiasms there.

I visited Colonel Lovell at his home one afternoon and presented him with a

handwritten analysis of the Finnish Military potential which had been written for me

in Wiesbaden by General der Inf. Erfurt. Colonel Lovell was very pleased with this

since he had known General Erfurt prior to the war and I felt that it was an
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15.

opportune moment to suggest that he would be very much interested in meeting the

group with us at 1142. He agreed to this and we arranged a dinner in the barracks

where General Gehlen's group was working. Lt. Waldmann was a moving spirit in this.

Mean'thile, I had long since secured access to the group - given officially and

spent a good portion of the days with them.

Sometime prior to this happy event, I had secured Colonel Lovell's permission

to regard General Gehlen's group as a group working with their documents which was

to be increased in extent if possible and this permission of his was utilized by me

to send a cable to Comstock to have Wessel make the contact with Baun. Comstock,

therefore, became responsible for gathering more of the group abroad, which he did

very efficiently.

General Sibert had also meanwhile come to the Pentagon on a visit and I was for_

tunate enough to have a brief chat with him. He indicated that it was still his in-

tention to utilize the :;roup abroad and that he would proceed along these lines al-

though the Pentagon was still in the ascendency.

I had meanwhile talked the matter over with General Gehlen and told him that al-

though there seemed to be a lot of political pulling between the Pentagon and USFET,

the development seemed fairly clear since General Sibert remained firm in his opin-

ion and since the basic goodwill of Colonel Lovell had been assured.

Under the "point" system, I had at that time - early in September - sufficient

credits to be separated frxm the service. I told Gehlen that I had decided to ask

for release from the Army - not because I was not vitally interested in securing the

future of his work - but that because of my relatively low rank, I did not see how

I could exercise any further decisive influence on its future while still in the

Army. I felt, rather, that outside of the Army, as a civilian with a relatively im-

portant civilian background and the possibility of utilizing some important political
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connections, I would be in a better position than if I stayed in the military chan-

nel of command and received the promotion for which I had again been recommended -

incidentally for the fourth time - but which had never materialized.

The political connections were somewhat nebulous, although Mts. Comstock had

been good enough to arrange for cii(? a cocktail party where I met Senator Thomas,

ex-Senator Gore, and several other, I presume, influential people, particularly

from Oklahoma, so that I had at least a basis for later contact.

General Gehlen agreed that this was probably the wiser course since they were

set up and operating quite well and he felt that my estimate of the future was the

correct one.

With respect to taking care of their personal needs, Waldmann had been doing

an outstanding job and it was merely a question of waitin g for the lo gic of Gener-

al abert's decision to prevail.

I gave General Gehlen my civilian address and asked hir that in the event any-

thing started to go wrong, he should arrange to contact me directly if he could,

or through Lt. Waldmann with whom I had made arrangements. I also arranged for a

channel with Captain Zander. In order that they could have the feeling of my con-

tinued interest and outside support, I returned to 1142 after I had been separated

from the service and left a few of my firm's products as souvenirs.

That Christmas, I managed to provide them with a few Christmas presents, through

Lt. Waldmann to assure them of the consisteacir of my position and their ability to

contact me if necessary.

Fortunately, matters developed so that this was not necessary and that was the

end of my initial Contacts with General Gehlen and his Organization.
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7.	 Statement of Lt. Col. Gerald Duin on Early Contacts with

the Gehlen Organization [undated]

Statement of Lt. Col. Gerald DUIN on Early Contacts with the GEHIEN Organization

Lt. Col. Gerald DUIN was assigned as Chief Interrogator at the 1142 Interrog-

ation Center, Alexandria, Virginia, in 1942 and was Capt. John BOUER's superior

officer there following BOKEa(s arrival at 1142 sometime in 1943. Following

further wartime interrogation work in North Africa and Europe, WIN served as

Chief Interrogator at the 12th Army Group Interrogation Center, to which BOXER

also was assigned sometime in 1944 or 1945. In 1945 DU1N was at MIS headquarters

in Paris and later was assigned to the Oberarsel staff but never actually joined

the staff for reasons of being hospitalized from May until October 1945.

In October 1945, while still on sick leave in the United States, DU1N visited

the 1142 Interrogation Center and requested his former job as Chief Interrogator.

He was informed that there was no job available for him there at that time but

that a new project was being started at Camp Ritchie in which he might be interested,

This project, called the German Documents Center Project, was one of two projects

at Camp Ritchie, the other being a Far Eastern project of a similar nature, and

was under the immediate supervision of Lt. Col. (Paul) GRONICE. Both projects.

German and Far Eastern, were under the direction of Col. MAMA, while Colonel

John LEVELL was overall chief in Washington.

The German project consisted of a group of former German officers and about

400 German PWs. The officer intelligence nucleus included about six German

generals and 20-30 colonels, lieutenant colonels and majors. The remainder of

the group consisted of about 100 captains and lieutenants who had been recruited

from PW camps all over the United States to servce as stenographers and translators,

and about 200 enlisted men, also recruited from Pd camps to serve as cooks and

general service personnel.

The intelligence nucleus consisted chiefly of officers who had been taken'
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2.

SECRE]
from a German armored train, captured in tote in May 1945. which bad

belonged to the German General Staff and which had ended the war in Austria.

Members of this train had been taken to a PW camp near Sad Telz, where they

were kept for several months, and later had been sent to Oberursel after

US Army representatives from Oberursel had visited ti*s Bad Telz to look them

over.

Personnel of the armored train included Colonel Johannes HAERTEI (HEILER),

Lt. Cal. Hurt BITTY -11TH and Major Walter LO3E2JANZ (LOEWE), all still with the

GFRL7N organization, General.LAEGLER, Colonel KUEBNE, LITT.ERSCHEID, aARTELLIERI

and 309BE1. At Oberursel a number of other German officers were added to

this group, including the following: Lt. General THILE, head of the Ruestunge_

amt of the OIN (possibly OEH) who had been working clssely with SPEIR at the

end of the war, and General THOMALE, former German tank carps commander in

the USSR and later assistant to General GUDERIAN.

This combined group initially was kept at Oberuxsel and in October 1945

was transferred to the United States, to Camp Ritchie. During October and

November the recruiting •f the junior officers and enlisted men from US PW

camps took place and the entire group was assembled. In the meantime the

documents on which the group was to work had arrived, including the GEHLEN

documents which had travelled to the US with Capt. HONER and the GEHLEN group.

The latter documents had been brought to the United States, not for the

GMELEN staff but for the Ritchie group, Lt. Col. GROVICH's project, and were

transferred to Camp Ritchie immediately upon arrival.

Colonel LOYELL's idea in assembling the German Documents Center Project

was to collect a representative German General Staff group and put them to

work writing a comprehensive history of German Army experiences on the Eastern

Front in all sectors and all branches of the service. Results of their work

were to be complete studies of combat under all types of circumstances and

conditions. This work was started in November 1945 with the documents available
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S	 17) 7" Tk
end was continued untilipril 1946. Work was performed by the German officers

in close association with a combined group of American, lritish and Canadian

officers. After reports were completed by the German officers, who were in

daily consultation with the Allied officers, the reports were given to the

German captains and lieutenants for translation into English and typing, and

were then received by the Allied officers for editing and decisions o4 final

dissemination.

On 15 April 1946 seven members of the Camp Ritchie group were transferred

to the 1142 Interrogation Center and attached te the GRUEN group. These

seven included HART. who was a. transportation expert, which the G7Wlai staff

lacked, and RITTMANN and LOB:DANZ. also transferred because of their specialties.

At the same time all documents which had been located at Comm Ritchie and used

by the German group were sent to a building in the center of Washington. About

a month or so later they were moved to the basement of the Pentagon, and still

later to an unknown location in Baltimore. DVIN states, however, that by this

time GERIEN had a large number of documents at his disposal at 1142, some or

most of which DUIN presumes must have been sent to him from Camp Ritchie.

On 16 April 1946 Lt. Col. DU12 accompanied all members of the German group.

except those seven who had been transferred, back to Germany. On his arrival

back in the United States he reported. to 1142 (22 May 1946), to which he had

already been transferred, and became chief of the Interrogation and Research

unit there. This branch then included two groups: the MUM group, the

larger of the two, under Captain WAIIMAN, and a YLASSOT group which included

a TIASSOY Air Force general and two TLASSOV Army colonels, under Lt. IVANOVSKI

(now with CIA Waohington).

In June 1946 the State Department decfeed that all Germans then in the US

were to be returned to Germany. The Intelligence Division, WD, protested the

rding, inasmuch as it wanted to retain both groups in the United States, and
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SECRET
the matter was taken up to the level of the Secretary of State (BRINES).

Secretary BRINES decided, however, that there were to be no exceptions and

that every German was to be returned to Europe prior to 30 June' 1946. The

GM:F11 personnel were dispatched, therefore, and DUIN later heard that they

had been sent to Oberurtel.

DUIN states that a very strict security wall was maintained between the

group at 1142 and the one at Camp Ritchie. It was specifically desired to

keen the two groups from learning about the presence or work of each other,

particularly the Ritchie group from knowing anything about the GEHLEN and

VIASSOV groups, in order to prevent any information from reaching the Soviets

in the event that any of the Germans elected to enter the Soviet Zone after

being returned to Germany.

The names of the other four persons who were transferred from Camp Ritchie

to 1142 at the time of transfer of RAERTEI, RITTMAN and LOBEDANZ will be

supplied by Lt. Col. VUIN at a later Cate, if possible.
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Corrections and Additions to Statemoilts of Col. DUIN

1. HELIER was already working at 1142 at the time of transfer of'Germans from

Camp Ritchie to 1142. Time of his attachment to 1142 is unknown.

2. Eleven Germans, rather than seven, were transferred from Ritchie to the

GEH1EN group at 1142. These included the following:

General THOMAIE

General TROTTA

General LEGELER.

Colonel 3:231DSEN

Colonel (7) Meyer DIRTRING

Colonel RITTMANN

Lt. Col. ZIMEITER

Lt. Col. LINN

Lt. Col. LITTERSCHEID

Lt. Col. (7) 10BEDAN2

Capt. CARTE1LIERI

3. The 45 staff has been interested in sending some of its officers to

Washington to work on German documents located there. Lt. Col. DWIN was

asked to find out whether anything could be done to make this possible

and the Heidelberg reaction. that this was a sunstion which would have to

be handled through CIA channels, was conveyed to 45. WIN took this

occasion to insuire about the disposition of documents in the early days

and learned that 20 packing cases of documents had accompanied the original

group to the US; that Col. GRONIGH after some argument had permitted the

group to keep certain docdnents which they considered the most important

(G-2 documents); that the remainder had been taken by Col. GRONICH, a few

being taken to the Documents Center in the Pentagon but the majority going

t
o Camp Ritchie. When the Camp Ritchie group of Germans completed tts work,
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SECa
the documents at Camp Ritchie were also sent to the Documents Center.

At the time HITH was in the VS (1142), he had access to the Documents

Center and was permitted to select and take those documents which were

of interest to 1142 for use by the GEHLEN staff.
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1. The documents which arrivalin the VS with the GEELEN grout included daily

Eastern Front operational reports, daily situation maps, G-1, G-i, G-4 estimated,

orders and reports, etc. These went to Camp Ritchie, while GLEN took with him

to Fort Hunt those G-2 documents which he considered essential to his work for

the Americans.

2. General GEHLEN and his group worked primarily for the Eastern European

Branch of the Intelligence Division while at Fort Runt. His group was under the

physical control of the Prisoner of War branch of the Intelligence Division,

headed by Solonel SWEET and then by Colonel John M. WALKER. This branch ran

Fort Runt, which was under the command of Lt. Col. Monte CONE. One of the

Eastern European Branch operations contact men with the group was Capt. WALDMAN.

There was an officer detailed exclusively to teke care of the wants and needs of

the group (Capt. EISEN/MR).
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8. Report of Interview with General Edwin L. Siben on

the Gehlen Organization, 26 March 1970

26 March 1970

MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT	 : Report of Interview with
Bri,gadier General Edwin L. Sibert
otithe Gehlen Organization

1. General Sibert first heard of General Gehlen
when Colonel W. R. Philp, Chief of the 12th Army Group
Interrogation Center at Oberursel reported to him on
the interrogation of Gehlen by Captain Boker. This
was almost certainly in June 1945. Sibert did not see
Gehlen that summer, in fact he did not see him until
just before his (Sibert l s) departure on PCS (to an
assignment with CIA), in September 1946. (Sibert was
unaware that Gehlen had spent months at Fort Hunt,
August 1945 through June 1946.) This is not too sur-
prisin3 for the activity which Philp and Boker started
the Germans working on was at this stage no more than
a research project using POW's. Not a very big deal.
After Gehlen and his five colleagues departed for the
U.S. Wessel and Baun and a couple of others remained
at Oberursel producing plans and so forth. So there
was a group of Germans there turning out paper during
the winter and spring of 1945-46 and Sibert did not miss
Gable n.

2. Sibert did not clear the employment of the
Germans with General Bradley (who departed to the U.S.
very soon after VE Day), or with General Eisenhower,
who stayed on for several months, or with General Smith.
It was his decision.

3. Sibert said that he had definitely never met
Wessel and Baun.

4. During the winter of 1945-46 there was a gradual
drift into operations by the Wessel-Baun group at
Oberurael; they were in small operations by March 1946, as
Herre has testified. Baun, in his diary, frequently spoke
of General Sibert making a decision, for instance, to allow
the Wessel-Baun group to start Cl operations, then COMINT,
and finally positive operations during that winter. Sibert
could recall none of this. It is possible that his memory
has failed him, but it is equally possible that he was not
informed, and that the decision was made by Philp, or per-
haps Deane. This point is not too important, for wherever
the locus of decision was, it was a process of drift.
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5. General Sibert did not believe that he had
made a rather formal, verbal, gent/emens' agreement
with General Gehlen when he saw him for the first and
last time in August 1946. It is entirely possible that
the two men just said hello and goodbye. Gehlen has
always treated the gentlemens' agreement as his first basic
charter. It may be that the details were worked out be-
tween Gehlen and Philp and that Sibert simply gave the
project his blessing. When I set forth the possible
terms of such an agreement (priority number one - Soviet
troops in the Soviet zone, no operations against the
western allies, no cryptanalysis, etc.) he readily
agreed that that would have been the type of agreement
on which the Gehlen Organization's work was founded.
The point is not vital for it is certain that the first
written directive from the army to Gehlen was that of
Colonel Schow's in October 1948.	 .

6. Sibert did not, recall too much contact with
Crosby Lewis, Chief of SSU Germany. He did not remember
getting in touch with him in the fall of 1945 about having
SSU take over the German Organization..

ecde Allwer414
7. Sibert stated that he briefed

`57('21firffron the Gehlen Organization some time in the summe	 443,q1j1:5)‘
0	 6. He added the request that if the	 arrested
any mysterious Germans in their zone who cla me to be
operating against the Russians at the behest of the Americans,
would he please "band 'em over" to the U.S. Army.

8. He reported to duty with CIG in September 1946
and immediately briefed General Vandenberg on the Gehlen
Organization. He states that as a result of this initiative
the meeting with Dulles and Jackson was held in New York
in December 1946.

c_
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9. Debriefing of Eric Waldman on the US Army's Trusteeship of the

Gehlen Organization during the Years 1945-1949, 30 September 1969

30 September 1969

DEBRIEFING OF ERIC WALDMAN ON THE U.S. ARMY'.
TRUSTEESHIP OF THE GEHLEN ORGANIZATION DURING

THE YEARS 1945-1949

1. Lt. (later Capt.) WALDM_AN was born in Vienna in 1914.
He came to the U. S. in 1938 and was naturalized. He Joined the
U.S. Army in 1942. where he graduated from OCS in the Field
Artillery. Later he took a P0 W' Interrogation Course and during
the year 1944-1945 he was in Military Branch. 0-2 of the War
Department as a specialist in German tactics. At the end of the
war in May 1945 he was transferred to a section which was to pro-
duce • handbook on the Soviet Army.

2. In June 1945 he was Informed by his superior. Dirnitri
M%irnpkin, that a group of German officer POWs from Fremde
Hear* Ost (FHO) of the General Staff would be arriving and that
he was to take charge of them. The officers arrived and were
placed in the stockade at Fort Hunt near Alexandria. which was
under the Captured Personnel and Materiel Branch. Since the
address was POB 1142, Alexandria. Va.. it was commonly called
"1142." Gehlent • group initially consisted of himself, Col. Konrad
Stephanus, Maj. Hans Hinrichs, Horst Hlemens, (mu) von Luettgendorf
and Herbert Fuener. In February 1946 they were Joined by Col. Heins
Herre. They brought a large amount of files with them and promptly
sat to work writing studies for 04. which, because it had very little
information on the USSR. was delighted. Randolph Zander, than a
Major.. Later • DAC, was active at 1142. as was George Kiesewalter.

3. The original decision to make use of Gehlen, his people
and files had probably been made by Brig. Gen. Erwin abort, 0-2,
USFET. Capt. John Boker. a Soviet OD specialist stationed in Europe.
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had first discovered Gehlen in a VIP POW compound. He persuaded
General Sibert of the value of Gehlen'• group, which included several
others in addition to those which went to the U. S. • so Gehlen and his
associates wer• soon put to work writing studies in a compound near
Frankfurt. Other important personalities were Lt. Col. Gerd Wessel.
deputy and successor to Gehlen in FHO, and Lt. Col. Hans Bann,
former CO of Frontaufklaerungsleitstelle Oct (a tactical espionage
organisation which operated on the Russian front under Gehlen . • con-
trol). Bann. who had been witting of Gehlen's plan to offer his ser-
vices to the U. S. Army, had been captured separately from Gehlen,
and had evidently made a strong impression on his captors. While
no one on the U.S. side had any very concrete ideas as to how these
Germans would be used, Baun saw a chance to advance himself and
Gehlen realised this. Therefore Galilee, who had never fully trusted
Baur'. was able to see to it that Wessel stayed behind in Europe to
keep an •ye on Baum while Gehlen went to the U. S.

4. Thus Baun and Weasel remained in a compou.nd at Oberursel
near Frankfurt. There were some U.S.-Soviet OB specialists thee.
(Richard Sutter, Lt. Landauer, Franz Brotaen. Paul Comstock) and
they had a telecon link with WALDMAN in Washington. Some time
during the period from June 1945 to August 1946, probably during the
first few months, the decision was made by the U.S. Army to allow
this group of German officers to engage in collection of intelligence
against the Soviet forces in Germany. This decision was crucial
since it marked a radical departure from the concept co writing studies
based on old Wehrmacht files. WALDMAN has no recollection as to
when or how this decision was reached - as a First Lieut. he would
not have been consulted.

S. (Note: It is not clear whether Gehlen met Gen. Mort before
the former left for the U.S. in 1945. WALDMAN is reasonably certain
that when Gehlen and Sibert met for the last time before Sibert left for
the U.S. in October 1946, there was no discussion of a charter, directive
or contract for Gehlen. This is an important gap in our knowledge of
this period, for while the Army's trusteeship was characterized by
lack of control and direction, they surely must have had something in
writing before the first EUCOM directive to Gehien, which is in our
files - dated October 1948).
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6. The Gehlen group arrived at Oberursel in August 1946, shortly
after WALDMAN. Here the U.S. Element to run the operation was under
the command of Lt. Col. John R. Deane, Jr. ol ALJMAN became his
deputy and in addition there were two enlisted men (we do not know the
name of this section. twill refer to it as the U.S. Element). The U.S.
Element was lodged with the Military Intelligence Training Center (MITC)-•
which was under the command of Col. Philp, who appears later in this
narrative, but Lt. Col. Deane reported directly to G-Z, EUCOM (which
was replacing USFET).

7. The situation facing Gehlen upon his return was a difficult one.
Baun had had a year in which to install himself and whatever understanding
Gehlen had with the U.S. Army, Lt. Col. Deane had bought the arrange-
ment of "two horses abreast" (Zwei Pferde in einem Gespann) - Baun as
Chief of Collection and Gehlen as Chief of Evaluation: the Brigadier
General and the Lt. Col. as equals. A not unimportant point here is
that Baun was not a general staff officer, and most important of all.
Gehlen did not trust him.

8. The year prior to August 1946 had been spent in collecting
former colleagues from POW camps, tracking down families, etc.
Collection operations of a kind began in the summer of 1946. Probably
the most valuable of those was the SIGINT operation, for 1110 had dis-
posed of highly skilled intercept operators.

9. The next several months were spent in getting operations
started, and in Gehkn establishing his control over Baun. (Note:
It appears that, for excellent reasons, WALDMAN pushed for Gehlen,
and that therefore the struggle consisted of WALDMAN, trying to win
over Lt. Col. Deane, of whom WALDMAN speaks very highly, but who
at that time was a very young Lt. Col. with Mad or no experience in in-
telligence—and probably very little German). WALDMA/4 says that two
incidents convinced Deane of Baun's untrustworthiness -- which was
abundantly proven in later years. Gustav Hilger, the former German
diplomat, had been in 1142 with Gehlen and was brought along to
Oberursel. He discovered that Baun had stashed away under his bed
a large trunk full of U.S. dollars, which should have been spent on
operations. Another incident occurred when Baun tried to blackmail
Herre, a strong Gehlen man. It had something to do with a woman
with whom Herre was supposed to have had an affair. These incidents
were brought to Deane's attention, and by the end of 1946, Deane had
appointed Gehlen as chief of the German element, which from now on we
will call the Gehlen Organisation.

• Thi• title may be incorrect. SECRET/RELEASE
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10. 1947 was spent in expansion, particularly in the Field
Stations (Aussenstellen). Baun was replaced as chief of operations
by Dingier (@ DENTER). During this period Gehlen, who had no means
of running security checks on his people, began recruiting former col-
leagues of the General Staff, who. as he put it, had already been thoroughly
vetted. A large number of General Staffers were put in charge of Aussen-
stellen, thus Central Heinz Gude nan became chief in Aschaffenburg.

11. In the summer of 1947 Lt. Col. Deane was relieved by Col.
William Llebel as CO of the U.S. Element. During 1947, as the organi-
zation expanded, other properties were acquired: Schloss Kranzberg
(code name Dustbin), a house at Schmitten, and the famous Opel Jagdhaus
in the Taunus Mountains. All these buildings were near Oberursel, but
it was not a satisfactory arrangement and in November 1947. the head-
quarters of the U. S. Element and of the Gehlen Organization moved to
Pullach. The U. S. Element became the 7821st Composite Group. There
were perhaps 20 U. S. personnel, but none of them were particularly quali-
fied for their job, except for WALDMAN

111011/631,
12. V/ALDMAN never handled the financial side of the operation,

but he estimates that the monthly subsidy at this time was well under
$100, 000. The period under Col. Liebel was not a happy one. Anyone
who was associated with the German occupation knows that under the
temptations of the fleshpots, a lot of perfectly normal people went around
the bend. This appears to have been the case of Gal. and Mrs. Liebel,
and the Adjutant of the Composite Group, Lt. Esslinger. While it doe.
not necessarily prove that he reformed himself, Col. Liebe' later became
a Major General. (Note: It is not the purpose of this history to rake up
a lot of old scandals, but a recital of some of these is important since it
shows the incredibly bad performance -- in part -- on the 13. S. side, and
illustrates the difficulties facing the new management (C14, which took
over in 1949. In the official history none of the above persons will be
mentioned by name.)

13. Col. Liebel spoke no German, did not like Germans, and did
no—t hesitate to show it. WALDMAN recalls sitting in Liebel's office and
hearing him lecture Gehlen and Heusinger. for 	 on how stupid the
German General Staff had been. Mrs. Liebe' continually made personal
black market deals, taking Mrs. Herre along as an interpreter. Lt.
EssUnger was a real card: one evening his wife telephoned Herr. in a
great panic and asked him to come quickly, her husband was threatening
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suicide. Herre found him dead drunk with the muzzle of a shot gun
in his mouth. On another occasion Esslinger smashed up the living
room and beat up his wife; this time WAL.DMAN came to the rescue.
Finally, there was a proven case where the Liebels and Lt. Ess linger
had used official facilities to illegally exchange their old RM'• for new
DM' • at a favorable rate at the time of the currency reform in the
summer of 1948. Mrs. Esslinger was prepared to testify, whereat
she was sent horn on Z4 hours notice by Col. Liebel as an undesirable
dependent.

14. Another item illustrates how things were done in those happy
carefree days. One day WALDMAN came to work and was told that all
the Army enlisted men had been given the day off. Why? Well they
were having a VD Holiday - no (reported) cases of VD for a given period.
The point here is that the VD cases were treated by the German doctor
In the Gehlen Organization and thus never came to the attention of the
authorities at First Military District Headquarters. WALDMAN recalls
that during this period Gehlen used to come to his house practically
every evening and threaten to resign. Finally WALDMAN went to Col.
Liebel and asked permission to go to the EUCOM Deputy Director of
Intelligence, Col. Schow (later ADSO) and report on the state of affairs.
Whether this permission was given or not. WALDMAN went and Liebel
was shortly thereafter relieved. He was replaced by Col. Philp, probably
In the fall of 1948.

15. There is little more to be added to the WALDMAN narrative.
The Bossard survey (for C1G) was carried out in 1947 with WAL.DMAN
accompanying Bossard most of the time. The same applied to the
Critchfield survey of November-December 1948. WALDMAN departed
In February 1949, four months before CIA took over.

16. One thing is abundantly clear from what WALDLLAN says:
the Army did not control or even attempt closely to steer the Gehlen
Organization. EEr s, mostly unrelated to the capabilities of the Gehlen
Organisation, were received from time to time. Nearly all of the time
of the U.S. Element was taken up in housekeeping and support tasks.
Welds/I ./us, and to a certain extent the other. U. S. personnel, spent their
working tirne taking care of things such am gas coupons, housing, rations,
cover documentation, etc. The list is endless and so was the time required
to cope with these matter•. Another factor is that the Army simply did
not have enough officers trained and experienced in clandestine operations.
WALDMAN was indeed an MI officer, but his field was German Army
tactics.
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17. The general picture then is one of lack of U.S. direction and
control. During the first year of operations (summer 19 46 through
summer 1917) the U.S. commander was an excellent officer, but inex-
perienced. During the second year (to the summer of-19 48) the U.S.
commander was dishonest and an incompetent officer. The third and
last commander was a distinct improvement over Liebe' but he still
knew little about intelligence.	 If anyone would have known about the
intelligence operations run by Gehlen it would have been WALDMAN,
but nearly all our conversation dealt with other matters since he did
not handle operations. He could not recall any famous cases by name.
When I asked him if he had any paid informants or sources in the Gehlen
Organization, he looked at me blankly in astonishment.

18. I do not wish to be unfair to WALI3.).LAN, for these events oc-
curred over twenty years ago, b ut he could recall only one spectacular
intelligence coup which the Gehlen Organisation pulled off. It was at the
time of the Moscow Conference in 1947 and through an Armenian emigre
organization, which claimed to have access to Milcayan. the Gebien Organi-
zation reported that the USSR would include an item on China on the con-
ference agenda. This was reported,to Secretary of State Morahan, and
when it turned out to be true. Marshall was delighted and wanted to know who
had produced the report. (Note: It is extremely doubtful that the emigres
had any connection with Mikoyan -- this report was almost certainly an
educated guess.)	 —ca/z/Iti

19. WALDMAN accompanied Gehlen on several trip• ab oad to
establish ties with friendly IS'. and discuss evatuation lane In 1947
Gehlen got in touch with the 	 through
the good offices of Michael TThi Godin, commander of the B avar tan
Landespollzoi. Godin had commanded the troops which fired on Hitler.et
al at the Feldherrnhalle on 9 November 1923 and when the Nazis came to
power, he naturally fled to Switzerland. He returned to Germany ale,- 'he
war.

..:1-
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10.	 Seventh Army Interrogation Center, "Notes on the Red Army—
Intelligence and Security," 24 June 1945

• I fkflitik	 •. • 9..c----7C2ati-INEC "yr
RoY No SAIC/R/2
24 Jun 45

SEVENTH ARMY INTERROGATION al'
Copy No 7	 8t:US ARAIN

.6/1 Ile (TT OVG4 iDate: 24 Jun 5 1
s 	

Ise,' 0 . NOTES ON THE RED /JIIKY - INTELLIGENCE AND SECURITY
,

. (This report shouid' be road in.con'junction With SAW . Report
"NOTES ON TEE. RED ARBIl wptmitip AND TACTICS'', dated zi Jun 45

SOURCES '
	 • . •	 . •

• -
a. OEHLER, Reiitari, GERIAJSEWiglen), formeky-Chief of Foreign

Armies East Dept, 023. Source talked freely. during interrogation.
,

b. SCHULER, Alberti MAJ, Foreign Armies East Dept, OKH. Source a 29-
Year-old, professional soldier, worked under the supervision of,Oen OEHLER.
Bis specialty was. .questions of,leadership in the RectArmyi he. was very .
cooperative and talked willingly during interrogation.

Ealiff.n, (both sources): B-2 "Date of In!: Apr 45	 Interrogator: R.U.

I. INTELLIGENCE

1. INTELLIGENCE SOURCES

Unlike the German Intelligence Service, which wait distinctly divided
into two main branches, viz, procurmeat of intelligence (SPIONAGE: espionage
and evaluation of intelligence (Ic DIENSTs G-2 Service), these functions.
are very closely related in the varioui Russian intelligence organizations.
Intelligence-was obtained in peace lime through the following three agencies

•
a. the fourth bpi of the Red Assi General Staff (U 4) was mainly eon,

eerned with military intelligence. The Deft maintained its own not of agents
and sups:is-viand the actiVities of the'allitary attachts who, on their part,
also established nets of Agents for work in their assigned countries.

b. The foreign ila of the People's Cv..1missariat of the interior (IMO-
iflCVD) coecerned itself with Obtaining political intelligent*. 	 is pami"
Dept alio supervised; to a certain extoht, the activities Of %he military
attachbs and of the Soviet diplodatic posts abroad in general. The-INO main-
taTeed- a separate net of agents for its own purposes.

c. The Comnunist International (KOWNTERN) collected both military and
political intelligence through the ConnUmist Parties in ovary country. It
was in at:se-contact with both the Fourth Sept- of , the'Red-Gen . Staff and with
the INO4KVD., Again, a separate net of agents was established by this agency

With the beginning of the war this procedure was naintained and =ad*
more complete through the inclusion of correspanding posts in the 0-2
offices of all command* down to ain7. Agents of these pate were the main.
soueoebf intelligenencoieerninethe eneni q rear areas, in Addition to
intelligence obtained . throuth Partisan chatnels'y ai directed by the Main. .
Hq for -the PartisanMovenent in MOSCOW.. 

-	 .
Economit intelligence was eolleeted by 'All three Agencies described.	 ,

above, and an attempt.to.cooritinate.theii . efforts wai made.
•

2. EVALUATION 07 INTELLIGENCE . :	 .
.	 ,

Military.intelligence was evaluated,bi the 0-2 sectione of army aid	 -
front hq, or by the G-2,dept of the Red Army Gen .Staff, according to its
scope of information, Agents' report. were . cqmpared with other intelligence
sources, with information obtained through reconnaissance and through front-
line contacts. The main task of the 0-2 sections was to keep situation maps

,.“9-e
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up ta date and to evaluate, 44,6y 'capabilities. The Germans repeatedly suc-
oeeded.in capturing Russian documents of this type, originating from divot
corpS. ThemeAocuments proved.conclusivelijiat,the Ruseiens vete able to
construct • generally correct picture of the forces opposing them. The last
document of great. . importance thus captured was a situation map that fell
into German hands at the start of the Russian winter offensive in the BARAN.
OV bridgehead area. Accordingto this.map, the Ruesians knew the front-line
unite opposing them,: but overestimated-the  number of armored divisiocul kept
in the rear of the German lines by confusing their numbering.

•

. As in other armies, 4:12 employed various means to obtain intelligencli
' such is tactical reconnaissance,,, troop ob • tion, 141 information, capture.
documents, air; radio, and arty reconnaissance. Higher commands-also, had et

. their disposal excerpts of hostile, propaganda publications, rsdib broad-
casts, and the press of neutral and enemy countries.

3. FOURTH, DEPT, RED ARMY GENERAL STAFF-------

As sources recall-it,:the-Fourth • Dept of the•Sed Army-Gen'-Staff Was
sub-divided into the following sectionas

a. Section for registration, collection, and control of all incoming
news; files	 •	 .	 .

b. Military Attaches Seition-. . . 	 .	 .	 •
c. Far Eastern Sec, with sub-sections for.China, Japan, and Manchuria
4. Rear Eastern •Sectioni . iiih . sub-ieCtioni.fbr Turkey, Iran, and Iraq
e. The - Balkans and Poland
f. Italy, Spain, and Portugal	

:"3 -
g. Germany	 .
I,, France, Belgium, and Saland

Scandinayicand the Baltic Statee.
j, Greet .Britain .	•
ka United States of America

• 1. Information Office, Press', and Censorship
m. Personnel Section anCEducation . .	 •
n. Technical and Materiel Office,-Flaance

The Foreign Dept of the NEVD was divided in a similar manner, but •
its sub-divisions were such more detailed.

It is noteworthy that _the Far Eastern Section of the 0-4 Dept, the
of which are probably in HARBIN, enjoyed almost complete independence
from the main office and great authority.

4. NAVAL INTELL/GENCE.SERVICES
•

The G-2 Service of the Red Navy was 'arranged according to battle areas
as follows:	 - • -

.	 '	 •
-a. Western Battle Area, Baltic Sea
-b. Southern Battle Area. Black:and'Caspian Seas.-
• c. Northern Battle Area, North AtlnAtic . and the Bering Sea
d. Far Eastern Battle Area, including AMUR River area

. The Navy maintained nets of agents in all countries with which naval
conflicts were thought pessitfla. At-the same time the Navy exercised contro:.
-over the Naval Attaches. Close aoordination.with • the work of the Fourth Dap!
and with the Foreign Dept of the NI&D was attempted concerning all common
problems.

2
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ET

II. SECURITY

1. GENERAL
•

The Russians, more than any other-nation, are particularly concerned
vith,preventing any possible-opponent from-obtaining adyanes information
en any- important measures partaining,tob their military or national 'life.
This tendency led to such a development of camouflage and security measures
that the Russians have become masters of this art%which, in Russia, pone-
brutes into every field of national.activitieb. Naturally, in the field of
military operations these characteristics found particularly fertile ground
for adoption,. All important military activities, such asepproach-marches

' for major operations and troop movements, are; as a rule, exceedingly well
camouflaged.	 .:

The Russian is a master of camouflage against enemy air reconnaissande,
particularly when belles enough tine to prepare and execute his camouflage
activities. But even in the cases when much time is not available, such as
during emergency shifting of larger forces topciinte of main efforts, the
Russians always attempted to cloak-theirmoVements as such as possible, in .
some.cases by dealing :out severe punishment to violators of camouflage and
security regulations.

2. SECURITY OF . MOYEMENTS -
• •.	 •

All approach marches are executed mainly at night. Infantry units moVe
in small groups on secondary roads., motorized, units are moveden moonlit
nights and without lightsehoving,whenever possible. Oben it is absolute-
ly necessary to use lights, only every third or fifth vehicle uses them ini,
order to deceive possible reconnaissance as to the volume of traffic. The d
general rule .otexetutihg movements from the front area in daytime and move-
ments towards the front at iight is applied in most cases. Night Movements
start after dusk and 7end before dawn: During daytime troops are-as a rule
dispersed in woods; even in extremely cold weather. This is only' possible
because of the inborn tenacity of the Russian soldier and because of his •
ability to make good use of nature. In seedless areas, where towns have to
be used-for the billeting of troops, 'absolutely no movements.are allowed
during daytime:

a. Rail Movements .

The bulk of movements by rail is executed under the cover of darkness. If
Superstructures are built over objects that can easily be recognized by air.
reconnaissance, especially over tanks. These superstructures are sometimes
executed with surprisingly simple means.

Occaeionally'trains have been obeerved to stop Whetrreconnaissance '
planes appeared. Loaeling and unloading activities were also mail camouflag-
ed and were executed at night whenever possible.. Emphasis was placed on
camouflaging the distribution-of we'd:2 .161' gram unloading paints.'

.	 .	 •
b. Armored Units • .

• - .	 ,
Movements of armored :units ars camouflaged with Special cal% Camouflag

of individual tanks dispersed in woods and, if :seeable. in villages was
so effective that very careful photo interpretation would as • rule disclose -
not more than.three Or four poorly camouflaged • tanksOand that would Al.-
ready be taken by the Germans-Me.e:sign oran.imminent'offensive.%The'use
of dummy tanks, .sometimes pissed-in really used tank Approachearch areas .
tor purposes of deception, the,attachmentof.spebial tollers : for the- pUr-
pose of sweeping of trackd left by tanks,Jand'the making of deceptive
artificial tonk,traoks,..are widespread.- 1 -.. .•	 .	 • '

In order to prevent the premature disclosure of the tank approach march
armored units are Wrought into the final jumping off area immediately before
the attack - sometimes only 4 hours before its start.
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e. Artillery, Units •
.	 .	 .	 •	 •	 -

Security of artillery preparations.is attempted by the continuous
construction of additional arty Poeitioha,..evenly distributed throughout.
the front area. Thus each front-line htiy, has to conatruet additiOnal •
gun: emplacements and numerous dummy initallations, -even when it-is not
intended to bring up arty reinforceMente,in• its partieular sector.

. Dummy arty pieces are 'widely Used. Newly built-up arty concentrations
can best be recognized by the presonie of4arge btrys (GROSSBATERIEM,,SAL.:
VENGESCHUTZSTELLUNGEN) of 10-12 guns, 'which are difficult to osmauflage,
and also by the direction of fire of the newlybuilt positions&: 	 .

The "attack arty" is brought into position only a . few days before the
start of the offensive, and an intensified fighter cover protects it from
that time on. In order to prevent enemy interception through sound rang-
ing, the "attack arty" does not. register its guns. Piring data'are careful-
ly obtained by the trent line city Units over a long -period, and are then
relayed to the reinforcing. "attack arty". 	 ' .•.

The use of alternate arty positons . and.of.reving guns is very common
with Russian front-line arty unite, especially in secondary sectors.

.	 .
3. SOME SECURITY. DEVICES • •

-	 :	 •	 .	 .
a. In order net . to give away the number of troops to be used in an

attack made from a bridgehead, the Russians construct bridges the surface
of which is immediately below water level. These bridges can only be de-
tected by the observation of the bridge approaches or of actual traffic
on the bridge.	 .	 •

•.	 .
b. The Russians carry on the construction of infantry positions in .

depth at all times. Therefere eipecially intensive entrenching activities
cannot be taken as proof of defensive intentions in 4 particular sector,
on the contrary, it might lead to the conclusion that an attack in being
prepared in the area.

•
c. Measures against enemy tactical reconnaissance are strongly Anton-

sifted before a Russian offensive. Unit boundaries and the g.	 1 picture
of the front is maintained to the very and, in order .mot to give the -enemy
any hints concerning the coming attack. The necessary regreuping iv *recut-,
ed in the last few days, and units completely unknown to the 'new* are not
brought up. to the front.until the last night before the attack. In order
to prevent the enemy from obtaining information about the attack preperat=
ions immediately before the start of the offensive from PG sources, the
outpost line is often-vacated several days before, an then re-occupied
during the night preceding the offensive, when the -assault infantry:unlis
are brought into line.

4. COUNTER-INTELLIGENCE MEASURES
• •

In addition to attempte, -Often very successful, to infiltrate into
the enemy's . inteliigence agencies,ths.Rumaians exercise an exceedingly -
strict-control over %the_trea behind the front lines.,This ismade.easier by
the very complicated system,of p 	 ',.Oertificates etc, used.by the".Rus.
starts. It i4 practicallyimpossiblefar individual -Russian soldiers as well
as for unit detachments to cover the shortest .distance without the pre.
scribed rigmarole of document,. The'control.Of the rear 	  'is -exercised
by the NEVD (People i s'Oomaideariat,of the,Interior), by:asana of Several
impregnable "blockade lines" (SPERRLINIEN). Theselineaceetablishedtpe
behind another, often make use of natural terrain features. Forging of
documents is made difficult by the use of all possible, always changing,
tricks. A strengthening of-IOND troops in a particular sector should always
be viewed with suspicion.

In times of peace or armistice tha Russian borders are hermetically
sealed off, even when friendly relation's Cast: Other counter-intelligence
measures are the restrictions and strict control of both the domestic and
foreign correspondents, who are suspended under the slightest pretext.

T
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The most important measure against eijemy radio reconnaissance is the
suspension of all radio traffic before major Russian operations. The areas
of radio silence are chosen in such a way, that they can give no indication,
as to the intended place of attack. Radio silence orders were rigorously
obeyed, especially during the last year. In the ease of the shifting of
major armored forces, single radio stations of imortant hq were usually let
operating in the old area; these Stations, in addition to their deceptive
role, were also used for radio traffic concerning supply matters.

DECEPTION AND PROPAGANDA 

1. DECEPTION THROUGH THE FOREIGN PRESS

The Russians repeatedly attempted to deceive their enemies by planting
specially prepared reports in the international press. During the past two
years ANKARA and STOCKHOLM played an important :Tile in this respect. Despit,
numerous warnincsof German news monitoring agencies, these attempts met wit)
partial success. Sometimns the Russians even succeeded in giving theiruneill
items" the appearance of coming from different sources and of corroborating.
one another. Especially numerous were reports .planted by the Russians col.:
cerning exhaustion within the ranks of Russian troops, low morale, food
troubles in the interior, and counter-revolutionary trends within the Soviet
Union. Sometimes items of a primarily propaganda value were also launched,
such as the intended stopping at the CURZON Line, then at the ODER River,
etc.

Beside these general methods of deception, certain deceptive "news"
might also be spread by agents. This was the case in ' the rumors concerning
the intended employment of the Black Sea Fleet, later the Baltic Fleet, in
support of the operations, in progress at that time.

Neutral and friendly foreign correspondents were also used by the Russ,
miens to deceive the enemy. Since thepress is a most important source for
evaluating the enemy situation, partly also by noticing the things which
are obviously NOT covered by it, this field of deception is, in sources,
opinion, more important than is usually recognized.

,
2. DECEPTION THROUGH PW

Political indoctrination plays e very imPortant.rele in the Red Army.
The slogan of the times is incessantly hammered into the minds of the Rus-
sian soldiers. Since it was found that PR and deserters talk willingly
about these political lectures, the Russians use them for deception pur-
poses. Before major operations the Russians attempt, through the lectumes
given their own sWiers, to create .false impressions either as Wthe main
aims of the offensive, or as to the timing, streng-th, etc, of the intended
operation. Especially stressed are supposed visits by prominent Russian
military Tudors in eertain sectors of the front, alleged reinforcements
by forces from the Far East, commitment of new. tank models, etc.

•3. RADIO DECEPTION

No major radio deception scheme hat over been attempted by the Russian
who realized that such a scheme is easily detected if Ulan* accompanied -
by thoroughly planned deceptive measures in all other fields. Tactical
radio deception has been employed, but was of only limited importande.

4. FRONT-LINE PROPAGANDA

The Russians cleverly select topics for their front-line propaganda
activities. These include the dropping of leaflets and propaganda dissemin-
ated through loudspeakers. The most unusual procedure is sometimes followed
such as trying to bluff and confuse the enemy by the announcement, over
loudspeakers, of the correct time and place of the intended attack.
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.TAILPIECES'• ".	 _	 .	 .	 .	 •
1, Gen MIEN states that P1! taken dit the:Easter-I front 'at the end of 1944
.teid they were told, during political indectrine :ion lectures, that an
eventual conflict between the Soviet Union on one side and England and the
United States on the other waa inevitable. Similar statements were made
by Russian PW for a short time * Onli' ind After:fords nothing was * heard of

	

these particular indoctrinotio* lectu*es.	 *

2. Twice the German intelliginde'agencies received reports about,differsoce.
of opinion. between the Russian military leaders and the political forces
of the Soviet Union. The military, whose representative was supposedly
ZEUKOV, maintained that , the quick and complete defoat of Germany and the
occupation of as much German territOry'aikpoanible•FOUld'aUtomitically
solve ill.Euronean problemsvith which Sowi3tAtussia.we5.concerne4.•The
political faction, whose ideological leader Was . STALIN, wanted to salve
the Balkan question* SiC014.,b,Ifore the 14.1041zukAm41•44s,DAJykiL.P.ma_to.
intorvene.. -Thierlatter—faclia i.aliea Lt 11AV,, prevailed, at least to a. •
major extant. ••	 •

24 June 1945 • SEVENTH AMNIINTERROGATION CENTER

;7-•■1 Xte't*I` •
PAUL MALL, Maj, MI,
Commending.

T
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11.	 Headquarters, Third US Army Intelligence Center, Preliminary
Interrogation Report, Baun, Hermann, 16 August 1945

CONFIDEHTIAL

. -HEADQUARTERS
THIRL'EUITEDSTATES ARM

. Ktrittlaantdr, C0TEE
Office of the Assistant Chief of Staff, 0-2

«PO 403

PRaIlaH11.7. INT2RROaATICV nrecn

BAUM, 48, worked as an enployoe at th.., German Cousulat, at ol.essA in 1921 and
in 1929 ho was transferred to tho Consulate at KIEV in th, sane capecity. By
1957 HAIM had advanced in the Ger=in Civil 1"...rViCw to th, rank of Verwaltungs-
assiatent whorl he was drafted lite th.. Vehrmacht and ,:iver the rank of Rauptnonn.
Ho mos assigned to the .hieiluns Zeitschrift,n, 62I, and in 3.558 to the Abteiltmg
Mitdraeographie. Here Bard mks a tranniator since he was proficient in the
Russian language. In 1958 he was assi-med to Ahwehr 4)tei1u12 I, 0E7 whet° he
continued to work as a translater of ailitar:' publications. BAUN acs put in charge
in 1940, when the,Frontaunaarun:;ss.bt-ilun:, Leitstelle I, Ott was activated.
This unit was adJinistrativel: controll-d by rremde hoero Ost, 00, REHM. lb
Gay 1941 Leitsiello I becan, op.:rational, its headquarters boir.,*; at SITIJO!M near
MRSAV. It consisted of headquart,rs an four Kolonnen,.ench Kolonne to be
attached to one of the four existinz; ;snow Groups in the last. Each Kolonne
consisted of apiroxinately 12 late-cressors, and EV.UH's in oCcupctiont ens thc
training and roplacenent of ag,mts. TS,n, azents consistee mita:, of Russian
prisoners who could be persuaded todothis .tyjc, ef amrk.The false liulatification
papers wore supplied by G-Offiticre who were attached to theta of Army .Group.
The necessary radio equipnont was sups21,C hi .'achrichten liei.;imamt 506.. Loitstelle
I Oat was operated under the cod, name of L1LLI en1 inrieptenber 1942,:nhen uterst
SCRI1ISCH110Ed of aeer,svoson Abteilung 00 assumed cofiaand ofTAILI, this
connand included onlyleitatallenII end III. Leitstell. I ccatinu,cito fUnction
separately under ktende lI,rc Ost, OM!. Durin_ 1942 the tolonn,a ware renrixxl
Frontaufkartmgs Konnandos and ixa contfl 	 e:i.andos 101 to 105. His superior
in the OKR ass Central GLiZZ!. LUE: renaane .: active yatil 1:ovenber 1944 and then
retired via BERLIH, =1: ELST:a,iLIi4GKM to 	 LL01JJ. WM: held the final
rn!... of Obersilt.

,LidEFIBMATIVE DAV.:

HAW was arrested on 29 July 19,5	 the 80th HIS :,etachment at NINTEHBEHG,
Sonthofon as a forn,r oenber el the ,..o:,ehr reiL arrive,: at tl:o Third US Amy
Intellience C._nt-r en 34 :.ust	 Card	 1 SH:17 card.

KHOVIE-Z: 

Orjanization me. Person's-4. ot -istelle I ,:st. erwanisatim of Frontauf-
klfirungs Kommandos 101 to 105. cf azects. Names of
G-Offisiers in the Host.

COUHENTS	 RECOi5EIL,ATIO45: •
RAW gained promin..inco in tho. .bwo .ar•on the lantern Front as he was one of the

few Husaian-epoaking office:re. Ho claims not to have be..r. a a..,mh,r - Of-the Party.
Ho is cooperative.

KB	 For the AC of S. 0-2:	 "2"--
L. XING

hajor, Infantry
Chi_f Of section

DISPOSITION:

Reverse Blank
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it..V.4 • -; pi 41(

Bhiethard %hien,
on and Assessment of P/W Brig. Gen.

1. Herewith two reports by Captain Halle, Nos. 5724 and
, giving background material on the above P/O.

2. Captain 141ff advises that Colonel Brawn has requested
of each of these reports.

C. Ci/LPBELI
Captain, N. A. C.

Li_ %) (sine

Secret
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12.	 Captain Owen C. Campbell, Evaluation Section, to Lt. Col. Parker,

Enclosing Interrogation Reports No. 5724 and 5725, 29 August 1945

DECLAWIED

huitioft

By

UM FOR LT. comma. PARKER*

1(41
Preliminary Interroga
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Captde23 Nbel9458ehlim. sole,

Veracity Beliirved.reliable.

Civilian Career $

t.

-

Secret 60
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12.	 (Continued)

$ April 1902 : Born in Erfurt SA the son of ObeileutmemtWalther Goblin and Mrs
-Katherina Gehlen (born Vairuewynk). After retiring from the army
PA I s father became a director pith a Breslau Publishing house.

1-Humanistic: Bing Wilhelm Gymnasium Breslau (Abitur).

Military Career :
•

1908 - 1920

20 April 1920

1920 - 1933

1 Dec 1923

1 Feb 1928

Spring 1933

EnterAsiohewehr attached to Beichswehr Arty Bert 6 changed
1 Jan 1921 to arty Begt 3 at Scheidnits,.Silesia.

Member of the above Begt. Training in the Arty Observation Service
(Ground and Flash and Snrvey). 4 years sports training, 2 years
cavalry school Bepover. 5 years Adjutant.

I Promoted to Lieutenant.

Promoted to _1st Lieutenant.

: Entrance examinati. on for the War A:364w.

on

1 Oat 33-9 Jul: War Academy Berlin.
1935	 • .

1 May 1934	 : Promoted to Captain.

10 Jul 1936 - Attached to the General btaff, one year assistant to the Deputy .
9 Nov 1938	 Chief of Staff: one year Adjutant to the Deputy Chief of SUSI.,

Sec I Operations. - One year I a in 10th Section of the Nome
defense Dept.

10 Nov 36 - 19: Battery descender in Arty Segt 18.
Aug 1939
1 March 1939 : Promoted to Major with seniority dated 1 June 1938.

20 Aug 1959.
14 Oct 1939

I Polish campaign attached to 213 I.D. as I a.

I
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12.	 (Continued)

'

40 ,...31,4-tohirtii	 asalsegriirrsoer or thii	 Statrl.61,(4.0r16
June 1940 i..w7.*.:5!' Armored .creuli •isciti Aimored-*; Group .Guderlau:	 :
16 .hm 1940 - s ldjuteat to the Chief- of suit Geneialoberst Hader.
6 Oot 1940
Oct 1940 - s Chief of the Easi	 -ern Dept ti the operational section of the

6 Apr 1942	 General 8taff.
_

1 July 1941 : Promoted to Lt Col.

7 Apr 1942 - : Dept Head of -.6e . Dept Freud. Neer* Oct.
9 Apr 1945
1 Deo 1942 s Promoted to Col :with seniority of 1 Apr 1942.

1 Ded 1944 Promoted toirigadier General (Generalmajor).

10 "Apr 1945 : Placed on inactive statue (reserve Corps).

lAittot4
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12.	 (Continued)

/Report of InterrogationsNo. 4171M	 213 August 1945
I/0..1 Capt. Halle

Rank s GenPAr 4 Adil=tEtrar e''''1'	 . .
Obit s Premde Mere Ost .
Captd '23 Key 1945, Soh/terse*
Veracity a BeltnnWIreliable.
Report s Preliminary interrogation and Assessment.
Extract of PAM military career. •

1920	 enlisted in the Army, attached to Arty Raft. 3.
1920-1933	 with hie-regiment at Schweidnits,
Autumn 1933-1935 War Academy, Berlin.July 1935	 Attached to the General Staff; appoikted adjutant

to the Deputy Chief of the General Staff ((ber-
quartiermeister OER), covering 	 -

I Operations
II Training
III Organization
IV inteMence
V ResAutumn 1936-37	 With Abt. I (Operations).

1937-1935	Ia in Rome Security Office (Abt 10--10te Abt,	 -
Landeabefestigung)1938-1939	 Sent to Arty Regt 18 at Liegnits far troop duty.

Aug 1939	 Ia, 213th Div (Polish usspaign).
Returned to OER, Gruppe Landesbefestigmg (Rome
Security Section).

Western Campaign Liaison Officer of C in C Army, of Army Ea Staff
/6 (AGE 16).
Later with Arimm4klek.oup ROOT and Armored Group
GURERIAN.Autumn 1940	 Adjutant to Chief of Staff Raider (special pos-
ition of trust).

Autumn 1940-	 Eastern Section of the Operational Dept.April 42
April 42-9/4/45' Preside Rears Ost (OR East).

:.	 S	 ET-.'•

..

g4A'

Interrogations
at VOERGEL, near
AUGSBURG
WIESBADEN

situmnmm, by a divisional intelligence officer;
only minor details given.
Army level; interrogateaby a Lt. Drake; limited
information given.
Special Interrogation Center; interrogated. by
Capt. BokAl fullest cooperation given.

Secret 62
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12.	 (Continued)

Members of the General Staff now at 1142 t
Major SaHaMIAMa With the General frow1944 to 1945; Section

Chief, Group I (tactical section engaged in daily
situation reporting).

Major HIEMENZ	 With the General from 1943 to 1945; Section Chief
Group II (general situation reports on Russia
and the Balkans; evaluation).

Major HINRICHS	 With the General from 1943 to 1945; Training Of-
ficer in Group II in charge of evaluation.

Finished Reports
1) Methods of the German Intelligence Service in Russia (detailed

report on organization and working methods, approx. 250 pp.;
inter alia it deals with

Group III, Interpreters, Translations, Interrog-
ations;

Group IV, Sweden, Finland, and Nordic States;
Group V, Technical Section, Drawings, Reproduc-

tions-, etc.;
Group VI, Administration.)

(Total strength of ?roma. Hears Oat 50 officers
70 non-comissioned of-

ficers aid enlisted men
-	 60 women clerk auxiliaries)

f) Development of the Russian High Command and its conception of
strategy during the Eastern campaign (appr. 35 pp.).

3) Fighting methods of the Russian armies based an experience
from the large-scale Russian offensives in the summer of 194eagle
and the winter of 1945 (appr. 40 pp. and a number of annexes).

4) Development and establishment of the Russian political commis-
sars within the Red Army (appr. 40 pp.).

Document Material t
DoQuments of Group I probably in London. (See Capt. Bokli5
Documents of Group II 30,000 Index Cards on Russian Units, person,

unties, Field Past Numbers, etc., available
at 1142.

Potentialities an Future Reports t
1) Order of Battle of the Russian Army (appr. 1,000 divisions,

brigades, and other units). This work would take appr.
weeks.

2) Survey of Russian Army Units (Independent Armored Unitsi
sault Units, Army Artillery, AA Regis., AT Units, Ammrftgineera
MG and Arty Bus.)

3) Survey of Russian Equipment»
4) Organization of Russian commands. and Russian troop leadership.
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12.	 (Continued)

,	 .,..., ..

1
) The General Staff of ths Red Army.
) Organisational Structure of Russian unite ani their character-

istics.
7) Development of Russian manpower since the outbreak of the wqr.
8) Development at Russian Tanks and tank production during the

Eastern campaign.
9) Russian war proiuction up to the end of hostilities.
10) Development of Russian military propaganda during the Eastern

campaign.
11) The Russian soldier and his fighting qualities.
12) Critique on the fighting qualities of the Russian Army, by arms

and /wenches.
13) Experiences in the evaluation of air reconnaissance daring the

Eastern campaloimith special consideration to camouflage tact..
tics.

14) Camouflage tactics of the Russians (theory and practice).
15) Training of the Russian Argy at the front during the Eastern

campaign in the replacement and trainingmmits.
16) Press and. radio as a source of German Intelligence.
lib

RImanian and Mulgerien Army after occupation by the Russians.
195 REVD.
20) Increase of Russian power through occupation of the Italians.
21) Supply in the AUssian Army.
22) Experiences in evaluation as a remonli at agent reports during th

Eastern campaign.
23) Establishing main efforts by artillery in preparation of large-

scale attacks.
24) Russian views on tank develoment and employment during the

Eastern campaign.
25) Possible evaluation of various new information received by the

DS, under employment of German meths. (Evaluation of Russian
g!!!!, radiol etc.)

26)	 *Lions as to the employment of sources fur gathering infor-
ZiMn in the Central European Sector.

27) Compilation of experience gained in the Eastern campaignm
a) What methods have proved satisfactory in gathering intel-

ligence.
b) Lessons on organisation and defense against MASS tank at-

tacks as experienced during the last offensives.
c) Practical employment *fair reconnaissance based on exper-

ience.
d) Development of Russian Infantry units based an Russian ex-

penance in the employment of Infantry.
28) Historical report of the Eastern campaign based on documents

which are available in their entirety.

.‘t.)

Footnote
Inasmuch as the I/O did not have an opportunity to scrutinise the
available documents, a complete listing of the potentialities ofthe above P/Wcqp not be given.

\
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13.	 Crosby Lewis, Chief, War Department Detachment,

German Mission to J, 25 October 1945

.please give'my ,best regards to everybody. And many
thanks to-you for anything you can do to help me in my.	 _	 .

no. I 'request.

•Affectionateiy,_

•7;-;	 n
•

.	 .	 .
p.a. Please destroy this letter after
andiloted:mrheeds :. In IiaragraOhl."

1111.6e.,zy
you have reedit

77'
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44,-444A

44c42;e04)
44stal

•

This. is vritten in a rush, so I will handle these points
tersely:.

1: Can you-prepare and send back by Maj.:John THAYER, who
will „bring you this n-Ite, all the Special Sburces background
that is-availa,bIe in the X-2 files; on Stab Walli and any of
theLeitatellen I, II . and	 Warsaw;', I-am particularly
interested in the background of-HermABLUE,.- Ei certain
Lt-Col.. WESSEL, And Oberst von GEHL .EN:. :For yoUr-information
only, -BAUR and A groUp of other members-of fremde Reere ost,
'enTirts.in. the	 on espionageagainst:the Rusaians are
being:collectecrby two officers of the G-2 section,'USFET,
who are responsiblehnly to Gen. Sibert: . It appears likely
that Sibert got an.OK . from Washington-on this . when he was
in the US last month, At which time it appeared that OSS
night fold up...Von MIEN and-Severa,I high-ranking staff
Officers whb operated for Fremde Re,ere: Ost And for some. of the
Army Group staffa'on the SaaterriFiont :Miring the war have
been floWnto tht'UA. - all this'withoutany contact with.
the OSS here.HIf'it is impbssiblt t6 . get thismaterial
together bythe time Thayer returnS, please send it by pouch
as . soen as possible.-	 •	 •

,d4	 7)14-4.4

PEA	 rcit■t-, 42,4+.

472
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14. SAINT, AMZON to SAINT, Washington, "Russian Experts of

German Intelligence Service," 8 January 1946

SECRET/RELEASE
TO GERMANY ONLY

410 SECRET CONTROL 

UNITED STATES FORCES EUROPEAN THEATm
STRATEGIC SERVICES UNIT/WAR' DEPLRTMENT

MISSION TO GERMANY
APO 757 .

-sx7-5 -53

.2e,A-•-cao3---/ok

8 January 1946

TO:. SAINT, Washington •

FROM:	 SAINT, AM20

SUBJECT:	 Russian Experts Of German Intelligence Service

_	 1. In October• it was learned that the Office of the Assistant
'Chief of 'Staff, G-2, US•ET, had in protective custody several former
staff officers of FremdeReere Ost. This office was naturally in-;
terested and through discreet .inquiries learned some oetails of the
.aituation.

V.
•,. 2. It aptears that the Fremde Heere Oct staff undei(General).6 11.911L:gillem...retreated successfully from Warsaw through Eastern Germany

south to Memminghem and thence to the vicinity of Obersdorf near . the
Austrian frontier. Von Gehlen, having had control of Fremde Eeere Ost •

intelligence echelon resnonsible for German intelligence on the Eastern
• front from the Baltic to . the Black Sea, decided to turn himself in to

the Ae:Jean. forces rather than ris ls capture -r-the Russians. This
he managed to do, together with seven of his staff officers, -most of
whom were experts cn Russian order of battle both of the Ground Forces
and Air Forces.

•

• 3. ■qien his American captors suggested. that he leave Ge ,many and
. come to the United States to work with the experts on the Russian Army

:/of the ';	 ,.'ar Department -in IYashington, he 'promptly agreed to do so,-re
(.'Y

comMendingthat the chief of his secret intelligence cperations, Ifajor

	

.	 Herman Haun (subject,- unhumbered SHAEF card, copy attached), who had
oecome separated - with a few other officers . from. the old Stab Valli', be
Contacted to join the party. Active efforts were made to locate Baum
to no 'avail and the original group set off • with *on Gehlen forTashington',
where it is -presumed they. still are.'

4. Baun bad meanwhile escaped to the area of southwestern Oermany.,.
which ultimately became the French Zone. When he realized this,. he

	

,........7___-	 . - arrnhged:through a Contact . with the •American Consular authorities In
w--'1717-:H.--- -8i•zrezerlandlb- turn himself in to the CIC in (MON. This was done and

the CIC processed him like a normal automatic -arrestee through the
Third Army cage at Freising, publishing his name on the daily arrest
sheets and giving the PIR-the hermal dissemination.

SECRET/RELEASE CLASSINC.ATION

TO GERI" • *MN" . 4 A	 R  CONTROL 
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5. The arrival Of the FIR at.USFET caused a considerable uproar
• and-immediate efforts were ondertaken to get Baun to Oberursel under an •

assumed name and to cover what was from G-2 USFET point of view a
breach of security involved in publication of the news of capture. The .
damage, however:, had been done and it is un6erstood that the Russian
Liaison • Officer was immediately instructed by his superior Officers•to
ask for transfer of Baun, von Gehien and several other members or. the .
same command,.. to Russian custody-for interrogation. Needless to say,
this request was not Franted,

. 6. lam had with him a Lt. Colonel4esel.(FNU .) and three or
our minor non-corns formerly belonging to Stab .V111. These men are nor

living at.OberurSel in a yrivate house undercover names. They have not
been interrogated by any CI personnel and every- effort has been made
to keep their .presence a secret not . only from outsiders but also from
officers of Counter,IntelliFence Branch, USFET. They are in the custody
of three junior officers of the	 Section, who are using then as ad-
visors on incoming intelligence. which concerns the Russian Army or in-
telligence structure.

■■•■•-* -t!r- 	-

7. Also' at Oberursel out strictly apart from Baum and his pol-
_eagues are several other former Russian officers, including General
	  Malishkin is liks .;;ime giving Pexpert v advice on.the:Russian
military situation. An examp le of the type of material being 'provided
by Bun is the 'attached Appendix A, which was furnished at the request
of 0-2 as 'a oneck on . Malishkin by Baum himself.

3. It seems apparent from frecuent conversations with the
officers responsible for 3aun, that G-2 originally contemplated setting
him up rith funds and personnel to run an •intelligence net against
Soviet Russia. They soon realized,-horever, that they • had neither the
facility nor experienced offiCers , competent to run such an enterprise
and have therefore asked on a very Informal level for the advice of
X-2 Branch as to -what they should do next .Since the whole situation
was a delicate one, we have kept our contact with the responsible
officers in 0-2 in this matter on an informal level and have advised .
them to interrogate Baun at length and have nothing.to do with his
schemes for further intelligence activity. G-2 has .to far not followed
the first	 our recommendations but I-believe they will follow • the
second. We have furtherrecommended that Baum draw UlD a list - cif his
.principal assistants Nhom he now believes to•be in AM:',ON. and that efforts
be made to Contact these men with a view to interrogating them and .
discovering if they have any documents. This -was:done-in-earlylDecember--.
outathe results so far are not Known .11eT.e.

•
9.. From the roint of view of the X-2 Branch, the mostAmportant

6f,_ but rather Oberetleutnan	 —4ALSCHLABGER Dr.-tELLER .(aubject•SHABF
member of.Stab Weill was ot Baun nor in fact any of his colleagues

card 4056), Who was head of Sec on 3.a Stab Valli after	 ust 19 1.•
Frequent rumor stated that he had been captured' by the
through a: contact in the Munich area he was discovered -ring unaer4ur
assumed name in Nurnbut-. He was taken to.Munich where he 	 interro-
gated at length by

	

	 and a good deal of valuable information
SECRET CONTRCIA
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waa extracted. (Seellfflzmterial.) Schmdlschlaeger has now been
arrested by the CIC ow	 to an indiscretion of his in visiting his
home in Nurnburg,. and he 18 now in an internment camp in the Nurnburg
section.- Efforts are being made, however, to obtain his transfer to
Oberursel where he will be subjected to a thorough interrogation. - The
reason for his not being sent to Oberursel in the first place was.thaii.
We were anxious not to get him mixed up with the Baun group, and that
the original contact with him was made with the. understanding that he
would not be immediately sent to an internment Camp; it was felt that
certain documents belonging to FraiiiHeere Ott, which have been re-
covered and are mentioned in the	 reports, might be jeopardized
if he were not carefully handled.

Enos: 2 cc Appendix A
2 cc Baun SRAEF card

SECRET CONTROL
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APPENDIX A

'.•
Genera.J.-	 rhi,•f of c'ta'f of. the 6th,.S•nyi.e.t Army, in

Lr.tricb/LASSOV. held t e ,	 ion o- Commandiril General. After -their VLASSOV •-•
Army had been activated, :.;ALISEMIN became VLASSOV . 1 s adjutant and
of the army. hile he travelled for the Purpose of organizing the •
VLASSOV Army, he made preparations for the re-activation or the Cost-*
munist Party . in PARIS. •

•

An .agent who might be able to give more detailed information 'on
this subject _is at 9resent •-.etained in an •American prison in SALZBURG;
this agent could he approached if so desired.

Vhile General 2.:ALISIIKIN held'••impor tant staff •po3itions in the • ; 2
IlLt.SSOV Army, • he as in constant contact 7ith_10SCOIY. He used the
olloping channels:

1: Through Generhi	 Chief o:3 	 of the VLA:-IS •JV A.r.Oy
Ind	

•

former head of Inc recruiting area t'77

•

 1GOV.. Genertli TRUCE:EN has
been .a !nember of long stniding of 	

•	

(usually referred to as
tz	 nil L. ,.00	 --La:Jan); this orgnization tvas

formed oy General-4.4U EPOV in 19.13 - eiho .7as kidna;med in PARIS in 1939
and taken to LENINGRAD - c:ith the purp.e of unif ying the youth of the
Russian eni8 rants in the	 .	 tuar ter s of the N .T .S.	 s

/
BELGRADE: - - -TnenTirJ • built its own orzani."..ation in to the N r .s
0. 1u‘rters Of t-his branch of the t.3U	 It was- the task of this
branch rf the G9'.1 to •c .ntrtol. the Russian emig,riHts nd to build up an
aditrtal inteili...ence	 Et.:ROPE. Through the 7; 	 the GPO had
its .,ge.hts in	 imoortant German keovernmenr. offices where Russian:
youth ..is ezw.loyee	 interpreters (OstoinistPrium, Raft.: see FCHELLEN-

RG rort b	 ).-&-t-LIL.ABANOV	 a leader of the GPLT within . the
. T.	 in G

• C'S.7.1.rr.;:.	 ',4". •
)	 Thro.m.0	 Chief of PropAganda of the VLASSOV Army

▪ and former G-4 in the Zoviet 6th Army (see above) ; 41so through •
;:ilitf of Civil :.d....tinistration of the.1LASS.011 Arsiy. .TELINKOVI s

unole is •nc of the outstP.nding personalities in the Defense Council
in ilia uncle .-!nd ':ere regional commissars- in 6

eliskik8c3:: in 1918, ,:hen only person considered absolutely trustworthy..1%.94'.
/. were a7uointed to suck poaltidnu. Communication .b.e .toteen .1:_ELINKOV and

Anis uncle. wt,s ra3int,a).4d.-through MatiadtrKOLONTA.Pin :'2570CKrd'grever,,
tnot the soviet ;,.;stsbk.t.I.Sy but the Soviet Ti;i-.11--•=121:::"`.•tion in STOCKHOLM was

seci as "a ..4ency in this one r74tion. A Sovieli- r.g-erit by' the name of
i"72ALINOV in PRAGUE is- MALiSHKri t s middleman in this connection.

Cont .:cots	 PPAGUlil ,re available through a person detained
• ..ne American Army in FREISING.

',ECR.ta CONTROL
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NAME	 BAUN	 (Ger)	 A	 GERMANY C/li

STATCS	 Major at Ast Warsaw IN. (Apr 44)

ADDRESS

DESCRIPTION

MISC.

CAREER Promoted Hauptmann. (1 Jul 34)
At Ast r:arsaw• (1irecting I H activities on the Eastern Front, un-

- der SCRIALSCHLAEGER (q.v.) (from Jul 41)
At S	 (May 43)
In Berlin. (Jun 43)
Back in Warsaw. (Aug. 43)
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15. Headquarters, US Forces European Theater (USFET), Military Intelligence

Service Center (MISC), "Operations of the Blue House Project," 11 May 1946

SECRET/RELEASE
Op	 IOACIERIOWNYNIL

IMADWARTERS
UNITED STATES FORCES EUROPEAN TREAT
MILLTAEr INTELLIGENCE SERVICE CENTER

as Offtuo -r. th 	 7 Apo 757

• -401

11 May 1948

SUBJECT: Operations of Blue Rouse Projelpauc 
Z. lAaDf..UER

lnt It	 TA
TO	 : Center Adjutant.

Ot
ieer in CharCe

‘01 Aelne rroleet,
• The Blue House Project was activated on 21 June 1945,

at the order of the Commanding Officer, Milltery Intelligenoe
Service Center, and the Assistant Chief ofIBINC 0-2, United

, States Forces, European Theattr. Since the migpion of the
project is highly tillOified,"it is felt that no details of
operations and activities oan be given without violating se-
curity.

a. Period from 21 June to 30 September 1945.

Personnel: Capt JOHN R. BOXER, Officer in Charge
Capt PAUL D. COIZTOCK
1st Lt UIROCH E. LANDAUER T-.
1st Lt FRAME R. BROTZEN
M/Sgt BENJAMIN GREENWALD

•
Capt BOLES left the Theater on 21 August 1945,

and Cept C0IIST0CR beceue Officer in Charge on that date.

Lacation : Generals' House, WIESBADEN.

b. Period from 1 October to 31 December 1945.

P

rersonnel: Capt	 .B. COMSTOCK, Officer in Charge
let Lt 
t

HN H. ZOREK Mom 9 Nov 45)
let Lt	 ICH E. LANDAUER
let Lt FRANZ R. BROTZEN
M/Sgt BENJAMIN GREENWALD

•
Location : Opel Villa, OBERURSEL.

c. Period from 1 January to 31 March 1948.

Personnel: Capt PAUL D. COMSTOCK, Officer in Charge
let It JOHN R. ZOREK
let Lt ULRICH E. LANDAUER
let ''''t FRANZ R. BROTZEN
M/Sgt BENJAMIN GREENWALD
Cpl ROBERT B. HARDER (Iron 6 Bleb 46)

Capt CoMSTOCK left the Theater on 9 March 1946,
and was replaced by Lt BROTZEN as Officer in Charge. MAO
GREENMALD was redeployed on 16-February 1946. -

Location ; Opel Vilia,'OBEEURSEL.

d. Period from l'Arrii 1948 to date.'

PIIMBOnnel: let Lt FRANZ R. BROTZSN, Officer in Charge
let Lt ULRICH E. LUCAMER
let Lt JOHN H. ZOREK
Cpl ROBERT B. HARDER'

Lt ZOREK left the Theater on 8 April 1949.
BROTZ'T left on 24 April, and was replaoed by Lt LANDAUER

/
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Operations of Blue House Project (cont,d) 1111 May 1946

as Officer in Charge.

Bevstionl: Opel Villa, OBERURBEL.

ULRICH E. LANDAUER
lot Lt FA
Otioer in Charge;,
Be souse Project
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16. Headquarters, USFET, MISC, CI Consolidated Interrogation Report (CI-CIR) No. 16,
"German Methods of Combating the Soviet Intelligence Services," 3 June 1946

HEADQUARTERS	 	 1:
UNITED STATES FORCES EUROPEAN THEATER : SE C RE T
MILITARY INTELLIGEICE SERVICE CENTER : Auth CO .M1SC

AR) 757	 •	 lnit:  `Ij, • :
Date :
	 	 It

CI CONSOLIDATED INTEITCOATION REHRT (CI-CIR) Nr 16

SUBJECT: German Methods of Combatting t he Soviet Intelligence Serv ioe a

PRISONERS Lai Johannes GgENZER, Walli III
Rptco DAMERAr, Helmut, PAT 326
Epan KOHLER, Kurt, FAX 304

The sources o_f this report were manbere of Front Aufklaerung In on the
Eastern Front. Their extensive experienoes in this field have qualified them
for the rendering of a detailed account of counter-intelligence methods em-
ployed by the Germans against Soviet intelligence agencies.

COI/TENTS
	

PAS5

1. References	 2

2. Sources	 2

3. Report	 2

a. Introduction	 2

b. Nront Aufklaerung III in the East 	 2

C. Agents	 3
d. Combatting Soviet Ai, ent s	 5
e. Interrogation	 8

f. Double agents and M/T Play-backs	 10

g. Exploitation and Evaluation of Intelligence Material	 15

4. Conclusions	 17

Coss:lents and Recommendations

iii/VD"WFAV 1.Z.:41 ._NARS, Date  /1	 /7g. 
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16. (Continued)

•
1. 'REFERENCk_

. -Third

,2. SOIrRCES 

Fipta
Rptsi Kurt KR-

3. REFORT

,. ...A • IntrodUctIO 

'	 The experiences Of
Aufkliei•ong flI the
gain knowledge .0r .	 diepoaI.tinaenB Iriten't,4u,V4*
re c °guise Russian mper at I onaIL iotenUone:fr.!?
their intelligerge efforts	 lsirge.' liext	 pItp,M4teip:
out In the Geinsizit, dimaint'tted 'itemOf sus ii8-trc.40.4,20

Au any future i'potential Serma4,ilubvergive::actItOtle,atfr
type of resiatance-the • GermeA3yoiaCeZeneeuMteredAlig80;ooun
eures may be not only 	 tQr cal.: but also of e..iseupetiOngi:

•
b. FA 111 in the East 

'	 (1) Strinith

- Tomat:d the:encl.:or • the ". 17 „ pa rni.,4 .•oe..474reP4,...4.•
at their di sposel„:•4' ..the , Eiste‘rn4relit ,Leit ..steijr ',11/19;4
about 33 FAT	 abcut12çP • JJCÔ
officer rahk)',A414ik.T.004010qP#4-401-M.4.4'.
fence ..orgetnitet#04.411.54ipee.t.X

• 4'41>
(2) niiiit-:350,

.	 .
• .401.il'elt,AP.c115.r.tkA. 	 4!!W4.141011P

all 'German CE, operttienkikiyoy,
one: OT their major :*,4lil,t)*;•1.04.41W,
sian India idUal'....:7ircinas,VO.'„Figki:i#0:0V°04-44,,14,...ffl°
1941 theirds:OtFrOt.:1010.40,6"inIa011-004.-
be Mon only.
the rgranOciee.-!iiiiic#,:k4r.p11, ',•-ataOttit•flt,f,'•Ge.{.71'.
their Soviet countrymen•

.	 •	 .
thal•ike comdiiione-,.durint. the:lest Menthe orAll.	 ,	 •• ••• •been suite easy in 	 atagee,to Min, over, likra)..ge.94; 4,

Baltic or Caucaotcn.miiqritiee.in1are-..numbers:•:#.!:;:tteij
vulnerable .to, Germmni slog r	 Vtie:Naininia:real;s01-,:t.neft";il,
ambitions, no ti.",1)4ied j.§4...ji- 4014 iii,10,141,,r.

the central go4einnietit-rof.'th uspi/:. • 	 • _
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16. (Continued)

FAX III espl§,Ae
Estonians,14.*
political ise
civil War.
ups; .who,

' this aim: ?h4 	 400TPEsia': 'suprinciple of	 e47the
to their

(3) Suao:01k1k2z.-,. ,

Deekl
point of ".rieeS-.47

t
0.5Y5

GairiER
intentions .-O74`,.;Ftlili!42
strength. .caiSpWAR13
sians won the*■4463:417e,w9.i.',.'bl.'t

-strength." "

C . Agsnts::

(1) . Problesi erjofWe

In dealingr:with'8uselene:.-leapY;eArs.;,c7u../2e.
of batic
sidwr the Rus

had to be preetiUi
' tice and natioli;

2 Order sslewire,,
security by..-prayp
agency for .:Mbfa
Russia it me
small eil1oge., that,

• Eer1.3' G-.•1344.tt
to Front •AUfkle.
aa long . as -the;;::
hoviever, the ' fiecirlz#
ems to stick le;f0u1
*1104 intelligenC0

(2) Mr's, - tjkulelan'12;itito
,

For - rilkarY,Ø,4rVieg41 9{1140 n±sqpig
exolualvely Rue siekegeie	 ci•
turn against -k i,?eYIP 	 .'86ur.-0(14.114'
propaganda was Deo.ee1to ino 9
assumed to be A..)iiis).iiial.4str.4
would lead to ilnifir4;`i;,:'
a RUll ia.12 plat _117ii7;:?1•T.	 ogen
on e personal

4147,tE1
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1 6. (Continued)

...	 .
Other 'Rue, 	' _.- -• ' ,. 0,.... rrJt

'had peraoriaIii	 -Tv • .2..,`-
cruited bjr.,:t ' : _- lie,:t...-.V1v5:1-4:,

lies or by. setl• :Xi ....• 0737!::
.	 fared hiinseff!lo'

stiiii .	 -
•

..,. .......0;kit,:	 -
(3) .. Indiequients•

.	 - "••-•:-;.t.%.1,.:-'`;',.
. it- Ceitsiijosip	 ., •

	

- 'A-	 _ , •.:0-.7insure , the ir.-§oPpr ' 0	 ...:-•:!^.0,-*
well in ioode-r.:;ass4.. .	 .:„Ail
missed when'tge''''

,	 .
Payment. silgf!-r 4Y ., 

.„din, en,d ,-404.yoli-:-..,..flii-0,-.::*,0.0.1t#0,4.,:yfik 114.,1,....
not as much:infilims-asid7nThieWteiiti...Opeeted::,

- . differences.:.1,Silposipe .,ske0.1.0n/00,i4 gviizi,	 ' T.17!'C.,1!,!.■"tiP)+3.1'. -,.. .
-	 accepted- WithOwtIsjaiiiiiiit:'Andectiiialy: -tie° ae

•	 .,	 ,t,..
:-'4.i(!.**4.:PY•-!4';',,.::-..

—	 .. (4) :137;06.01-:;It.A4,.

To • giy0110.43s4aMs..	 10.- ' - •1-.). 4,,i.1 .
chenregiment" IbO,1:'•.Witt:cr0eite
or personnel :Clerfcl4,7 - e-xid....401' 	 A 1414.',!.;4'..-itl.,;..;,-
members of thaliliregt.3r.,aientou:O.P:m!,,P.S4di•
could be given.. ilirlO340104;:itaimilz:1040,5419iiisii	 .?firck,,f
for agents and thni.r,:-families,.:Were:plaisted: , .' 

fq -was under the:cMoman4 •Ot.ob:irb: iiiivz .;.-NAOLL41 
Center! Intel lige iieW ..-.Ris port 41O '-3341'-htltd'.:;29•..i,„	 ........	 .,__,..., :	 .	 w-

.( 5) Try:timing::

"aii• ;P	 ._EfonW.
had to be giver4ijikt*gtiOs."
III	 lfeqay_raq.	 •
Taos, and
truction, rsitheOhair.4*
subject matt97:..t..04.40
Emphasis war	 ono
believed that :10;94AM-
agents.. For -#9:AllIô9¢
became an exabtAnAmR

One spec 1a,!..4.13
agents we a
Frequently
c	 .01:14them fake :eepjpn:egt
veal the Identi*--	 *
es of his e*cellentt*

During the
a definition of
himself to 'its exeedti
of lea  s-experienced. oris isrei4.'4.4
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d. COmbate14110,14.4%;fit 

(1) ',:tOng.411AA4u14W

dominnte*fisi-Vwfccf44; thovo
military :sebli?i:bittf-i-ftim Skiie Gqk
the devo1opii3t:OK2kMir"b4i0CIIiijdc,.,qndiChat!Ol
thct the pt,rtigizi',',.:u4s..tal,00.0(Sfcitbot...ot31)113
al so dominate d  ..7tiCa'pa.n.„19.r.cpti:Wof the Germainrci

.	 -
These_cOnditions were_ exp/bited,by-the;

which launehed4t.`m'agant+.:...94t;:g11,..1.1.4.91
where by ftii:.11044:itgindiiitSies',anigensiiil:
and the leverili.VSCOujity.t. ,4 d01.604: ar'e.
not numerouesoyOl'or4inaki").crirnly:Cquif■k
It was thciWOrre',,,c/4tiiii4stAq01.4-,Gisitkut
location ati,.;c0Ciit,C4,5t1.004t,F#
heavy ia(11.41a00-5104441* N;b14'.t,crs'

rippesH &iUitte

44‘..,11

ond Mitts 047,101*44454,!5-4)*191..toWX1.
. 4140,.q.!47*T.tpvt14.1prt

or eoustaut140400m4 .vrt00010...
the binculi-I..“014( 4 ' --'" ' C.-.,141-
could be c4nAdsAdAp.	..,14A
dominationmA4	 0441,0
coati:mall:0e	 'Pt;
only pointi.ea-Cove, y/ftill	 m.,	 . .a*
ear ri Mini w,Oiii,prAtytih	 ,..,eapacjay
intellitenCe..ladt4t4,. ,.

( b) 'Ho e..	 .
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16. (Continued)

ultimatelY dio4att
bonds two. thal...i#4 lindsj
Lithuania':
free from pu,t4.6.1-i•

,	 :

( 2) German ,	 .

(a) •.Thiatar.4'!.1to

Personet
Pals and LoitU

•4'"

.e,--••;;:	 4., • X•e;
'	 -	 '

copy or
central card . 03s:',41
t a ined the sisiOu-si. .W20 (QO trained Russian sgq

-	 .
Gourcea..'4Stied that the card	 ,.11).r.'çEyhe	 '1

only in a miniaanS ::;.of case. EencE4104. agents d	 no	 s
certainly not: under the earia no or alias
Eastern front liiis not very aignflcnt in the	 0
epproximete/y,::10;..009.,.agentArtEW,
persona lity
rista I It. Ai-*.1!3,0 *_ts..441*0.0?:4°41:1pr ocecbsre vas .ganaraflx c

( b) Education of Troo`pi 
;	 •	 ..	 :	 .	 -

• W .	Ocoupetion troops --eorceeniieted 'to :Ola	 •-
the search •tbr . Soviet  •:-,..agept ft	 tha .purposal4S

• • •"■•?'from operations 	 •
shed Hirileeieol.Kiioint—ers) 47o:t•;:theehO1o':13oarte.ke,il. • •
accounts of recent espionage 4044 . end.;pointed 4,,FT
soldie r - could to9O-449.4
tare stingint 'mannar..'',:;i9frais4.4;#..
on Inc r vitae	 A100310414",
this orientation ,O.0.. b	 AtabllaA. ,

At	 ,bevhrLgugezel4,	
• •

pla=dthoGdFPs end
sleeting s

(c) 	

11r.74:AtIA/v..;;;4P
rise it self,ffier.64642.1.4.:Pi;i3•4a*ictiticifiestert:.:„•.•
was rowil-iidlri.412..
especially .thOOO,i4tatiyAng:**004-;:iioktiti*;i
th., Use of Eil,fsail,14.ga..,(.111itis);iii:i.Galrakais .',4- • 1.",i-riu'ep.
of identity	 ooroj .4*4414.0 fit.
gly using	 agenqes "a ..13:iig4 PtiTby. Garman oi,
Of tie
-	 ,

,F.SE II! alidtL at::t4A'RX42
sppr.oach Was	 its 'oei:F4keiLC*•.i.1•
system pro vac' hig hly!',AP,19c e.	 .
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16. (Continued)

:f'QTP,s;
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- .ZbiNi,ti*4:kgf!
11041114 mit4.17i0'.40:.!..147.1044:2)1.

which wae....th0A9P611". i-litlntgijia.was doe 3A 'With bSj
the northerniiiseatOtF4 "...the':Ihni! 	 7
RUB Si al fi3iii-;*4#‘0,:t .aufklaerunt,..e,oit,A	 ei,Skrer
to Chef tee,F,4K
151 (rAhrs44

NaOhi4Ohte
,	 .

MO 6 t111.1apiltift1 1...::41? .100.41#ov.pc44,-	 ,,_420.;„klaerung. t, '-who'-ftfr„iiished VAI.C4:3
part Of the 	 traffic .be Orlon part...1,0)4,4nd,
traffic reSlidiSICid	 ..se■cre t to theQoreniet.
typical intercepted ::siesieges*.7.Which:41Stcli,e
and FATS forlcounter-sieasiii'es:

To	

•••-.
Niu:S .tetechment .NIXI7JN,ObEfervo.l;..trigt,414.

especially 	 Tour work ha renent1 ydte
agents 	 he better orgutiizud end SUPerripe-„%.

- 'To ZENTELN.	 have isocriered
DREYE-4, :placed in th .4: :A0g city ndwini4tiat,44*„.
On 4 July. we , shall send a grouP, led by Comrii4C -
tors. NIKITIS.

Funk Abliehil 

Funic. aie■ehjr.:i3C'sq
with their homei-Stattionloloa.
was primarily Pied.:4:37.5,4ta-goint
coda remained'

• the location of agentl,W.T:?pt
no value	 ngeiite eitatiO.10,44".
German-gorrisoned!=biwns•Onulciftb4'...ige

( e) Gene ral.:ZOntrOt.,..4iia OM ea_
• •

traffic elorktf44.1..c171t..firt.1?9.9.
ncunded elWicke!=tik.Olftie4 	 41%1ees end
the se controfe,,r7lieWever.::::preveC:iitedegaste"ikins
un1.4mited validity.; Sven limiting the
the Soviet services ample time tc .eguiP their ag
papers.	 •

The Gerians then."'lytaftelFL44-.0,
on identitildoeumintl.. •;f,Thi l1101 i1;.: nell PO:
front of the ..si3O1.4.....dri:oial,,171:1	 141..!.,
since twit :o ciiipliosted:ra! EI e lard" if
stems, the secret mark ProVe
endangered nrea • ;
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16. (Continued)

, (1) PurpOte

In;tqrragag-45 13.41 p0,4ix, ,d-. 4a .m.
obvious aim Pais 'toTs ears a s;:inueir,_ , foreietion,,
fellow agents. • HOwever,,' hti'$O .wAst, ey.staBi- o
Bible_ to otteilipA a: roundueA:flil.,i4Eenti
ient aim of inieriogotiekthiWoerAdli.Alii/sellizt
in order to otii'ain.ertoneiil :41eit*Nxirit00,
ligenee Service.

(2) Methods,-

Sourcesro -revealedithaf .they ;..wera •goivyl.
,_• ,-	••order frau- AdM CANARIR : for biddisIg :ehlra4 c °4 -	 itT'F-1',

They explained',AbOt Iuaaians , gemerMiry,Ifear'llaiCtik.70$0.41.0•
so haerfte beth•lien". would probably have led AC" aeiet.,:ropel eee
eeveral severe OotartimirVio.11--Saiitaiiaes were idM	 ' •

- agents upder intorrogatimMi,raiio _;tidinitted
mistreated thou., tpatriotfvt.the .llolth
Russian antiigPRV4jr.W,!.!?il:
up ! uupturuit4g*p4:Ai!fUt.4
of feigned	 uaóiônV0'..420.10)0.641 kV

One :Bathed ,ne"-brialc	 4
until fatigue would MwaSt4,1 „
popular
the nnti-Coieatsiitcep on en 'idealistic baa
doubled beck, and ikely ca1da.precave4•

,
In the ei0orlionmcil4.04-40iii1442:the'MaiM'v

factory 2104#944e4PTAiiiii414,*-1*5*L'
agents resiataOheAllapAkA4M.4tiqq4f;de41;14%
interroiattoxiiitori4i;14044304eriiitalt

..pplication:tO:„Oic4eirest:44i014.44Pok.:.,..

. FAK III stnitti.:404.arati.!stcp;AOIlver.balitikeid14
rogation: . Iteall'Ahaigoke . P„.01onlAto prOmi,
Men t tc talk.. ma te
Traeger tcgfr,(404F1	 ot4.9r.osphiip42(.'

- PWilD0,10°?-1*''-to . German CE'etithOr.f40'■Witel frp2 oe*+=k;:.*
there were Aihre4044h000;"	 t The Get
the "TrustraAed .:-.a rgatiO4Soite'ik. A „ok:smimeshq A"( •
to surrender.',' if	 inwaiin i■licsorad;•
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16. (Continued)

(3) Briefs

Ihf0,;mation to be ,geined • from , itK Iraiiterputt
dispatche r,  route Of ,cosuritienti zsieeion ad tare
and the extent to .which: the missiOn= had 1)een.:3)31fi1le4aft
ture .

.	 -
Briers for alr-Leit stel le n were ieiued...;regniii);-flpf,.44#

,Fremde Beers Oat. On the .basie" of their inte:L'Ilienke5h.%,11
Leit Stel len Worked out ..their:.;;Oina -questionnaire
III Oct usually. concerned . .thei.Wge irt; ,' his miSeinciAtildt
Data sought 'about	 spat end his miss ien"*.$1,044.,:i.
history, how he owe recruited , into • the ' Soviet:aiitigfiti*
site, instructor's at his school fellow ,etudi . iA"
informationWdetsiilt.O'T t he .eurriehltmi.,
the school,: diepetcher, ciiocio, mehner : of • relie:, .	 _
and equipsent

.	 ,•	 ,	 ,
General ..information included 44 Imo r.d

plane commitsiente,7:71oCations-O,V,airfields;_trpsp,OPlieedtra,
- ments. morale 04 the Red "irMy'and71.ife
gas warfare; state. of food ,aup0.3ei for Red :Apereha-CprI4*
of possible new weapons, , and eobideitmeet. of RRV.Iiblickitig	 •
to prevent regular Red Ai-roy Units from . retreating	 Iedust4
was also cO 1 lected whenever alienable but was not greetlt *treeed bi,
FAKs.

Special 9uestionnaires were employed in thOnterrog
sonnel Experts from the nearest unit Of EschriCptep

consulted in these interrogations.

It is evident that -questions ....eider general
CE task of the unite All peelt Lye, licit
manner .ae:iszatidLat_ieY.:trareaittedtq

Sources	 ' 'info renitiOro f r
conclusions could_ ".oftee, be 74reetid:rok:i'ertalw:r.
formed in eguipp#44:hei.r,itenk 	 6

-equipped his agent. wi-tb tile embe/2.set
al wo ys forg owrhiw, agents .: identity dotsent,e

Originally no7ppieie 1 .11iim inte:-"reqUired,. f oY
. FAS III unit e;r16t this Inet114.-i"ei,..iilise..d:iqinCem.„.1)

in.fbnhation. An order- woe giVez( .....tqc:4preinge rth,:■4cp"..
manher: The report -was -to be preceded ?.y.'a; praittilx,
tial data was	 be given in a thiee -or- fouri-,ataitrig*A.,
limed the personalities ' involed tr	 meiabovi.A. pat
co-student s, etc. ';.A .:presentat ion lot. -tit .i'acte -44. —
measures tail:* tdevo1 uatioi2;:e. oncludiA4 the,
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16. (Continued)

Spot reports were
every. Funk GV Spiel. and	 Jeaaemy horget, re
dungen) . The latter Consisted:ht. :Mit ormatiOn 3.re,	 _
of the miasiohi , :the..ditipastehpr,, ....nypber : Ot (41,fitt.
meat and repert ,clinnneln:' "It,...Wee,•to enable -t447.40:;0.
Russian intentions by their attempts to gathee,'4#101'

An reports . were di stributed to the To te :Which
and to the next higher Front Autkinerung unit.,

f. Double agents and :Pjf:play-Backs

(1) Purpose t

Part of the mineipi of FAX III,a90.81-4*
the penetration of enemy .intell.lience services";
intelligence on-enemy'Operational; intentione:i.1-.011,:'.(4.40$9.
and Funk qv Spiele were the primary' 'Wale OI:ipioepin"

■

(2) Gv Spiel°

(a) Definition--

• Most leper tent :pr. ereqUieiteA{:.
agent was his per'Snl:iclinhility.
necessity and justifiention	 '

impeccable and celitims.te:.*C.4.7441..,a_triust'etili4ei
ginal mibsion'forithe	 444
it was not exCeededi:,'
where neceesary,had to be uuraly .*tblia
precautiOner measures bed. en token the 	 I
diirbaget4i. .km64q-00 , 004:4A*4#000/.'#i,	 7{'1,4
lioblo nlaiali..A4:7,?6,:,-,061#4,1,49%;;91.0i.1,7,r.01 • 4."114.1;'risks 	 egfait.t.:19iekitSrigr:•0.r.7";

Asa re'mijof

.44t4tifir1.44t; ,	 or 5

•

a4;ents, the Germane suiTereFl.•.K.ge,e4.4efeble(..n
the Russian	 áaj
well for GermUi;;;Gy::Spiele`;'were
of turned .a;ente-10.00.00".44.°4.41'*W4
ci al ly, the ill OfdeVailii6:i.,14471;,_trOaille .lp,2:i. !:+".
tiohlly ceased .neint:Aontyl'irmefitirft90.0
territory and for the tuoie4lani

.•

.1Z4.5• " •
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, A G9 Spiel is the continawA i.d, ece	 4
•

means of a double 'agent who • penetrates the engz7.:Ipt61;ArAicsixtiervS'•"{it
" beyond the MLR or in partisan territory. ' llissiOnn ortAkes.f., orpr.,

tad of gathering' information on The enemy int,e4i,igenoeirrei*k i4 ttraining schools agencies, per'nOnnel and	 "
king of operating enemy resident agents or ago'iii.`s;;9142.0'..x'	 7.4

(b) Difficulties and 4Zill?CS 

-

r—g

iatzl
limn41
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16. (Continued)

2C1====t--	 CI-m/15

(0) Trninint

Intensive h• aining was needed to fit n double agent for his
individual come,itment. If at all possible, he was never allowed to have con
tacts with other egents or his German dispatching organization. Tithout
giving him any hints regarding t he German agency responsible kr the, mission,
the instructor discussed all details with the agent, taking edVentage of the
agent's knowledge of local conditions in the area in which he was to operate.
The cover story was rehearsed and committed to memory. TT lend the training
some realism, the dispatcher often assumed, the role of a Russian commissar
to test the agent's steadfastness under interrogation and protect him against
later surprises.

(e) 'Examples of Successful  Operations

As a typical example of the use of GV Sptele in operations
against the Russians, sources cited a deception reser tod to by the Germans
when they were forced to evacuate large numbers of troops encircled 1,n the
DaIYANSK area early in 1943. rake orders were to make Soviet intelligence
believe that the Ge.rn ens ware sendin_ rinforoments into DraileSK in prepa-
ration for offensive action. Since a narrow supply corridor existed, the
orders sounded quite plausible. A number of agents were ttr nod and sent
to the Red Army with the story toot they had observed considerable troop
movements into the encircled area. In addition, agents were placed in the
prisons whore they spread the zone story. Soon afterwards, the prisoners'
were given a chance tc escape. Sources say that this deceptive maneuver

succeeded, and that the Russiens hesfteted in prossirg the area, which was
evacuated with few losses.

As an example of th3 use of GV Spiel in the rear areas, sources of-
fered the following, In Sumner 1943 two Soviet agents wore caught in Nor-
thern Estonia. Interrogation disclosed information that led to t he
dation of the whole eroup vith which they were committed. At the alms time
it was loomed that a second group was tc be drop?ed from the same plane in
an area about 300	 away.	 no of the captured agents was successffillY
converted to the German side, and after a short time was led to the edge of
the second group's area. In rog,;ed conditien and without adequate clothing
and money, he sought admissicn to this ,roup as the lart survivor of his
own group, from which he said he escaped after the others had been annihi-
lated in a f ire fight. Se !eined the confidence of the group leader, and re-
ported regularly on the grou? , s activities until the Germans decided to
liquidate it too.

(3) Funk GV Spiele

Eastern FAX III personnel had much success with their I'VT
play-back methods. It was fester than GV Spiele and a better means of ene-
my deception and of gaining knowledge of enemy operational. intentions.

(a) Definition and furposes 

A Funk CV Spiel is the contacting of the enemy with the
aid of turned enemy FIT agents and in accordance with their missions. Its
purposes are to open a channel for weeny deception, to gain knowledge, of
enemy intention by obtaining new missions from the opponent, to gain con-

-
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tact with operating resident agencies, to prevent, if so desired, th
tm	

e:..
commient of other agents in the same area, or to induce the opponentto
commit further agent personnel and supplies where they could most easily
be captured.

(b) Prerequisites and Procedure 

The aamo personal qualifications of the ocnvcrtodYegont
were required for a Funk CV Spiel as fora GV Spiel. An Addition, tho-
following practical rules hod to ho strictly observed,

1. The Russians usually fixed a very brief time limit
in which the agent, after having been dropped, was
to transmit his first procedure. call. Ho then IA-
formed his home station itot he had landed safely
and was taking up contact on the basis of his 6.1..
pliers. If thiatime limit for lie first message::
was exceeded; the Russians invariably assumed that
the Agent was operating under restraint.

2. The same rule applied ' if the Germans intervened-:
while regular contact between the'agent and his home
station was in progress. The proper timing between
the last genuine and the first German-inspired mes-
sage had to be observed.

3. The agent, While transmitting his first procedure
call, had to be irevonted from giving his prearran-
ged warning signal. This could consist of a period
at ü certain point in the message, a oertoin typo
of phrasing, or some way of tapping hi s message'
which mould worn the home station that he mns opera-
ting under restraint.

4. The agent's personalised manner and speed of trans-
mission was always well-known to his home station.
All messagea, therefore, had to be tapped out by
the agent himself.

5. if it was the agent's mission to take up contstot
from a foreet area, be could not be placed in the
vicinity of power or telephone lines which might
disturb the connection.

6. A possible direction-finder chock by the Russians
on the agent Was taken into account. The turned
agent therefore had to be placed in the vicinity
of his oririnal target.

7. Coding and d000ding had to to'performod by GeMman
personnel and all ciphers had to remain in their
possession. Tno agent could partlOpato in the
phrasing of the message to insure that it corres-
ponded to his missicasand his omn type of wording.

- it -
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8. The agent had to be under constant surveillance du.
ring W/I contact by a German operator, who would
immediately take over incoming messages for decoding.

(c) Consequences of Faulty . Seourity

Informants offered the -Tollowing instance as proof of the
absolute noce a sity of strict aaherence to the . riforomaktiezieg ; seen r4.4c,.2-y-
les. FAT 311, then under the leadership of 0/1,t'..DABEQ-C-CokuiliOted-dAt9.r.'
CV Spiel in Spring 1943 in the F./T.ININ area 'Dee 'eptide,taotiOs wereNsed
and the Russians had been inclized to drop an agent to:.-repleioa,another:agent
who, unknown to the Russicuas, had been converted to the GerMan side. . The
new man was Immediately ceptured and allowed to meet the •/T double agent.
The latter, who had so fir operated reliably, was SION psrsusded by the new-
ly-captured man to participate in n plot to kill the Trupp leader and Cove-
ral other personnel, oupture secret documents c..nd return to the Red Ariy.
It became the double elsenc . s 'job to inform the Russian home -itation of!the
plan. Contrary to good procedure, he tmci access to the ciphers and -tithe
course of the Spiel substituted his own coded messa4e for A taotioal decep-
tion message the Germans had given him. The plot never materialised as it
was accidentally discovered by D,A3EL (who was later killed), list the Fin*
CV Spiel was also spoilod..

(d) Conducting the Spiel 

No spec inl II, authority was required for PAK III units to
start a Funk GV Spiel. To obtain each' authority would have delayed tho
Oil-important initial procedure calls. lirst .messaves had to be non-tacti-
cal, giving the impression that the agent had not as yet had an opportunity
to op roach his target. Metanwhila, t he response of the _home station vas
carefully observed. If it hesitated to send tactical messages, the Germans
assumed that the Russians had recognized the deception attempt.

Starting with the first German tactical massage the Funk Spiel IS s
subject to HQ authority. All Spiel material was released by the Chief of
Staff of tte Seers. Gruppe and contained a mixture of truth and deception
in order to strengthen the home s ultion t s impression that its agent was
working successfully. The element of truth Was important because the Rue-
sierra had ways of chocking their agent a against each other. It also .04.-
vented the Russians from getting intelligence by reversing . false information
in the messages if they recognized the Gennnn game.

The only certain way of knowing that the Russians were not suspicious
of the German-conducted traffic with the converted 4./1 agent was to induce
then to drop further personnel end supplies. A less certain measure' of
success were Russian mcasaz,es containing congretulations and decoratisins
for the r./T agent end his group. However, the Germans always had to be on
the alert agrinet itsrpri cos. For instance, in July 1944 FisT . 326 conducted
o Funk Spiel hr the area of Scores Gruppe Nord in the course of whidh the
,Russians were successfully induced to drop supplies . After some time,'
further supplies were requested by the double agent ard promised by tbs.
Russians. The load was dropped according to plan, but when it ma s opened it
exploded, killing or injuring several Trupp members.
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It was a mistake to hurry the Russians into resupplying their agent
groups,' dropping reinforcements, or revealing contact addresses of re eident
agents. The Russians often became susploioua on the basis of each requests
and broke off contact. Special light signals were arranged for the dropping
of agents and supplies. than pd. sonnel were involved, the Germans had to
take strict precautions so that nano of the group could escape capture . and
reveal the plot to the home station. Moreover, the Russia= developed the
habit of having other agents check on supply and personnel drops and even of
assigning the same targets and missions independeutlY to separate ageeit •
groups.

Sources claim that at average of ten to twelve Funk GV-Spiele, exten-
ding over an average period of thr_e to six months (melt, were conduoted mon-
thly over the whole Eastern front. They do not credit great significance
to this figure, however, since several of the Spiele 'were undoubtedly played
by the Russians and not the Germ one.

(e) Examples of Successful Operations
-

As examples of their success with	 deception methods,
sources offered the ibllowirce

FAT 326 conducted a Furik Spiel in Autos= 1943 with the par-
tisan Central Staff in the course of which the Russians dropped eight agent
groups in addition to considerable amounts of supplies. Out of 35 agents
dropped in this manner upon German rez:uest 34 were captured. The Spiel
lasted eight months.

In the Spring of 1944 the FAT 326 radio liaison officer at
Neeres Gruppe Nord started a Funk Spiel with the FO of the Baltic Fleet.
It was the 90 . • intention tc obtain infosmation an German traffic in REVAL
harbor, and the Russians committed two independent agent groups Ibr the
mission. Both sere secured by the Germans, ' and the funk Spiel was conduc-
ted in such a manner as to make the Russiens believe that they were working
independently and successfully. Mile this Spiel was in progress, the
first aborttve peace negotiations tock place between Finland and the USSR.
then they failed, the Russians started a surprise offensive on the Finnish
front, making necessary the shipment of German reinforcements there. Thee<
German troops were shipped via REVAL, and thus information on movements in
that area became of increasirg importance to the Russians.. By means of the
Spiel the Germans succeeded.. according to sources, in deceiving aussian in''
telli germ e for c consider able .period of time.

The most successful operation, however, was a. Funk . Spiel
devel(ped by Ast CRACOIJ. It began in the Was.," area in Summer 1943 end
lasted fcr more theta a year. In the course cf the Spiel the Russians were
induced to drop oppro:eimetely 50 two-isqo (or woman) agent teams, all of
which the Germane captured without difficulty. Source. stated that the
Spiel enabled-4*e Germans to recognise Re:astral operative intentions in the

'Plish Czech and Upper Silesian areas f:r a "hole year.

-	 -
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g. EAploitaticn and Evaluetion of Intelligenoe Materiel

(1) Function vt L'eit Stelle Level 

That German Front Aufklnerwag III services did not confirse
their activites to the purely police activity if searohing out enemy
agents is the main basis for the claim made by sources to.distinction-from
the SD. GAEYZER, whose Mole Abwehr history anis connected with Ausaer-
tung (exploitation and evaluotior.), said that this &Axially WI 11 the main
function of Front Aufklaerun; III, that closest coordination with the loss
was therefore imperative, and tint the nhole RSPA vs Front Aufklaerung
tussle has to be seen in this light.

L/Stello iii oat conducted Auswertung !tr. the Eastern front.
It collected the reports from FAKs and FAT(' subordinated te it and dis-
seminated its digests of the big picture to hi43,:- staffs, especially
Fremde Beare Get.

(2) Types of notarial

L/Stelle III Oct performed Auswertung on the following
types of material:

(a) Card Index of agents 

(See pare 2d(2)(a) this report).

(b) Enemy Intelligerne 013 Card Index ced map 

The card index contained all knowi details about ene-
my intelligence units, sub-agencies, personnel, Ws, OKR &marsh, training
schools, personal data on &erne 12,000 members . of these organisation., and
enemy military personnel, excluding a ;;ents. The map showed the enemy
situation, location and type of intelligence agencies, training schools
and agent , s camps. These various points on the map were indicated by a
number which referred to the card index.

(c) -5 Special Reports and Iiinweise

Reports ef interest t. special German agencies were
published at the Leit Stella. As examples, sources mentioned reports
concerning the effect cf German propaganda, the cnaracter of Soviet pro-
paganda, political developments in ,ccupied territcry, church developrents
in the USSR, industrial data, and new equipient of sabotage groupa, 1IU Ci2 as
the portable printing press or the r/T Net carried in a gee makk canister.
(Fñ'Einwcise, see pare 2d (2)(b) this report).

(d) Enemy Target Reports and Map 

The compiled enemy target reports were submitted
every ten days to the IC of the Eastern Theater of bar, Perini Ziel Earter
(enemy target maps) showing commitments of enemy agents, their dispatchers,
targets and channels of communication accompanied the reports. To: iompile
this material, the Left Stella received not only the reports from its awns
subordinate units but also from the rear area .i.sta such as 0st1and,X0E.
NIGSBERG, ADGER (P( Zlint'), and CRACO .., as well as the RSRA-controlled
agencies.

- 15
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(e) actin Effort •.aps

The Schwer Punkt Kerte (main effort map) showed on a mon-
thly basis what the Foind Ziel carte demonstrated every ten days. Tacti-
cal symbols on these maps illustrated graphically the mass of committed
agents during the month, their routes cf commitment, targets, and types
of missions. The Germans knew from experience that the Russians invaria-
bly increased their commitments of agents in areas selected for future
operntions. In using the Sahenr Punkt Darte the lc had to take into ac-
count that net ell agents were oat:Lilt and that deception by the enemy was
possible. However, according to sources, enemy intentions as recognized
from those maps wore usually proven accurate.

(f) IC Daily Reports

Daily reports on important events were submitted to the
Ic, implemented by bi-weekly oLnferences in which enemy intentions
and poesible deception wore given primary attention.

(g) Partisan Situation and Map

The close connection between partisan movements and
intelligence gathering made it necessary for the FAH III cervices to
perfcnn duties--such as partisan 09 and armament • which were normally
considered . 1 (espionage) work in the German setup. GARIZER stated that
intelligence on partisan developments was of great importance but was
consistently ignored by the high strategists. Reports on the partisan
situation, illustrated by Maps showing partisan-deminated and e'nclangered
tcrritory, remained academic as the Gorman leadership never committed
adequate security forces to combat the partisans effectively.

(h) Training Material 

Syatematic intelligence training, was not conducted for
Fa III personnel in the Etat until 1943. The L/Stolle then began to
supply training materiel .cn the enemy intelligence 83 rvioes which wee
used as the basis 1bl-court's hold periodically by the L/Stolle for old
end new personnel. s counter-espionage soho61 dealing with all enemy
intelligence services was in the planning stage in February 1945 end was
to be operated by Chef Frort.Awfklaerung.

Courses prepared for presentation by the L/Stelle primarily covered
interrogation technique, report writing, Ge cod Punic DV Spiele, and ori-
ginal reports of incidents and interrogations concerning the Soviet
Intelligence Service, its working methods, agent nets and commitments.
The course, taught by specialists in the fields mentioned, lasted on
average of three weeks.

(i) ithiemy Doctreents

An captured documents were routed through the enemy
documents section at L/Stelle III Ott, which in turn distributed the
material to the intorer`od agencies. Only material concerning the Soltiot
Intelligence Service was retained. This section practically closed downin
1944 for lack of material with which to work.

- 16 -
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(j) Statistics and Monthly Reports

Monthly statistics indicated the degree of Soviet Intel-
ligence Service activity and save concise information on enemy intelligen-
ce targets, types of missions (as espionage, sabotage, insurrection,
deception, mixed missions), and tha dispatching agencies. .gents were
classified by sex, age occupation, party member phip, end manner of recruit-
ment. The statistics aimed at showing proportional Successes of the So-
viet Intellience Service end the German CE Services. Routes of co.ssitmen'.
(line-crossing, parachutes, submarines) were distinguishi,d and individual
FAKs and FATs were represented by success curves on captured and recognize.
agents.

The monthly reports implemented the statistics and added a tactioal
evaluation of the intelligence situation on both sides to complete the
large piccure. The lc, however, was coutionod not to value these com-
prehensive reports too highly as the statistics were subject to errors
and incompleteness end the reports dealt with the past month's activities
only.

4. CONCLUS/ONS

None.

6. CONVENTS AND RECOMIEND TION3

None.

W.1:11CB/hb

For the Commanding Officer

44.1
G ED WE !‹.:112EL
1 St Lt . hUS
Chief, CI Section

31 May 46
Distribution .0" plus Cl V,ar Room and c.0 of S, 0-2
Attn Cl, US Forces, European Theater
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17. Headquarters, USFET, MISC, Lt. Col. John R. Deane, Jr., to Assistant Chief of

Staff, G-2, USFET, "Plan for the Inclusion of the Bolero Group in Operation Rusty,"
2 July 1946

COP SECRL1 .SECRET/RELEASE
TOP 

SECRET 
TO GERMANY ONLY

HEADWARTERS
UNITED STATES FORCES EUROPEAN =TER
=MIRY INTELLIGE= SERVICE C=ER

,-.PO 757

2 July 1946

SUBJECT: '21an for the Inclusion of the Bolero Group.in
3beration Rusty.

TO	 of S y G-2, Headquarters, United States Forces
European Theater, .FO 757,	 rmy.

I.

The . Eclero_Group which has been exploited since
August 194-6-by the '::ar Department, iIS, Russian 0/B Section
will arrive in this Theater on or about the 15th of July 1946.

It is proposed to include the main part of this group
in Operation Rusty to increase the efficiency and valye of the
work carried on at the present time_at the s Elue House.

Arrangements have been made by Col Wentworth to have
this group picked up at the port of arrival and brought to the
airport at Eschborn.

II. RECOMMDATIONS 

To insure the most efficient merging of the Bolero
Group with Operation Rusty the following points are Recommended.

1. Conference at the Eschborn Airfield 

A conference will be hejd upon arrival at the
airfie,14	 Capt Waldman with Gehlen, Befr .../tHermand
Wess (former assistant to Gerre5T-rUr 	 putpbSe of deter-

ng who of the Bolero Group will be excluded from the work
at the Blue Rouse. It is believed that the disposit' n of the
members of the Bolero. Group v1/1 be as 59e1lows:

Gehlen„iemenz, Hinrichs and Schoeller to be
moved to-stim-Slue

Stehoanus, Eerrey; and 2uener to be L:oved to =6_
er.

Von Luetgendorf to be brout to a cam p to be dis-
7fliid. --Fro.Cedure and location der,endinil upon de-
cision of G-1. (Von Luetgendor2 was a General
staff officer, but is an _.ustrian cLtizen)

1:o. CR 180	 Cop:- o	 of$ copies.
'To
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2. Disposition of the Group Coming to the Blue House 

That part of the Bolero Group which will come to
the Blue House should be discharged as soon as possible under
assumed names 1) one of the mobile discharge teams. These men
should be provided with German identification papers made out
with their new names.

Dispositipn of the Group to be BrouRht to HIS Center

These men are to be brought to ..L1S Center for the
purose of having a conference there with Berndt (Hermann) and
Capt -:aldman because Berndt is planhirw to include them in his
organization in the field. If these men aree to work in
.1.i.ndt's organization they must be discharged 5: a mobile dis-
charge team and given German identification' ,mpers and nev;
names.

4. Disposition of Von Luetgendorf 

He should be discharged at any -2:1 camp and returned
to Austria (Graz) because his services are not longer needed
with the Bolero Group.

5. :Families to be quartered at the Blue House Enclosure 

The families to be brought to the Blue House will
be notified by Capt "aldman a few days in advance of their
transfer to the Blue Eousa enclosure. The families will be
transported by U.S. Army vehicles to the Blue House. Lrs
Schoeller who lives at present in Switzerland will require
special arrangerts which can be made after the arrival of
Hr Schoeller.

Rations will be supplied by LISC and the cooking
Will be done by the families in the quarters in the Blue House
enclosure.

6. The Organization of Work at the Blue House 

a. It is recoiamended that the lart of the Bolere
Group to be kept at the Blue House be identified as the Intelli-
Fence Group,: It will consist of:

(1) Geblen, who will be in charge of the
Intellience C-rol; and	 will be res7•onsible for
the coordination of the efforts of this L7rou;
those of the infor....ation Grour, oatlined below.

17o. CF: 18C	 iop	 c L of 3 co ie
•-arje o A_ of d-
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(2) '::essel, assistant to Cenlen.

(3) . Hiemenz, Order of 3attle, zaps, and 0/3
files and personality- files.

(4) Hinrichs, evaluation of economic anci poli-
tical reports, e:;.pert on 6oviet intaliience and
counter-inL . elliEence organizations and methods.

(5) Lchoeller, evaluation of military reports.

(6) "2hree additional men to be suplied
erndt's organization as translators, t ; .;:sts and
for -merican and	 nress evaluation.

It is recommended that the _.erndt Grou p be
•T.nowt as the infomation Group. It will consist of the follow-
ing:

(1) Berndt, in char ge of .Inforation

(2) .Itaff meters. (4)

(3) ..:E,ents.

(4) l':adio monitors. (a)
(5) soviet press evaluators. (4)

(6) Clerical help and assistants. ()

c. US /iersonnel in control of Operation Rust
under the direction of Brig Gen SIBERT:

(1) Officer in Charge: Col PHIL.

(2) Operations Officer: Lt Col DEANE.

t3) ,I.sst Operations Officer: Capt WALDMAN.

(4) !.sst Operations personnel and clerics:
Cpl :riarder and Cpl Kukshtel.

(5) Secretar . and typist: 1:rs "!!aldman.

(6) Translator:: and typists (two).

7. 7:orkin,7 :rocedure and leportin,L . :Jhannels.

It is recamdended that in addition co the present
intelligence re ports which are forwarded to the intelthence
i'ranc'a, G-2 Livision, USFET, one cop: of toe intelli::eace re-
ports 'be forrded to the :nteIlience Crou p at t'ae flue House
PC Po. OR LIO	 Cop-	 of	 copies.

_
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for evaluation and coordination with other available meterial.
The results of this evaluation by the intelligence Group by
C8ipt '.aldman are then to be forwarded to the Intellizence
Eranch, G-2,Division, UST, as a new series of reports to
be identified as Evaluation  2aports. It is believed that the
Evaluation heports will he of Freat value to the G-2 Division
in that they will furnish the closest thing, to finished intelli-
gence that can be obtained from sources other than 7.3.

It will be necesear: to furnish the Imtellieence
Group with essential background material, part of uhic. s
contairied in the documenLs of tee 'eolero Group u. ich are at
present at :C on llC, enshinreton, D.C. These eoeez_ents con-
sist of the material e:hich the Eolero Group brouht co the ITS
plus other material forme:.ly of 7reade Heere 3st (Foreien
rmies East) which came to the US via official documents channels.

The latter are therefore joint 7S and Britian proeertye e'hese
documents, however, were all for some time in London an there-
fore the 3ritish War Office aireade had suffeciemt oeeortenity
to maRe photostatic conies if they so desired. These docu-
ments consist of about 62 cases of C/B files, veel . complete
Soviet military personality files, organization charts, numerous
publications of Foreign ..-..rmies East coverine: most aspects of
Soviet military activities, and very . ipliportent historical
background material on the

It was recommended 'en .a.shington by Lt Col
ShiMkin, Chief of the Russian G/B Section, to request these.
documents through the highest echelon of command to avoid de-
lay in transmitting these documents back to the Theater.

In addition to the newspapers and magazines
available at the present time it is recommended that the Intelli-
gence Group be furnished with intelligence material available
to us from other sources, such as the weekly Soviet Eilitary
Roundup prepared . by IS War Department, the daily ForeiEn
Radio Broadcast Reports published by .Z.IS War Department and
the SIS prepared by the Intelligence Branch, USFET G-2 Division.
It should be noted that the Bolero Group during its stay in the

.T.IS received the material from the. Soviet Lilitary Roundup and
also received copies of the 0/B material which was transmitted
over the teletype from the Intellireence Branch, USI PDT G-2
Division to the Russian. 0/8 Section, :MIS, War Department.

8. .dditional ::e•curity Measures 

dditional security measures will be a -2ranEed to
insure complete security for the o:ieration. Thane Lleasures
will include(a) the 	 a Of the el lue House are from

(b) the family : ..embe=?s of the Intelligence CTOIn will
not he allowed to love ne area and .(c) certai contacts,
which were :.,ade until no':, in tn•s area, ill oc transferred to
Heidelerg, :Sunich ana :-en7tan.

1;o. LI 160 Cony TO
a I O
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9. Recommended lAnath1y :aytable for Intelligence Group

"

-.Jame Base Pay
(in al)

Allowance
for wife

Allowance
for children

Total
(in HU)

(RE 100.-) (RM 50.- per
child)

Gehlen 600.- 100.- 200.- 900,

Wessel 500.- 100.- 50.- 650.-

Schoeller 400.- 100.- - 500.-

Eiemenz 400,- 100.- - 500,-

Einrichs 400.- IS:0.- 50.- 550.-

Herre 400.- 100.- 200.- 700.-
80O.-

FOR l'IrS

crK- A

22 -zo. OR 180	 Co7;:- No / of 3. coies.
ro	 of sLpaEes.
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SECRET/RELEASE 9 
September 1946

TO GERMANY ONLY
SUBJECT: Operation KEYSTONE

Chief, Foreign Branch M
Strategic Services Unit, WD
Washington 25, D. C.

asaak,fr,,-
STRATEGIC SERVICES UNIT. WAR DEPART

MISSION TO GERMANY
U. S. Forces, European Theater

APO 737

1., subject of
of iss a 

paragraph
 of ourour

2 Cable
letter to Gen ral

Sibert
	 ..A1idA.570

2. As General Sibert desires to discuss this with
you and others in Washington, we are taking no further
action until instructions arrive.

CROSBY LEWIS
Chief of Mission

7'0
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MISSION TO GERMANY
U. S. Forces, European Theater

SECRET/RELEASE	
APO 757

6 September 1946

TO GERMANY ONLY

•

P SECRIEji
SUBJECT: Operation KEYSTONE\

TO	 : Brigadier General Sibert, ONLY
A. C. of S. G-2 Division
UurET, APO 757

1. SKr,- WD, Mission to Germany, is prepared to
take over complete responsibility for the direction of
the operation in which personnel of the FREMDE HEERE OST
now held at the MIS Interrogation Center at Oberuxsel
are involved subject to the following conditions:

a. That the three officers referred to
as "handlers" by you and also Lieut. Colonel John Dean,
who, it is understood, has been Operations Officer for
you, be made available for use in the operation at least
in the initial stages. They should be placed'on orders
attaching them to this Mission for a pericid of 90 days...,

b. That the Commanding Officer, MIS Center,
Oberursel, be notified of SSU responsibility for 'the.

. non-American personnel involved (subject to the standing-
.. orders and procedures of the Center) . and that.he-be.re
-- quested to provide all normal facilities for -interrogation.

c. That any other officers at USFET . who have .
khowledge of this operation on the General Staff or -
Special.Staff Section Ievel; , or above likewise-be informed,
that SSU is taking over the operation: •

d.- That all documents available at Oberursel
and in the Office of the :A. C. of S. G-2,'USFET, con-
.cerning any member of this group, all reports that
emanated from previous operations using this group, and

-all operational correspondence originated by your office
or by your designated officers in charge of the operation
be turned over to the Chief of Mission, SSU, TAD, Mission
to Germany, for study. Such of these documents as should
be returned to G-2 or Oberursel can be returned after
reproduction at Headquarters, M.

7,43/7".
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IIi' `i, ese,-(con tions2,,arjfietil°11i'T'eati,.:...,..:,-,.,!=1'--..., 	 will:

. a. -, Place 'the ,operEitiOn. ,,:nridei '-direct .:'cOritra-,r
,. of the ,:Chief ;':-IntelligenOe"XtranOlf, -i i.8171:1, •-•:711) 1 1tissidri :t6.7-,..4.,1;: Germany, (1,ielit: 'ColOnel',:pciion:i.P tewart) '' and.PPOilit.::-.!...;:...."''''SDr. 'Dana Durand or . an equally qualified :.person as Op'era,tipus0 ff I 0 el` .:-.	 ,- -	 .: .1. ? )	 ::4 -,; 	 .,-;.: -.::,..,

. , Recruit other personnel as the -operation. .	 -

On the basis of a -icomprebeiisive AinalYsis.resuItThg. from ,the above ;IinVestigatiqns
will be madeto the DireetOr;17,-SS17 -,IND.pw&ahih,gtph,iki : 4bAh-e.4Y:15e:-4„and:::--atope

17-aii-4.Vgitzg-v-*NAKvikkeeiz0T-4* -
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19. Maj. Gen. W.A. Burress, G-2, to Lt. Gen. Hoyt S. Vandenberg, Director of
Central Intelligence, "Operation RUSTY—Use of the Eastern Branch of the
Former German Intelligence Service," with attachments, 1 October 1946

k EVIEWED: O C Mar 

lsOWNGRADED
REVIEWER: c
CL REASON:  I. c 
DECL ON:  a Ai 4, 

DRV MOM . Cyk"!.:11_

SECRET/RELEASF911R/SEDCRLI THEADQUARTERS
U.S. FORCES, EUROPEAN THEATER

O
 
dERMANY

Office of the AC of S. 0-2

1 October 1946

SUBJECT: Operation RUSTY - Use of the Eastern Branch of the
former German Intelligence Service.

TO	 : Lt. Gen. HOYT S. VANDENBERG, CIG, Washington, D.C.

I. DISCUSSION

1. The key personnel of the Abteilung Fremde Heere Ost
des Generalstabes des Heeres (Division Foreign Armies East of the
General Staff of the German Army) and the organization under their
control have been used since January 1946, under the direction of
G-2, USFET, in an intelligence operation against Russia and Russian
controlled areas. TAB A contains details on the background and ac-
tivities of the subject personnel before and after the operation
was initiated.

2. The organization, shown in TAB B, consists of to main
groups - the Evaluation Group and the Information Group. The former,
headed by REINHARD GEFTEN, consists of five men who direct the In-
formation Group to get the information needed to complete the mis-
sions assigned by G-2, USFET. The Information Group, headed by
HERMANN BAUN, prepares the missions for its information gathering
agencies and when the information has been obtained it turns it
over to the Evaluation Group. This group evaluates and collates it
and G-2, USFET, then receives the information obtained in its
original form, the evaluation, and the collation.

3. At present Operation RUSTY covers the Russian Zone of
Germany as far as the Oder River as is shown in TAB C. With this
area covered by approximately 500 to 600 agents, attention has been
turned to the development of strategic intelligence covering Russia,
the Balkans, Poland, and the Near East. The possibilities along this
line are outlined in TAB D. Although this phase of the operation is
in its infancy, already relations have been established with a MBM,

ZHUKOVS.staff and with an associate of UMW, who is a
*----ffemher'of'thel,Olitburo.

4. During the period 1 April 1946 - 1 October 1946, the
operational costs have been approximately $130,000 in Allied Larks,
$24,000 in U.S. Currency, and certain amounts of foodstuffs, soap,
tobacco, etc. TAB E contains the method of handling the fund and
supplies, the breakdown of the figures given in this paragraph,.
and a discussion of future costs.

5. G-2, tibr-T considers the organization one of its most
prolific and dependable sources as is explained under TAB F. Also
under TAB F are examples of information and evaluation produced b-
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the organization and an estimate of the situation as of February
1946 which subsequent events have proved very accurate. This es-
timate was made at Camp 1142 for the War Department by the Eval-
uation Group. A current estimate by this group is found in TAB G.

6. The problems and difficulties encountered in this
operation are covered in TAB H.

II. ACTION RECONTENDED 

It is recommended that SSU take over Operation RUSTY and
conduct it from the United States. Detailed recommendations on
the transfer of the operation from G-2, USFET to SSU are contained
in TAB I.

41111111111b
W.A. BURRESS
Maj. Gen., GSC
AC of S, G-2
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TAB A

DETAILS ON THE BACKGROUND AND ACTIVITIES OF THE

SUBJECT PESODNFI ZIEFORE AND AFTER THE OPERATION

.;ii10 INITIATED

A. The organization within the framework of the former German Army.

1. General remarks
2. Chief
3. G-2 Division
4. Secret Intellience —ervice

B. ConeidertAions, Decisions and Measures resulting in the
Surrender of the Urganization to the US Army.

1. Basic ''onsiderations
2. Decisions and xeasures

C. Activities of the Organization from the end of war until
September 1946.

1. Activities of the "Evaluation Group"
2. Activities of the "Information Group"

(VI SECRET
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A. The OrEl■nization as it was in the German Army

1. General

The personnel now ewployed in Operation PU6TY were the
key personnel of the "Division Forein Armies - East" of the
General :,taff of the Gernar. Army. During the car against Rus,-,ia
this Division acted as the G-2 Division and the Secret Intelligence
SeYvice of the Army High ,CommAid for the ermon , astrn iront.

Tie orgLhiz ,,tion of the i,ivision l oreiEn Armies-ast nets
subet Lc severni chz,ives viuri tL or. See annex # 1 for o
cho % t of or,,Erd'z tion at the eni a; the

IdviLion -tier

6ince 192 the 0/U Qi the ,,ivision Forei6n Armiea-East
eas	 LE:leteAL)	 aLd. His so an ,.ssignment6

1933 - 1935

1940
194o - 1942

1942 - 194',

We,.r k olle,,,e at e.rlin. Prepnrdtion for General
Duties.

Aide ac Uvc t s to bol'6, Gen. HAIDER.
0/C of the "Eat" 12. 1 . cn in the 8-3 Division
ol the ,, Cherai L.tsff of the Army.
0/C of the Division "Ibreir:n Armies-East" of
the GeterrA ta1i of the Army.

u / u e:e tue	 Armien-Lsst
to direct tDc A.iitsry itei liTeree ervice in the East and to
coordin o to the	 of the ,,, ecret lntellii;ence Service by issuing,
directives to it.

3. T'e 8-2 Division

eva , ce ,-, vs, i ver. ents, s, nd dutieL o/ the eormer . .emoe-cc 01 the
G-2 Llvision:

DAFP.	 '-Is. I'JInCIPiL
	

Dolt):, 1 .2.1.1t .h1)

Ii I,TYY Col, COC 0-2 of En Mmy
Corps it the East.
G-3 of cr1 Army
Corps in the Eost.
Chief of Branch I
of Division
Foreir.h Arnica
East.
Deputy Chief ol'
the Division
Ibreivn Armies
East (1943).
Chief of ta.ff of
the General of
the Volunteer
Units (144-1945)

- 1 -
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Deputy of en aeLlen.

AC of 8-2, und
Chief of the Secret
Int Sv for the area
of tin Army Croup.
Deputy of ,i en 'ehlen.

CiAef of the Enemy
,:iranch;

Deputy of 'en Tehlen.

Estimation of the
Capabilities of the
enemy for t!)e urea
of an Army Group.

Chief of the Enemy
Capabilities Branch.
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DUTIE„:, FEEFOV4ED
.A3LAGI,ALI;T:,

FPITL ZiCHEIOE

: FTJ	 :r1-1._;;JU It Col,n‘',C G-2 of an Amy
Corps in the
East( 1941)
Jection chief
in Enemy
Capabilities
Branch of
Division Foreign
,.(,7,tn East

Chief of 1,ranch
I Division
Foreign Aries
East (1943)
Deputy Chief of
the Division
Forei gn ;rmies
East (1944)
2 of an Army

Group in the
East(Boiinnin3
of 1945)
Deputy Chief of
the Idvision
Forei6n Armies
Last (April 1945
until the end of
the ':-ar)

It Gol,GLA: Chief of crunch
I Division
Forcin Armies
-1!.ast (1944)
Deputy Chief of
Division Foreign
Armies —ust
(beginnirc of
1945)

AIL.EPT SCHOELIEJ. Ciaj, G6C	 Deputy Chief of Deuty of It Col
Branch I of the Scheibe.
Division Foreign
Armies ..,ast
Chief' of Branch Chief of the Enemy

of the ijivisicn Capabilities Branch.
Foreign .'rmies
East (befsinning
of 1945)
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19. (Continued)

HORST NIEM/N2, Maj, GSC Chief of Branch
II of Divis6on
Foreign Armies
East (1943-1945)

HANS HINRICHS Maj, GSC Chief of ,ranch
Ile of Division
Foreign Armies
East (1944-1945)

Chief of the branch
estimating the entire
Russian War potential.

Chief of the branch
evaluating combat and
tactical principles,
organization, etc.

WOLDEMAR BIN- Capt
DERSIN

Section Chief in
Division Foreign
Armies East
(1943 - 1945)

Chief of the section
evaluating Rusf.ian
Newspapers.

4. The Secret Intelligence service

Names, ranks, and duties of the former members of the
Secret Intelligence Service:

NAle
	

LAST RANK PRINCIPAL	 DUTIES PERFORMED
ASSIGNMENTS

HEHAANE BARN	 Lt Col	 Intelligence	 Chief of the Secret
officer of an army Intelligence Service
in the Eastern	 in the area of an
Front (1917-1918) army.
Chief of a German Chief of ,Decret
Secret Intelligence Organization.
Organization in
Russia( 1919-1937)
Section Chief of In charge of the
Eastern .ection in intelligence service
the Intelligence toward the East.
Branch of the
Intelligence
'iivision of the
High Command of
the Armed Forces
(1938 - 1939)
Chief of the	 Chief of the entire
Secret Intelligence Secret Intelligence
Service directed Service on the Eastern
against Russia	 Front.
(1939 - 1945)

SANS LUDC/G	 Capt
VON IGSSOW

Lt Col Haunts
deputy with the
Intelligence
Division of the
High Command of
the Armed -comes

- 3 -

Representative of the
Secret Intelligence
Service with the High
Command and Assistant to
Lt Col Bann in relation
to intelligence in depth.
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FERDINAND BOEDIG- Capt
NEMER

Chief of administrati-
on and supply for the
Secret Intelligence
Service.

Directing the
Intelligence Service
in the area of an
Army 'roup;
Protection of the
staff of the Secret
Intellktence service.
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NAME
	

LAST RANK PRINCIPAL	 DUTIES PERFORMED
ASSIGNMENTS

ADOLF TIETZE
	

1st It
	

Section chief with
It Col Baun
(1939 - 1945)

Chief of the Radio
ervice of the

Secret Intelligence
...,ervice in the East
(PA9 - 1945)

Examination of incomir
reports ;Distribution
of briefs.

Organization and
Commitment of Radio
Intelligence net
and of agents radio
net.

SIEGFRIED GRABER Capt

ERICH NOTZNY
	

Col

CARL KUMROW
	

mai

Section Chief with
Lt Col Dalin
(1944 - 1945)

Intelligence
officer of an Army
Group on the
Eastern Front;
CI officer for the
protection of the
organizations of
the Secret
Intelligence
oervice on the
castern 4'ront

Chief of II branch Economic camouflage
in the Intelligence of the Secret
Division of the	 Intelligence Service.
High Command of the
Armed borces

For details of the org . ;nization of the Secret Intelligence
Service regarding combat intelligence and intelligence in depth
see Annexes # 2 - 3. ExwcpLes of results obtained see annex # 4.

. -4-
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B. Deliberations, Decisions, and Measures leading tot 
Surrender of the Organization to the US Army

1. Deliberations

While working together the staff members came to similar
conclusions concerning the true character and real intentions of
National Socialism and of Communism. Furthermore, the different
officers in question came to the same conclusions oonoerning the
effect that the total defeat of uermany would have on the situation
of Germany itself, of Europe, and of the world. Thus toward the
middle of 1944, Gen GEHLEN, Lt.Col BAUN, and Lt Col WESSEL became
convinced that

a. In the future, world politics will be determindd exclusively
by the US and the USSR.

b. The US will represent the democratic system, based on the
individual rights of man, and will have the responsibility of
protecting the Western Nations.

The USSR will represent the principle of dictatorship:
Collectivism against individualism;
Atheism against religion;
State economy against private enterprise,

•
C. A shattered Germany will be between the West and the East

in a state of agony. For the next decades Germany will be in no
position to become again an independent factor in European politics.

In addition to that, the historical period of national
states seems to be over in Europe, and is to be replaced by a union
of the European nations on an equal cultural and economic basis.
This process of development, however, has not yet taken any visible
form.

d. Germany with the loss of the war will also loose the
greatest part of her national strength and most of her economic
productivity. For these reasons she will not be in a position to
fulfill her mission as barrier against the East.

e. Large parts of Central Europe - including Germany - will be
overrun by communism.

f. The German people, deprived of their political independ-
ence, have to make a decision either for the East or for the West.

The decision for the East would mean a communist Germany
combined with gradual loss of her national characteristics to a
predominant slavio influence. •

The decision for the West would mean the possibility of
.preserving the remaining basic intellect and strength of the German
people and the possibility to become a member of the family of hestern
natiobs,

- 5 -
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g. Therefore, for every far sighted German who' also knows
of the ultimate Soviet aims only one decision, namely the decision
for the West, is possible - without any reservation. This basic
decision must be so strong that it will not be influenced by certain
minor shortcomings in occupation policy of the Western powers.

The inner decision for the West must necessarily bring the
effort from the German side to assist the West in preserving the
Western philosophical principles.

2. Decisiens and Steps.

On account of the above deliberations Gen GEHLEN made the
following decision in late 1944 and informed Lt Col BAUN and Lt Col
WESSEI accordingly:

"In case of the surrender of the t;erman army, all steps will
be taken to hand over the entire personnel and material of the
Division Foreign Armies test to the US Army. Necessary preparations
will be made immediately within the limits of the situation and the
necessity of secrecy."

During the period from the end of 1944 until the surrender
the following measures were taken in view of the authority of the
above order:

a. The decision itself was made known, completely or in part,
to the officers necessary for its accomplishment:Lt Col SCHEIBE,
Majors HIEMTNZ,SCHOEILEP and HINRICHS, Captains GD4.BER,130Flita4v.TMYst.
VON IOSSOW, HINDERSIN and 1st Lt TIETZE. Col HEPPE was also informed
of the decision.

b. Orders were issued to trandfer the main parts of the
Division breign Armies -ast to the area of southern Swabia and
southern Bavaria, since the evaluation of the situation and intelligence
reports indicated an occupation of these areas by the US Army.

C. Orders were issued to preserve the material gained by the
Division . oreign Armies East during the war by burying it in
southern Swabia and southern g,avaria.

d. Orders were issued to organize separate distant,
camouflaged billets for the key-personnel of the Division in
southern Swabia and bavaria with the intention to avoid the danger
of being captured before the key-personnel had had opportunity to
came in contact with an authoritative G-2 officer of the US Army.

Once this intended contact with the US Army had been
frustrated by the rapidity of developments, Gen GEHLEV decided at
the end Of May 1945 to report together with the officers with him to
the nearest Amercan unit in the hope of being able to contact the
appropriate US authorities. Communication with the group under the
command of Lt Col BAUN in southern Swabia had been interrupted since
the beginning of May 1945. Due to the unexpected occupation of this
area by French troops, this group was not able to report to the
US Army until 28 July 1945.

6
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C. Activities of the Ornization from the End of the War
until September 1946 

1. Activities of the Evaluation Group

a. Amount of Work done

The Evaluation .roup produced:

1945 in "urope
1945/ 1946 in US
1946 in Europe

Grand Iotal

12 projects ,totalling 393 pages.
234 projeots ,totalling 3742 pages.
lo8 projects ,evaluation reports„

comments, and notes

	

totalling 118	 pages.

354 projects,evaluation
reports, comments,
and notes,

totalling 4253 pages.

b. Kind of work; Titles of the more important subjects.

(1)Five studies dealt with the military and political
situi,tion in Europe.

The more important subjects were:
"Russia as a military and political factor in urope"
(12 Oct 45)

"The development of Russia's military and political
situation since October 1945" (21 Feb 46)

"The General Lines of Ilussian Politics until 1943"
"Indications of war-political and economic preparations
of the USSR" (Broadcast Evaluation of 1 Nov 45 to
lo 'eb 46)

(2)38 studies dealt with :".ussian 08.

The more import nt subjects were:
"The regrouping of the Itussian Forces after the War"
(lo Dec 45)

"The NiDID Units in the Cauuasus"
"Disposition of Soviet Forces at VE Day"
"Disposition of NKVD Units at VE Day"
"OB of the sussian Forces in the Far East in oummer 1945"
(Radio Ev,luation of September 1945)

12 Press evaluations based on the "Red Star" from a/ay 1945
until March 1946
14 different studies dealing with OB Changes

- 7 -
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(3) 23 studies dealt with the Intelligence Service
directed against Russia.

The more omportant subjects were:
"German Intelligence ilmethods in the East"
"Intelligence Possibilities in the Caucasus"

_____]_"Present opportunities to gather political and
military intelligence in astern Europe" (2 Nov 45)

"Urgent intelligence problems in the Aast" (18 Mar 46)
"Red Army intelligence"
"Soviet Intelligence and Counter Intelligence"
"Experiences in the Evalw,tion of Ais Intelligence
directed against Russia"

"Russian measures to camouflage and conceal movements
of infantry and motorized units"

(4) 3 studies dealt with the strategy and the organization
of the High Command.

Subjects:
"Russian Strategic Capabilities for Operations in
Central Murope"

"The proper Organization of the High Command of the
Armed 'orces,based on Russian and German War
Experiences"

'The hussian High Command (Army Group and up) and its
strategic principles"

( 5) Some of the folloing studies were delivered as
contributions to the "Handbook on the Red Army":

Subject	 Number of studies

Estimate of the value of the Soviet
Armed 'orces
OrgaKAzation of the State,Election
Districts and Military Districts,
and Manpower Potential	 8
Organization of the High Command;
otrategic Principles,General Staff,
Staffs	 lo
Mobilization of the Soviet Armed
Forces	 2
Tactics,Training,Replacement System	 8
Organization of the boviet Armed
Forces	 13
Appreciation and data Mn 144
personalities	 47
Personal Administrtion	 5
Logistics
Weapons and Equipment
Propegandel	 3
Military Geography
Chemical harfare
Anti Soviet Tendencies in the
Interior; Morale	 2

Avviet Airforce	 2
Other Subjects	 25

- 6 -
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More important subjects among the above:

"Evaluation of the Efficiency of the Red Army"
"Factor to which Russian successes are attributed in
conditions of snow ad winter warfare in general"

"Desertion from the Soviet Armed Forces"
"Anti Soviet Partisan Movement in the Interior of the
USSR"
"Best ‘ropaganda Approach to promote Disloyalty in Georgia"
"Best Propaganda Approach to promote Disloyalty in
Siberia (East of Lake Baikal)"
"Analysis of the Electoral Districts for the Manpower
Potential of the Military Districts"
"Map of the USSR with °blasts"
"Soviet Mobilization before the Soviet-German War and
Future Trends"
"The Development of the Organization of the Red Army"
"Unit Histories" (Fronts and Armies)
"Semi-military Organizations"
"Tactics of the Red Army"
"Tactics in the .rinnish oar"
"Soviet Military dchools, Replacement Centers, Training
Areas for combined and unit training"
"Information about the Administration in the Red Army"
"Effect of terrain and settlement Factors in Military
Operations 6n the l'astern Front"
"Information about troop movement, evacuation system,
personnel replacement, and services in the rear"
"List of "Oviet APO Numbers and their corresponding Unit"
"Evaluation of 2.000 Soviet Identification Papers"
"The Soviet - linnish Campaign 1941 - 1944"
"The drafting of the different age classes in Russia"
"The ,, erman Method of Estimation of Losses"

2. Activities of the Information Group

a. Preparatory Work from September 1945 to March 1946

Communication with the group under the command of Lt Col BAUR,
which had been interrupted since the end of the war, could not be
established until September 1945. BON immediately was transferred
from his PW camp to Oberursel and was put into a position to locate
the former members of the Secret Intelligence Service and to renew
in part the old contacts by personal visits. Thus it was learned that it
would be possible to resume at any time the tactical intelligence and
counterintelligence Work starting from and within the American Zone
and Austria. Equally favorable conditions for a resumption of work
later were found in the ,. ritish Zone.

Thereupon three studies were prepared concerning the
resumption of the military, political and economic intelligence work.
These studies were presented to the American authorities concerned.
Furthermore an exhaustive historical survey of the development and work
of the German Secret Intelligence ..,ervice was finished as well as
numerous smaller studies concerning the intellig .mce service of the
USSR.

-9-
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b. Work fr m April .1946 to Septeml9ke
,

On the basis of these preparations, the .actual
intelligence

 most modestmodest
activities

limits. The
started

steady
in 

development
1946, although

of the information
within

the	
'

group has laid the foundations for carrying out tactical
intelligence in the ventral European area. Strategic intelligence,
however, remains in an undeveloped stage due to the present
great difficulties.

c. Amount of work done

From the middle of April until the middle of September
1946 a total of 513 reports were forwarded. to USFET."Of course the
total number of reports received by the information group was
considerably higher. After sorting and evaluation the number
mentioned above remained as suitable for forwarding to USFET.

The following chart lists of thesome reports

Chart representing the more important reports during
the period from 1 August to the middle of beptember 1946:
See Annex 5.

- l o -
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forwarded to USFET:

Contents Number of reports
forwarded to USkEf

Strategic Intelligence 7
Identification of units 141
Movements 33
Armored units, movements, etc. 54
Air l orce, air fields, etc. 42
Supply, Depots, etc. 22
Traffic, Roads, Briiges, Railways,	 etc. 42
Manoeuvers 4
German Units 7
Foreign Units (Bulgaria, Poland, etc.) 13
V-Weapons 4
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A. Handling of Funds and Supplies.

B. Cost for Period 1 April 1946 - 1 October 1946.

1. Money
. 2. Foodstuffs
3. Luxury Items .
4. Gasoline
5. Miscellaneous

C. Discussion of Future Costs.
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Cost for the Period 1 April 1946 - 1 October 1946. 

1. Money. 

Month	 Allied Marks
(expressed in $ value)

$,7;159:00
. 2,537:00-,
16,317.70
15,060.70
61,694;30
26,235.70

$129,004.40

F.

'

.2. Foodstuffs."

Month

April
May
June
uly

August
September
TOTAL

300 lbs
108-
516

300
600

1824 lbs

200 lbs
1200

400
1000 "
2800 lbs

150 lbs
150

1440 "

560
2300 lbs

108,
96

120
360
360
480

1524

SugarCoffee	 Flour

• April
...1111Y

-June
Tuly
August
September 
T0AL
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ANNUAL COST OF OPERATION RUSTY

A. Handling of Funds and Supplies. 

Each month the various branches of the organization submit
requisitions for funds and supplies to be used in the following
month's operations. These requisitions are carefully checked by
the staff of the Information Group to ascertain whether or not
they are justified. In some oases they are cut before a consol-
idated requisition is submitted to G-2, USFET.

The supplies and funds authorized by G-2 USFET are kept un-
der U.S. control until they are delivered to the heads of the
agencies in the field. They are drawn by the agencies as the need
for them arises.

Spot checks on the use of funds and supplies are made'per-
iodically by U.S. personnel. Inspections to date have shown, as
far as it is possible to determine, that the funds and supplies
are being used economically and properly.
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Month	 Cigarettes

April
	

127 cartons
May
	

150
Tune
	

450
July •
August
	

445	 "
September
	

800
TOTAL
	

1972 cartons

GI Soap

100 bars

132
300 "
532 bars

Toilet Soap

120 bars

208
300
628 bars

Topc sEcREISECREVRELEASE

3. Luxury Items. 	
0 GERMANY ONLY

4. Gasoline. 

Month

April
May
Tune'
July
August
September.
TOTAL

Gallons

800
1700
2700
3160
3080

Reports from Supply Points not yet received 
11440 gallons

• O. Miscellaneous. 

• pmaii quantities of such items as candy, cocoa; . cosmetie:a
lighter- flints, matches, - razor blades, shaving creami'l ,eto hayie -
be en' issued.	 -	 ,

C.'...Puture Costs of Operation RUdTY.;
"	 '7;;;;•7:q',',,:::,	 ‘.1

- To - estimate the Cost - to the U:S. ArmY.: tOr:"Ope ration :RUSTY.
the future it is necessary td solve a problera.COntaliliig:bomanyx.,,-!:
variables and. so many factors unknown to thialiaadqUarterat1141..:
approaches the impossible. It is . estimated that it =vaiiild.haiiia44osbl•...t.
the German Army 150,000,000.Markti - to conduct for one year during74itt

the war"an -operation of the prOjected magnitude of .0lierationACITST,I;,:
This figure may be considerably changed by present day.conditi!Otie:5:i:

-	 •	 •	 •

.The :estimate...of $2;500,000 presented. to 	 USPET by tba-,,r,
•—	 OrgEtnizatron Us-ed- in Operation RUSTY is the estimated annual cost

for operations within the Russian Occupied Zone of Germany velth
occasional information coming from Poland, Russia and the Balkans.
The operations in the Russian Zone were to -deal with Oteder of
Battle information air force installations, road conditions;
economic and political conditions and other more or less tactical
questions. Naturally these operations cost less than those which
extend into Russia and her satellites. The rate of expenditure to
date has been considerably below the estimates because difficulties
such as those mentioned in TAB II have retarded the growth of the
organization more than was expected.
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The important considerations in estimating future costs are
the folloWing.

1. What will the EEI's include? To obtain the tables of
organization for a Russian infantry division is relatively simple
and inexpensive. To obtain the Russian mobilization plan is ex-
tramb/y difficult and consequently tremendously expensive.

2. What are the conditions under which the organization
will work? Will it receive open support and be able to travel and
do other things in the normal manner? Or will everything have to
be done surreptitiously? An example which illustrates this factor
is this. Recently a member of this organization was sent to
Switzerland as an interpreter for the officer who accompanied him.
The cost of the trip, including transportation, accomodations, and
food, was in the neighborhood of $200. Had it bean necessary to
get him into Switzerland in a clandestine manner, ten times this
cost would scarcely have enabled him to accomplished his mission.
For travel across oceans and into the countries of Eastern Europe
expenses increase enormously when it must be accomplished in any
way other than that used by a normal U.S. civilian.

3. What type of missions will be assigned? To actually
penetrate the higher circles of the Rumanian government, for in-.
stance, is very expensive. To have someone near the people in
these circles is less expensive.

Costs in intelligence vary in proportion to:the quantitytand
particularly to the quality of the information. Ma0.4.-groupswhich
are valuable in the intelligence field murk for"%tora,than onar1-4.
:nation at a time The nation which pays the highest prices )41

-,nmmey, political,-suppbrtv,or7anycither,Jmedium.of-AxchangeMelp
the:infoisnatibnfirst and 'sgets the oreamthe most

' sified lnforMation. The other-natiOns get their :information
sliding scale according ' tc--what , they-pay .

-	 ,
, It is believed that the best wayto make an accurate _e1i te

of futurecosts is to have representatives of Lt:-Gen.'IDUUMUTBMG
.confer vith-Mr."GEHLEN'and-Mr. BAUN. This should .be,done-in,t94r)
United States if _possible. The - representatiyes should be thorough]:
familiar with costs in the present "world intelligence market-
since Mr. GEHL= and Mr. BAUN have'been very much limited in thee
scope of their activities and travels during the past year and a
half. Also these representatives should be able to answer the•
questions presented in the three numbered considerations abbve.
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TAB F

EXAMPLES OF INFORMATION AND EVALUATION

Letter from Intelligence branch 0-2 USFET

A. Results of Intelligence Activities

B. Results of Counter Intelligence Activities

C. Estimate of Situation as of kebrLary 1946
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UNITED STATES FORCES, EUROPEAN TREATER
Intelligence Branch, 0-2 Division

,

350.09 (GBI/B/INFO)

SUBJECT: Operation RUSTI

TO	 s Chief, Intelligence Branch

1. General

APO 757, US kW
September 24, 1946

i. Of the slightly more than four hundred reports received through
this project since its inception in April 1946, approximately two thirds
have concerned Red Army order of battle in GERMANY. The remainder has
includeds considerable section on industrial activity and scientific
research in the occupied areas and. a smaller percentage of order of battle
reports from AUSTRIA and the Balkans. There have also been a few reports
of varied nature from within the SOVIET UNION itself.

b. This report is intended as an outline evaluation of the
importance and uniqueness of those reports. In order to implement this
purpose the reports have been broken down into their main groupings and
a study prepared of the general level of information received in each
particular field, incorporating examples of any informetionfmnique
importance received through this source.

2. Pad Army Orde; of Battle - SERUM

a. Military information oeUtiined in RUSTI reportsAiila,e1MOat..
entirely with the Soviet Zone-in WNW, with SPecial*Ohenie,*00
Federal Territory of Saxony and Weatern Brandenburg Mmd A04.**1:4g;'
USTI gives Concise reportt on locations, no*snents,'onniiitatitiOnn of
troops sod on military initallations, which *re usual.* Yieryreliable.
identifications of units:and personalities ass rare, value of par
tbis'officenbouldbs appraised mainly in relation to nbat is boon *bout
*mist troop locations.* Of a total of 187 Oovist , troop loPations carried
in OMANI, mar has given informatiOn on 47 with i totallifia .
important items of information since l ' june 1946. Of this total figure,
29 items were new information, 10 gave exact descriptions of type and Rise
of units, and the remainder gave details on movikents, concentrations,,
and installations of ammunition, $nel, and supply dumps. 	 '

b. During the same period, another important source, Civil Censor-
_ ship Submissions, furnished about the same amount of information, 67

important items concerning 48 localities. But only 21 items were row
information, and only one item gave an exact deacription of type and
sire of unit.
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RUSTY has been valuable in determining amount and direction of

Russian troop movements into GERMANY from HUNGARI-and AUSTRIA; in
establishing location of Fifth Shock-Armfin SCHWERIN, Mecklenburg; and

 clearing up Army, Corps and Division subordinitions in the Magdeburg
area. It is about equal to SO in reliability and quality of information,
though usually somewhat later. Its main defect is, like that of SSU in
many mum', that it does not exhaust the intelligence opportunities
which 'it touches.

d. One of the most complete reports received here on recruiting
of former German Army officers for the Red Army (f343, 30 August,
Source No. 372) came from Operation RUST!. Although it ii impossible to
assess exactly the reliability of the information in this report, since
there is no record of other reports from the same source number and the
information itself is new, it confirms the persistent rumors of such
recruiting and gives valuable details which should make it easier to
evaluate fdture reports on this subject.

3. Industrial Activity in Occupied Areas 

a. Most of the reports received on this 'subject have been brief
and concerned a specific activity or location. In general they have
served to confirm information received through other sources and have
occasionally added new details. It should be emphasised however that •
frequently this information has been obtained more rapidly through BUST!
sources than through others and almost invariably-it has been Proven
reliable by confirmations received from other sources:7-

: b. ,Therehave,however, been several Okceptions-tothe.:generelirtin•
of these reports which have furnished unique and *ainabli4nfOiiiiitiOn
Notable Among these iSReport'NO33W30:AugUat,4ouroilO;22971ei;__.4;
7.4040ii_'faott4n .'11XIN BODUNCIP:',64.1.tixOigml.heijeLjOrity :Or:Utotaa'tiOn'.
in this rEport was lrády kioirii'..ti'40.47**614:0443.9 whièh are

-.0onsiderederIreit7importanoMeni.26,41.446***4■4401.0403Pa
'the'raot*Wthe'rekainder Of 10eXepert7Xi!iiecifiriee:through oth
sources. These were the definite.etateMeiWthat•productiOn444..
consisted almost	 infórmationon
construction of a special launching train. IdentificitiOi.ofICWPapona:'
being produced by the Russians is one of our major diffieulties40.07
are usually referred to looselY .Ma'F.-2s; thdire/taiv,the
containel'herein,trtheir.actual German. nomenclature, is very valuable.
Information on construction of the special train is valuable of itself -
and also because it indicates that, 'unless the train is subsequently -
rebuilt, experiments which utilise it must be conducted in GERMAN/ or in
those sections of the Baltic stated which still use standard gauge lines.'
It is doubtful if a train of this typo,' carryirmrvaluable built-in'
equipment, would have been constructed for standard gauge if it had been
intended subsequently to rebuild it. • .
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c. Information contained in report *o. 264, 10 August, Source
No, 304, on the 'Stalin' gasoline plant at BRUT, CZECHOSLOVAKIA, which
it is also possible to evaluate as probably true by virtue of Partial
confirmation from other sources, is uniquely valuable in that it contains
many details which were not previously known.

4. Retorts on Conditions Within the USSR

a. Although very few of these reports have been received, they
constitute information of considerable importance, as sources of infor-
mation from within the SOVIET UNION are very meager. It is recommended
that, if at all possible, more emphasis should be placed on this phase
of the operation as it could possibly achieve a unique importance in
this field whereas in others our own sources are more nearly adequate.

b. Report No. 311, 22 August, Source No. 407, on the tank factory
in BIZEINI‘TAGIL is an example of the importance of this information.
It was possible from the very brief information in the report itself to
check it against information already available and gain the first
definite report we have had of continuing maximum armaments production
in the USSR. The reliability of the report itself could be gauged by
the fact that production figures given correspondedwith the, known
capacity of the plant in question.

• c. Report MO. 232, 5 August, Source No. 401, on the German
Liberation Army in the USSR, was extraordinarily complete and detailed,
and contained the Only information other than persisting rumors which we
have received on this subject. It is a matter of considerable importance
both to ourselves and the War DepartnentendAehäulctbe-eiplated4Othef:.
vtmost..-41though .the reliability Of sour0e ,.is unkaOw0AdItharliforiation,,_
itself was entirely new, it is possible to evaluate it as probsb],y.true

in viewcf.the:identificationCf-thepimov eani:,.0pAthe.Altetimi6q■V
itelormeruse,-4hich*Ould-be,COnfireelfrolidafotiatiCeili4d0a:hz
The existence of , the . ciip	 subeequently "Confirmed
t4-an SSU report, •	 '	 -_

a. Although the majority of the reports;reoei■ed have not contained
information which it wasimpossibleteebtainthrodghuther sources,
they have been_definitely valuable in thafollosingimys:

(1) They are sometimes obtained more rapidly than repOrts
from other sources.

(2) They have served as confirming evidence.
• (3) They have often contained details not included in other

reports.	 .
(4) They are generally very reliable, especially since

appropriate evaluating comments are often included with the facts
reported.

5.' . Coixdusions
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b. The minority of reports which covers fields, such as that of
the interior of the USSR, on which other information is not available,
is naturally more difficult to evaluate. It is, however, exactly in
these fields that the operation assumes a unique importance and it is
felt that this should be emphasised and, if possible, expanded. From
the few details available by which reports of this nature can be --
evaluated, it can also be stated that their reliability is high.

c. An early tendency in the reports from this operation to cover
information in very general terms has latterly decreased greatly and
reports are now considerably more precise and exact in nature. Ceoasionally
the impression is given that full possibilities of the source have not
been exploited when statements of a general nature appear. In such
cases it would add to the value of the report if it could be stated that
further specific details were not available, as this would clear the
uncertainty in the mind of the recipient on whether a possible source
of more detailed intonation was as yet untapped.

• COMug .
Lt. Col., GSC =,

Chi , Information Section

Telephone: FRANKFURT 24787
Captain PRICE

pISTRIBUTION	 COPY NO 

Chief, IntelLigence Branch.....„ 	  1 & 2
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1. General	
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Found in Annexes 1 - 4 are examples illustrating the
answers to briefs received from gi2. The examples are taken from
different fields; no example was taken from the OB field because this
subject has been covered sufficiently in TAB A and TAB G.

2. 1st Example

The 1st example contains an evaluation report concerning the
German Army of Liberation in Russia and the efforts of the Soviet
Union to imbue German PW's with communism and to influence them to
join the u erman Army of Liberation. The more Important relevant
reports are added tot the evaluation report. For the preparation
of the evaluation report only intelligenoe was used, gathered by
this organization.

3. 2nd Example

The map represents the more impottant reports which came to
hand after a brief was received concerning airfields used by the
Red Air 'orce and construction of new air fields. The maps shows
the more important intelligence gathered from each respective air
field.(Scale of map used 1:5oo.000)

4. 3rd Example

The reports added to this example concern a brief on the
field of war economy. The brief requested investigation of the
activities of certain fomer German air plane factories and of
factories which formerly produced V-weapons. All in all 19
important reports were received on this subject; they give a
rather clear impression of the production as well as of the effortE
of the Russians to utilize the existing installations and
specialists.

5. 4th -.xample

This example is the answer to an itemised brief concerning
purely economic matters.In most cases where economic intelligence
is required the agent must possess the knowledge and experience
of an expert on that specific field. As the examples prove, the
agents at the disposal of this organization possess these
qualifications.

B. Results of Counter Intelligence Activities

The counter-intelligence network of the organization is at
present observing about 500 persons in the US Zone of Germany who
are suspected of working for the Soviet Intelligence. There is clear
evidence that 147 of these work as agents for the Soviets. The
location, importance, and the connections of the identified Soviet
residents and agents are charted in Annex 5 on an overlay - 1:5oo.ouo.

In 28 counter-intelligence reports since July 1946, approx-
imately loo suspicious or clearly identified members of the Soviet
Intelligence have been reported to CIC for elimination.

_	 _
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The thoroughness of Operation RUSTY's surveillance of Russian
aotivities in the US Zone, despite the very small CI organization
employed, is revealed by the fact that out of about 400 people
arrested by CIC during the BINGO SWOOP Operation on 22 July 1946,
about 6o (representing the main body of agents really working for
Soviet Intelligence) were known by their activities.to the
personnel of Operation RUSTY. The personnel of Operation RUSTY
became connected with Operation BINGO when CIB, G-2, USFET
asked for evidence to be used in the interrogation of persons
arrested in Operation BINGO. Information in addition to what GIG
had on 25 persons could be given. (See Annexes 6 - 8.) As a result
of a further request, a report on the effect of Operation BINGO
on "ussian circles was made by personnel of Operation RUSTY
(See Annex 9).

In an effort to determine who directs the ooviet Intelligence in
the US Zone, agents of Operation RUSTY penetrated the ' ,'oviet organi-
zations. Traces of the deployment of agents of the INU and the KAU
of the MGB (which in the US Zone is partly directed by the Soviet

1 repatriation missions) were found (see Annex 10). The INV
(innostrannoe upravlenie or Counter-Intelligence Division) are the
most active Soviet intelligence agencies in the US Zone at present.

Counter-intelligence reports obtaine_ by the Information ,..roup
have done much to help the Evaluation uroup clarify the picture on
the Soviet intelligence set-up. (See Annex 11). An exact knowledge
of the .L)oviet Intelligence Service enables the nformation Group to
employ its forces effectively and the Evaluation Group to submit
reports on the organization of the Soviet Intelligence Service.
(See Annex 13.) The member of the Evaluation "roup who is in charge
of counter-intelligence has prepared a monograph for MID, War
Department entitled "Soviet Intelligence and t;ouhter-Intelligence".
This monograph is based on study of ''oviet methodd during the war
and on study of German documents while a US PW and will be
published in a handbook by MID. The second part of it (without

. ohEFETT -is found In Annex 12.

2
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c. Estimate or Situation as of February 1946 	 .
AN ONY 

The Further Development of the Military Political Situation of
Russia after October 1945.

Note: The development of the Russian question in the decade:which
have just gone by has been aucompanied by so much making of
propaganda that a really ob,ective consideration of the underlying
facts is not very easy for one not familiar with the material.For
the better understanding of the train of thought in this work,
therefore,in project B-132 is appended a statement made in 1943
by the foriaer Red Russian Colonel I. about the "general lines" of
Russian policy up to 1943. An evaluation of the reports from the
newspapers and the radio between 1 November 1945 and lo February
1946 is appended in project No. B-129 as basis for judjing the
Russian military political situation.

The following pages attempt to continue a discussion of the be-
ginning of October 1945, and sketch briefly the further development
of the military and political situation in Russia in the same manner
as befo7e, for the last few months. It must be borne in mind that
within the scope of this work many questions can be no more than
touched upon, and that many problems will remain unclarified.
The following statement was made about the basic line of Russian
policy in the paper of October 1945 already referred to:

"Before arriving at a judgement about the role which Russia
is playing as a military political factor in the Europe of today,
one must attempt to fix the basic line of Russian policy. Difficulty
risen in this regard to the extent that Russia is occupied even more
intensively than other nations in concealing her oards,political,
military,and economic,and in preventing a view through the well-known'
"iron curtain" around its area of sovereignty and influence.

The probable general liLe,therefore,can be traced only from the
indications shown by the diplomatic behavior of Russia since the
ending of the war. This behavior has been marked by a succession
of demands through which Russia has signified its interest for the
future even outside its present realm of influence. Its attitude
toward the demands and the points of view of the Western Allies,
moreover, shown the desire gradually to eliminate all outside influence
over its newly-won area of political control.

Within the scope of the picture of the last few months it will not be
assumed at this time i.e. Oct.1946 that behind the scenes Russia is
pursuing a war policy. Nevertheless one should by no means believe
that Russia will avoid the d nger of war under any circumstances
in the striving for its goals.Since Russia is fully conscious that
neithter the United States nor ‘'reat Britain is at the moment able
or willing to take upon itscif a forcible breach with Russia, Russia
will follow a strong,demanding policy which in its manner and in the
ertent of its claims will presAo the boundary determined by the
prestige of these negotiating with it.

In accordance ,.ith the entire mentality of the Russians the first
goal of its politics will be the securing and consolidation of the
newly-won political positions and at the same time the scouring of
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allagninst future attack from any quarter. As the Russians, think,
that implies the decessity for having political footholds even
outside the area which has been conquered, in western Europe t in the
Mediterranean, and in the Near East. The Aussians will proceed by
stages in this policy of theirs,but will nob be afraid to exploit
quickly favorable opportunities and weaknesses of its diplomatic
opponents in quick diplomatic negotiations."

The intervening development has confirmed the correctness of this
judgement; but at the same time a further clarification Of Russian
behavior and intentions in a long view has become possible. It can
already be seen that within the scope of the immediate goals
formulated above the possibility of passing over to a political
offensive has been prepared for. Before going into this idea further,
a link should be made to the development of Russian policy in the
preceding decades for better understanding.

The peculiarity of the Russian governmental system implies that all
energies of the entire nation be aligned with the political desires
of the moment of the supreme leaders of Russia. These,therefore,
are able to change the goals,the ways p and the means of their policies
easily and at a moment's notice.They shownr themselves quite unscrupulous
in changing their poliot completely from one day to another.
Propaganda undertakes to conceal this policy from outside view so
far as it is thought necessary,and to bring into line with the
guiding ideas the people within Russia. Tbis alignment finds its
expression in the v lid "general line" of Russian polioy at a given
moment. Russian policy since the October Revolution has been marked
by the following general lines (for details see project No. B-132):

1. 1917 - March 1921: "Total and immediate revolution is to be
carried out everywhere". The period of the attempt to effect a
general revolution ("World Revolution . ) up to the revolt of Kronstadt.

2. March 1921 - 1927: "Nationalne Revolutionnoe Dvijenie V Stranah
vostoka" (National revolutionary movement in the Orient). The
period of activity in the hear and Far East, the period within
Russia of the NEP.

3. 1928 - 1933: "Pialtiletka" (Five Year Plan) - The period of
internal Communist expansion and the intensified industrialisation
after the abandonment of the NEP.

4. 1933 - 1938 : "Narodnye Front)," (the popular front movements).
The period of intensified foreign activity,attempts to intensify
differences in Europe.

5. 1939 - 1945: "Sowjetskij Patriatism" (Soviet Patriotism). The
perhod of the expansion of the Russian area of power during the
Second horld "Sr (the occupation of eastern Poland,of the Baltic
States,the encroachment upon Finland,the occupation of Bessarabia,
the war between Russia and Germany).

-3-
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Since the general line applicable at any given time received
corresponding expression in propaganda,the attempt was made in
project B-129,to gain basic insights into the leading ideas of
Russian political military policy from statements in the newspapers
and over the radio.

The evaluation Was oonoluded before Stalin's speech. Stalin's speech,
which speaks for itself ,must be regarded as a confirmation of the
insights which have been gained.

The following picture of the military and political situation of
Russia at the present time is derived from the consideration of
past hussian policy,of the development after the armistioe,and of
the material which has been evaluated hitherto.

1. The main weight of "ussian policy at the moment is at home,within
thescope of a broad program od industrial expansion which emphasizes
war production and armaments. The goal of this program is to overcome
the weariness setting in after the victory won as soon as possible,
and at the same time to strengthen Russian military strength so
much that it will in the future be superior to any possible coalition
of other powers.

2. Connected with this policy is the desire to consolidate the militaly
and political gains which huve been made,both by aligning toward
Russia in military and political ways the peoples of the territories
which have been occupied,and by gathering these peoples as closely
as possible into aussian economy,culture,and thought,even in matters
of religion.

3. An essential point in this program is the gaining and consolidation
of the corresponding strategic- and political outposts,particularly
in the ,iear East_and_the teAiterrenead,usiaC force (probably
conceded) if necessary.

4. On the whole,however,Russia will probably seek to avoid by all
means the danger of a gleb,,..1 war in the next few years. On the other
hand it will not shun local armed disturbances with the neighboring
states for reaching he goals outlined above. The world situation
and the knowledge that the united Otates and .ngland as well are not
inclined to run the risk of a new world-wide scale wer will induce
Russia to press with its demands to the most extreme limit that the
prestige of the states negotiating with it will allow.

5. Over and above all,this one must not fail to reoognice that in
the last few no ths Russian policy has taken en a renewed offensive
charactEsr,in reviving the conception of two worlds in opposition
to each other ,the "pseudo democratic capitalistic" world, and the
"genuine democracy of Communism". If he colonial que tion is ranged
alongside this one, and an official personage like Zhukov takes up
the Indian question in a paperfof the two wo,ld opposed to each
other,emphasized particularly by otalin himself,oan have only the

Kile,buhfToLtatitn,
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purpose on the one hand of justifying the w r economy expansion
program to the Russian people by the-fiction of the threat from
without, and the prupose on the other hand of laying open all
possibilities for a policy of expansion in the more distant
future,which would of necessity first have to devote itself to the
destruction of the British empire.

6. It seems that the idea of world revolution as a political means
of struggle and propag-nda has reappeared in a new and different
form in the Aussian political conception. This idea takes the stage
again as the struggle of "true democracy . with a national and federal
background,for the "liberation" of the oppressed peoples of "pseudo-
democracy" and "capitalism".The appearance of the idea seems to
indicate that Aussie is striving to achieve its goals in foreign
policy primarily by political means;on the other hand,the clever
use of this thesis gives 'us ia opportunity to solve immediate
questions rising on its borders by concealed use of force.

7. The policy of "ussis in UNO affords a measure for the future
development of Russian policy in the long view. As soon as the clear
line of exert, on to break up the UNO or find a favorable pretext
to resign from it shows itself without regard to the tottuous
diplomatic moves of the moment, this will have to be regarded as a
sign of uncertainty.

In sum,the general line ?Mall has been then by Russian policy
since the end of the war,from military and political points of view,
ma0Pdescribed as follows:
It is the period of regrouping and military reinforcement of all
temporal and spiritual forces of the 1,ussian people with the
consolidation of the territories which have been gained,now that
the wur has been won. It is the period of preparation  for a coming
show-down which the hussians believe to be possible between them and
the surrounding capitalistic world,by softening up the possible
opponents by political means, i:nd by winning favorable ( and strategic
jump-off positions.	 political
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Memorandum on the Military and

Politioal situation in Europe 

and the Near East. 

I. Prefatory Remarks: 

The first reports from reliable Near East souroes
conoerning the ideas of the Russian leaders enable us to
render a temporary judgment on the present military and
political situation in Europe and the Bear East, which
up to now has been rather vague. The sources at our dis=
posal do not include the north European area, so that for
the time being the gap in observation and estimation ne=
oessarily remains at that point. Confirmation of the re=
ports from, the June/July period is neoessary and we are -
trying to get it. In judging both the reports and the
situation as a whole it muet not be forgotten that at
the prebent time the political constellations are rapid=
ly changing and the politioal soene in its entirety is
-aoquiring new nuanoes frOm . the developments during and
after the Paris Conferenoe.

II. Previous Valuation of the Situation. 

The Evaluation report of 12.2.46.-(Proj. B 136 for
War Department) portrayed the present Russian policy as
follows:	 .

"It is the period of the regrouping and military reinforoe=
ment of all material and psychological forces Of the Rue=
sian people with the consolidation of the territories which
have been gained, now that the war has been won. It is the
period of preparation for a coming showdown which the
Russians believe to be possible between them and the our=
rounding capitalist world, by softening up the possible
opponents by political means and bp winning favorable po=
litioal and strategic jumping—off positions".

In the question of Russia's attitude toward a solution
by force of arms of current questions, the following judg=
ment was offered:

"On the whole, however, Russia will probably seek to avoid
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by all means the danger of a global war in the next
few years. On the other hand, it will not shun local armed
disturbances with the neighbouring states for reaching the
goal outlined above. The world situation and the knowledge
that the USA and England as well are not inclined to run
the risk of a new world scale war will induce Russia to
press its demands to the extreme limits that the prestige
of the states negotiating with her will allow".

It is the purpose of the following considerations and con=
elusions to determine to what extent an alteration or modi=
fication of this judgment will be necessary.

TIL.  New Factors influencing Judgment of ;situation since

Spring. 

In recent months the following new factors have been
recognized as characterizing the Russian attitude:

1.  Russian Press Propaganda

Liite remarkable is the extraordinarily vigorous campaign
of the Russian press designei to emphasize repeatedly for
the benefit of the domestic public the possibility of a
new war of aggression of the "capitalist" states against
Aussia.

2. Russia's DiDlomatio Attitude 

Russia's sharp language at the international conference
table (for instance Paris) as well as its attitude toward
all international problems raises the question whether
Russia is really interested only in the solution of certain
singleLoroblems or whether her attitude is not rather moti=
vated by far-reaching politioal intentions.

3. The Militav Picture 

Since about June the military picture indicates that the
main effort more and more was shifted to the Central Europ=
ean area (Germany, Poland).

This is shown by

a) the fact that 5/6 of all operational armored forces
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of Russia are stationed in the central European area
(all armored armies except the 6th, which is assumed to be
in the Far East; 5th armored in East Prussian area—Minsk).

b) despite demobilization the total number of forces
in Germany and Poland has not been decreased since the
beginning of the year, but probably been increased in
Poland. 2/3 of the Russian occupation troo ps employed
in Europe are stationed in Germany and Poland. Their
strength far exceeds the demands of ordinary occupation.

c) The relative strength of these forces compared
to the American and British forces in numbers and armor
is so superior that military operations of a surprising
nature could be started without a prior concentration
of force.

The military picture in the Balkans, insofar as we are
informed at present, dhows no extraordinary symptoms.
It must not be forgotten, however, that the intelligence
reports from these areas are fragmentary.

4. Indications for increasing Military Preparedness

on the Part of the Russian Army, especially in 

the Central Eurocean Area. 

a) To a very large extent the armaments industry is
producing continously (see reports No. 311, 358,
382, 517, 518, 519, 520, 522). If a development
without considerable tension were expected, the
Production of weapons which will be obsolete in
the near future would be discontinued in favor
of more modern ones.

b) The armies of the satellite states are being or=
ganized and trained with greatest energy (reports
No. 64, 260, 310, 413, 473, 496).

a) Fuel and ammunition is stored in great quantities
in the Russian Zone of Germany (reports No. 72,
90, 182, 203, 248, 256, 317, 297, 409, 443, 448,
457, 462).
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d) Former (lerman air-fields in the Russian zone
Of 1/4, ermany are repaired and enlarged (reports
o. 257, 285, 323, 439, 458,459,494, 495, 513).

a) Olt bridges are reinforced and new bridges are
built for loads of 6o tons (reorts .No. 156,
250, 411, 417, 441, 451, 452, 465).

f) ieasures are taken to make the "iron curtain"
impenetrable (reports Fio. 446, 449, 467, 468, 469).

g) Preparatory measures for organizing and exploiting
German man-power Potential and increased advertising
for a "free -erflany" in the 1-.ussian d.,one (reports Ao.
114, 128, 142, 398, 432 and 270, 243, 428, 430, 431, 4801.

h) Maintaimin.7 of air-raid precautionary measures for
the oerman po pulation (reports io. 287, 328, 329, 344).

'1) Efforts to increase the capacity of the railroads
(reports do. 474, 499).

A A pparently an additional inrease of forces 14 the
Russian one of Occupation in •••'-ermany (reports o. 2o1,
212, 3o1, 32o, 393, 394, 415).

Ic.) Supposed stopping of aussian demobilization by Stalin
Order o22 of September 2nd. However, the general state
of affairs leads to the assumption that this report
has been played into the hands of the American and
British Intelligence ervices for a very definite
purpose.

IV. Conclusions drawn from aeports of 6trategic intelligence.

As yet we have at our disposal no really effective
"reconnaissance in depth" and strategic intelligence. A first
attempt to revive formerly reliable sources has brought
the enclosed reports (Nos. 523; 54, 525, 526, 527, 528, 529).
Without cotfirmation from other sources of reconnaissance in
depth these reports constitute in themselves an inadequate
foundation for final judgement. A careful evaluation of them
together with the im pressions gained from other sources
leads to the following:
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1. Internal situation in "ussia and the occupied countries.

See JntRep The war , its after math , and the intruding of European
No 525 thoughts and civilization as a result of occupational

526 uties have created certain tensions in the Russian interior. -
Apparently they have resulted in the present purges the
extent of which cannot be determined at this time.
-iIiether the number of victims mentioned in the report is
accut.ate or not can only be established by further
intellience.Howaver , these purges - cannot in any 'way be
considered as signs of a decisive domestic weakening which
miht in turn affect the political and military power of the
UL:SP. On the contrary , tney must oe considered as constituting
cne cf the familiar "prophylactic" Measures of :Jtelin;
their effect can be compared with the bothersome nature
of a strong cold on the human organism.

Conditions in the satellite states appear to be different
insofar as apparently a certain illegal and not yet fully
suppressed opposition is to be found there. Whether in this
respect the conditions in Poland may be considered as being
as serious as they are described in the report must be
determined by additional intelligence.
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2. Ideas on Foreign Policy of the Russiin Leaders. 

SeeOntRep There can be no doubt that the fundamental line of Russian
No 523 thinking on foreign Policy continues to be the conviction
525 of a necessary show-down with the western "capitalistic"
sn world for achieving the final goal of a Communist world-

order. At present, however,Russian thinking along these
lines seems to be determined by predominantly defensive
factors. With due consideration of the Russian mentality
the political line of thoughts of the Russian governmental
leaders could be characterized as follows:

The political thought of soviet government is dominated
by the most extreme mistrust of the so-called "capitalist"
states which are suspected of planning an attack against
the soviet Union or at least of establishing an overpower=
lag political coalition. This suspicion is demnnstrated
by the exaggerated sensitivity with which the Soviet govern=
meat reacts upon every single newspaper article which ap=
pears anywhere throughout the world or upon the speech of
any foreign statesman as well as by the aggressive spirit
of the Soviet efforts to influence politically and psycho=
logically an increasing number of countries in order to
prepare for the future incorporation of these countries
into the Soviet Union. The actions of the Soviet govern=
ment are apparently based on the political theory of the
necessity of creating a "security zone" which would make
the Soviet Union immune to attack from outside, and whose
single parts would furthermore be favorable political and
strategical starting-points for any struggle with the
western Powers. The Soviet government thinks that this
goal will only have been reached when in all neighbouring
countries governments have been set up on which it can
absolutely rely. Therefore it will not rest until the
governmental set-ups in Iran, Poland, Rumania, Bulgatia
and Hungary have undergone transformations Which will
guarantee their complete subjections to the desires of
the Soviet Union. With regard to Germany, the Soviet govern=
ment is trying to prepare the ground for a similar develop=
meat with a special emphasis on the attempt to convince
the German peo ple that only a close association with the -
Soviet Union can bring the possibility of a restoration
of German national and economic unity. The Soviet govern=
meat views the domination of the entire central European
area as a preliminary objective, which is considerea the
inth.spensable condition for the guaranteeing of Soviet
security.

Soviet aspirations in the ;Jeer East (Dardanelles, Iran,
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Greek question, Turkey) are also obviously influenoed by
this desire for security. That the Near East arep in the
hand of an enemy of Russia would have decisve strategic
significance need not be em,ahasizeo in the era of aerial
and atomic warfare.

If the foregoing thoughts are correct, then one must con=
elude that Russia probably could have no interest in pre=
maturely instigating a conflict with the western world,
since in many respects it can regard time as working for
Russian interests. n the other hand it is quite clear, -
from Mikojan's statements that even in its present condit.
ions Russia is not determined to avoid by all means the
risk of a great war, should the development of political
conditions make such a conflict unavoidable. The elasti=
city in decisions of policy made possible by the Russian
system of supreme authority at the top constitutes a very
variable and uncertain factor in judging Russian intentions.
Views and decisions in foreign policy can change surpris=
ingly.

5. shukov's Role and Intentions in the Balkans and 

Near East.

SeeJntRep The material at hand offers an initial confirmation of
No 527 the assumption that the transfer of Shukow was only camou=

flage for the special purpose of concentrating and uni=
fying all military affairs, preparations and measures
in the Balkans and Near East. The Russian interest in

r

ile preeminence of a solution to the questions in the
Near 7Ast (above all the Dardanelles) thus seems to become
again more and more prominent. It must not be forgotten
in this connection, that possibly the Russians cherish
the view that in this area, more than in any other, a cm=
bination of policy and military might for the purpose of
achieving its aims would be more and sooner possible with=
out leading to a major conflict. Since the msasures taken
to date in the Balkans and Fear Bast area offer little
material for the confirmation of this view, it is obvious=
ly necessary to emphasize and intensify our intelligence
effort at those points.

4.  Intentions in Central Europe.

It is remarkable that the reports offer nothing of great
significance concerning the Russian intentions in Central
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Europe. This can be due to one of the following reasons:

a) The main effort of Russia's actual political in=
tentions lies in southeastern Europe and the military acti=
vity in Central Europe is intended to serve primarily as
"smoke-screen", or

b) The Russian intentions in this area due to the
high degree of secrecy among Russian leaders cannot be
recognized by means of the few sources of strategic in=
telligence at present at our disposal.

The transfer of Shukow frAu hia command in Eastern Germany
and the entrusting to him of new tasks in southeastern
Europe speaks against the assumption of any far-reaching
political intentions in the central - uropean area at the
present time. On the other hand it must be emohasized that
the Strength and the degree of preparedness of the..dussian
forces in central Europe would enable the Russian leaders
to take action without any considerable loss of time,
should the decision to do so suddenly be taken.

V. Final Conclusions. 

Up to now there has been no reason to change basically
the evaluation of the main tendencies of Russian policy
mentioned at the start of the report.

It does not seem probable that Russian policy is willing at
this early stage to take upon itself the risi: of a world-
wide conflict with the Western Powers.

Russian policy has two areas from one to the other of which
it shifts the main effort of its activity by exploiting the
play of diplomatic forces; these are

1. the Balkans--Near East-area for the solution of the
Dardanelles question with the objective of simult=
aneously controlling Turkey and Iran.

2. the central European area for the solution of the
German question with the further objective of con=
trolling all of central Europe.

In both areas military preparations are being made in order
to create the possibility of being able to solve certain
questions by force of arms, if need. be . All these preparat=
ions probably serve the essential purpose of enabling the
Soviets to influence negotiations with the proper military
pressure. It must be pointed but, however, that by any change
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in the fundamental foreign policy of the Russian govern.
ment, in accordance with the peculiarity of the Russian
governmental system, the preparedness for military action
could be established with extreme rapidity.

The danger that Russia's leaders might make decisions
of an adventurous nature would probably only become acute
should they deduce from the future attitude and actions
of the western Powers that there had been a falling-off
in the strength and unity exhibited in Anglo-American policy
to date.

Whether the assumption that the solution of the southea=
stern European questions has precedence and that the solut=
ion of the German question will not be attempted until the
"second act" is correct, cannot be finally established
until further material :s available.
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PROBLEMS AND DIFFICULTIES ENCOUNTERED IN
OPERATION RUSTY

A. General. 

It is felt that a discussion of the problems and difficulties
encountered to date in Operation RUSTY plus those which can be
foreseen may simplify the task of those persons who take over the
direction of this operation. Some of the problems may have been en-
countered and solved by other intelligence organizations already.
Others may be problems peculiar to Operation RUSTY.

B. Problems in the U.S. Zone of Germany. 

1. Procurement of ,liarters. 

The critical housing shortage in Germany necessitates the
crowding of many Germans, usually unknown to each other, into all
available houses and apartments. Consequently, a man e s personal
affairs and details of how and where he spends his time become the
common knowledge of his community. In the case of people in the
higher levels of Operation RUSTY (permanent members of the organ-
ization, main residenturs, etc.) private houses for them and their
staffs are re quired because they must handle ,i.mrican goods and
money in the paying of agents, they must handle a certain amount
of paper work, and they must interrogate and assign missions to
agents and informants. The problem which arises is the securing
of a house from the appropriate Town 3iiajor and at the same time
maintaining the proper security, i.e. not presenting signed re-
quisitions from G-2, USFET, not answering a lot of questions,
keeping German officials (fre quently Communists) out of the pic-
ture as much as possible, etc.

2. Gasoline Supply. 

Until recently, couriers, agents, and other persona using
automobiles were issued POL Coupons Books which enabled them to
get gasoline and oil from any Cd,uartermaster supply point. This
system was ideal but was stopped and now POL supplies are issued
for civilian vehicles only when these vehicles are painted OD,
carry proper U.S. markings, and are driven by U.S. personnel.

A new system has been set up whereby members of the organ-
ization can obtain gasoline and oil upom presentation'of a special
identification card and password at certain specified CIC supply
points. New arrangements may be necessary when Operation RUSTY is
transferred to a new directing agency.

3. Arrests. 

gents and informants receive payment for services in the
form of Allied :. -Larks and ;,merican goods (coffee, sugar, flour,
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tobacco, etc.). The crowded housing conditions mentioned in far. B 1
above make it impossible to hide these things. Suspicions of black
market activities arise and frequently one of the many Germans,
who think their stay in the purgatory of de-Nazification is shor-
tened by "co-operating" with Military Government, denounces the
agents. When an agent is arrested it is sometimes weeks before the
Information Group knows it and his release can be effected by G-2,
USFET. This not only undermines the agentls confidence in the
organization but it causes delay in the completion of missions
and sometimes threatens security.

To overcome this problem two things have been done. First,
eleven key men of the organization have a password which identifies
them to the CIC Regional Chiefs. 'Jhen an agent is arrested, one of
these eleven men goes to the nearest CIC Regional Chief and notifies
him of the arrest. He in turn takes steps to prevent interrogation
by the arresting agency, thus reducing the security threat. Second,
a letter is given to agents authorizing them to have certain items
in their possession. This letter is signed by a fictitious officer
who supposedly is a member of a technical intelligence and who has
a telephone listed under this agency. The telephone number, with
a request to refer questions to that number, is given in the letter.
In the event the arresting agency decides to check the authenticity
of the letter and calls, it is told that the agent is making a sur-
vey of factories in the U.S. Zone and his release is requested.

The two measures mentioned above have produced the desired
results in most instances, however, they do not prevent at least
temporary detention in many cases.

Reasons for arrest other than the one described above are
many and varied. Law enforcing agencies such as the Constabulary,
Military Police, and German nilitary Government Police conduct
frequent raids on areas selected at random or suspected of housing
black marketeers. Road blocks are established at unexpected times
and places and vehicles are searched at these blocks. Inspections
are made on trains. These things lead to the discovery of items
not usually available to Germans except through black market chan-
nels and usually the result is arrest.

4. Identification Papers. 

At present there is no standard method of providing mem-
bers of the organization with the many papers Germans are re-
quired to carry (Kennkarte, G registration, labor registration,
travel permits, etc.). These papers must be provided because it
takes a German weeks or months to get them through ordinary chan-
nels. The appropriate stamps and a su pply of signed blank forms
should be obtained through =Alitary Government for intelligence
purposes. I.:eans of securing forged and counterfeit documents for
use outside of the U.S. Zone should be arranged. Some members of
the organization can not appear before the de-Nazification Boards
because, as former members of the German Genera l Staff Corps and
of intelligence agencies, they are liable to heavy fines and im-
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prisonment. Their services would be lost and security jeopardized.
Steps have been taken to keep them away from these boards, but
other provisions must be made whevby they can have their identity
cards (Kennkarte) stamped as though they had been before the
boards and had been classified, tried , and punished.

C. Travel outside of Germany. 

The building of the organization for strategic intelligence
presents the greatest problem. It is necessary for various mem-
bers of the Information Group to personally contact the heads of
the various groups mentioned in TAB D. These groups will not sup-
ply information unless the initial contacts are made by persons
known to them and trusted by.them. These persons from the Infor-
mation Group may be accompanied by 	 personnel but they must
be there personally themselves. Conflicts with State Department
policies arise and are not easily settled favorably. In addition,

, it is difficult to obtain permission for Germans to enter such
‘..1-eueofew countries irellen,	 MEM etc. Such permission

....5-scwt'eedez4v7cii- is essential to the success of the efforts to get strategic in-
/7e./J47(• 	 formation from Russia and her satellites.

If it were possible to give a member of the organization a
U.S. passport to be used to gain entrance to the foreign countries,
matters would be greatly simplified. The passport would be retutned
to the proper authorities upon the completion of the trip and the
bearer would revert from his role as a U.S. civilian employee of
the War Department to his normal role in life.

This problem should be solved as soon as possible. The time
factor is critical for the following reasons:

1. The controlling elements of the groups mentioned in
TAB D, now awaiting instructions from Er. GEMEN and Ir. BALM,
may tire of waiting and seek new supporters or may turn to other
types of work.

2. It is known that the	 are doing everyth'	 in
their power to persuade some of these groups to work for 	 • ereArt

3. The longer the groups lie dormant in the intelligence
field, the less valuable they will become. .

•
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TAB I

TI ON RECOLIaNDED

1. Operation USTY be continued.

2. Operation RUSTY be transferred to SSU.

3. Operations be directed from the United States.

4. Officers be attached to G-2, USFET.

5. Liaison.

6. Solution of problems mentioned in TAB H.

7. Representatives of Lt. Gen. UNDENBERG visit G-2, USFET.

8: Organization be used as a unit.

9. Selection of new directing personnel.

10. Decision.
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TT ON R.EC OLLIENDED

1. That Operation RUSTY be continued under the direction of
0-2, USTET for a period of not more than ninety (90) days so that
the transfer of the operation can be done gradually.

2. That Operation RUSTY be transferred to SSU at the end of
the ninety (90) day period or sooner if it is feasible.

3. That Operation RUSTY be directed from the United States.
Direction of the exDanded organization from within Germany is
not practicable.

4. That two officers, preferably with German language illal-
ifications, be attached to 0-2, US= for the ninety(90) day per-
iod to take an active part in the direction of the operation so
that they will be thoroughly familiar with it when it is trans-
ferred to SSU. These officers sho :ald be selected from among those
who will actually direct the operation in the future. They should
not be liaison officers who will have only the task of orienting
the directing group at the end of the ninety (90) day period.

5. That during the ninety (90) day orientation period close
liaison be maintained between G-2, USFET and SSU in Washington,
D.C. so that SSU can utilize this period in preparing itself for
the transfer. This will facilitate the transfer and insure the
continued smooth functioning of Operation RUSTY.

6. That during the ninety (90) day period SSU study the
problems presented in TAB H, and that these problems be solved
during this period if possible.

7. That personal representatives of Lt. Gen. VANDENBERG be
sent to G-2, USFET to discuss directly with Hr. GEHIEN and 1.1±.
BAUN any questions arising out of this entire study. At a meeting
between these men it is felt that all cuestions can be answered
satisfactorily. At this meeting the details of TAB D can be dis-
cussed. It is felt that it is too dangerous to put these details
on paper as was explained to Col. GALLOWkY who said that they
could be explained verbally at a later date. As was mentioned in
TAB E, the representatives should be familiar with costs in the
"world intelligence market" at present and should be able to an-
swer the questions in the three numbered considerations given in
Par. C of TAB E.

S. That the organization be operated by 3SU as a unit and
that no attempt be made to merge it with another organization.
The leading personalities of the organization have developed it
over a period of nearly thirty (30) years. They ow the capa-
bilities and limitations of the peo .yle with whom they work and
any effort to make them work with 7eople they do not know will
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greatly reduce their efficiency and perhaps break down their
organization.

9. That care be exercised in the selection of the new di-
recting personnel. The central figures, in this organization are
carrying on their work for patriotic and ideological reasons.
They are men of high moral standing, they can not be bought, and
they should be treated accordingly. It is known from experience
that personality clashes will result in a tremendous setback in
this operation.

10. That a decision as to whether or not the U.S. Army will
use this organization be rendered as soon as possible. As was
pointed out in Par. C of ril=i13 H, time is a critical factor in the
future value of this organization to the United States.
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20. Lewis to Richard Helms, Acting Chief of FBM, 8 October 1946, enclosing

Lewis to Donald H. Galloway, Assistant Director for Special Operations,

22 September 1946

&v
Mr. Richard Helms
Acting Chief, FBM
SSU, WD, Washington 25, D. C.

Dear Dick:

Attached is a memorandum which Colonel Galloway
asked me to prepare describing informally my
connection with the group of people now constituted
as KEYSTONE Operation and my general views on
feasibility.

If I seem to have been repetitive, it was because the
memorandum was written in a great hurry, but I never-
theless wanted to make quite clear what responsibilities
I thought we would be incurring if we undertook it.
No doubt Colonel Galloway will discuss this with you
himself.

Sincerely,

--- 3 7

,c•	 r) -3-76

CROSBY LEWIS
. Chief of Mission
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STRATEGIC SERVICES UNIT, WAR DEPARTMEN
MISSION TO GERMANY

U. S. Forces, European Theater

SECRET/RELEASE	 APO 757

TO GERMANY ONLY 22 September 1946
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1 COPY No.

SUBJECT: Keystone Operation
566.TO	 r Colonel Donald H. Galloway ONLY

1. -Aly connection with the personnel who constitute,„
.tBirefroup under consideration as Operation Keystone began
in the end. of October 1945, when I was approached by
Lieut. Colonel William Connor, Chief, Intelligence Branch,
0-2 Division, MET. Colonel Connor gave me two reports which
turned out to be operational plans written by Oberst BADX,
a war-time- member of FREMDB REERE OST. These-two plans Con-
tainedffather grandiose and vaguelsuggestions for the forMation
either-of a. European or a world-wide intelligence serviett,to
be set:nav.On the basis of the war-time and pre-war connections
of Oberst -:BAUN and his colleagues, the ultimate target of
which was. to be the Soviet Union. The essence of each plan
was that the .organization would be controlled by EADN under
American supervision and that the Americans would simply
give to him intelligence directives, for which he would:.
produce the answers. It did not contemplate American control
at any point below BLUR. As I recall, the world-wide - scheme
was estimated to cost eight million dollars a year and the
European-wide scheme two and one-half million dollars a year.

2. I studied these documents carefully and then made
investigation to collect available CI interrogation reports
on EADN and others who had been working with him during the
war. I -found that there were practically no interrogation
reporta ,:availablat es those personnel of ?REM BEEBE OST-
who had-leen captured by the Americans had not been' inter-
rogated.'„

3. Colonel Connor put me in touch with a Captain
Comstock, who was at the NIB Center at Oberursel, Who
arranged for me to interrogate BLUR, but When I arrived at
Oberursel I discovered that BON was not treated as an
ordinary prisoner but more as a "guest" and that he was
not susceptible to interrogation. BA answered a few
queStions with a good deal-of reserve and gave

the	
rtarticularly3

vague reports as to e whereabouts of his agen files and
ciphers.

0,14 4- Ct-A-Zr i-
t,'"P. 41'.-1 ‘7r -
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4. In discussions with Captain Comstock I learned ihria".! .
quite a few of the personnel of FREI= HEM OST, including
General,-von Gchlen, were in the United States, having been 	 •
taken there' by -0-2, War Department, for special . interrogation
on Russian matters.	 •

•
5. ... :After some 'thought I advised Colonel Connor that

in my opinion SSU would not undertake to sponsor such
operations as proposed by either of BAUN's two plans under
the conditions imposed by BAIN. I pointed out that Sat
would have to have complete control of any operation it
undertook and that it would have to have all information
on agents and sub-agents. Moreover, I considered the 'security
hazards very serious as a number of BAUW's former colleagues
were in Russian bands and I understood that the Russian -
authorities had requested Americans to turn over to -them
General von Gehlen, Oberst BAUN, Lieut. Colonel von Wesel,
Scbmalschlaeger, and Others by name. An additional consideration
which would involve a policy decision on a very high lever---
would arise from the fact that in using this group, SSU would
be in effect reconstituting a sizeable portion of the German -
Intelligence Service and under the terms imposed by BAUN
(and ultimately met by G-2 USFET) reconstituting it intact.
Furthermore, at that time (October 1945) the budget as pro-
posed by RON was utterly out of the question.

-
6. Since then, we have heard from various sources Of

the activating of the operation under Lieut. Col. Dean's --
control. substantially along the lines recounted by Lieut.
Colonel - Dean -to you this afternoon. In the past six weeks
evidence_ of this operation has Come increasingly to our-	 -
-notice 7tbrOugh what may be considered to be serious breachltir.
of security. On one occasion we were placedin e n act through
our relitF n1tip with the

-34-A L A'. -BerliA . mith • a7miuietame who had i
the war,-: -Be:had been cap e	 th

	

by .e	 an ad en
worked	 BA

th 
Used -W.:Ahem-as an.. agent in the Hamburg area. At the.
of the,tVontsint he was living in the Russian Zone in Berlin-	 .
where he .hifsd been repatriated ILO a discharged .prisoner

7.14,Cth4-tourae of attempting to extract favorable treatment
smfFith-14.11111111Win Berlin, he mentioned the fact that-he. was

aware thit,the Americans were using many of his former friends -
who had,:been with him in FAME HEERE OST and, in fact-,- had
transpo"rted..some of them to the United States. Another
incident.: , concerned one of the expert documents men of- FRAHM
MBE. OST • Whet .. was likewise living in Berlin. This man bad . • • .
been in America with von Gehlen and had returned with him-,
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a few months ago. We got into contact with him through a
Russian double-agent operation, in the course of which the
Russian officer whose operation we were'penetfating asked
to be put in touch with this man as be wished to discuss .
'with him his trip to America and the information that he hed--''
given to the Americans. In addition to these tw 	 dents •
we have been informed on three occasions by the
Intelli ante that German agents under their contra presumably
the

* I. 
are also operating ex-personnel of PRUDE BEDE OST)

have	 ormed them of BADN's activities in the American Zone,
on one occasion drawing attention to the insecurity of a group
of BAUN's agents atone of the centers he established at
Bad Eissingen. Perhaps, however,.the most outstanding breath
of Security which has come to our attention has come from -
Bamberg area', a natural jumping-off place for operations into
the Russian Occupied Zone Or Czechoslovakia. We'have,obtained
a report from the CIC in Bamberg stating that they had ' --
arrested over 25 individuals who have said they were working
for HAHN for the American espionage service and carried in
their pockets incriminating documents including the telephone
number of Captain Waldmann, who is the only other officer,
associated with Colonel Dean in the operation of the group.
This report included the attached documents which consiEW,
-originally of a translation into German of the top secret
DSFET EEI, a top secret counter espionage brief and extensive.
amount of operational information with regard to border'
crossings and contacts. These documents have been translated
back into English and are of considerable interest in studying
the operational security of the group as now being run.

: 7ciDuring his visit over here in July, Colonel Qniimi,
had a conference with General Sibert, at which I was present,
in the course of which General Sibert briefly referred to this
operation and stated that he thought it had great possibilities
for future exploitation. He added that he had obtained . .

:,. two and one-half million dollars on approval from General--
Vandenberg when the latter was, Ear Department, but be
felt that this would not last's= longer and . that C62 Could
not undertake the financing of th operation after the close
of the Piste' Year. HO therefore suggested that 8817 make
plans to take over control of thel operation.* I-mide the
counterproposal that prior to SS accepting . responsibility,
a thorough study of the group, th ir Past and current opera
tions, be made by SSD Amson'and tijat on the basis of the study
recommendations would be placelib ore SSUf-Washington, and
Central Intelligence Group for fi4al decision. This appeared
to be agreeable both to General 8 bort and to Colonel Quinn
although the decision as to furth r action was left in
General Sibert's hands.
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8. Shortly before General Sibert left for America I
wrote the attached letter which contained certain conditions,
which in my view would have to be met before STU Ammon could
take over the Operation. General filbert agreed in general
to these points and stated he would dismiss the matter with
General Vandenberg on his return. In the meantime, a copy
of this letter was sent to Mr. Helms, Acting Chief, Foreign,
Branch M.

9. While there can be no doubt of the very real possi
bilities of perhaps spectacular intelligence procurement in
the exploitation of this group (after all Oberst BON has
been engaged in anti-Russian intelligence since 1921), it is
my opinion that SSU Ammon should be given complete control
of the operation and that all current activities of this group
be immediately stopped before further security breaches nullify
the future usefulnesm of any of the members of the group. I
further recommend that an exhaustive study be made along CE
lines of the entire operation, past and present, so that at

'least, if it appears that the group is too insecure to'editinue
an operation, the wealth of intelligence which is contained in
the minds of the various participants as regards Russia,
Russian intelligence techniques, and methods of operation
against the Russians, could be extracted. In conclusion,. -
however, it is most essential that if a final decision is made
to exploit these individuals either singly or as a group,
SSU understands that their employment in the past and their
exploitation in the future constitutes to a greater or less
degree the setting up of an incipient German intelligence
service.

CROSBY LEWIS
Chief of Mission

Mal(

Attach 2

CC: Acting Chief, Foreign BrancN M

Note: Reference letter in paragraph 8, Subject: Operation
KEYSTONE, To; General Sibert, dated 6 September.
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16 October 1946

TO	 : Deputy A

SUBJECT: Operation Rusty

The following analysis of Operation Rusty, based upon examination of the
materials received from Major General W. A. Barrens, is an attempt to
evaluate its present usefulness and to &seams its potential for longer-
range strategic intelligence operations. Operation Rusty contains both
an evaluation group and an information group. The former, which acts
to all intents and purposes as a collation center along the lines of
research and analysis, cannot be asseesed very highly in the field of
current evaluation. Examination of the various Tabulations, Annexes,
and Situation Estimates, indicates both a practice of drawing broad con-
clusions from inadequate evidence and a strong tendency to editorialize.
Since it is considered that this function can be handled far more effec-
tively by U. S. agencies, the remaimier of this memorandum will confine
itself to the information group.

A) PRESENT USEFULNESS 

1. Following a somewhat protracted period of preparation,
Operation Rusty commenced its actual intelligenceisther-
ing activities in April 1946 and to date has confined these
almost entirely to the Russian-occupied zone of Gersany.
During this period its production, from between 500 to
600 • sources", has consisted of 400-odd comparatively
low-level and entirely tactical reports, plus seven others
which by subject matter, can be classified as strategic.
Other than in the field of unit identification, little

+2	 new or particularly valuable information which cannot be
Z 44
e e.4 	 produced through relatively easy and routine intelligence

C	

reports

-;	
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During the same period, from the operations of the SSU
Mission to Germany, a total of 647 reports on the Russian-
occupied zone were disseminated. Of this total, 268 'here
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military, 178 economic, 152 po1itica]7Qhiica1,
and the remaining 26 were on miscellAt iIbjects.
Of this production a relatively high peiMeRtage'4441
strategic.	 1 ,

An additional 220 reports were obtained through these
operations or contiguous areas. More important, still,
is the fact that this intelli7ence was procured through
the use of 114 sources, and 44 known sub-sources who
were directly controlled and operated by U.S. personnel.

2. In light of the above it is significant that the state-
ments made in Operation Rusty regarding costs in the
"world intelligence market" and specifically with respect
to the Soviet-occupied zone of Germany, both present and
future, are ridiculous throughout. The estimated annual
budget for Operation Rusty in the Russian zone is set at
12,500,000 per annum. This compares to a total yearly
expenditure at the present rate by the SSU Mission to
Germany of approximately f120,000.

3. The importance of the counter-intelligence material pro-
duced on the U.S. zone of Germany cannot adequately be
judged here but from the available data on Operation Rusty's
part in Operation Bingo, it would appear that very little
legal evidence of edpionage activity by the individuals
concerned was furnished. Moreover, the soundness of a
native German intelligence unit operating more or leas
independently and reporting upon the identities and ac-
tivities of individuals of German and other Central
European nationalities, must be considerid essentially
suspect.

B. POTENTIAL FUTURE VALUE

1. It is considered highly undesirable that any large scale
U.S.-sponsored intelligence unit be permitted to operate
under even semi-autonomous conditions. Unless responsible
U.S. personnel are fully acquainted not only with the details
of each operation carried out but also with the identities
and background of all individuals concerned, no high degree
of reliability can be placed from an American point of view
upon the intelligence produced.

2. One of the greatest assets available to U.S. intelligence
has always been the extent to which the United States he a
nation is trusted and looked up to by democratic-ended
people through the world. Experience has proven that the
beet motivation for intelligencelMOCISideelogy followed
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by common interest and favors. The Germans, the
Russians, their satellites, and to a leaser extent,
the British, have employed fear, direct pressure of
other types, and lastly, money. With most of these
factors lacking to it, Operation Rusty would appear
to be depeddent largely upon the last and least desirable,

3. It is an accepted fact that strategic intelligence cannot
be gathered effectively unless the personnel responsible
for the operations receive careful intelligence direction
and briefing. Since such material is often highly class-
ified, much of it cannot be given to non-Americans. This
would apply to Operation Runty as presently constituted
and would be a limiting factor in the effectiveness
of its intelligence production.

4. Since the present production of Operation Rusty can be
duplicated if not improved upon by existing U.S. operations,
its unique potential value, if any, must lie in its ability
to collect strategic intelligence on Eastern Europe and
the USSR proper. Available evidence of the actuality of
this potential is far too inadequate for evaluation but
the following points are worthy of considerations

a) GIS interrogations available here indicate that
the personnel of Operation Rusty are almost ex-
clusively concerned with tactical operations on
the Eastern Front and that deep penetrations were
very limited in number. Their success, however,
in this respect was considered by competent GIS
personnel to have been superior to that of any
other German intelligence unit.

b) GIS operational units contacted by SSU since the
war have almost uniformly claimed the existence
of high-level chains into the USSR but so far these
have never been confirmed. Without implying any
dishonesty on the part of Operation Rusty's per-
sonnel, it would be quite natural for them to ex-
aggerate somewhat the level and extent of their
capabilities.

c) Their statements of expenses involved in specific
past operations in the USSR on comparatively low
levels are so unrealistic as to suggest conscious
inflation.
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Accordingly, it is recommended that Operation Rusty not be taken over
by SSU . for operation as an entity.

It is recommended that one of the following alternutivea be adopted:

A) That an officer or officers of CIG with extensive secret
intelligence experience in Central and/or Eastern Europe be
assigned to USFET to examine thoroughly the personnel and
operational toilets of Operation Rusty, including their
sources, sub-sources, and contacts, for the purpose of
establishing whether or not in individual cases these can
be salvaged and exploited directly by an American operation.

B) If alternative aA" proves imprmtical, it is recommended that
the personnel of Operation Rusty be intensively examined by
competent specialists regarding operational methods, commun-
ications, cover and documentation, etc., prior to their release.
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Chief, LB, "Agent Net Operating in the Bamberg Area," with attachment, 17 September 1946
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17 October 1946

MEMORANDUM FOR THE DIRECTOR, CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE GROUP

SUBJECT: Operation Rusty

The following analysis of "Operation Rusty" is an
attempt to evaluate its present usefulness and to assess its
potential for longer-range strategic intelligence operations.
The advantages, disadvantages and recommendations incident to
the maintenance of the project are outlined.

I. DISCU5SION:

A) Present Usefulness 

1. Following a somewhat protracted period of prepara-
tion, Operation Rusty commenced its actual intelligence gathering
activities in April 1946 and to date has confined these almost
entirely to the Russian-occupied zone of Germany. During this
period its production, from between 500 to 600 "sources", has
consisted of 400-odd comparatively low-level and entirely tac-
tical reports, plus seven others which, by subject matter, can
be classified as strategic. Other than in the field of unit iden-
tification, little new or particularly valuable information which
cannot be produced through relatively easy and routine intelli-
gence operations has thus far been obtained. The few strategic
reports are, for the most part, broad interpretations of material
which is generally available to the foreign press. There is no
evidence whatsoever which indicates high-level penetration into
any political or economic body in the Russian-occupied zone.

During the same period, from the operations of the SSU
Mission to Germany,. .a total of 647 reports on the Russian-
occupied zone were disseminated. Of this total, 268 were military,
178 economic, 152 political, 23 technical, and the remaining 26
were on miscellaneous subjects. Of this production a relatively
high percentage was strategic.

An additional 220 reports were obtained through these
operations on contiguous areas. More important, still, is the
fact that this intelligence was procured through the use of 114
sources, and 44 known sub-sources who were directly controlled
and operated by U.S. personnel.
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2. In light of the above the statements made in
Operation Rusty regarding costs in the "world intelligence
market" and specifically with respect to the Soviet-occupied
zone of Germany, both present and future, are disturbing through-
out. The estimated annual budget for Operation Rusty in the
Russian zone is set at $2,500,000 per annum. This compares to
a total yearly expenditure at the present rate by the SSU Mission
to Germany of between approximately $360,000 and $400,000.

3. The Importance of the counter-intelligence material
produced on the U.S. zone of Germany cannot adequately be
judged here but from the available data on Operation Rusty's
part in Operation Bingo, it would appear that very little legal
evidence of espionage activity by the individuals concerned was
furnished. Moreover, the soundness of a native German intelli-
gence unit operating more or less independently and reporting
upon the identities and activities of individuals of German and
other Central European nationalities, must be considered essen-
tially suspect.

B) Potential Future Value 

1. It is considered highly undesirable that any
large scale U.S.-sponsored intelligence unit be permitted to
operate under even semi-autonomous conditions. Unless respons-
ible U.S. personnel are fully acquainted not only with the de-
tails of each operation carried out but also with the identities
and background of all individuals concerned, no high degree of
reliability can be placed from an American point of view upon
the intelligence produced.

2. One of the greatest assets available to U.S. in-
telligence has always been the extent to which the United States
as a nation is trusted and looked up to by democratic-minded
people through the world. Experience has proven that the best
motivation for intelligence work is ideology followed by common
interest and favors. The Germans, the Russians, and their

4 ( satellites, have employed fear, direct pressure of other types,
and lastly, money. With most of these factors lacking to it,
Operation Rusty would appear to be dependant largely upon the
last and least desirable.

3. It is an accepted fact that strategic intelligence
cannot be gathered effectively unless the personnel responsible
for the operations receive careful intelligence direction and
briefing. Since such material is often highly classified, much
of it cannot be given to non-Americans. This would apply to
Operation Rusty as presently constituted and would be a limiting
factor in the effectiveness of its intelligence production.
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4. Since the present production of Operation . _ Rusty
can be duplicated if not improved upon by existing U.S. opera-
tions, its unique potential value, if any, must lie in its
ability to collect strategic intelligence on Eastern Europe and
the USSR proper. Available evidence of the actuality of this
potential is far too inadequate for evaluation but the following
points are worthy of'consideration:

a) GIS interrogations available here indicate,
that the personnel of Operation Rusty are almost exclusively
concerned with tactical operations on the Eastern Front and
that deep penetrations were very limited in number. Their
success, however, in this respect was considered by competent
GIS personnel to have been superior to that of any other
German intelligence unit.

b) (US operational units contacted by SSU since
the war have almost uniformly claimed the existence of
high-level chains into the USSR but so far these have never
been confirmed. Without itaplypag any dishonesty on the
part of Operation Rusty's personnel, it would be quite
natural for them to exaggerate somewhat the level and ex-
tent of their capabilities.

II. ADVANTAGES 

1. The German Intelligence Service, of which group
was a part, is considered to be tactically effective.

2. Individuals concerned have had long experience in
German Intelligence Service and particularly against the Russians.

3. Such archives, records, and intelligence materials
in their possession are considered to be of great value.

4. The project, operating on current framework, has
possibilities for further eastward penetration.

5. It entails an element of comparison and confirmation
of other intelligence gathered by Special Operations.

III. DISADVANTAGES -

1. The taking over of this project by CIG would, in
effect, be reconstituting an important function of the German
Wehrmacht, and could conceivably lead to repercussions from the
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political aspect, if compromised. Further, it might prove
embarrassing in the defense of budget, where it may be charged
that we are subsidizing a portion of the German Intelligence
Service.

2. It places dependence on our organization of a
former enemy over Which personnel of CIG will have only nominal
control.

3. It is believed that portions of this basic or-
ganization are currentl - under the control of at least two
other nations, i.e., 	 and Russian.

'
4. The operation entails duplication to a great ex-

tent of current SO operations in that area,. as we also are in
a Russian-occupied zone of Germany.

5. In general, the intelligence to be procured is
too low level for the estimated cost of two and a half million
dollars per annum.

5. Security: Aspects •

a) We have information, as a result of our own
counter-espionage activities, to indicate that the operation
is not very secure and is generally well-known.

44-411C
b) For instance, a man named	 Who worked

, for Malin during the war, informed the Awl/ 's 4in Berlin
that the Americans were using many of 	 ormer col eagues
in intelligence work.

the	 that their controlled officers of the Fronde
. -_ c) We have been informed on three occasions by

Herre Ost know of eaun f s activities in the American zone.
d) The most outstanding breach of security which

has came to our attention came from the Hamburg area where
the CIC has stated they hav2 arrested over 25 individuals
Who claim to be working fosoftun for the American espionage
service, and many carried in their pockets revealing docu-
ments. Attached is a translation from German of the TOP
SECRET USFET EEI (Enclosure I).

e) Besides the above security aspects, there
exists no interrogation report for members of this Group.

\

To our knowledge there has been no extensive check on
members of the Group, nor have we any idea of the degree
of Russian penetration by MVD.
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f) Of a longer-range nature, at some time in

the future these men must submit themselves to de-
nazification boards at which time it is conceivable
that the entire operation may be compromised.

IV. RECOMNENDATIONS 

. A) That this operation as currently conceived and executed
be not taken over by the Central Intelligence Group.

B) That in the event G-2, USFET, cannot continue to main-
tain the project, Special Operations effect liaison with this
Group in an attempt to determine and procure archives, documents,
personnel files, and other intelligence materials from this
Group, as well as names, locations, etc., of current agents with
a view to implementing an operation after careful study of
capabilities of personnel, etc.

C) In any event, it is recommended that we not obligate
CIG to the funds and agreements with the German chief of this
service.

DONALD H. GALLOWAY
Assistant Director
Special Operations

ENCLOSURE I
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to

MEMORANDUM FOR THE DIRECTOR,

CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE GROUP

SUBJECT: Operation, Rusty

17 October 1946
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TO GERMANY ONLY 17 September 1946

MEMORANDUM

TO:	 Chief, IB

SUBJECT: Agent Net Operating in the Bamberg Vicinity

1. Attached are copies of a translation from the
German into English of a brief found in the possession of
one German named Gamba. This man was arrested by CIC,
Bamberg and this particular brief was found in his
possession. The individual is said to be the head of a
chain of German agents.

2.. Similar briefs have been found in the possession
of a German named Nierhaus, also said to be the head of a
chain of agents operating in the Ruszon. Chief of the whole
setup is said to be one Von Lossow.

3.. CIC region Bamberg has so far picked up close to
30 Germans with OB briefs on the Ruszon in their possession,
all of whom have in their possession the telephone number
of one Captain Waldmann.

1111111111.111110 #41).7,5 • /iZ9	 4c1

(11,11111111	 S /4ixe—,(27=1;r6fcZ,

-	 -- •	 •
• V....	 .•	 . •

Distribution

Chief, IB
Files
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P	 Aftel- Thorough Acknowledgement, Destroy CODYNo. ... [	 '
Y	 Immediately:

_
(Temporary S.O.P.) SECRET/RELEASE .

Of Interest Are:	 WI
1. News of military natki14. •-JERMANY ONLY
2. Economic news.
3.nricraa news.

Concerning:
1. Military news.

The following enumeration is not complete but serves as an
example. Generally it can be said, that news of offensive prepa-
rations are of the greatest,interest, (special concentrations of
armored units and other offensive preparations etc.). It must be
stressed generally, that reports can only be used if they spec-
ifically answer the four questions:

1. Who or What?
2. Where?
3,, When
4. How? (In what manner).

Each report always has to be checked in regard to these four
directives.

Example for matters of a military nature which are of interest
at present:

1. Units of the Red Army which have been identified, always
have to be checked in regard to their parent outfit (division).
Which APO number did the specific unit have in 1944, in the year
1945, and at present?

2. How are the units garrisoned and Where is the nearest
higher HQ located?

3. Training and political instruction?
4. All names from Major on, are of interest.
5. In the USSR the biggest ocean liner of the world is

supposedly being built. Details about it.
6. Army directives about rear-echelon service, reinforce-

ment of motorized troop columns, and railroad transports; their

	

condition.	 .
7. Observation of railroad traffic in both directions at

.• •	 :ItolloWing stations:
a. PASSOW,N.W. of-SCHWEDT.
b. TREBNITZ near BRESLAU.
c. BRIESEN near BRESLAU.
d. GORITZ, S.E. of LUBENAU.
e. LEUTHEN.
f. SAZDORP, N. - of MUHLBERG (TORGAU).
g. GRAFENHEINICHEN, S.W. of WITTENBERGE.
Ii. BELZIG--BRANDENBURG.

NEUENDORF---BRANDENBURG.
j. NEUSTALT (RR line BERLIN--WITTENBERGE).
k. NEUENHAUSEN, E. of RATHENOW.

L, S.E. It GREVESMUHLEN, (ROSTOCK-LUBECK).
SECREI/

	

RL	 ) MILTZCW (STRALSUND-GRRIErAP119 .67!! 	 77)7::
_

L

I= Fill T Z (STETTIN -- PASEWALIC.

TO GERMANY ONY
	 •
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W 1..4	 9. Shipping (number of ships and approximate monthly

Z 
tonnage), troop embarkations and debarkations.
Repairs:	 .

14 (.) How much vehicle reinforcement?
44	 All questions to be answered in the case of STETTIN and ROSTOCK.

>4

Z
10. Factories producing jet planes (i.e. "Junkers" in

DESSAU and MAGDEBURG) Present amount of production and future plans
for these factories.

11. Are the synthetic gasoline refineries being rebuilt?

	

C.4	 12. Up to what point are Silesian factories being rebuilt,

C.) 0	
and how do the Soviet control the remaining factories?

144	 13. Are the RO (RAZVEDYVATELJNYJ OTDEL) still in charge of

	

r4 p	 (political) orientation in the Russian Zone?
r'w

14. Army Postal Service: Is the five-number system (i.e.
23,500) still being used by the Soviets for purposes of registration.
Also give APO number of officially recognized units. (Army news-
papers frequently carry the APO number of the unit publishing the
paper).

15. Utilization of Russian papers, military papers, etc.
Name place where they were located.

16. (Ration) card supply of troops.

17. Training questions:
Basic or Special training.
Percentage of recruits.
Training state.
Where does training take place? Are maneuvers carried

on and where?

18. Are streets being repaired? Bridges reinforced? New
bridge constructions?

19. Railroad conditions: Where is the Russian gauge? and
where both?

20. Identification of Airport construction.

21. Numbers concerning ammunition and gasoline replacements?

22. Where are AA units located?

23. Was the population informed to preserve air-raid
,installations and equipment?

d

U	 U

Furthermore( e observation of RR trafff. .across the ODER
bridges is important.

8. Heavy building equipment for streets, canals, railroads,
and airports. Can this equipment be utilized for combat engineer-
ing purposes in case of war?
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24. Do th< ussians use their own tel( . lone network or the
public one?

25. Which streets are marked as military streets and which
ones are temporarily closed?

•

26. Are there indications of German Communist units being
created (Information, registration, and schooling) etc.

.27. Are the PW I s placed in camps according to age and branch
of service?

28. All questions concerning the preparation of a German
auxiliary troop.

29. Police troops (:.:P's) and names of higher officers.

Concerning 2: Economic News:

1. What local specialists are staying behind, while factories
are being removed?

occupation
2. Evacuation of entire 5rofession (craftl7groups (shoe-

makers, tailors, etc.), voluntarily or compulsory, with all details.
Evacuation where to?

3. Details about the nationalization of industry.

4. Are the remaining industries placed in a condition where
they are dependent on Russian raw-materials? Details about specific
factories are desired.

5. Which factories work for the Soviets and what branch?
Which ones work in part?

Concerning 3. Political News:

1. Report of the Germans' feelings and mood, in their re-
lations to the Russians.

2. Former National Socialists joining the KFD or Sympathaz-
ing with same; details (name, circumstance).

3. In what regions and where is the political life concert-
trated?

4. Political direction and frame of mind in the Red Army.

General Questions:

1. Which are the main supply depots in:
a. BRANDENBURG
b. MAGDEBURG
c. THURINGIA
d. SAXONY:
e. SILESIA

- 3 -
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Where are they located? Which particular supplies are stored at a
certain time? In what amounts?
Where do these stores come from, (origin).?

2. What amount and type of supply have been stored in
aforementioned"regions since March 1946?

3. What measures were taken by the Red Air Force in
specified territories? Are there preparations for reinforcing the
airforces in these regions?

4. Are the 1916-1921 classes being demobilized? With what
speed?

Military Questions:

1. Is there a mechanized army in the BAILE-MERSEBURG sector
and east of the eastern frontier of BRAUDENBURG? If so, which one?
Who is its commander? Where did it come from?

2. Is there any higher HQ (staff) located in HALLE, DESSAU,
TGRGAU or FINSTERWALDE? What is the designation of the troop unit
in question? Who is its commander? What is its strength? What
and how is its equipment?

3. Are there in Saxony any troops which had previously been
located in HUNGARY? What units? Who are their commanders?

4. Is there a sizeable Airforce HQ (staff) in BERLIN? Which
one? Who is the commander? Is the SPANDAU Airport (STAAKEN)
occupied by an airforce unit? Which one? What is its equipment?

5. Are there any new airforce units in the BRESLAU sector?
Which ones? How are they equipped? When did they arrive? From
where?

6. Which airports in STLRSIA are being used by the Red Air-
force? Report of the units, their equipment, number of planes
on each airport used with exact location.

7. Are there sizeable stores of airforce gasoline in Lower
SILESIA? Where? Amount and type?

Economic Questions:

1. Efficiency of the railroad in the Russian Occupation Zone
of Germany and Czechoslovakia with particular consideration of:

a. Details about the condition of tracks.
b. Work:mg capacity of shunting stations.
ci Single-double-triple-, or quadruple track raillines.
d. Types of bridges.
e. RR personnel, insofar, as non-German personnel within

Russian Zone is concerned. Methods of guarding.
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f. Condicion and quality of engines and rolling stock
(locomotives and RR cars). Prospects of developments.

g. Maintenance and repair capacity of locomotives and
RR cars, new investments, tendency of development.

h. Has the capacity of any rail lines been increased or
decreased? The same for shunting stations..

I. Is material for reconstruction and maintenance of
tracks and bridges available? If so where is it located?

2. Location, capacity, and contents of depots in the Russian
Zone with information about:

a. Transfer of depots, particularly reports of transfer
to the West.

b. Mobility of stores, maintenance service, lay-out and
troops.

3. Quantity and quality of transport vehicle-maintenance,
replacement capacity, as well as tendency of development.

4. Location of tactically and strategically important bridge
material and of troops.
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6

Concerning: 'ExpJriences Yo. 2 comparison, 	 addition last report
of experiences, Nos. 1 and 2.
Interrogation of owners of 4-Zone passports br the Russians. 

The following report from 10.6.1946 is on hand:
"All owners of 4-Zone passports undergo a thorough baggage,

clothing, and body check at WARTHA near EISENACH, Afterward the
people in question, are interrogated by a perfect German-speaking
Russian Captain. This Captain has among travellers the nick-name
"Alex."	 1

The following questions were asked of me:

1. Which American officer gave you an instruction?
2. Have you an instruction from your husband and with which

American officer is your husband connected.?
3. Are there still American tanks in HERSFELD? (HERSFELD

near BEBRA, note of writer).
4. Are there still American tanks in KASSU?
5. Have new troops arrived from America and which ones

are they?
6. In GIESSEN you were seen with an American officer, How

were you connected with him?

To all these questions, the reporter, a woman from EIS.:=1,TA0R,
who stayed temporarily in American territory, was unable to give
an answer. She did not walk with an American officer in GIESSEN.
This apparently was a catchy question. The interrogation lasted
half an hour. (901)

2.7.1946
1. Illegal-border crossing spots in CZECHOSLOVAKIA. 

Exit points for border-crossings are:

WALDSASSEN (15km S.E. of WIESAU)
TIRSCEENREUTR (12km E of WIESAU)
BIERNAU (22km S.E. of WIESAU)
TACHAU (33km S.E. of WIESAU)
ASCE and SELB still have to be examined as potential

departure points.

2. LEIPZIG fair in October 1946 (S) 20.6.1946. 
In LEIPZIG a fall fair will take place from 2-6 Oct.,

according to Radio BERLIN.

3• Possibilities for avoiding travel difficulties: 
From Germany to all of Austria and back. 

1. Issue of a border crossing card for the small border
traffic (so called Frontalier Permit) and of a registration card
which must be issued from a border locality at the Austria-
Bavarian frontier. (ie: LAUFEN, PREILASSINS etc.)

2. Give a credible reason for being in possession of a
border crossin g card (le: employment with a SALZBURG firm).
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S. Exemption from the obligatory 12-hour registration
through 010; extension of registration to a period from 3-4
days (permission to spend the night in SALZBURG), This exemp-
tion is to be placed on the last pages of the Frontalier permit
by GIG under the heading "Endorsement".

4. Issue of a NANSEN passport (for stateless people) which
can be shown instead of the identification card. (This solution
would be too revealing according to local and American stations.)

5. Crossing the border with American help without control
by the German border police, also returning at a previously
appointed moment.

6. Travel in Austria with the aid of the quadruplelingual
travel permit and a Nansen pass port (see No. 4 above). More
suitable, however, if Austrian registration card is available.

Quadruple-lingual identification card. 
In order to travel at all in Austria, the possession of a

quadruple-lingual identification card is an absolute necessity.
Description of the identity card. 

The identity card is of a common white paper color. It
contains the most important, personality, residence, and occu p

-ation data of the bearer. These data are placed on one page in
7ng1ish, one in French, and another in Russian. On the Russian
page all data are put in Russian script. Even the first and
family names of the bearer are "russified" (ie: Alexander--
Alexej, etc.) The identity card is issued and signed by the
Austrian Felice office. The English, French, and Russian versions
are signed by representatives of the respective occupation power.

7. Border Sector WEPERLINGEN--OSCHERSLEBEN 
Border Sector WEFERLINGEN—VOELPKE.

( S ) 17. --24.6.46.
Names of Commanders and performance of their duties 'in their unit.

A. Major KOSCHNA:
Commander of the border sector WEFERLINGEN (45 km.N.W. of

MAGDEBURG)---OSCHERSLEBEN (25km W.S.W. of MAGDEBURG).
Station: HOETENSLEBEN (50kM W of MAGDEBURG) opposite the

great textile department store WIGAND, (former Adolf HITLER Str.)
signs border permits for the entire sector.
The Sub-Sectors are not entitled to the signature.
Adjutant: Major Anatol SASCHA.

B. Captain MISOREA:
Commander of the bordersector WEFERLINGEN (45km N.W. of

MAGDEBURG)--VOELBKE,(351:km Ar.: of MAGDEBURG) Station: VOEME,Braun St/
Frequently checks border posts in his sector. His station accepts
border permits, transmitting them for signature by the detachment
of Major KOSCHNA. His sector is placed under Major KOSCHNA-
Captain MISCHEA drives a red HANSA BORGWARD passenger.can and z
black-grey DRW passenger car.

15.7.46
Questions No. 2.	 (

I. A. Which airports in the Russian occupied Zone are in use
by the Red Army?
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In Detail:
1. Location, if possible, through coordinated system (Sketch!)
2. Location of distinguishing terrain features or other marks

in the surrounding area easily identified by air or ground observer.
3. Number and type of planes stationed.
4. Armament of airplanes (No and type of machine guns,

cannons, bomb bays, rocket launchers, gas containers etc.)
5. Are bombs stored on the specified airport, where (sketch)?

.What type? What amount?
6. How many airplane hangars are there? Plane capacity?

Position of hangars (sketch)?
7. Are there any other protective covers for planes? Where

and how many?
S. What new construction is going on at the specified air-

port?
9. Change in the number of troops, type of the troops i.e.:

Units and equipment of airport concerned.
10. Whp t gasoline stores are on hand and where are they stored?

(Sketch!)
11. Is AA protection on hand? Where and in what strength?

Caliber account!

I. B. Report of type and number of detachments or units (inf.,
art., arm.,etc. with numerical reports) i.e.: garrison strength
of following troop training centers:

a. NESSEIBECK, 10km. N.E. of KONIGSBERG.
b. STABLACK, N.W. of tasussiscliEvuu (ILAWA), i s this

station in Russian or Polish hands?
c. ARYS (ORZYSZ) 48km S.E. of RASTENBURG (East Prussia)

(it is assumed to be closed territory, accessible only to Red Army).
d. MIEIAU, (MLAWA) 28km. S. of NEID-3NBURG (Eas Pr.) station

approximately 15km. E. of MLAWA.
e. THORN, (TORUN) station approximately 10km. S.S.E. of THORN.
f. GRUPPE, (GRUPA, 5.5km. ° W. of GRAUDENZ (3RUDZIADZ)
g. HAMMERSTEIN, 17km. E.S.E. of NEUSTETTIN (West Pr.).
h. GROSS BORN, 15km. S.S.W. of NEUSTETTIN (West Pr.).
I. ALTWARP, 36km. N.W. of STETTIN (at the bay).

2. Report of utilization character and garrison strength of former
German Artillery and tank stations:

a. ELBING, (ELBLAG), station located near LAERCHWALDE,
(Northern Suburb of ELBING).

b. GRAUDENZ, (GRUDZIADZ)
c. THORN, (TORUN), gun and tank station either located on

troop training square (10km, SSE of THORN or near SCHDENWALDE
(5km. NW of THORN).

d. KOESLIN, (KOSZALIY), 40km E. of KOLBERG.
e. AINDAMM, E. of the ODES opposite STETTIN.
f. KOENIGSBERG, the main artillery camp was located near

POVAIH, Southern City district of KONIGSBERG, a sub-section near
ROTEIYSTEIN (4km. NNE of KOENIGSBERG).
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.b. What d, ts 'are located there?
c. Are there local higher HQ and if so, which ones?
d. Other reports (tanks, motorized units, artillery. etc.)

To be reported for:
59) RIESA/SAXONY
50) GROSSROEHRSDORF/SAXONY

163) BRESLAU 
44) MAGDEBURG

Furthermore for 44.)
e. What machine factories are still in operation there?

Production (Each detail is of interest)? Where to are the fin-
ished products being sent?

D. 1 Why is WERNIGERODE closed territory?
Are there perhaps several reasons for it?

2 Are there in the HARZ Region or in bordering sectors launching
installations for "V" Weapons? Where and to what extent?

III A. Concerning NAG, BUESSING-BERLIN-OBERSCHOENWEIDE.
Production and monthly capacity?
From whom does the firm receive its orders?

B. DESSAU.
Are there machine factories in DESSAU making equi pment for
Concrete production factories?
To what extent? Delivery where to?

(a) Are new factories under construction and in operation
at BRABAG in BOEELEN (16 km S of LEIPZIG). What is being
produced in these concerns? (What Quantity?)
(Where to are the finished products being sent?
Each detail of interest?
(b) What production attempt has been planned? For what

time ? Where? What production numbers have been estimated,
i.e. Planned for?
(c) Are there by any chance other works of the BRABAG
participating in the construction and operation of new
factories? To what way and to what extent?
(d) What is being produced at BRABAG in SCHWARZHEIDE in
the LAUSITZ? Amount? Where to are the finished products
being sent? (Each detail interests!)

D. Are the JUNKERS works in DESSAU still in operation?
(perhaps only parts of the works, research laboratories,
experiments). Production? and quantity in relation to it?
If operation, following details:

a.' 	 airplane type is under construction?
b. Is it a further development of a former German type?

and what --
c. Engine type (rocket engines) is in use? (How many

rocket tubes?)
d. Are the rocket engines there in mass production or

are they built outside and where?
e. How great is on occasion the monthly production of
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these engines? Are they seiTe"atiars 'iiored and where?

'f. What ft; 1 is in use? Where is it( .oduced?
g. What speed and maximum altitude does the built airplane

type reach on occasion in theory and practice (trial
flights?)

h. How great is the range of action?
I. Is the further development of this or another type

planned?.
k. Is mass production of this type planned?
1. To what extent do the Russians use former German trial

fliers?
m. Work of BMW-STASSFURT for JUNKERS-DESSAU? What do they

produce and to what extent.
n. Work of SIEBEL-WORKS-HALLE for JUNKERS-D7LSSAU? What do

they produce and to what extent?
o. Work of NAG-BUESSING, BERLIN-OBERSCHOEN-WEIDE for JUNKERS_

DES14.U? What do they produce and to what extent?

- 10 -
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SUPPLY No 1

1.) Requisitions 
Requisitions for goods and financial estimates, separated accord-

ing to salaries and costs, are to be submitted up to the 10th of
each month.

The salary recipients are to be listed according to their code
numbers. Great extra expenses such as procuring typewriters, motor
cars etc., are, also to be submitted separately ahead of time.

2.) Travel-expense directives 
I. Travel expense directives for employees
a in the territory of the American, English, and French Zone 

1. Daily Allowances 
Daily allowance is only granted--those days, on which the

employee is travelling from 0 hour to 2400 hours. During shorter
leaves travel allowance will be paid. This also includes the day
of departure and return.

The daily allowance includes reimbursementfbr all personal
extra expenses during the trip, above all for feeding, incl.
service and tips, except for over night expenses (board) and
first breakfast.

2. Overnight allowance 
Overnight allowance is granted for each night of absence from

the residence. The overnight allowance has to cover costs for
staying overnight and first breakfast, incl. service and tips.

3. Allowance for provisionsjor travel allowance)
This allowance is granted for each dinner and supper which is

consumed outside the employee's household, in a restaurant which
must be located outside the working spot.

Tra vel allowance is also granted on longer trips i.e.: on the
day of departure and return, insofar as the leave from the work-
ing location on these days is of shorter time than from 0 hour to
2400 hours.

4. Amount of travel-expense rate (allowance)
The travel-expense rates amount to:
Daily allowqnce:
	

RM 6.
Overnight allowance:
	

RM 5.
Provissions allowance:
	

RM 2.
(Travel allowance /.

b. In the territory of the Russian Zone:

aa. For employees residing there, the same rates are in effect.
bb . For employees residing in one of the other zones, ten times
the rates for daily and provisions (travel) allowance are in
effect.	 .

5. Payment in kind 

Insofar as payment in kind is offered, the rates are to be
changed according to propor_tfipn b the personalities in charge.
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II Travel-expense directives for agents 
The personalities in charge decide each case on its own

merit. The constituted rates accordingly only serve as guiding
posts. It is practical to fix a definite sum according to
duration and type of instruction. (see experiences No 1,
figure "4"-4-Zone passport.) Premiums are principally not
issued in the form of money but only in form of goods etc.

III Experiences and proposed changes are to be put down in the
experience reports.

3. Denazification 

To expedite denazification, the following are to be handed in
without delay aside from the already delivered MG "fragebogen";
"Meldebogen" for execution of the law against National Socialism
and militarism, with an account of the classified number and the
local Spruchkammer as well as important facts on the debit side
not contained by them, supporting factors which would aid in
exoneration. (Documents with copies, naming of witnesses etc.)

4. Reports 

When referring to minor localities always place them in re-
lation to a city. When naming cities refer them to REGIERUNGS
BEZIRKE and LANDER.
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P21 ' ' C 7 . T''.- 771) 77cui2..o.x.fu\114
Questions No 4

1. New Sector borderlines 

"1202" Right borderline: MARKTREDWITZ (incl) BAD BRAMBACH (incl)
followed by course of Czech-Saxonian frontier line ending at Polish
occupied territory. Left borderline: KRONACH . (excl) course of
RODACH river--LOBENSTEIN (incl)-SCHLEIZ (incl)--WEIDA (incl)--ALTEN-
BURG (incl)--OSCHATZ (,excl)--EISTERWE.RDA (incl)--followed by the
13°30' longitudinal line northward.

"1302" Right borderlines: See left borderline of "1202" left
border line: MAROLDS WEISACH (incl)--HILDBURGHAUSEN (inc1)--ILMENAU
(excl)--WEIYAR (incl) HALLE (incl) followed by 12° longitudinal line
northward.

"1402" Right borderline: See left border line of "1302" left
borderline GERSFELD (incl) __HILDERS (incl)--TANN (incl) followed by
Soviet Zonal border line northward.

2. In these sectors strong points are to be formed where reports
about the informants in other sectors, can and should be exchanged
byway of central Eq.

By the 20th of August the occupied strong points are to be
reported along with reference to the locality and notification,
whether there are transmitter possibilities or not.

3. This document is to be destroyed after through acknowledgement
and index filing.
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1. To hand in a diagram of the make-up of the organization there,
by 17 August 1946. Enclosed should be the names of the leaders of the
various subsectors with their address and the respective numbers.

2. Work with Lithuanians, Latvians, and Estonians. All con-
nections with citizens of the Baltic countries should be registered
at this place, as here a special office is conducting all work in the
Baltic Region. If therefore any Baltics are used, notify this place.

3. Accuracy of the report. Many centers are failing in this
respect. From the 3rd daily summary of a center, 8 reports could not
be used, because one of the four essential questions had not been
clarified. It is therefore pointed out once more that the four
questions:

A. Who or What
B. When
C. Where
D. How - are to be answered in each report.

Is it impossible to answer such a question in a sole case, the reason
for omission has to be stated in the report.

Time descriptions, such as "a short time ago", "several weeks
ago" etc. are to be avoided.

It does not suffice to state in a report: "According to refugee
reports from 30 July there are no troops in HALLE." It should read:
"According to reports of such and such refugee (Always as accurate
description of reporter as possible, insofar as he is no collaborator)
no troops were in HALLE on 20 July or the end of July."

4. The description of "chance" reporters (refugees etc.) has to
become more detailed. If possible, try to clarify where from the
"chance" reporter gets his knowledge. (From other peoples' reports,
employee of a concern about whom he reports, etc.)

5. Since centers of "chance" reporting have in part switched
over to direct reporting in the Russian Zone the next step has to be
taken.

We must penetrate Red Army units 
Ask the persons in charge of the centers, to stress to their sub-
sectors that the RED ARMY still forms the most important field of work.
It should therefore be strived for to get as soon as possible a
picture of Red Army units, their weapons, morale, and supply depots,
and subsequent reports. The Red Army, in as short a period of time 
as possible, must be revealed to us like an open book.

For this purpose all means are to be used. The persons in charge
• of the centers, will have all necessary means available for it.

6. Reports reveal that some centers do not pay enough attention
to their work with specialists.
Therefore: Recruiting of experts, with an honorary office status,
in all fields, especially in the military field.
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7. The leaders of the centers must be clear on one point; that
our outfit is conducted on the principle of honorary membership.
Therefore: in the future only people with superior abilities will
be installed in supervisory capacity. ALL other workers will be
under obligation of honorary participation.

This principle enables rational work and economical expenses,
which are then free to be generously spent in the execution of
particularly important tasks (penetration of Army Hq, Div. Hq. etc.)

8. There are reasons to point out and stress the essential prin-
ciple to do as much work as possible in your own domain. The leaders
of the centers are asked to follow this principle.

This also not necessary for a defense unit (ABWEHR) to work on
all cases with registration cards and other protective means.

If the defense unit is cloaked as a state concern, it not only
means that it will be known in most official offices, but also that
the principle guiding the choice of collaborators will be decisively
influenced in a negative manner.

It must be prevented that collaborators only join us for the
purpose of gaining advantages. Such workers form at once a heavy
burden on the organization. The idealistic basis of our work, which
eventually has to be accomplished, regardless of approval or dis-
approval by the momentarily ruling power, always should form the
guiding light of all actions by the leaders of centers.

After acknowledgement, destroy--then transmit orally.

9. Of interest are: Station commanders with their first names,
fathers' name, fatily name, service rank, if possible, branch of
service, good and bad characteristics.

10. Concerns: Oberleutnent (1st Lt.) Billing or SEMMLING.
Subject belonged to the Brandenburg Division. Before he became an
officer, he belonged to the 1012nd JAEGER Bn. He is a member of an
organization, supposedly consisting of 200 men. Leader of the
organization is a colonel who is in the English Zone. The organiza-
tion represents on ultra-nationalist line and at present co-operates
neither with Americans nor the British. Are there any details about
this organization, particularly '1st Lt. SCHILLING or SEMMLING?

11. Concerns: Eastern-News organization. The former Oberst-
leutnants (Lt Cols) I. E. Michael, Brendl, Knesebeck, Buntrock and
one oberleutnant (1st Lt) Dr. Albert BUERKLEIN work in close touch
with HEIDELBERG CIC against the SOVIETS, probably steered by the .
3rd Army. Individuals concerned, are all General Staff men who
formerly only worked in the West Sector. No connections with
these people are desired by this office for district reasons..

This report is strictly confidential and therefore after receipt,
burh immediately: Naturally silence is essemtia1 in front of these 
people.
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Questions No 5

I.	 Commence work on following two Soviet Schools; of primary
interest are the schooling and training plans.

1) Political school in BERGERN(7 klm SW of WEIMAR).
2) Espionage and Sabotage school in DRESDEN

Concerning 1) Instructors in BERGERN:

Germans:
BORNWITZ
BARTHEL
DOE LLING, EBERLING
EGGERATH
EYERMANN, FISCHER
GOLDSTEIN, HEILMANN, HEYMANN
KOPS, KNIPPEL
LEONHARD
LINDAU, SCHELER
E. SCHMIDT
Dr. SCHMIDT, STRAMPFER
Dr. TANDY
Dr. WOLF

Concerning 2) Instructors in DRESDEN:

Russians:
FABIAN
KOMOROW, OBERSt (COL)
RUDZINSKY

Germans
V. D. GOLTZ, LT.
HARTMANN, 1st LT.
MOECK, Ofhr (Pfc)
MACK, Ofw (Cpls)
SCHILLER, Ofw

II. Of interest are the No's of Russian Army Cars not those of MG
and Civilian Government. If possible with station location.

Concerning Experiences:
Increased Control of Closed Border 

In the BEBRA sector (H. middle of June)
Since the middle of June a severe control of the closed border

has been started by Soviet Authorities. This control extends to the
agricultural labors of the border inhabitants. These German peasants
who have their fields on the other side of the border in Russian
territory expdrience great difficulties in bringing home the hay
harvest. They usually require permission to cross the zonal border
and even then the cut grass can not be dried on the Soviet but only
on the American side.

Children, who formerly were able to cross the frontier freely,
are now arrested, and after lengthy interrogation, returned after days.

On the American side MP's replaced regular occupation troops in
this sector.
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-2. Arrest at tI --  Russian Zone border (Coll,  oration of Germaa
Communists) 6 May 1946)
Subject asked for a border crossing permit to Red Army Zone at

the MG passport office in AUGSBURG, for the purpose of arranging
urgent family matters, and receiving same after lengthy time. After
the border crossing near HOF immediate arrest through NKVD officials
followed. The behaviour of the NKVD officials and the circumstances
surrounding arrest convinced source, that his name and personal data
must have been known beforehand at the office of border control.
Source had a conversation with an acquaintance from Berlin who had
similar experiences.

Source assumes from these fact, that KPD members work in passport
offices and send through some organization the names and personal data
of people travelling into the Red Army Zone.

3. Crossing location,in the HOF Sector (B; 1st half of June 1946)

Rudolfstein (18 klm N of HOF a.d.s.) information in the GASTHAUS
(restaurant) VOGEL.

4. .Lifting of travel restrictions in the Soviet Zone.

In the Soviet Zone the permit requirement for trips over 50 klm's
which was valid up to now, has been lifted. Permit is required only
when crossing the various RR board districts. This report, given by
a "chance" reporter, has not been checked.

5. DP Registration (11, July 1946)

In all of Bavaria and WUERTEMBERG the DP identification card
(tan white with red print) has been issued, while in the English
Zone only the small white index cards are used at present.

Questions No 1. 

Orientation Task (Rush) 

A. Berlin sector 

1. Airforce Hq and Units in the surroundings of Berlin.
2. Airports within Berlin Surroundings which can be used for

an operation. (in cases of new construction exact location,
sketch.)

3. Units on airports under question No 2.
4. Names of Commanders of these units.
5. Under what higher Eq. are these units placed?

B. Breslau Sector 

1. Airports in the Breslau sector. (Exact location, sketch)
2. Utilization of these airports?
3. Airforce Eq. and units in this sector.
4. Garrison of each airport?
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5. Airplane types? (fighters, bombers, reconnaissance planes)
6. In what amounts is gasoline and other airport equipment

stored? (If possible exact location of such depots, with
diagrams and sketchs.)

7. Number of lately reinforced planes?

Concerns: Experiences 

1. Travel Possibilities to Austria and Holy. 

All passes in the WETTERSTEIN and KARWENDEL mountains, leading
into Tyrol, are guarded by fixed posts of Germans and Austrians
border police, aided by French military patrols.

As cross-overs, unused and unmarked routes through the mountains
would usually be used. Even there danger of arrest by patrols, since
they do not frequent steady routes and therefore unpredictable.

In case of arrest through German patrols, internment in the
district court prison in GARMISCH. In most cases after credible
alibi (picking of EDELWEISS flowers, mountain climbing) release
after several weeks with monetary punishment of 100-200 marks. In
case of arrest through Austrain border police and French patrols,
deportation to France.

Alpine experience on these border crossing is advisable but not
essential. For alibi in case of arrest, alpine equipment would be
advisable. Routes in part, 4-5 hours and exhausting. Shorter routes
in the valley usable primarily at night, however unsafe.

Situation in other border sectors ( ALLGAU, Inn valley) similar.

2. HIRSCHFELDER (8)4m NE of SITTAU/SAXONY)--Crossing possibilities 
Polish occujied 	 (S Constantly

observed since middle of March)

From HIRSCHFELD on, a narrow-gauge Coal RR goes back and forth.
The coal cars of this RR are built in such fashion, that a man can
easily and completely hide in them. This border crossing has been
tried several times and has proved as completely safe up to now. The
Red Army controls these RR only from time to time and then very super-
ficially. The RR personnel aids every border crosser.

3. Otatements of a Sportsware-wholes_ale_ffesler from CHEMNITZ who 
crossed the border on 2.7. (end of July) .

The crossing is managed through connections with Russian border
police on one side and the German border police on the Bavarian Side.
Once a week, 1-3 passenger cars are put on for interzonal traffic.
Subject has travelled in one of them. With him he had a child and
plenty of baggage - everything crossed withdut any control.

4. Reoort of a travelTe r (ree.) 'crossing irIn_thft_Ru,ssian Zone and
vice versa (0. Middle of July)

The greatest difficulty is encountered in the border crossing,
according to the tray!,lleri since every .150 meters (450 feet) a
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post is standin,J In the hinterland moveme t is relatively
unobstructed. Return even more difficult.

1202
Concerns: Requisitions 
Reference: "Supply N 1", figures from 28.7.46

for 1211 According to plan land 2 (incl)

for 1240 For trips already carried out.
1. Five day package and 6 cartons of cigarettes

Estimate according to directive

2X five day packages plus 51 1 day packages

Cigarettes 4X5 Packages each 20 cigaretts 	 20 Packs
Coffee	 4x2 cans 	 12 cans
Chocolate 4x3 tablets 	 12 tablets
Cocoa	 4x1 cans 	 4 cans
Sugar	 4x1 16 	 4 16s
Soap	 4x1 piece 	 4 pieces
Matches	 6x5 boxes 	 30 boxes
Rice	 4x1 16 	 4 16s
Other groceries 	 According to supply
Canned Meat .4x1 Kilo (2 lbs) 	 	 4 Kilos(81bs)
Canned Milk 4x3 cans 	 12 cans
Socks	 4x2 pairs 	 8 pairs
Tobacco 	 6 packages
Fat 	 4 kilos (81bs

Financial Estimate (Budget)

Salary for July and August GRM 250 	
Various travel expenses, etc.

For 1241 the same amounts as for 1240

Written
(in Green Crayon)

ORIGINAL copy to 1400 with request for settlement.

commentary superfluous:

for 1240 till now only short

report about "V- General"

We have to work here according to private
enterprise principles. 	 11/8/46

:NVIJ
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23. DCI to Maj. Gen. Stephen J. Chamberlin, Director of Intelligence, War Department,
"Operation Rusty—Use of the Eastern Branch of the Former German Intelligence
Service," 20 November 1946, enclosing Burress to Vandenberg, "Operation RUSTY—

Use of the Eastern Branch of the Former German Intelligence Service," I October 1946

SECRET/RELEASE CONHDENTIAL
TO GERMANY ONLY NTROL

7/ o71. 1	 A

MINORANDUN FOR MAJOR ORNRILL STEPHEN J. CHARM=
Director of Intelligence
lhas Department

Subjects Operation Musty- Ilse of the Sestern Branch
of the former German Intelligence Servile'

1. During a visit of a CI4 representative to Germany early
in October 1946, the Assistant Chief of Staff, 0-2, MAW, r000mmended
that the Central Intelligence Stomp take over Operation Ratty and conduct
it from the Waited States. Mailed reeomemodations on the transfer of
the operation wore contained in a letter from 0-2, urn, dated 1 October
1946, copy of which is enclosed herewith.

2. Defer* reaching a dm:delft on the transfer of this operation
it is deemed advisable that a representative of Cp.2, DU, aecompanied
by both Reinhard dish/en and Marmann Stun, formerly of the German Intelli-
gence Servies, Gems to the United States for conferences with represen-
tatives of the CIS and the War Department.

3. It is recommended that thole.? Department take all necessary
steps to transport these individnals to the United States, housing and
maintaining them during their sojourn here. In view of the delicate
character of this eontemplated operation, CIO desires to euphemize that
unusual security precautions must be taken; otherwise the future useful-
ness of these individuals would be completely nullified.

DV-0 :ENT NO.
MO C1.1-04.GE IN CLASS.

çr

DECIASS.'54-1)

REVIV4 L7AIE:
HI S7',77-2 '-'1:.'541/111111111"--

Duologue.*

Aiator
WIT 8. TAIMGCRG
Lieutenant General, Da
Director
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SECRET/RELEASE	 int\i-TIm
TO GERMANY ONLVIrw"''''—IXADQUITIIIS

U. S. YOWLS, KUROPWAN THUM
Office of the AC of 3, 0-2

1 October 1946

SUBJWCTs Operation mosTr - Use of the Western Branch of the former
German Intelligence Service.

TO	 : Lt. Gen. HOYT S. VANDBNIMG, CIG, Washington, D. C.

I. placussioR

1. The key personnel of the Abteilung Fronde Jeer. Oat des
Generalstabes des &ores (Division Foreign Armies Bast of the General Staff
Of the German Army) and the organisation under their control have been used
since January 1946, under the direction of 0-2, GMT, in an intelligence
operation against Russia and Russian controlled areas. TAB A contains de-
tails on the background and activities of the subject personnel before and
after the operation 1113 initiated.

2. The organisation shown in TAB B, consists of two main groups
the Rvaluation Group and the Information Group. The former, headed by
RUBBARD OULU, consists of five men who direct the Information Group to
get the information needed to complete the missions assigned by 0 .2, MDT.
The Information Group, headed by BUMS BON, prepares the missions for its
information gathering agencies and when the inforsation has been obtained
it turne it over to the livaluation Group. This group evaluates and collAtes
it and 0-2, usra, then receives the information obtained in its original
fora, the evaluation, and the collation.

3. At present Operation Run clovers the Russian Zone of Germany
as for as the Oder Liver as is shown in TAB O. With this area covered by
approximately 500 bait:Sage:Its, attention has been turned to the develop.
aent of strategic intelligence covering Russia, the Wham, Poland, and the
Beeriest. The possibilities along this line are outlined in TAB D. Al-
though this phase of the operation is in its infancy, already relations have
been established with a meiber of ZBOKO IPS staff and with an associate of
MOTO, who is a member of the Politburo.

4. During the period 1 April 1946 1 October 1946, the oper-
ational costa have been approximately $130,000 in Allied Marks, $24,000
in LS. Currency, and certain amounts of foodstuffs, soap, tobacco, etc.
TAB Z contains the method of handling the fund and supplies, the breakdown
of the figures given in this paragraph, and a discussion of future costs.

5. 0-2 yarn considers the organisation one of its most prolific
and dependable sources as is explained under TAB?. Also under TAB Pare
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exaeples of information and evaluation produced by the organisation and an
estimate of the situation es of February 1946 which subsequent events have
proved very accurate. This estimate vas made at Gaup 1142 for the lir De-
partment by the Valuation Group. A current estimate by this group is found
in TAD G.

6. The problems and difficulties encountered in this operation
are covered in TAD H.

II. ACTICO RICONSIDID. 

It is recommended that SSU take over Operation BUST! and conduit
it froe the United States. Detailed recommendations on the transfer of the
operation from 0-2, usra to 334 are contained in TAB I.

•/ W. A. BOMBS

W. A. DMUS
Maj. Sen., SSC
AC of 3, 4-2
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24. Col. W.W. Quinn to Galloway, "Operation Rusty," 5 December 1946

5 December 1946

MEMORANDUM FOR COLONEL GALTOWAY

Subject: Operation RUSTY

My first knowledge of Operation RUSTY came as a
result of my visit with General Sibert in Frankfurt this past
July. Among other things discussed, General Sibert brought up
the subject of the Group that he was currently exploiting. He
stated that he thought that there were great possibilities in
the utilization of this Group as an entity by virtue of their
activities against the Russians during the war, as well as their
professional qualifications. He stated that it was admittedly
costly, but the dividends in intelligence would compensate for
the overall cost.

He stated that G-2, of the War Department, had
authorized the continuity of his operation until approximately
June 1947, at which time he did not know what the future would
bring. He asked me as to my reaction incident to SSU l s taking
over the project at that time, or prior thereto, placing the
direction of the operation under the SSC German Mission. I told
General Sibert that I was not prepared to discuss the possibilities -
of accepting the proposition; first, because as SSU was being
liquidated we were in no position to make long-term commitments;
further, that if CIG were to continue the activities of SSU, I
could not commit CIG, as I did not know what their attitude would
be towards this type of project. I inquired of Mr. Lewis, in the
presence of General Sibert, as to his feeling in the matter. Lewis
stated that in the event he was instructed to assume responsibility
for the conduct of this Group, it would be necessary to thoroughly
investigate the personalities involved, even though it would
entail a detailed interrogation of the leaders of the Group.
He stated that he had no knowledge of any such backgrotuxl material
which he considered most important incident to making an assessment
of the project itself.

General Sibert agreed that anyone taking the project
over would have to know with whom he was dealing, but felt that
no one had need to be worried about the integrity of the leaders

t i"
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of the Group, as he knew them personally, and as a result of daily
intercourse with certain of his staff officers this Group had -
established a reputation among those staff officers for sincerity
and responsibility.,

The subject ended without any promises being made on
anyone's part, and General Sibert said that he would pursue the
matter further at such time as the future of SSU and the
responsibilities of GIG had been determined.

Later, in talking with Lewis he elaborated upon the
requirements that anyone taking aver this group mutt necessarily
know everything about them in order to accurately determine their
capabilities, as well as to determine the calculated risks that
might have to be taken.

The subject did not come to my attention again until
your return from Europe with the outline project as submitted by
G-2, USFET.

4111111111iW. W. QUINN
Colonel, Inf.
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MEMORANDUM FOR rtm RECCRD

19 December 1946

SUBJECT: Operation RUSTY

A meeting was held in New York City on 19 December
1946 to consider Operation RUSTY. Those attending were:

Mr. A.R. Dulles, Special Adviser, Director CIG
Mr. W.H. Jackson,Special Adviser, Director CIG
Co].. E. K. Wright, CIG
Gen. Edwin Sibert, CIG
Mr. Richard. Helms, CIG
Mr. Samuel Bossard, CIG
Col. Donald H. Galloway, CIG
Col. L. L. Williams, 0-2 HUGS
Lt. Col. John Deane, USFET

A discussion was held on the advantages and disadvantages
of Central Intelligence assuming responsibility for this operation.

Conclusion

Both Mr. Dulles and Mr. Jackson pointed out the dangers
of the operation from a national viewpoint and recommended that a
representative of CIG proceed to Germany to initiate an "on the
ground" survey as to the value of this operation to a peace time
intelligence organization. The concensus of the meeting was that
the operation should be materially reduced but that certain parts
had possible long-range values and that the survey as recommended
by Mr. Dulles and Mr. Jackson should be undertaken.

Rio 	 elms
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26. Cable, Special Operations to L2.._	 31 January 1947

(1342)

PAGE NO.
FLAM NO. 35-6
OCT 1946 OUTGOING CLASSIFIED MESSAGE:

CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE GROUP

TO
	

L:
	

PRIORITY

FROM
	 SPECIAL OPERATIONS
	

31 JAN 47

CONFIRMATION:
	 ADSO
	

41111111111 Gi..),4--5 44- .3- y55(

INFORMATION:
	 COPS (3)

PARAPHRASE NOT REQUIRED. HANDLE AS 	 SLCREi

SECRET/RELEASECo"
SECRET

ESPONOENCE PER PARA 51(11 60A AR-360.5.

TO GERMANY ONLY
41=1111 evA,-,-/4 4-1 a
TO: C	 4111111111111111 CITE:

E 3/4" ..S oAlky

WASHA

1. WE CONTEMPLATING ASSIGNMENT OF SAM BOSSARD ON THREE

MONTHS TDY IN FRANKFURT TO SURVEY KEYSTONE (RUSTY) OPERATION

AS PRESENTLY BEING CONDUCTED BY USFET. PURPOSE OF THIS WOULD

BE TO MAKE RECOMMENDATION TO CIG AT END OF TOY RE WHAT PART

IF ANY OF KEYSTONE SHOULD BE TAKEN OVER BY CIG. SUCH ASSIGN-

MENT IS OF COURSE SUBJECT TO OUTCOME OF CONVERSATIONS IN GERMANY

BETWEEN"... AND CLAY.

2. IN ADDITION TO KEYSTONE MATTER, THIS TOY WOULD GIVE

BOSSARD UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY TO STUDY USFET CE FILES, INTERR-

OGATIONS BEING CONDUCTED AT OBERURSEL, MATERIAL AVAILABLE THERE

...,...=,,,,::.;!.ON;.LAMqpARSONALITIES, ETC, IF BOSSARD FEELS NEED OF FURTHER

BRIEFING BEFORE TAKING ASSIGNMENT, WE PREPARED TO MAKE IT -

POSSIBLE FOR HIM TO MAKE QUICK AIR TRIP HERE FOR CONSULTATION.

3. PURPOSE OF FOREGOING IS TO PREPARE YOU IN EVENT IT

NECESSARY FOR YOU TO RELEASE BOSSARD FOR THIS ASSIGNMENT EARLY

IN FEBRUARY. WE WILL ADVISE YOU AS SOON AS DEFINITE DECISION

SECRET

COORDINATING OFFICERS
	

AUTNEWNCATINGWICERS
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OF POSS 18 IL Irf OF THIS ASS I GWENT*
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27. Cable, SO to c._	 10 February 1947

0. 4.6
Oc.	 (	 OUTGOING CLASSIFIED MESSAGE PAGE NO.

CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE GROUP

TO
	

LONDON
	

PRIORITY

FROM:	 SPECIAL OPERATIONS
	

10 FEBRUARY 1947

CONFIRMATION:	 A2S0_(1 -2)
	

111111111111111111	
zer5-..s. 19

INFORMATION:	 COPS (3)

PARAPHRASE NOT REQUIRED, HANDLE As 	
PER PARA 51 ( I ) 60A Aei-EW

SECRET/RELEASERESP"DENCE
TO GERMANY ONLY

ass"
TO: E_ :1 CITE: WASHA

FURTHER TOM.= du,5t6"//5-9.3

1. BOSSARD HEREWITH DIRECTED TO PROCEED TO FRANKFURT FOR

TOY OF APPROXIMATELY N/NETY DAYS WITH G-2 USFET FOR PURPOSE OF SUR-

VEYING RUSTY OPERATION- AS BEING CONDUCTED BY G-2, BOSSARD IS TO

RECOMMEND TO CIG WASH ON OR ABOUT 10 MAY WHAT PART OR ACTIVITIES

OF RUSTY SHOULD BE PICKED UP AND OPERATED BY:CIG.

2, BOSSARD SHOULD INFORM WASH MIT nr WIR MPARTURF rnn

FRANKFURT SO THATIMENIM CAN CABLE BURRESS INDICATING THAT

.80SSARD IS HIS PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVE, BOSSARD WILL KEEP HIM-

SELF INDEPENDENT OF HEIDELBERG ORGANIZATION AND WILL REPORT -

.DIRECTLY TO WASH DURING PERIOD OF THIS rpr. HE MAY USE HIS OWN

lb!=-01 •SCRETION--7-RE.WHAT OTHER MATTERS HE DESIRES TO INTEREST HIMSELF

WHILE AT USFET.

3, QUICK TRIP TO U.S. FOR BOSSARD STILL AUTHORIZED FOR

BRIEFING PURPOSES IF HE SO DESIRES. HOWEVER FEELING HERE IS

THAT uE HAS AMPLE BACKGROUND TO DO JOB.
RICHARU HELM
AWING OFFICER

CT PRIORITY	 DONALD H. GALLOWAY

COORDINATING OFFICERS
1251 10 FEB 1947

TOO .	AUTHENTICATING OFFICERS

SECRET/RELEA SE
TO GERMANY ONLY
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ECRET/RELEASirnichrlfts ' 25 robilialligrow 1947:	 e'leics:"e /61
"?,4A,1-1-- 	E-62_	 /

•
• • GERMANYeslffilosponaibilitio.'

10	 i The German ("hief of Operation TRIM:

1. The German Chief of Operation, liUS1Y. is reopens/Ale to the
US Commanding Officiaz for the pi-Japer fiasotioning or the German staff,
the Svaluntion Group, and tho Information PollsOting Callaalaation.'This • reeponeibility include° the follesiagt

(al Loyalty of the-ksi personnel to the US Government: . •
(b) Prevention of any aOtivities pre/mike/ to the interefitater of the US Government.'
(e) Informing the 1:43 CommandingOffioer of all. preposed

-	 changes in the pleas or operating•pr000tatree of this
„ •rganisation.

(d) Informing the US Ccumnanding •Offloor . of sew plans to•
• bo.put into effeat.•

• (S) Informaing the '178 demanding Office; of Mangos in or
edflitions to the key personnel of this orgaitislition.'

•lorstoleting "of ;Imola. dizootisini for the operation 'in .,the
imam if the Up Comanding Offtott." Tho 'VS . Cesfacmdding •. Striae* will be kept isfereti es to the MK'S nifti'monn

.... tent- of those directialWir	•	 •	 •
• (P): • Alitall,Ss the "etre . elepositiei - for •iliehr. end 01‘10.140 .. nerpoppelaten lent. , nee isOpenetpet .itriNi0	 •	 _•„	 .
''' . (h) Anvil	 aelottreio an* Immetitetert thectre

Sir . us . coriluasstUg .0
ta ioaet. anelintiar. .seasemes	 ; *•

•••■■

Secret
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28. Lt. Col. Deane to the German Chief of Operation RUSTY, "Assignment of
Responsibilities," 25 February 1947

(i) iinionneVeneetissue ineolving	 ehieh roe—
"00 VI 695S84631"6

.	 Prapaketies er wirrs vtliedt	 isiewrit,_, ,tvtattrts-.
,	 dor of ImforoatINIl of the tlirP! .1110•KINI:orInatioti Ozienp	 odeitien te u• •■ure-esonnel even

the- US Com	 'Officer this vill_ineleio briers
based. in whnt-icneeted Ow:plate um vigistre on
the Soviet 'military, political and lieonaxdo attlietien.)

lbe Gelman Chief of Operation RUSTY will sôn4t hie recentness*detiose an well an the information on the illibjeOtil bentaine4 -th pars.1is — is	 above. MA final deoiSion in those matters will mat
with the US Commanding Offiber..	 ,	 , • .

DziaS. Ji
Inf.)

Mat••-,:, •
	 „. ttr

•

'SECRET/RELEASE....
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W. W. QUINN •
RELEASING OFFICER

41111k2PE/fi4-

•SECRET/RELEASE
TO GERMANY ONLY

RH

COORDINATING OFFICERS	 TOO,

joe SECRET
	

D. H. GALLOWAY

2253 .7 :Ann 47
AUTHENTICATING OFFICERS
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29. Cable, SO to Frankfurt, 6 March 1947

tORA1 NO. 35-6
'	 OCT 1946 •	 : (1342)

..•	 .	 •
— PAGE NO. '•	 •	 '•-

•

TO 	 FRANKFURT

FROM:	 SPECIAL OPERATIONS

CONFIRMATION: ADSO (1)

INFORMATION: COPS (2)

;ale SECRETPARAPHRASE NOT REQUIRED. HANDLE ASCORRESPONDENCE PER PARA 51 (I) 60A AA-380-5.
T	 SECRET,

wAs# 9S7 OMR ?.352/
11111.101411111REI

TO: COM GENUSFET FOR: BURRESS FROM; C1G SGO: VANDENBERG
6 D 62-N	 g

REFERENCE YOUR Ma	 . MR SAMUEL BOSSARD WILL
REPORT TO YOU FOR TEMPORARY DUTY ON 10 MARCH AS MY PERSONAL
REPRESENTA7TTVE. HIS I NSTRUCT IONS ARE TO SURVEY OPERATION TO WHICH

YOU MAKE REFERENCE, THEN RECOMMEND TO ME WHAT PART OR PARTS THERE-
Cf 'FIT INTO :BASIC !riTEC(kaEOPi

,

	

;	 -
SHOULD BE : TAKEN 'UP BY CIG AT FUTURE DATE	 _HE IS.4101T To RUIJ OR

	

4.7	
r,-,11M4e1A 1.01RATE:: :! IN :ANY.;, OPERATIONS TW1,11,1	 EISPORAI1	 Of .'' IITH7114117„,

p ILLotp.ORT:DilitCTLY, 	 SIINO1NtIS

_PRIORITY

, 6 MAR 47

COPY #

evAs# eyyg
SECRET/RELEASE

TO GERMAlsamay_

'vlav..0414.4
-IVICRAImmfiN)
4EVIOW044. C- _

1.7c10 

M.:XL ON:
DRV FROM: CO 41-5r 2- 

Reverse Blank	
203	 Secret





(134MTOR 	 1650 11 MAR 47
FORM NO. 35_5
OCT 1946
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30. Cable, Heidelberg to SO, 11 March 1947

SCRET/RELEA
rtO'GERMANY9

VOMING CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

AL INTELLIGENCE GROUP

PAGE NO.

HEIDELBERG
	

OPERATIONAL PRIORITY

SPECIAL OPERATIONS
	

11- WAR 47

ADS° (1)	 ales	 Ai /05-3,3--
INFORMATION: COPsCa	 text(5) F iN% ( 4 —

PARAPHRASE NOT REQUIRED. HANDLE AS
CORRESPONDENCE PER PAR AS 51(1) 60 A-afgrOACCRET

TOP SECRET
	

COPY e

111111111111

TO: man *_	 INFO: GALLOWAY FPOM: BOSSARD THRU
410 FRANKFURT

IT HAS BEEN AGREED BY 0-2 USFET THAT CURRENT PRODUCT RUSTY

BE DELIVERED C.U.G. FOR PURPOSES EVALUATION BOSSARD SUGGESTS

THAT GROUP OF C.1.G. EXPERTS STLOY PRODUCT WITH PURPOSE OF

SUBMITTING EVALUATION REPORT SIMULTANEOUSLY WITH BOSSARD I S-

REPORT ON INVESTIGATION OF OPERATION. SHOULD THIS MATERIAL BE

SENT THROUGH HEIDELBERG FOR THEIR INFORATION OR POSSIBLE ACTION

OR SHOULD MATERIAL BE SENT DIRECTLY TO WASHINGTON? BOSSARD

CONVINCED ULTIMATE DECISION RESTS ON VALUE OF MATERIAL AND THAT

OPERATION DESERVES MOST CAREFUL CONSIDERATION.

TO* NOT PASSED DIRECTOR

SECRET/RELEASE
TO GERF1,14ANY ONLY

SECRET

FROM:

TO:

ACTION:
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STATION

OFFICER

SOURCE

Heidelberg/MUnich

mi. 13
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31. Report, "Operation KEYSTONE," 13 March 1947

„.---4---

SECRET/REL
TO QERMANY	

APR 9 ma
in - 5-0

REPORT NO

REPORT DATE:	 13 March 1947

INFO DATE	 : December 1946

DATE INFO REM: 9 March 1947
EVALUATION: See below

NO. OF PAGES	 : 1

NOTE: So	 f the information conta	 graphs 1 and 2
_7	 is	 paragraphs 3 and 4	 For info on the'

let er, see	 L:	 _Z3

1. N.E. BARANOVSKI is reportedly head of all White Russians
working for "American Intelligence" in Bavaria.

mavit-p7,3
Amzon Comment: Th41111111 BARANOVSKI was reported as a
Russian emigrant, rho claims to be in the employ of a U.S.
Intelligence agency operating out of USFET in Frankfurt.

2. Employed by "American Technical Intelligence", and working
B-3 under BARANOVSKI is-General GLAZENAP.

3. Mikhail RUUTANTSOV of-Munich offered TUKHOLNIKOV an opportunity
to work for the "American Intelligence" headed by General GLAZENAP•

• This "intelligence" agency-Is operating under cover of a German firm
.called "Industrial Help": DtJMYANT8OV produced documents showing that
he is employed by this firm.

C-6 •

4.' The Objective of this "intelligence" agency, according to
LUMYANTEOV, is to establish-intelligence chains reaching into Minsk,
Belorussian ESR and to contact partisan forces reportedly operating
there.

Amzon Comment:	 date-October .1946 one of -
the key men in Germany of a world wide White RusFian

" oitanizatiOh is reported to be Colonel Nicolas RUMIANTZEV, ---
with a group of 18 men. His address is given as D.P. Lager,
Feldmoching bei runchen.

Disitation:'
- SC Washington

2 - SC Munich

1 - WET
5 - SC Desk

SECRET/RELEASE
TO GERMANY ONLY

REFERENCE :

EUBJECT : Operation KEYETONE
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CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE GROUP

• FORM O.35.6
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(1342)

PAGE NO,

32. Cable, SO to Heidelberg, 14 March 1947

TO:

FROM:

CONFIRMATION:

INFORMATION:

.FRANKFURT
	

PRIOR I TY

SPEC I AL OPERAT IONS
	

14 MAR 14.7

mos
SECRET/RELEASE

TO GERMANirONTT_____i
PARAPHRASE NOT REQUIRED. HANDLE AS
CORRESPONDENCE PER PARA 51 (11 60A AR-380-5.

TOP SECRET CONTROL	 COPY #	

ADSO (1)

COPS ( 2)

SECRET CONTROL

/..0.41-.si9 .A390

1111111110111
FOR; FRANKFURT FOR BOSSARD ONLY CITE: WASHA SIGNED: WM.

_

RE	 ,/,/,E_z-Z, P•5‘	 /11

1. THIS AUFIOR I ZES YOU TO SEND CURRENT PRODUCT OF

RUSTY OPERATION TO WASHII■UTON THROUGH C IG POUCH FACILITIES.

EVALUATION REPORTS MADE HERE WILL THEN BE SENT -BACK I' TO YOU 'SO

THAT YOU CAN USE THEM IN ARRIVING AT RECOMMENDATIONS WHICH

YOU WILL MAKE TO ME. WE RELYING ON YOU FOR FINAL, DEFINITIVE

APPRAISAL OF RUSTY THEREFORE WASH I NGTON EVALUATIONS OF

MATERIAL ARE FOR YOUR ASSISTANCE AND .NOT FOR ;pURPLOSE--OF 8 AS IN

JUDGMENT AT THIS END.

rga	 2. SINCE CERTAIN REPORTS RESULT !NG FROM 'RUSTY WI LLlit 0
raa

CONTAIN INFO. WH ICH CAN ONLY 13 EVALUATED AGAINSTI NST BACKGROUND,
 •

.	 _ 4,

°Irl2T AVAILABLE .1N HE ID (THIS APPLIES PARTICULARLY TO INFO OF

TACTICAL NATURE MERE KNOWLEDGE OF DAY-TO-DAY SITUATION IS

ESSENTIAL FOR JUDGEMENT), YOU AUTHORIZED TO APPROACH GEN.

BURRESS FOR PERMISSION TO SUBMIT OCCASIONAL SUCH REPORTS TO

STEWART FOR PROMPT COMMENT BEFORE FORWARDING TO WASH.

2.1-SECRET CONTROL

Secret
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32. (Continued)

SECRET CONTICL

SECRET/RELEASEFRANKFURT 4111.1111. 	 0.1 Ye,

TOGERMANY ONLY
.IN THIS MANNER HE ID FILES AND STATISTICS CAN ' BE EXPLO I TED AS V.'ELL AS

-WASH. EVALUATION MACHINERY. IT MUST BE EMPHASIZED HOWEVER THAT NO

• REPORTS ARE TO GO TO HE IC WITHOUT GEN, EURRE SS EXPRESS CONCURRENCE

SINCE I ASSURED HIM THAT HE ID WOULD HAVE NO C EC IS IVE INFLUENCE IN

FINAL  C IG JUDGMENT ON RUSTY.

SECRET/RELEASE
TO GERMANY ONLY
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33. Samuel Bossard to [Galloway], 17 March 1947

r.rn•
	

TrP-
WAR DEPARTMENT DETACHMCNT

SECRET/MIME oRcEsavAN THEATER

TO GERMANY ONLY

/02. F?.0

UM= zrs—/76-3

#et	 •

17 March 1947

L:
Mr. 11111.11111.1111111111
Washington. D.C.	 .

C--
Dear Mr.41111111W -

My first inspection of the establishment at Oberursal and
and preliminary discussions with Lt. Colonel Deana and the
German chiefs of his organization have convinced me that we
should in no way neglect the potentialities of this operation.
It has also become evident that I must concentrate my attention
on the opekation as it now exists, and its possible use to CIG
in the future.

I am in no position of course without the benefit of
elaborate records from other sources to evaluate the current
product as I feel it should be evaluated before any decision is
made on recommendations which I will submit later. In every
way therefore it seemed advisable to Lt. Colonel Deane and myself
that the current product should be separately evaluated by CIG
experts at various Washington desks in order that the value which
they set on the product be weighed against the risks which CIG
will have to face if it is to exploit sections or the whole of the
operation in the future.

I should like to point out that in interviews with all the
top level officers of Intelligence Branch, 0-2, USFET, who are
acquainted with the operation, I have been assured that the
positive product is not only satisfactory but essential to their
needs, and they would consider the loss of this source a matter
of serious concern. I have also had the benefit of the derogatory
criticisms of CIC and GIB, G-2, USFET, regarding the security of
the operation, but I have learned at the same time that CIB
considers the CI product reliable and valuable.

,-It.'Oolonel Deane and I have consequently arranged with
the approval of 0-2 USFET, to have the attached reports sent
to you for your action according to the instructions in WASH
390. It was also agreed that after this date CIG would receive
through the same channels a distribution of the material as it
is now being received by ID and GIB, 0-2, USFET. The letter to :
Mr. Gordon Stewart' will make clear any actions With Heidelberg
in the matter.

I can assure you that my final appraisal of RUSTY will rest

tw 	 4.-

1. Z.. I_-
lag

SECRET CONTROL
SECRET/RELEASE

TO GERMANY ONLY
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33. (Continued)

Qri ".-,--L._.' -7177,1"
V9ZET1RELEASE
GERMAN ONLY

on first hand experience and all information and opinion I
sin able to collect from the various authorities concerned.

Sincerely yours,

41111111111111
SALULL BOSSARD

SECRET/RELEASE
TO GERMANY ONLY
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34. Memorandum to Helms, "American Intelligence Network," with

attachment, 18 March 1947

-

SECRET/RELEASE MEMORANDUM

TO GERMANY ONLY
TO;	 111.1111110 C-

FROM:	 111111111.111111111. C
REMARKS. Subject : AMerican Intelligence Network.

Att'n : Richard D. Helms

1. The attached report was forwarded to me by a

, personal friend who is presently in charge of a sub—regional CIC

Detachment in Germany.

2. The report was undoubtedly forwarded to me as

the C.O. of the CIC Det. possibly thought that this network might

be one operated by our organization.

3. Inasmuch as the subject matter of the report$

is of a rather delicate nature, I am forwarding it on for you to

take whatever action you might deem necessary.

4. To my knowledge the attached report has not

been .forwarded to any other channels.

Attached : 1 Memorandum, Subject: American Intelligence Network.

SECRET/RELEASE
TO GERMANY ONLY
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34. (Continued)

SECRET/RELEASE
TO GERMANY ONLY

25 January 1947

MORAN= YOR 1E1 07PI0NR IN CHOW:

SUBJNCT: AMERICAN INTMLLIGEME REWORK

1. In August 1946 this Headquarters first became acquainted with an
organization. which has come to be known as Operation RUSTY. This organisa-
tion- an espionage network estatLished under the auspices of 0-2 MET to
penetrate and observe Russian activities in areas under Russiancontrol -
was discovered by clandestine observation of a group of Germane who actually
fleeted engaged in subversive activities against American forces. After
prolonged earyelionce which finally resulted in the arrest and interroga-
tion of some of the individuals involved, Agents of this organization dis-
covered they were dealing with Germans and. DP's in the hire of a special :-
section of 0-2 VONT. These persons were charged with the specific job of
conducting offensive espionage operations against the Russians and Russian
satellite countries.

2. The fact that Americans are conducting espionage against the
Russians is firmly indorsed by this Headquarters; the fact that this es-
pionage is being run by inexperienced amateurs is most certainly not. The
Activities and control of this espionage organisation are such that it not
only constitutes a source of serious embarrassment to the Theater Commander
but also places the government of the United States in a precarious inter-
national position. It is pointed out that this offensive espionage network
was introduced in the American Zone of Garment by the Military Intelligence
Service Center without any prior coordination with ou.the-ground intelligence
agencies. The ez-enagi nationals and Displaced :Persona serving MSC worked
loosely in all directions, arousing the suspicion of CIO field personnel
for some tine before the real pattern became appirent and a partial aViana,
tion of the program was forthcoming fromMURM. It li believed that the
following case histories will paint the picture:

a. In the middle of August 1946, 144 NINREAUS, a German civilian,
was reported to CIO as attempting to recruit intelligence operatives and
collecting information along US-Russian Demarcation Zane; MINSHAUS stated
he was interested in contacting reliable former German officers, and, if
necessary, could bring about the release of Pilt and bit internee's. Two letters
from NINWANS to a friend were intercepted by CIO; HINSHAW' residence was .
searched. The search yielded maps of the Russian and -Ozeoh border areas,
overlay paper, a folder containing intelligence notes on anditions in
Czechoslovakia and the Russian Zone and a document written in German
entitled 'Instructions to Section Leaders" giving complete ISIs for use of

SECRET/RELEASE
TO GER1‘f v Y ONLY
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34. (Continued)

,•SECRET/RELEASE
American Intell*,,n11LQVAMANY ONLY	 25 Jan 47

the Agents working for him. One sentence of the JECI document was; *The
ideals for which we strive must be placed higher than all material gains,
regardless whether we have the approval of the authorities in power or not.*
When questioned, =MAUS was extremely reluctant to give information about,
his activities. He finally asserted he received the money, cigaydtes,
Overlay papers and 331 &hutment from one Alexander SCHMIDTLEIN f EMMA/Go
Germany, whom he was assisting in doing intelligence work fur the Americans.
Subsequently contacted and questioned, SCEMIDTLRIN idmittea with much hesita.
tion his role in the organization. SCRMIDTLEIN asserted he wasrecruited'
for the American intelligence agency by -one_RObert HINGL, who introduced him
to an American Captain named Eric WALTMAN. Captain WALDMAN assigned MINIDTLEIN
tothe task of collecting information from the Russian .Zone and Onchoelovakia;
to accomplish this SORMIDTLZIN was authorized to recruit and dispatch agents
outside the tM Zone. 7or his own use, SCHMID/LEIN was given aletter by
Captain WALTMAN certifying that he was connected with VS73T as a Liaison Deputy
for citizens 61 Argentina and a letter 61 iniiiditotion addressed to Garman
City offidials of NUMM I signed by Lt. Col. ()ALLEM Idrector.ofifilitary
Government, NURNBERG. SCRMIDTLEIN stated he had refused any salary for his
work,but received money and supplies from PRAURtEt . for his Agents. His
reports are sent to YEAREfURf by a German courier who appears periodically and
also brings him his instructions and assignments. IINIMAUS jeined the German
Army in 1934, became ineffiCer in 1943 and attained the rank of Captain in
1944; he saw service on the Russian front and has a brOther who was an SS
Obersturmfuehrer, although UMW disclaimed any NSDAP connections. SCHMIDT—
LEIN was a Sonderfuehrer Z, with Beeresgrappe Mitt°. BERGI did lion *kirk
as a Sonderfuehrer Z during -ihe ' Wer and was attached- i6-a regiment of VLASSOVis
itis stationed in BOBRUISE, Russia. SORMIDTLEIN and	 metin 1943 during
the war. (AGIONT l e NOM When this investigation was culminated, this Reid.
quarters forwarded the report to Utile With the observations:

,	 (1) Lack of coordinatien by the Agency responsible for this
so-called German Intelligence Organisation working for the Americans
has resalted in the loss of many manhours by competent CIO agents who
devoted time and energy to tradking awn leads on suspicion moves of
Germans believed involved in subversive activities.	 -

• (2) It would have been only common courtesy for the Captain
WALIMaakto have notified this Headquarters he was interrogating refugees
in this Zonal border area. It has been only by a stroke of luck that
such in uncoordinated project has not compromised other important opera-
tions in this area. .

(3) When briefed for their mission, some of these German
agents are specifically instructed not to divulge any of their operations
to CIC. This not only plants seeds of distrust in the minds of the
individuals so instructed but it place, legitimate intelligence agencies
in the position of appearing to be working at cross purposes.

SECRET/RELEASE
TO GERMANY ONLY
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SECRET/RELEASE
r•	 TO GERMANY'ONLY

American Intelligence Network (Gont ld)	 25 Jan 47

(4) Pootnotee of the =I exhibit states: 'Read, Remember
and Destroy at OnceJ s The fact that it is an exhibit with this
report obviates any need for Comment on the manner in which this
order was observed..

(5) If these German agents with questionable political
backgrouno are compromised by GIG, it is highly likely that the
Russians and Czechs also can learn of such an explosive-laden
operation.

(6) IL is further pointed out that prospective agents for
this operation were approached indiscriminately and fully informed in
general terms of the purpose of the organisation. Such wild approaches
unquestionably compromise the technique and purpose of many highly
classified legitimate intelligence operations.

(7) While the uncovering of this suspicions activity by GIG
is conoidared a compliment to Wield Agents, it is the opinion of this
Headquarters that the investigation will have been in vain unless:

a. Such projects are coordinated with all interested
Agencies in the future.

b. Competent authorities supervise such important,
long-range projects.
Operational technique be so perfect that such a
delicate operation cannot be compromised by more
interrogation.),

b. By the end of August 1946, another of these agents -- Gerhardwag,	 foundhimself under inveitigation by CIO. Be was found to be in
possession of a 19-page set of BEIs which outlined in detail the target
tieheique to be employed by Agents in this suppeiiidAierican Arir-superrised
espionage by Germans. These instructions were so complete they stated such
details as this: We must penetrate Red krvIinits; - it should therefore be
strived for to get as soon as possible a picture of Red Army units, their
weapons, morele'and .supply depots and subsequent reports. The Red AMY, in
as short a period of time as possible, mast be revealed to us like an open
boskt. In its indorsement forwarding the GAMBAL report to HUM thi s Head,-
quarters commented.

(1) These instructions, it is emphasised again, have been
issued to German Agents — usually former German Army officers falling
in Animistic Arrest categories. These instructions carry the notations
IIIPTIMAGEONLEDGEMENT, DESTROY --THEM TRANSMIT HALL''. Despite this
order, German agents interrogated by GIG have been found in possession'
of these highly explosive	 from a political ' iieitalei	 instxuctione.
It is not too far fetched to assume thi/ Soviet Intelligence Agencies can
come into possession of these BlEs if GIG can ferret them out.

SECRET/RELEASE
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SECRET/RELEASE
A;erican IntelligenceTAAERMANY ONLY 25 Jan 47

c. Meantime, MIT had published a directive for CIO in the
field outlining a code-word arrangement whereby these German intelligence
operatives were to call for &CIO agent, speak a code word and thus gain
release from ordinary law restraints to permit them to pursue their mission.

d4 These German agents continued to be arrested on such charges
as illegal border crossing, suspected black marketing, etc. One time one
of the leaders of a group of operatives visited this Headquarters to expedite
the realise of three of his men held in jail. As his cover he presenteda
letter, as reproduced below;

ELUMARTiaS
UNITED STATES Nan =OPUS THUM

APO 757-_
23 August 1948

CERTIFICATS

TO; Whom it May concern

-This is to certify that the German civilian Kr. SMARM UNGSRMAIWNs
Georgenstr. 28, H1111011, connected with this Headquarters is engaged in_	 _transportation business.

•
It is , therefore, requested that Mr. UNG3SMABIT be given any assistance

needed to accomplish his mission.

This certificate is valid until 30 January 1947.

Any GAeetions should be referred to Captain IfALD4AN, Tel. 7ELIK7OR2
2-2685 lat. 113.

/s, Eric Waldman
J210 WAIEWLS
0.1182990
Oeitaii 71.-
0/0, Special Project

(The deficiencies of this so-called sooverhaetter o are so obvious
as to render further comment ridiculous.)

e. The story of experiences Other American military unite in
the field have reported is capsuled in this letter;
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SECRET/RELEASE
Aaerican Intelligence &I ERMANY ONLY

HEANDARTERS
OWICONSTARULAME SQOAXMON
ABO 179	 ZS AIM

25 Jan 47

22 January 1947

SUBjECT; TIE Liaison Agents

TO	 i Nc. United States Eames Theater
Technical Intelligence Branch

• (attn; Lt.9o1. RICHARD R. CLARK)

1. There are operating in the twin of Hof and Hof-iandkreis thpie
(3) German civilians by name of Rolf Beithmayer, KurtEoak, J. N. Niggemann,
of whom the man N. Higgemann is said to be in charge.

2. By loose talk these people have lost whatever value they may have
had to the United States Army in this area. They are known generally as
being agents and by my informers are said to have mads such statements as
'they are here to iupervise or check the activity of Jewish CIO Agents.'

3. It is assumed that you have knowledge of their bleak market
activities, but their boasting of their agent status has become a matter
for town gossip.

4. This officer trusts that these people will be withdrawn at an
early date and if replaced, closer briefing be given to operators in Hof
Landkreis and/or Iandhxsis Bohan. These 2 Iandkreiies are rather "hot
spots."

/s/ Andrew G. Russell Jr.
/t/ MEV G. RUSSELL,.JR.

Major, 26th Con. Sq.
Proiioit Marshal

0•0

f. On 21 December 1946, one Herr SCHULTZ-MEISSNER reported to
this Headquarters and stated he was the Commanding Officer of a region -
similar to this'ons. Ni. superior, he said, we alt. COI. CLARK, assisted
by a Capt. EMCN16 EA had been told by these two officers to report to this
Headquarters, tell CIC 'everything he was doing' and correspondingly re-
ceive's review :of everything CIO was doing. EA further stated this exchange
of information would, take place weekly and that he knew he could depend on
CIO cooperation. SCRULTUREISSNER was told in no uncertain terms that he
was unknown to CIC, that 010 wee not accustomed to giving information to
Germans. Also on 21 leiember -1946 there appeared at Regional and Sub—
Regional Headvaxiers .no leis than nine individuals; they varied from Auto-
matic Arrest types to Russian	 Their common story was that they had
been sent by a Mr. SBOIAISKI of PASSING to CIC to receive instructions.
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FAMANY‘ ONLY 2,6 ja a 47AMerican Intelligence NetAIPOCI

All had new Zennkarte and cover stories about as concealing as a fish net.
No instructions were given to these individuals, but.the entire Saturday
afternoon of 21 December was spent by this Headquarters trying to contact
either the mythical Col. CLARK or the squally ethereal Capt. BROWN for
illumination. The CLARK-BBOWN telephone was not answered. Informed the.
this Headquarters was not iccustomed to receiving instructions from Col.
arL&m or Capt. BROWN and that it had received no prior notice or information
from either office, the individuals were encouraged to return home. All nine
li•re much surprised and hurt because they had made long journeys to report
to CIO for instructions. They could not understand how CIO could be so
confused and inefficient. lUrther, they could not understand the apparent
inefficiency of their own organisation being run by Col. CLARK. They had
the feeling American Intelligence was confused, uncoordinated and inefficient
and that CM was equally blundering and uninformed. This Headquarters particu-
larly desires that the CIO not be unfavorably presented and reflected in
anyone s s eyes-- especially those of Germans or o9ier'Znrppeans.

g. In December 1946 one Herr BBAHDIS, supposed to be a former
officer of the German intelligence service, stated to Herr =IR that the
organization is mostly interested in matters of -Counter Intelligence value
such as relationships between the ZPD in the US Zone and,.the SID, illegal
border crossing of members of the Communist Party and surveillance and pene-
tration of the ZPD in the US Zone. These three functions, it - is pointed out,
has been assigned to the 970th CIO Detachment in the US Zone of Germany. It
is obvious that no two orgaiisations of such totally diverse nature as OIC.
and the G-2 collection of refugee' from internment came can be working on
the same job at the same time. This Headquarters is particularly anxious
to determine Idly none of the CI information garnered by these agents has been
disseminated to CI in the field.

h. It is pointed out that of the nine men who appeared at this
Headquarters on 21 December, every one of them had the name of the Regional
Commander and his title. Some had the names of Sub-Regional Omenenders.
One also possessed a diagram of this CIO Region. His organisation knowledge
61 the Region was virtual).* complete. Uonsilertig the abandon with wadi
these agents handled Ms (see paragraph' 2a end b above), it is considered
highly likely that these CIC organizational facts could well fall into the
possession of the wrong people.

3. Agent's Rotes: Specifically, this Headquarters ragpters the
following complaints;

s. It woUld appear that the entire operation is supervised by
American personnel lacking experience in the direction of such a far-flung
and. potentially dangerous network. Any important incident involving these
field agents might easily precipitate a top-level international dispute.
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SECRgT/RELEASE- American Intelligence Network (Contid) TO GERMANY (5171,4V-

b. While it is possible that the American personnel running the
operation may hive stringent and satisfactory control over the tope three
or font individnals in the network, it is obvious that insufficient control
is exercised over field agents. It is the understanding of this Headquarters
that the network is built on a cell system, with three or four top agents
having :three or four agents working for them, and three or four agents working
for them, and so on down the line until the organisation rune into the thousands
of men.

C. These agents carry documents which compromise not only the
personnel of legitimate American military intelligence agencies but, more
importantly, compromise the targets and techniques of American intelligence
agencies. Their Is , for example, contain more intelligence information
than a normal report of investigation. As a result, when carried into the
Russian Zone, these ' Elas could enable the Russians to learn just at we know
and what we are interested in. It is a known fact that these Was have been
carried into Russian Occupied territory.

d. The existence of this organisation, while not Widely known,
has nevertheless been reported to this Headquarters by various German sources.
That such reporting has been possible is explained by the open-handed re-
cruiting methods which German agents of this organization use; e.g., they
Will meet another German on the street, offer to employ him for this intelli-
gence work, outline the purpose and ask him if he is interested. Lithe
event he replies in the negative, he still has received a great deal of per-
tinent information.

e. Cover of these agents is inadequate and poorly rehearsed. (See
paragraphs 2d and f above). Primary requisite of such an organisation is,_
of necessity, meticulous cover and documentation

f. Lack of coordination with legitimate field intelligence
agencies such as CIO. An astonishing number of man-hours have been wasted
by CIO Agents who have pursued what they considered to be leads on possibly
subversive individnals, - only to leatn that they were on the trail of sum-
picioUs-acting RISC agents doing the same thing OIC is doing -- searching
for information. This lack of coordination also extends to the realm of
dissemination Of information obtained by the vast network of German agents.
In at least one instant:A, this Headquarters obtained more information
sought in a, highly-classified CIO project through interrogation of a sus-
picious-acting MISO agent than it had been able to obtain through field
activity of its own, Tat this information had not been previously reported
to any agency.	 '
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35. Bossard to Gordon M. Stewart, Chief, War Department Detachment,
German Mission, 20 March 1947

- SECRET/RELEASE	 ec)	 7
TO GERMANY ON-1,

'
yr 111■Ii 47-5 — 17

lft	 164,131 97 In

TO 2 Mr. Gordon Stewart, Chief, War Department Detachment,
Ammon..

FROM s Itr. Samuel Bossard, Headquarters, luropean Commend.

1. As we agreed by telephone I an ;Atm:thing samples of
the current BUSTY 'product for Heidelberg comment nrz 	 tion. 

Idler
This is in acloordanse with instructions toms in	 • end	 -1.x)/9-5/7L 3 yD
has the full approval of Colonel Bohm. Colonel .	is of
the opinion, and I agree, that the Intelligence /trench 1622611
equipped to express and objective 'opinion of the MISTY contribu-
tion to their interests, since the Intelligenee Hraneh-has constant
assess not only to RUST!, but to other sources of information on
O.B. - some of which are of course not available to us. I have
asked Colonel Rohm therefor* to dive me an estimate of RUSTY's
individual worth in the positive field as compared with all other
sources available to the War Department. Be has agreed to that
proposal. Therefore unless you choose to do otherwise, I
suggest you might safely neglect the study of reports 1001.-1008
inclusive and 1010-A - 1001 inclusive. However, I would be most
grateful for your opinions on the 01 product.

2. In performing this service, I realize that you will
be working under serious handicaps, and your staff will probably
find it a great burden. 1 ;suggest, therefore, that in preparing
your remarks that you limit yourself to those reports on which
you can offer a ready and substantial opinion. The others will
stray be passed on to 'Washington with no comment or that the
report is too complex for speedy evaluation. Washington undoub-
tedly will to forced to work on this same principle, but I fully
aspect them to be in a position to comment in sway instances . '.
where as a producing mission, it could not be expected of you.
Under any eiroumstanoes the opinions of CIO on the product of
RUSTY will be only one important factor in formulating the final'
decisions.

•	 3. After you have f
please send them directl to

appreoiatereoei
my own reference, sines
are to inavo a place in my	 a
meant as a basis for Washington

With the attached reports,
with the covering letters.

Os. oo o	 •ur oomments for	 /,..),I-S/k 23.9 4)
a T seems str o y	 .' ' ey
over-all report but are not
judgment apart from that report.

4.* I think you understand the difficulties involved in
presenting to the Washington authorities a full end' 'objective
report on this operation, as well as the neoessity of providing
a report as quiokly as possible on which decisive action oan be
taken. I want you to know too that I am personally very grateful
for the assistance you have offered me.

Inolss (See attached Appendix)
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SECRET/R ELMSESECRET CO N1 Q L
TO GERMANY 0,41,1,4y,x LETTER Or 20 MARCH 1947 

1. Attached for your information and evaluation are the
following reportai

t/Intelligence'Reporta Nos. 1001 -1008 . inol., 1010A -100 inol.
Coanterintelltgenoe Reports Nos. 178-205 inol., 207, 208,

813, 81C-, 220A	 •
uatien Reports 48, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 58, 57, 58

Politioal Project No. 10
r General Projects Nos. 10, 12

2. It will be noted that certain wItaisaions odour in the
series. Such an 'mission indicates that a report of a previous
date has been delayed in publication bemuse a report of priority
interest has been given precedence in publioation.

3. It will also be noted that charts are referred to as
"attached" in certain reports. These oharts exist at this date
only in original form but photographs of than are in the process
of preparation.

4. Since all materiel referred to under paragraph]. is
composed of file copies, it is requested that the entire material
be returned through appropriate channels to Lt. Colonel Deane.

20a-a 41P•c;1-7	 A.,/,a-ot 4 ec..

L.,.

f. ger. 4 Ay...,
•a...4., 4.

—
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36. Cable, Heidelberg to SO, 21 March 1947

SECRET/RELEASE - INCOMING CLASSIFIED MESSAGE
	

PAGE NO. 	

TO GERMANY Q.NTYAL INTELLIGENCE GROUP
FROM
	

HEIDELBERG
	

ROUTINE

TO
	

SPECIAL OPERATIONS
	

21 MAR 47

ACTION:
	

ADSO (1)
	

MEM'
INFORMATION:

TS/SECRET CONTROLPARAPHRASE NOT REQUIRED. HANDLE AS
CORRESPONDENCE PER PARAS .51 (I) 60A AR-380.5.

TIP SECRET'CONTROL	
COPY // 

E/5.5 evIlLY
TO: WASHA FOR: 411111141111111111 C/TE: HEM FROM: BOSSARD

USFET.

	

	 -
IC)451/ A.190

,. COL. SCI-',OW FULLY APPRECIATES CONTENTS YOUR CABLE AND IS

IN COMPLETE AGREEMENT,

2. ALL ACTIONS WITH HEIDELBERG WILL FOLLOW DIRECTIONS YOUR

PARA 2.

3.

FOLLOWING SECTIONS:

A. ADMINISTRATION, FINANCE, PERSONALITIES AT OBERURSAL

LEVEL.

-	 , ORGANIZATION AND OPERATIONS AT FIELD LEVEL.

C. FINAL REPORT OF APPRAISAL AND RECOMMENDATIONS.

1 1.0 I PLAN TO SEND 3 0 BEFORE END OF APRIL. WILL DE MOST

APPRECIATIVE YOUR ADVICE AND FURTHER DIRECTIONS BEFORE I RETURN'

/E-Z-.2) c.2/3

MY REPORT OF INVESTIGATION WILL COME TO YOU IN THREE

LONDON EARLY L1AY.

FORM NO. 35.5
OCT 1946

REVIEWED: _UniALt
DOWNGRADED TO:'
REVIEWER: C.-

SEC RET Calitt&SON:  I.S-Ci.3 

TOR: SECRffinMt&
TO GERMANY ONLY

11340/
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SECRET CONTROL r	 2

HEfDELBERG

'SECRET/RELEASE
TO GERMANY ONLY. IN 11175

. 5. Am DAILY MORE IMPRESSED WITH RESPONSIBILITY ENTAILED

IN FINAL WASHINGTON DECISIONS. ALSO FEEL IT URGENT TO EFFECT.

A SPEEDY DECISION BECAUSE OF GRAVE RISKS AS WELL AS POTENTIALITIES

INHERENT IN OPERATION OF THIS SCOPE AND NATURE.

• 6. BELIEVE THIS MATTER WILL HAVE TO BE FUT BEFORE HIGHEST'

GOVERNMENT AUTHORITIES IN ORDER THAT ANY DECISION MAY BE TAKEN wITH

THEIR FULL ADVICE . AND. CONSENT.

SECRET CONTROL

TOR: 1803 22 MAR 47
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INFORMATION DATE: March 1947

REPORT NO	 MI= /21(CH //O

B-2	 DATE INFO REM : 20 March 1947

NUMBER OF PAGES : 1

SUBJECT : American Intelligence Agents in Bavaria

EVALUATION:

STATION	 :

OFFICER :

SOURCE	 :

Munich

CIC
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37. Report, "American Intelligence in Bavaria," 29 March 1947

NOTE: Source of this/ ormation is Munich CIC agentallanallt.PSeg_-
. 1. One MARISFALVI, living in Augsburg claims to represent a
high American intelli	 iintelligence" agency which is prepared to spend
$40,000,000 in developing intelligence chains in Czechoslovakia and
the Ba/kans.'He States to his prospective agents that money is not a
question, and that he personally has been assigned the task of estab-
lishing intelligence chains in Czechoslovakia, his primary targets
being Russian and Czech 0.B., and Czech industrial product on.

2. In the course of his investigation, of MART‘VI, Source Came
in contact with a Munich lawyer named Frau'REUCHNERIORCclaims to ha*.
influential connections in tFoland, and to hi.71.171N5Fthis reason been
requested by one Mt. BLAUrfepresentative of en American intelligence
agency of a muchTRIRWY.level than GIP," to look for suitable Polish
egents; She says she received 100,000 EM to begin her operations. -

3. Source believes thatiiii-BANTaiTied Crms is serving 	 a
cover fOr this organization.. Dr BAUER cu7D1 APPLE'itid • Dr. WAGN
Cross officials, appear to be playing

t
a leading_ role.

•	 Field Comment: These individuals are believed to be connected
with Operation KEYSTONE.

Distribution:

, Wash
2
1 EUCOM .
5 — SC Desk
1 - Registry
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38. SC, AMZON to FBM for Sc, Washington, "KEYSTONE: LESHCINSKY,"
31 March 1947

,

TO:	 FEU for -SC 9 Washington
• FROM:	 • SCrAMZON
SUBJECT: nysTO113: LESHCINSKY
REF:	 W-817

'Abwehr
Munich and •
•Intelli-.	 gence . LESHCHINSSI stated that he had been commissioned•by major from a Third •Army unit' stationed in Stuttgart .„•to.find•:;tive . •gifted • . men to be trained in an American.radio school, equipped with radio setS,' and sent 44.0‘77hes:"174.511.7to esttiblish'a'W/rnet, In' additiotWhe..Wets.tedon='''',,c:':duct anti-Soviet counter-intelligence *irkZone. 	 in the American..LESECEINSEY .suggested that 	 ne .Lpthis latter project, in return for which he 'Would be well :••-. ,paidi- ,.:Supplied with . various ,operational items ,..'endfacilities *Min .:the American _and'BritiWtoWij

:-.•	 -.*:: '.‘,..-,,•-:k 1-:!--eictelision_.:ef4t -AO .!'pither.4iSrSblis•::w4ZCOiss-i Y.114.7caitt7:-..-:','".;--.4i,•::1•1:12MMACasit ..-;*.p 114.ttiinirald i''.11aiiit18..lither el'. 	 CH.INSKY:,*. -' ' '7; -;;•:..:-.. '-' n''

	

,..,	 ttithaa -.6ten:tescertaiile :„,the. ,	 . • "s .lanii eratiliiii4Orrfthe'Tgl.S.TOfiElTi5/ project

	

.•,	
'-'10i5r9i4r...11w.:::•:,;:',4...:--:...

-
C ;.:WAbifigtOn

C	 C.	 !Cr.,:r- •
47-'047-

-1 -Megistry
2 SC DESK (Attach)
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39, Memorandum to [Galloway] and Bossard, "Evaluation of RUSTY CI Reports,"
with attachments, 1 April 1947

',.:pECRET
SECRET/REL ASE

TO GERMANY ONLY

TO	 : Mr. 411111111=111111.
Mr. Samuel Bossard

SUBJECT: Evaluation of RUSTY CI Reports.

1. As requested in Mr. Bossard's letter of 20 March 1947,
the RUSTY CI file has been reviewed by our SC desk. Comments on
individual reports are attached.

2. Every name and fact given in the Rusty reports has been
checked in our files in order to assess the reliability of the
net. Since our files contain information from CIC, other Missions,
and other services, in addition to our own we consider them to be
a fairly reliable guide in matters of detail.

3. In addition we have attempted to evaluate the Rusty product
as CE intelligence. This was not easy. Our first review had as its
terms of reference our own relatively specialized targets and stan-
dards of evaluation. It resulted in the rejection of a high per-
centage of the reports. In re-examining the material, we reached
the following conclusions:

a) If the Rusty operation aims at the development of a
full-fledged CE service, then it must be in the earliest stages of
organization. There is no evidence of double-agent operations and
little evidence of case development.

b) If the above is not the case, then the following possi-
bilities exist:

1. Rusty CI operations may be aimed at developing leads
which in turn are referred to another agency (possibly
CIB/CIC). In this case the reports must be judged in
the light of their value to that agency.

2.- Rusty may have two CI functions: first to develop
certain limited targets (such as the Communist Party and
the Centrale Sanitaire Suisse); secondly, to conduct
routine spot checks aimed at determining the security -
status of the zone but not aimed at the development of
aggressive CE operations. If this is the case, than the
difference in quality between the more, substantial re-
ports and the low-level ones can be easily explained.

3. Busty CI work may not be the result of a guided
effort but rather the product of a loosely knit infor-
mantnet picking up random information.

73 3ECRETSECRET/RELEASE)
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L.CRET	 •

4. The possibilities outlined above aregiven partially as
an explanation of our own tentative results in attempting to
evaluate the material, and partially as a guide to future in-
vestigations of the operation. It is our hope they will serve to
carry your review one step further.

Distribution:

2 - Wash
2 - Mr. Bossard
1 - Reg (cover only)
1 - File
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S EC R ET
COMMENTS ON RUSTY REPORTS 

Sublect Categories 
	 SECRET/RELEASE

A. 
 

KPD and Affiliated Grou ps TO GERMANY ONLY
183 - KPD Plans in Case of War

This report lacks specific details and does not indicate
how the sources obtained their information. Generalities
such as those quoted are itieful only as policy statements
from a responsible high-echelon official. Otherwise,
evaluation is difficult because of the small amount of
information available on KPD clandestine activity. It is
known, however that Communist policy includes penetration
of administrative offices. It is possible that sabotage is
also included, but reliable qualified sources doubt that
it is emphasized in the Western Occupation Zones because
of the danger that such activities will lead to a pro-
hibition of the Party. Nothing is known of an illegal
radio station at Rosenheim.

205 - KPD Counter-Intelligence Service

We have received information to the effect that KPD-Prti-
fungskommissionen exist at Stadt level to investigate
cases of individual security interest within the Party;
representatives called 2nd Kadermann or Abwehrmann cov-
er the various Stadtteile. Here FELBER is reported as a
third counter-intelligence head, with functions relating
to external "danger." This report is therefore of interest
as it may indicate the existence at Land level of another
KPD security outfit.

207 - Terror Organization of the KPD

This report has some value for its account of current
low-level KPD activity.

201 - Conference of Communist Top Functionaries in Praha

A Communist conference was held. in Prague in December 1946.

184 - Passes for SED Couriers
197 - SED Courier Carrying Orders for the West Zones of Germany.

Of interest if f011owed up.

198 - Organization of Communist Groups Among Lithuanian DPs

No information exists on these groups, although such
organizations, working on a low level, are frequently re-
ported among DPs of various nationalities.

CRECTIEETLEASE
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• SECRET/RELEASE,
TO GERMANY ONLY

,_CRET
RUSTY Page 2

204 - Organization "Sturmvogel"

We have,information on this group.

186 - Centrale Sanitaire Suisse

Conclusions may have been reached by inference, since
CSS is known to favor leftist groups and it might reason-
ably expect funds from Free Germany. If more precise,
the information on Friedrich WOLFF (if he is the well
known author who was a member of the KPD Central Com-
mittee in Moscow during the war) would be useful for
background material. KRAUS' statements on the Saar are
unorthodox for a KPD man; but he would only be of in-
terest if he were a personality of some importance - we
are unable to identify him.

B. Soviet Recruiting Policies 

176 - Soviet Measures to Recruit German Technicians and Other
Specialists

This confirms information already on file concerning
Soviet recruiting. The inference that stricter denazi-
fication laws are urged in order to further recruiting
is dangerous, however, unless specific evidence can be
supplied.

177 - Soviet Intelligence Missions for People Desiring Inter-
zonal Passes

This confirms previous reports, except that in the cases
which have come to our attention refusal to accept the
mission delayed issuance of the pass but has not resulted
in its being withheld. The information is of CE interest
only when the person accepts the mission.

180 - Recruiting of Specialists for the USSR Zone.

This is another confirmation of a well known practice.

179 - Compulsory Registration of Former Members of the German
Wehrmacht

This confirms previous information on required periodical
registration of various types of , personnel in the Russian
Zone.

C. Soviet Installations 

181 - School for NCOs of the Soviet Army in Ilfeld,

SECRET/RELEASE
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RUSTY _ Page 3

This seems logical, in view of the Soviet emphasis on
political training in the army.

187 - !ND Office in Polozk
,	 188 - MVD Office in Cottbus

189 - MVD Office in Goerlitz
190 - MVD Office in Queslinburg
191 - MVD Offices in Halle
202 - MVD Office in Rostock

It is well established that MVD offices exist in nearly
every important town in the Russian Zone, so that the
information contained in this series of reports is of
value only for the details added. It may be noted that
the information in 187 is dated May 1946. Agents of
MVD Cottbus and Halle have been identified previously,
with the further information that the Halle office was
to be moved (December 1946). The exact location of the
new office is additional to information already on file.

194 - Officer of the Organization Smersh in Gera

This report confirms information of November 1946 on the
location of a sub-regional Smersh office in Gera.

D. Soviet Activities Among DPs 

178 - Activities of the Soviet Clergy in the US Zone of
'	 Germany

This confirms a report of December 1946 in which Lisa
FELDMANN's connections with the AVTONOMOV network
(the main matter of interest) are discussed.

185 - Woman Agent of the Soviets for the British Zone

Lack of details does not justify the conclusion.

192 - Gregori YAROFUT

This report furnishes considerable information on YARO-
PUT, but omits some well known and salient features of
his present activities, such as the alias under which
he currently lives. Fairly extensive reports on YAROPUT
and his connections with ANOKHIN as a possible Russian
agent were received during May to July 1946 and were
corroborated by BINGO arrestees.

203 - Soviet Woman Agent Lyubov Vlassovna HANSEN in Regensburg

This report confirms a series of other reports from

SECRET/R ELEASE
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SECRET/RELEASE
TO GERMANY ONL 'CRET RUSTY - Page 4

•
May 1946 on RIESUNOV, a Soviet agent in Regensburg
who moved to Berlin. In December 1946, Lyubov GANSON
was reported a member of the . AVTONOli[OV EIS group.
Other persons mentioned were either reported as sus-
pected Soviet agents or arrested in the BINGO Opera-
tion of July 1946, including YAROSLA72EV, Maria HELIE1-:,
VERBITSKAYA, KULIKOVA, PAVLOV, FELIKSON and his mother,
and LONGIN07.

208 - Soviet Agent Sata RIESA

ABN continues to be an object of Russian penetration,
but RIESA's name has never been mentioned in connec-
tion with it.

216 - Soviet Activities in the DP Camps of the US Zone Since
1 November 1946

Annex 1 - A lead requiring further investigation
Annex 3 - Same
Annex 5 - Low-level lead reauiring further investigation
Annex 6 - Same
Annex 7 - Possible interest if the background material

were more definitely qualified.
Annex 10 - Undeveloped lead
Annex 11 - Same
Annex 12 - Same
Annex 14 - Same
Annex 15 - Same
Annex 19 - Same, low level
Annex 22 - Same

Annex 8 - Confirms previous reports (May 1946) on
ANISSIMOV and ANDRONAKI; undeveloped lead
on Soviet Repatriation Commission Activities

Annex 9 - Confirms previous information: KOMAROVSKI
was reported as a Soviet agent in emigre
groups before the war (by Munich, July 1946);
The FELIKSONS were arrested in the BINGO
Operation (July 1946); Capt. Georg I. PAVLOV
is listed on all the accredited rosters of
Allied personnel at USFET; this report fur-
nishes possible leads to his activities.

Annex 17 - Confirms reports received during January to
March 1946. MARTENS was reported as a Soviet
agent; MITYA, full name Mitya ABUSBAYEV, con-
nected with a Salzburg project; RUMIANTSEV is
well known; KRETOV was wearing a Red Army . uni-
form in October 1945 and continued to do so.
until his deportation (Shanghai incident) in
January 1946.
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SECRET/RELEASE. CY( EC R ET RUSTY - Page 5

TO GERMANY-nagYconfirms information of May 1946 on KU14-
NAPA's location and background.

Annex 21 - Confirms information on PAHENOV, reported
arrested at Kassel in the BINGO 0 eration
in July 1946.

Annex 4 - CIC lead,

Annex 13 - Possibly useful unconfirmed information,
weakened by such statements as "According
to her own statements, she had a good time
in Prague," "She often sees suspicious
persons," "She is anxious to come in con-
tact with Americans."

Annex 16 - Cannot evaluate; cover letter only

Annex 20 - Cannot evaluate

Annex 2 - Soviet sabotage-intelligence schools have
several times been reported in the vicinity
of Prague but there is no exact confirma-
tion on this one. The amount of time for
instruction provided in so short a course
is open to question.

E. Soviet and Allied Agents 

182 - This information is not inconsistent with known
Soviet practices. There have been numerous re-
ports of low-level Soviet intelligence offices in
Berlin and the Russian Zone directing agents to
have :themselves recruited by an American agency
such as CIC or to meet Americans. A report of
March 1946 to the effect that a Soviet intelligence
office had instructed a casual agent to penetrate
an American signal detachment was discounted because
of the agent's unreliability. The Soviet practice
of blackmailing and threatening ex-GIS personnel in
order to force them to work for Soviet intelligence
is confirmed from other sources.

195 - Detention for Suspected Espionage for the Western
Powers

196 - Detention for Suspected Espionage for the Western
Powers

200 - Arrest of Dr. ROHDE and Engineer BAUER Because of
Suspected Espionage for the Western Powers.

No Comment

213 - Most of the information on the Georgian group
surrounding von MENDE and TSOMAYA is already known,.

tr.% trn r—r
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since its members were extensively debriefed in the
autumn of 1945. The information on negotiations with
the British IS confirms reports of November 1946 and
adds some additional data.

RUSTY Tate 6

199 - Gyula KADAR, Former Chief of the Hungarian Intelli-
gence Service.

This report confirms previous reports that KADAR was
a 'Russian prisoner but adds the new information as
to his present location.

220 - Soviet Activities in the DP Camps of the US Zone
since 1 November 1946.

Most of the information summarized in this report
has already been commented on in the evaluation of
216.
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CUBTECT: Counterintelligenoe Aeport No. 176, Operation RUSTY.

TO	 : AC of S, G.2, Neadquurters, United States Forces
European Theater, APO 757, U.S.'Army.

-
Soviet Measures To Recruit German Teehnieians And Other 
Seecialiats From The -Western Zones Of Germany, 

Date of observation: Until the begiunineof Januar; 1947.

Source: Sumiary.

The Soviet maasuret conoemaing the recruiting of
German technicians and other specialists from the Western
zones of Germany are known as follows:

.A...Masures fpr veluntarY• empleymeht treoruitih$J4

14 orgplima • en 4;if reeruiting. 

1. The reorulting•ie 4ireoted by:
MR personnel whichis established within the SMA
and the 71V offieee,

• .. :,---94214444404.4144309,X44.1.Ellts--0-1141.144111=-4,,-4.-'	 -.--	 •	 •	 •	 '

* Te41144;040-M,SolOPIM (T4104401,1 44046000 110145414ffdrent 	 n the Soviet zone.
2..Aseraiting . agents -aret

•

, agents or the *a and GRU of the general staff
the Armed Forces, *German scientists, teohnioiansl
and employees of the aforementioned installations
and fires.

•

30 The individual reorniting is based on the ernet
knoll/edge of the personal datahne.sitmatten.,of
the personalities Isho.are to be reerOititif':
leading reernitingoffiose obta,411410 QvieØe

mieelehe(fOm the firagebogen ;Medi
free the eard tiles of the mind:eta* AWs. ,014

_

,	 .

T.0 so.. In had;	 Oppr au; eliia ot 6 60,404::,
P6se

•

A
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to the denazification law). To a great extent, the card files
are available for them by the numerous communists working at these
ministries.

II. Recruiting methods. 

1. Exploitation of the distressing conditions caused by
the denazification. With the assistance of KPD (Communist

. Party of Germany) and other pro-Soviet organizations, the_
Soviets press for a severe and stern handling of the "pol-
itical purge" in the western zones. The Soviets then try
to influence the persons who, by the denazification verdicts,
are banned from normal conditions of life by promises (mild

' treatment if the persons in question move to the Russian
zone, promise of favorable labor conditions etc.). Simul-
taneously, the Soviets take advantage of severe denazifi-
cation verdicts in the Western zones for propaganda acti-
vities against the Western powers. These recruiting methods
already succeeded in influencing a number of German scien-
tists, technicians and former officers. Often the recruiting
failed as the insecure conditions in the Soviet zone were
known to the persons in question. The Soviets, however, man-
aged to utilize persons who would collaborate but decline
to move to the Soviet zone. The persons concerned remain at
their present place.of residence in the western zones bpt
they operate there according to Soviet directives. Couriers
pick up the completed work and bring new directives from the
Russian zone. Apparently, the payment is made by economic

----11rria,in=thezonewki.ek.AX4,41§A4=SR-VleAlrge.
of Soviet purposes. The Soviets attach great .iitaltiert'ethia
recruiting of artists in addition to the recruiting of -
scientists, technicians, and former officers with special
knowledge. This may be explainedby the Stress which the
Soviets, put on the propagandistic influence of the German
population by all branches of the fine arts. Politically
indicted artists were already permitted to operate in the
Soviet zone while their equally indicted .colleagues in the •
Western zoneshave been banned from artistic activity. In
numerous cases artists operating in the Russian zone asked
their colleagues in the Western zones to move to the Rus-
sian zone because of the better conditions.

2. Promises to internees concerning their future.

Former SS leaders and SS physicians detained, in aamps
•y the Western powers are frequently offered jobs in.:the'

Copy No. (4. • of 6.copies.,
'Page I.	 pages'.
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Russian army or armament industries. On these occasions, the
internees are told that the acceptance of such offers means
the only possibility to Join their families soon. Their re-
lease by the 'estern powers could not be expected. In case
they accept these offers the internees get help to escape from
the camp. They, and apparently their families as well, are then
channelled Megan:: into the Russian zone. The route they are
channelled probably goes through the US and the Soviet zone of
Austria. Investigation has been ordered. Restate will be forward-
ed in CI Reports.

B. Measures For Compulsory Employment. (Indictment as war criminals).

It was discovered in some cases that the Soviets indict
persons as war criminals in order to get them extradited from
the Western powers.

C. Individual Examples For Russian Recruiting Were Reported 

in CI Rpts. NO. 26, 36, 37, 51, 55, 66, 74, 75, 76, 79, 119
and 137.

More individual cases will be reported in future CI Reports.
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SUBJECT: Counterintelligence 'eport No. 177, Operation DUSTY.

TO	 : AC of S, 0-2, Headquarters, United Stated yore.*
European Theater, APO 757, S.B. Army.

Soviet Intelligenee 'Missions for People Desiring Interzonal 

Pesos..

pate of observation: End of January 1947.

Source: No. 558	 (reliable).

In Saxony, USSR Zone of Of:many, frequently interzonal
passes are issued by the rmA (Soviet.Militery Administration
only if the people agree to oarry out intelligence missions
in the Western zones.

The soap manufacturer MONA= in DRESDEN (X 52/7 29)
was offered an interzonal pass under this condition.. tinder
these circumstances, MOWN refused the offer.

•

TS No. ,	 Copy No.
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13 • rebruery 1947.

SUBJECT: Counterintelligence report No. 178 1 Operation rUSTY.

TO	 : AC of 3, G-2, Eaadquarters, United States Forces
3uropeen Theater, APO 757, U.S. Army.

Date of observation: Ynd of January 1947.

Source: No. 995 (relietle).

Supplements to C/ r eport No. 155:

1. Marie Ivanovna Tamar. hoc a connection with Archbishop
Riko/ai von PATJA (alias Nitolai AVTONORCY)
(see Cl 7eport No. 86).

2. Bar daughter Lisa nuran le marAed to e • former SS
(Schutzstaffell lender who wee reported be killed in
action. Nowevor, he is believed to be staying in the
USSP • Zone of Germany. It seems_possible that Lila 7D-

:-'1hUMR710-fOrOediso-agentta-setivi4las,-forAhoSevitetT8-
by the monaee of reprisals against her husband.

3. Lisa MOURN often travels trait MICR to the USBP
Zone of Germany. She (terries big pareels *ben returning
tolaligna• Each time shortly atter her arrival to the
apartment of her mother at MUSICH-PAM/P8DOPP, Eirken-
steinerstresse No. 11, several persons arrive there.
This usually ooeurs . at night. •

•

4. On one of her last trips Lisa PILDMANN was soeompenied
by_a Russian when she returned from MUM to mUNICO.

- , -ThaiiiLshe brought propaganda leaflets in Rapidan with
the picture of the MOSCOW petrierdb'ALIM11..
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SUBJECT: Counterintelligence Report No. 179, Operation:RUSTY.

TO	 : AC of S, 0-2, Headquarters, United States Forces
Duropean Theater, APO 757, U.S. Army.

Compulsory Registration of Former Members of tbaGerman

Wihrmaeht in_RALSERSTADT. 

Date or observation' Ihd,of Deoedber 1946.
Sourcet .No. 559 4241/ab1e)

Registrstion hooks ere issued to all former male
members of the-German Ighlmohl in NALBMRSTADT (11 52/N
.27), USSR 204a of SermaiiTheY contain data in Russian.
conoerning the' rank, ties of service, branah, end mili-
tary tralning'Of the tearer. These registration books are
called *RUssisches.Soldbutge (Soviet Army Identifleatlon
took) by the popaetion.:

Ihea,the,hearpors,of,theSe4egistration-bookihmsphrt:
monthly to Soviet garrison headquarters i remarkls toted
into these boas.
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1.7.:Zr	 Couatt.yrlat-allionoe.:Zoport No. 100 ,	 vrt.tior, J.
t	 or S, s:..4,11ea,aluartars,	 Zittitev Yorooe

Europeuu Theater, Aro 757, U.L. Army.

:iportdatv,07 f.:1!,91 .44/ihto For VIA U7:A; 

Date of obsermatio;I: Middle of December 1940.

f=ource: No, 955 (reliable).

In about Ootober 194k), the meananie IZTZINNA vas
rearuited within the US zone for the firm IitucIriLT and •
Co., 1231,72:0 (X 44/4 41) 1755ft zone. After PETTIUNA had
*reseed the border legally with pascee from the MIR
zone he was employed in the wayuk plant neer=11=5URO
(11t 52/D 91). Shortly Nifty* .Christens Itz came to the US
zone with an interzonal pais (4 , zones) 'blab uas valid
tor 15 days. Se sots ordered to travel via luxmact
(L54/S 55),SrLtien zone, in ardor to deliver papsra
to specialized workers newly realuited for the tWAl.
tone and to return with them. rIVIZINNA told that these
interzonal pelisse are lofted for furlough trips to all

_workocciduk_azo.,,koifflO14. 	0.40.30414194,4t. Atoat1Ssitiren,...,- liable. rittrintRaliincetele en ö3
with op...soften in a former coati, MAW LIMN:. At thew) -
quarters there WO special informants who eaten tho	 •
workfare,	 .

TS No. OR	 -Cow flo. 6 of 6 sepia..
Pogo Mu	 .4.pagos.\.	 .
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21Patrunry 1947

Countntelliconee Roport No. 181, Operation MsTY.

IC of Z.), :_t-48 neadquarters, United States ?areas
European Theater, 2-..*J'0 757, U.S. Aray.

f:ohool For NCO*: Of Tbe 5oviet 4rmx IA 41XSU,. 

Date of observation: Dooember 1946.
5ouros: No. 759 (roliablo).

On 15 November 1946, a school for MO. of the SA
vas oatob1isluo4 in the castle SJ 4,117.1 OU Da/L0 131,
USSR 'toss. A00 van arolustruotad there at a tine In
ooarses of 4 5 woeks Ouch.

No military fielet traluinc aus observoit. Therefore,
it its supposed that courses of pOlitioal instruction are
oonoerned.

v-,	 •

•,,!„
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YOt,7,:41";;

"wport
of	 _Abdcc.rturs,

: 11rol-;e71 Theuter, 	 7C,7,

c) .viet :a7evts	 "-Tie tZ-Cable Lotoil 

Date of obeervation: ;:iddle or :;:cco:.:e2

-E:eurse: No. 810 (undetemined),

Tic oo-oulled T.1:; cable detail (detail of the zlie-
nal Corps of the MX) whilst Le stationed with the bovist
64rr1son hoadquartors in -*-4.LIAR().1 51/47 D7), USCR none
of Geruanyvie c1oso1sett:410d by .117D acentz, A Jewish
descendent who le employed by 'this detail at an inter..
pretor it bolieveC to be one of those atentso

A former romulo.;..ximber of the Car:Anil, (security
police) cow foreed by threats at the vjej to work.
tlth this noble detail. Constantly threatenaa by the
Soviets she was ordered to steal UR teletype asesases.
Apparently, she did so successfully in several cases. .

Copy No.	 or 6 copies. .
Poo Na.	 poises.
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SECRET/RELEASE
TO GERMANY ONLY 24 February 1947.

SUBJ4CT: counterintelligence Feport No. 183 1. Operation ruifTy.

TO	 : 1C of 8, 0-2, Headquarters, United States Forces
European Theater, APO 757, U.S. Army.

ILPD Plans 1n Caseof a War. 

Date of observation: until January 1947.
Sources No. 154 (reliable), No. i.10 sand No. 512

( completely rel I abl e) .
r

1. The followillg measures prepared or planned by the_
• KPD.(Communist Party Of Germany) in case Or an armed' eon-

filet between the USSR and the Western powers are known:

(a Set-up of a terrorism organisation,

rg

I
h Set-up of an illegal radio net,i
0 Set-up
 Set-up of

of
of 

a
a 

courier
oemouflagednet, o anization within• d 

	

the railroad polio.. • 	 .
.ie,14-f.'„.. ---,,A1.4..a As,....,e-:-.t.yei,:.5:;4=1-:-..--.-•-.7_,_-:,,,.

i.. Set-up of a terrorism organisation.
The organization of terrorism groups within ell the 10081
KPD groups in the DB Zone is direatedeliy'the SiPL111 KPB
center (apparently within the partritiadquartera of tile
BED (Booialist malty party of GermsnY).	 . . '

/
The leading personnel for these' terrorism groups ere

trained at a SIPLIS sehool , which, is known as *Terrorism
Sohool lt. The main subjeots taught at the SEPIA* *Terrorism
SOhool li are propaganda, espionage and 'sabotage*

• Only members who had been with the Klitt before'1933 '
*re Aleut to the courses Of this schtiol bthe lioni.4 Pk , : -
addition, thdir reliability L* earefittly examined. I.
students who .are oeleste4.,1* this way ara'111, 	 .
sluiced to the OUR Um* by the me and poi**, 
tiro illegally.te the DB Kano*	 •	 1 .'

.	 •	 .
TS SO * OR .21a4, .Copylki:• .:rer :4 iAll...
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The terrorism groups are ordered not to expose
themselves by premature Operations. These- members are •
partly established in legal administrative positions of
the party organization where they are not too much ex-
posed.

It was observed in some local rin groups that. members
retired from the party, vita& apparently happened by -order
of the party. It seems possible that this was made for the
purpose of eamoufleging members of the terrorist groups.

2 souroes, whit* are completely independent film ea&
other, reported the following . missions of the terrorism
organization: in ease of a were

•
(a) Operation or ettempts to kill promkiaent persons

o; the Allied and German- ctdmi.nistration,

	

.	 .
(4) Attempts to.- kill ht-ranking military leaders

or the 000tepational ... troops of the Western powers,

•(o) dabetage on military, installations (airfields,.
ammunition dumps, ration supply . 'depots, tots.)

(41)- Parelyeing of the Allied and itiresen administritiOna,

In order to prepare rnr'theso.measureit XPR' ,sgnta *mi.

tion as Sail -Yint**Poesible.'	 •	 •	 •

,

	agents • iiiiCto • he instilled.	 . _

)• Bet4lap of ea illegal . radio-net.	 .
Binultanosusalr with the set•up. or the terrorism grip t 40
ille,g4 radio-net is Wilt VP* Already a few. ttglio....ot teas:
of this net are said to Wye: been Operating temporarily.,,..1.

• radio . station • staid* . apparently operates for the ao4k4 wrkors
.-.....of ,ther.:ZeD for itelfariet Mncellfl is laid to be located4.a.

the area of RORMILTIC"*48/11 . Villehie radio .liti4temi.:iii *al

tit have .itonneditienwwillt a station • ;Air 1134/14 . 13 ti..atsesupposed to Operate . direct radioeonneetion to MOSCOW,

247
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4. Set-up of a courier net.

To direct the Illegal terrorism organisation a widely ex-
tended oourier net is being built . up.- CI reports already
reported about some couriers.

A significant courier conneotion is believed to be
from BERLIN to LINDAU, in the Brent% Zone of Germany via
SALZBURG, - Austria and MUNICH ? US Zone of Germany. This
route is only used by Maximal It is said, that all the
terrorism groups of the US and the French Zone will be
connected with this courier oonneotion. Ior camouflage
reasons the Bavarian headquarters of the KPD in BUNION appa-.
rently is kept outside of this courier route .. .

Thus, it is guaranteed that the illegal ronrier route
will not be endangered in egos the Bavarian headquarters,
which is exposed by its °Melia Character should be para.
lysed by the oompationalOwer.

.A"

.	 .
The significaMo' e of -this route is revealed by the foot,

that Russians are employed at. couplers. It can be concluded
that .these couriers are well-trained agents.

Apparently, an additional courier Connection exists
(troa'BERI,IN ?) to the •Severian headquarters of the OD in
*Oxen •through the:Ste& I.iaLson offloer in gunca...A imam,

•lowed Mini* 64:SABSt:, alias	 IRICSITA .operates U a•	 •
. -tiourier, :between Ahissottleiaresonh-OffiCa'asiewt1W-4Blitttilat

. 1CPD headquarters , This woman speaks 3 languages ont-is
often seen in the beilding of . the Eiverian. hoadtpaarters :of•
the I:PD in 11UNISR; lelileraseYoirtritase.

5, BOt-up at 4-:-01110uallited organisation within' the
•	 railroad polio..,
Asoordimg to reports received, a •amouflaged organisation
-is built : up within the railroad polite of the DS 203111e
Apparently its aieoien is to gather Information oonoerning
US thipicents by rill. it aeons possible that this
iition, *hist minty soniiiate:of ..sowannists *sorting within
the railread pollee; is,eharged. with sabotage motions in
oaae of' e war.

Secret 248
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6. use of the Centrals Sauitaire Suisae (CS13).
The CSS activities are in e000rd with the XPD aotivities,
espeeially in regard to . a possible conflict (see CT reports
No. 28 and 136).

It is reported that the CSS delivers weapons, WOMU-
nition and other illegal material along with its medical
shipments in order to supply the terrorism organization
set up by the Kn. These reports require further oonfir*
nation.

•
Notes Observations on all the details of the prooeedings

reported above are °continued. Yurther information
will be forwarded in following CI Reports.
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,
:	 of	 ttnitod :"'ttatos

757, t:.: •

ILaxeo For 7: -Gouriert. 

Late of olzorvution: E;nd of Ddoembar 1V4.

;Jouree: No. 752-(rig1lab1a).

Whoa a croup of persons illegally oroseing the.
Imel border in the area of WAIKENRIND (11 52/C 113) WaS •

checked by a soldot patrol,	 en presented paperu with
the	 14:.`,71)" (0001.0.3.tot unity vim t znanY)
andc blg atump with. the Goviet star omb/sm in rod paint.
Immediately, they were separated from the rest of the
amp.

gswa, Apparently, SED-eouriers are concerned.

TS Noe OR j.(74,1.
Pea /10.	 Davi •
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7112---e!T: Cott:a y.:Intelligence aport	 1P5, i'oeratioa -17.7ry.

":0	 : Au of	 U*2• headquarters, United dtatea Foroes
'ALIVMDMI1 Theater, .:0x, 	 U. 1. Arm.

...Ilya of	 t. F

:Ate of observation: Leoember 1940.
!ouroo: No. 754 (reliable).

The Latvian woman Innis TIL7177 apparently is a
soviet agent for the British Zone of Germany. :Aug is livo.
ing in the restristed arse of the sdifleld MX=
(R-52/1 19), TICII • zoaa, and has admission to the airfield.
AArliji MTV= is frequently absent frmnr1117r4 On Is nap.
ember 1946 one of our agents followed'her whenehatraveled
from PrSTrITZ to Mtrouter Ix 66/7. 16), and from there to
VITTITIBrReir (fl 5VY SC. In all•BIffintil-, our agent lost her.
Be found her sgain later in the waltinowamiwben she
entered the 14viet railway station headquarters.

Ira there she wont .• a ..bilritreseer . In
• 'Vat-night •OirlfrZeitesiber"I944.

BUG 	 train going In the diroation of SAVATEDIM
( M &VT 27 ). while TILT= slept our agent could look at
her identifieetioutapers. 5he is provided with a grey
pass in German end Russian of the MSS, zone and a blue
zonal pass of the British none.
Peraot d: Media TILTIN was born on d October 1916

ahe is married. Che Nee a round
face with protruding cheek bones. She has darkblond wavy.
hair. ahe wears &brown tut hat, a brown fur eoat and
boots, ;he speaks Osman well but her Bftsouo4a ars rolled

eonaleted of a beg hung over the
.shoulder and jart:ek hat box.

••
When the passes sere checked in SAMS/RI:Bt.' out agent

was detained and he could OA longer watch TICIN.
&Vi It is asevaect that %IL= 'treireled..by Drwa of the

t Is to the British ono.
,

TS so. OR 4/at..	 copy •lie. .4,, at eagea.
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SUELTECT: Counterintelliganoe Report No, 186, operation PUSTI.

TO	 : AC of Ss 0-2, Headquarters, United States Forces
European Theater, APO 757, U.S. Army,

110entrale Banitaire Suisseu (Cs).

Date of observation: until beginning of Tannery 1947,

Source: No, 353 4 51-2; and 514	 (reliable).
‘A,	 •

Supplement . no CI .Reliorts No. /8 -tinh:1116t

1. Conneation between thei.CBS. end the movement "Free 
German!' in Svritzerlaltd,-
- .

A letter of the Bwies °leering °filos to the
, movement *Free Germany* in wtttarlent, Peo/Otaitiaitati

• Post Offioe -box Fraumuenster 1058 i z P.xog . a
kig.-dellele•A,..s.ODoeittiOnabotwaist,.14 :: tha.. ..aissOtTICO,

of that in. irinment and the CRElmay be7A,eeirnad 'frost 10•
2. OonneetiOn ,between Dr....TRANMEWIT and Mr.AMMOTTI.M.:

BefOre'his emigration to the USA Dr., TRAITIFPORP
wee 1 Profeisor at several German univereinie :
After his emigration he gave leotures at the. lunt.
varsity of 0l2.ifornia4 Re maintains. oonneatiezta. with
his nephew Mr. SOROITTIA in :STIFFTSAPT.. He announeed
•to the latter his intention to return .to Germany in ord
er to aaeets Position as a professor of somtologr
at the university Of SPIDELBERCIs Dr, /egarairp
communist and the editor of at illegal periodteel
latish in Pin g:ion has the title *The Ted Stare. This

.	 •	 • k b-ckS P crt Pe	 •
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periodical is also published in German. Immediately
after his return, Dr. THALHEIMER intends to get in
touch with 2 communist groups!which contain communist
amigrees, who returned to Germany. These groups are .
called the *MARBURG and OFEMBACH circles*. They are
propagating the idea of a universal communism among
the intellectual circles of the US Zone.

3. Conference of intellectual EPA circles in STUTTGART.

In the of December 1946, a conference of
intellectual XPD circles was held in STUTTGART. A Dr,
Werner UAW delivered the speech. Mr. SCHLOTTERBROK,
Mr. SCHOTTTIM, and Mr. IMMUNE participated in this
meeting (all of them are active co—workers of the CBS),
Dr. KRAUS propagated the incorporation of the ,SAAR •
area into Prance as a oommuniat ?ranee urgently needs
the _SAAR as a base for her spiritual struggle and in
case of a possible conflict for the a000mplishment of
the aims of the universal Bolshevism.

Dr..XPAUS also announced that it is important to
convince the Germane that KOENIGSBERG end Bast Prniia
must roman with the MP by any menus in order
reach the Bolshevik world revolution.

.4.4enfarences at Friedrich WOLIF:*.s..,:

Al Chrietmas,-•Dr. KRAUS stayed for conferetOes
at Priedrieb TOlafrtmin DAVOS, Smitmerland,

• During the time from Christmas vi.tt1 New Tear*O-
Day, conferenees oflolsheVik cultural renresentatiVen
were held at Friedrich wOL7Ff e. On *his oceasidn MUT
delivered direetives for a Bolshevik penetration of .
cultural activities:

• Ter probably Mr. SCHLOTTPUCKleas also "regent
'it-these conferences. AnyhOw it is known that he was

absent from.STUTTOART daring this time.	 •

• T8 No. OR idea Copy No. 46A. of 6 copies
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5. Supplement.

In Annex 2 and 4 of CI Report No. 136 the abbre-
viation "LVA" was mentioned in connection with Mr.
MUM, direotor of the LVA upper Bavaria.

"LVAu means tandeeversishervmprenstalt (insurance
company of a country).

6. Permanent nursery MENTERSCHVAI08. 

The permansnt s nurseryMTNTIPTSCRVAI07 *here the
=MICR conferenops of the CSS representatives are held
belongs to thetandesversieterungsaistalt.Oberbayern.
It. direetor, r. MOM, is also a member of the ad-
ministration board of the Sueddeutsobe4ertta mid Sant-
taetshilfe Bayeras (South German medical and sanitary
ears organization of Bavaria).

3. Annex.

!t i Observations are continued.
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Annex 1 to CI Report No. 186 

• Swiss Clearing Office
ZUNRICH

BOINSENSTPABS2 26
.102,

• TOt Movement *Free Germany"
in Switzerland,
Peohtsdienst . 	.
Post office box Fraumuenster 1058

ZUEPICH 1.

• =RICH, Boersenstresse 26
13 nay 1945.

SUBZZOT: Decisions of the Union's Council on Febr. 16/ April' 27/
SulY 3 1945.

Collections and payments of contribUtions to the Centrals
Sanitaire buisoe by German nationals in Switzerland

We confirm the reCeiption . of your letter of Zuly 9i, Moneerning
the matter mentioned above end are now informed of its contents.

In regard to the fact that yearly oontributionM.of about 50
francs per person are concerned we cannot issue a regulation at
large for this purpose helms* normally the blocked persons may
easily pay these relatively small . gifts.from the mane placed at

disposal-for their living coats an personal needs.

TS No. OR •iit uopy No. 0 of 6 copies
Page No 	 'of .41-pages
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But it in a special-tone an 411q3ancle from	 blooked
ee0ount /inlet be.reTdired the bloik41 person' mey, maeor-Aing
to our knowledge, ociission'its bank to trans/Pei. the money
.direotly to the Centrele naniteire 3uisae.	 -

We like to as 4i5t the institution in queation'— the
Centrals Banitaire Suisse — as for ae.poseible that the charity
may not be hindered by the competent decisions of the Union's'
Counoil.

We .hope to have nerved You with these statemente.
•

Yours .nnere/y

Swiss Clearing °Moe

(signaturee)
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25 .7ebruary 1947

7!.J C-2: Counterintelligence Report No. 187, O peration M TY.

•: • c	 :	 or	 G-2, Yieadquarters, Vnited .-tate4 Porcen
7nr07enn ?heater, Aro 757,

Orriee in 'POLOZK. 

Date of observation:, December 1940.

:..onroo: No. 990 (reiiable).

in Uay 1940, a MY: office was located in POLOZT
(135 lot /r. vamo, At that tin*, the heed or this office
wan a Georgian with the name GAB7LAYA.

TC Ro. OR 44:1g. Copy NO. j of 8 apples.
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- 25 !ebruary 1947

• i:ounterintelligenos .:sport go. Ina, Operation RURTY.

0	 :	 of L, G-2, Cnadquarters, United :Aates Foreee
'uropeen Theater, • ID", 	 5.. Army.

yr) Cffioe .,in comt:%

:Atte of observation: Liddie of -comber 1946.
Laturos: Po. 612 (reliable).

At the beam:lag of . Ootober 1946, the iNc *Moe in
coTTIM (0 52/A 57), •nT Zone of Germany, moved to a
p/aae outside of CI:M.14m,, After a short time thin office
:moved book to MM .:: into new quarters in the Boyaeam.
:Arsons.

copy go. 4 . of 6 09101***
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25 .februar7 .1947

C,ountrintelli-joucc, -41coort 1;o. 140, ,4v73.tion 1,17.1"1.

of f.:), G-2, Leadquartera, United Ltatea .;'orcea
-urooeen Theater, P:7T. 757,	 Army.

'V! Otftoe 1r O1I!Z
14te of observation:. Beginnina of 2acember 1946.

Leureet No. 015 (reliable).

The 0,r. office in 007IRTZTZ (0 52413 00), L',.311 zone
of Germiew, la located in the former laraunea Haus!.
(Brown house; agency of the former Miall an the street
"Lie Ai 	 4'1" ( how acme-Luxemburg or )erl-litarx
Otreeti.

The building is enclosed with barbed wire( the entrande
is closed by a bar.

The pereonnel aciounta to about 75 umn.

4•••••-•	 •
•••
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TIP f'CrIVT

25 ..1chruary 1947

OT: Counterintallienoc Riv.vrt No, 190, 6p3rat1on	 77.

:	 of ..,	 Leadquartara, United totes roma°
--1uscpcan . hater, ;Or 757,	 Army.

111. Offfcc in 
Late of observation: 241ddla of :-..comber 1946.

iJouroa: lib. 316 (reliable).

aln.LINBUEG (14 52/1„ 35), V ,:.41 zone of germany,
recently has an !NI office consisting of 90 men.

J;

,

1

,1

1
!II.:	 II

-.1111r

' TL1 NO. OR "al.. • CCOrlit4. 6) or 6 dopiest/
Page N. .../....of .4 pages.
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25 ,obruary 1047

.;ounte4r1nte1/1conce !,eport ro. 191, ,Terttico NU Ty.

: ,e of	 rmadquartere, United -:tates i.oreen
'ilropean Theater, :.1>0 	 tT.. Army.

!ND Offices in HALL:. 

Leto of observation: addle of ;- acember 1946.

.--,ouroet No. 733 (undetermined).

1. On 16 imcember 1046, part of the 1-.!.V °Moo in the
Wsoonr6trasse in nAur	 WI; 92), U5S11..loae of Germany',
wee shifted to Kr11:7211K, (r 52/b 91).

Only one amnion, of which all the' members were
dressed In civilian clothes, remained in the old -quarters.

2. The old Ian "JO, nrehter" in BA72,r ie now a IND prison.
It is guarded by	 troops and seoured by watobtowere
and machine gun posts.

• 41.■•-• -frr

TC No. OR Aa. Copy No. :± or 6 **plea.
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SECRET/RELEAS1J SECRET

TO GERMANY ON] OBONNT Pkt

27 February 1947

SUBTECT: Counterintelligence Report No. 192, Operction RUSTY.

TO	 : AO of Z4, 0-2, Headquarters, United States Forces
. European Theater, APO 757, U.S. Army.

Oregoni YAROPUT. 

Date of observation: until beginning of February 1947.

Source: No. 318, 756 (reliable) and No. 995 (completely
reliable).

Concerning Oregoni YAROPUT the following data is known:

1. Before the German surrender.

• In 1942, YAROPUT was taken prisoner by the German
Armed foroes. Because of his anti .-Bolshevik attitude he
was released and sent for a course of propaganda training
of the "Russian Liberation Army* (ROA) to DABENDORE (N 03/
Z 81) near BERLIN.

After the completion Of this training !ARUM was
eent to PARIS. Re was summoned beak to DABRNDORF because

, ffic_nm_Uopient duriwahlokU202=2042:441000.094000;.,_a-
-theNtkintOldeleg. gegot a new appointment inthe • -

ftraitiOloy the German Intelligence service. But he was
again summoned back ant sent tO . Rumania bedaub, he had
ordered 6 men of a Kalmuck .detacbment to be *hot who had
been employed by the german Armed Forces to fight pertisans.
In Rumania, he was in'etarge of a. detaehmentel- 	 a
.iL1jgi(unarmed Rnesian volunteers working for the aiman

°roes).

After the surrender of Rumania, YAROPUT found his way
thrall& 51ovian to Germany. When Germany surrendered, he
belonged to the ROA unit 14 2ALZSURG (N 48/Z 92) which was
under the command of Genera lyRKUL. Colonel of the ROA
TAROPUT was voixtomartialed to death besa4ao of disobed.
/once (he refused to obey orders issued by General.TURKUL
in connection with the somee4401.* Huumuere UMW *w

-eeded in escaping before theSentence mmaertoUtadii One

00PY NO. 4.„of 6 eopiea.
?"141 No.	 ot Mee.
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offioer of Ms hl.mdquartert who wt also contemned to death, naoe
IrroTT,v, was shot bcoause of his fattens*.

2. ;Ster the cran surrender.

After tho surrender ni.ro rt.r- resided in	 and maintained
close connections with 7,11. t•7 ,:n7nri,	 and	 YY0. The afore.-
Said Parsons rere arrested Iv iJ authorities anperently t'-aoause of
crl/Anal offences and after a one month' detention they were re-
leased.

Then, YAMPU7 lived with the former ;70A sergeant ORLOV. onLov
had a oonstant connection with the Coviet Mission in rarrBUTZG,
peeially with its chief, a major of the nA 7:04,; ;t1X1E17/. YAROPUT
explained his and oRtOrs connections with the .41viet idsaion with
the allegation that they prooured vodka and other items on the
black market for the evict Viaaion. It beesne,known, however, that
YAROPUT vieited the f.11'..- BURG emigranto o- eommittee together with
&ajar PAIThtII who wore oivillen clothes and was provided with
pasees identifying him so a Russian emigrant.

ORLOV wan seen in a :B,I1 g. restaurant adoompanled by Lajor.
PACCECEVI/ and another noviet lieutenant colonel. PAn::.-cnnu issued
direotives to cnnY which the later wrote damn,

' khan YAROPUT heard in emigrante cirolos that ORLOV wee sus.
'meted of being a Soviet agent he diseeninated the following rumors

fie allegedly induaed TADICOViirl to steal prtovtgivaliA
i festivity at the (Map PAR= in 5ATZ2IRG in order to olear up the
suspicion. fiowever, no evidence for any inteiligenee activities in

. the ..Joiriet interest was obtained from the examination of ORLOVIO
papers, only bleak market aotivities were prOven../AMOVOM, however,
declared that /nROPUT's allegations were mare inventions, i4veral
tines, it beeame known that YAROPUT had denounded anti Bolshevik
emigrants.

In October 1446, YAROPUT moved from SALZBURG to Reverie. There,
he was engaged with the sale of forged papers, travel permits to

--- _Austria,etc.....Zewes registered in several DP camps simultaneously
reeltived food-rstions tram thaw In UrRION be appeared under

the name ONrDICR. He eontinued to aolutain close conneetions with-
ORLOV who often slept in his apartment. In umm, YAROPUT contented
MOWN. The latter reserved a roam for IAROPVT in his apartment,
but YAROPUT was seldom there because be was afraid of a.possible
detention. MOUT headed 's group which produced 'Oahe on a Large
deals: In order to legalise his resident). initfifinfi, MUM got a

.T N44 On agao- -00P7 110.	 of 6 (evil*.
" P460 80* -.Ab er 44,146114,
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job v.ith s	 office. e took advantage Of tido ,cib to sell :Uf:.
:cods illicitly. he was arrosted twice. 1;osins " articles, he also

yolUable:;h1 belonged to the treauure o the :iusaien
0.A.1 .1.-tien In orb's %zhic 	 otolen by

th y' bc (4nninc o 194& until f pril194a,	 n77".: displayed
rest Intareut tor th;,	 (Natsionalni TrudoVki z4,yus Yovavo Tloko-
loniya, national labor union of thp nev. feneration) and contacted
it ' T '} grou.

;„iter the compulsory extradition of the	 of the 0A of
- camp nATTLING (V 49/U 73) to the :Doviets in leehruary 1946 TAROPUT
tried to instigate the gUtlICfl NTL , leaders to terroriam.actions against
the 1M. occupational power..Furthermors, he tried to orgeni7e terror.,
ism groups among the emigrants for plots against the 6oviet repat-
riation mission. Be disseminated moors against aoigrt,nts accusing
them of activities in the Coviet interest.

:Anse YAROMT escaped from bin apnrtsent in L'bnIai—BOG7VMAUSV1
in view of a threatening detention 9 his now residence could not yet
be identified, Bin apartment -in MU1 IC.W..SOLIMAr:27.1! WWI on Uauerkirch-
strasse No. 46/1. however, it is at:noosed that he is still living in
:371IGH. He has becoe extraorditarlik Cautions. Bo broke off all his
former connections. and avoids making new aoquaintanoes. According. to
reports which have net yet bean confirmed, he is said to have repeat..
ear net officers of the Soviet mission..

-
..causa.-0,440.,proyocatilte.:00Aduat -during ,:th41 ,uholik4ear

1046,. YAROPU1* is suspeCted to hero been recruited for the SoViet
intelligence service and operated his provocations by Soviet order.

MULL Observations are continued.

TS New OR (124. Oopr No.	 at 6 oopi•s.
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SUBZICT: Counterintelligence Report No.

TO	 ; 10, of 8, G-2, Headquarters, United . States Forces
European Theater, APO 757, U.S. Army.

Soviet Attempts to Make Prominent DPs Peturn to the uss.P.

Date of obServationt middle of Zanuery 1947.

Souroet No. 210 (completely reliable).

Supplement to Or Report Mo. 92:
•

On 12 Zanuary 1946, General FASTIXIO in the DP camp
ECRwJdb (M 50/S 92) was visited by therfoxmar Lithuanian
Colonel 'MAMAS from NAB Lithuania. TWAPONAS was ea-
oompanied by one of the two persons who in November 1946
bed come to the oamp for recruiting purposes. Colonel
WARMS was s regimental commander of the Lithuanian Armed
'lore's and leiter became the commander of the militaryeosdemi.
in MBAS. When the SA entered VIRUS he remained there and

--ttOillie-dperiteartOrAshelloTiets:'--- :-- • -

Both visitors handed 000Te1 PASTIMES letters from his
.daughter Who has bien*eturted from Sibiria.to KAUNAS in the
meantime. There shells living atan unoles.'TheseJetters
40Atainad piotures..She wrete..to her parents thetAmsz Sister
and sh•ltne4onging,fOr their return. General RASTIKTS do-'
aimed that he is determined not to have himself extorted
and will not to return to Lithuania. .	 . •

40th visitero had come from RT0WNSBCP0 (I( WU 15).
■■•••-•

•
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•

801113CT; Counterintelliganse Peport Wo. 194, Operation IMSTY.

TO	 : AC of S, 0-2, Headquarters, United States Parses
European Theater, APO 757, U.S. Array.

Offiser of the Organization ITUERSH* in MA.

Date of observation: Beginning of December 1946..

Souroe: No. 214 (completely reliable).

A lieutenant GIORGI lathe officer of the organization
"SICEEZI" Assigned to ,the BA corps headquarters in GNUA 	 .
(V	 06)(seeI Report No 1063).

Acoording to his statesents,'the salter and interpreter
of the officers' club in MALY= 00511: 53) with the first
name Viktor was detained for beinwsuspeotod of espionage
for the 118.A.

Bhortiy before his detention, Viktor visited the OB
.	 —

Oommenit Apparent/y, the NOIR Sinai' of the iseedquetAiii
of the 1=11 Ode Rifle Corps is eoncerned. The
10eation of this oorps-in OVRA.ses'oonfineedhy
other reports (seer/valuation Report Yo. 40).
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SUBTECT: Oounterintelligenee eport Bo. 195, Operation PUSTr.

TO	 : AO of 8, -2. Headquarters, United States Porees
European Theater, APO 757, U.S. Army.

Es lona e for e Waste Powers.

Date of observation: Beginning of Ow:ember 1946.
Source? No. 213 (reliable).

•
RIB* TOOT 'from mxismazn(34 51/: 57) was arrested by

the' oermen pollee became. *beams suspected of espionage
for the Western powers•jShi was transferred to the Soviet
Military Administration*in IVEMMAP(W 11/4* 57).
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SUBZECT: Counterintelligence eport No. 196, Operation rPSTY.

TO	 AC of IS, C-2, Headquarters, United States Forces
Furopeen Theater, APO 757, U.S. Army,

Detention for ,Suspeeted Isvionage for the Western power*.
Date of observation: lnd of November 1946.
Source: NO.757 (reliable).,

Mr. PRACTSCE went to the USSR zone to prepare his re-
settlement from the US none. When he arrived in his home
.piece UNLITZSON (N 52/N 13) he was arrested by the Soviets
for being suspected of espionage for the hosiers: powers.
He was interrogated several times.

Time end again he was asked for the origin of his orders
ant for his missions. PFAUTSCH - consistently declared that be
had returned to his home place to look for a job and that he

, wished to return With. his family from the/IS -Ione to the . •

USSR IMO. As no cootradietions could be found be was re.,
•

:
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SUBJECT! Counterintelligenee Report No, 197, Operation

TO	 t AC of S„ 0-2, Headquarters, United States Forces
zurop-ean Theater, APO 737, U.S. Arary,

STD-Courier Carry/lig Soviet Order* for the West Zonce,of

elymanY. 

Date of observation: Ind of Deeember 1946.

Setiratt: No. 213 	 (reliable).

Supplement to 0I Report No. 161:

The courier with the motor vehiole ST 0 07 31 apparently
is one or the managers Of the sorD (13oeialiet unity pefty of
Ger14027) with hie v•sidense In BPNEIDIN IN 52/1, 29).

Personal datat medium height,
stender,
dart hair,
di0 se,

	

.	 , Miner eoneentrition • comp inmate.

The dolassente itralaat hap* is the pocket ,of the left doorof the oar* as lima :lrep.014 ,12, Or Report, No. 161i but In tthe
• interior Pert of IthInf.reft dinfr. The Inner panel of that door •

lasa to be uniserowed eThry. time the courier mail is put in or
token out.	 •

• Ones or twiee~eirarit eiOnthe this sourier meets a iiirrist
.iseneret_ed40 t000rditit to litetemento of the courier sossidsrs
Ythe Oeiitter	 The general embrsoes bin when

i•Akil 10 greeting bI.ii 0Tferai him 'food .and sehasps, -sod gives
him any eseiatenee reonirod.

Issztri0;	 VP!. li" as4; trZ: ;;11,re en the 41""kiggl

Oen' v0*14" 6-141- Poe.
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CT: 0ountertritel1ti3once :.enort O. 1, iloration

—,	 LesaAuarters, n1ted Aateo lorcea
I.Iropean Theater, •Cr .757,

Ormnization Of Co.nunInt Groups Amow; tlthuanien rP8."

Late of observation: January 1947.

...ourcet No. 216 (reliable).

1. Organization of .coumunist rtroupe:

A ooramuniat group was organized in the EP camp : 7, IL
(t. 50/N 63) near tr,r1r1r..Tfl which is known . under the name
of "reprioal group".

2. AotivAties:

Thin 13roup diosezinatos elpeal p timing the Lithuanians
which are aupooseil to erente Insecurity and fear. The
groupalso :wads letters to well-known personalities of
the camp threatening them and demanding that they leave
the.oams4

3. Monhera otf this grouo.

The following persona are known to be the main insti-
gators who apparently operate by order of the „..:oviet 15:

(a) GOLZIait.r.,
BUBLIATZAL,

9 7ADVY.W.

The latter two (b and o) are conneeted with the per*
sone indicated below:

•
(4) Lat,F2MC(a) 'Iwo'.

TS NO. 012 Copy No.	 of 6 Doges.
Page no.	 of ja. pages.
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4. -ersonal UAL:
(a) G	 mt.	

Lithuania
1..cardas, is . a coemaco'..r fro

was evacuated frol.; 	 to c-rar:aany durin tshe war because
or hiu communtat activities. Et maintains connections vdth
Lan oommunists. once he threatened another Lithuanian in a rt,ls-
taurant end told hi... that he and all Iescints would have the
name fate u.	 (_r	 w.n shot b7 cozmunist jowa in
IL:71U7E, (:.'s 30/0 73) in fall 1948)..

001:";:17,IG.',I- often disappears from the oamn'for 1 - 8 weeks.
Ee is frequently visited by suspicious neraens,. .tIoluding a
Latvian woman Trim.

(b) BUBLIALT 	came from the ta..17 zone to =P-IFRG
(7, 50/N as) in April 1048. He is t watchmaker. Ile said that he
had repaired . watohes for ,,oviet officers in the u•;.13 zone and
that he reoeived good pay for his work. BUDLIAIP. -.TW.- often lis-
tens to :41mict broadoastina stations during the night from
0200 - 0300 hours. At the end of 1948, allegedly he want with .
his. wife to FralgaunG (L 55/C 29) and returned after some time .. alone.The whereabouts of his wife Is unknown.

(o) ZA1:41/LAs, details are not yet known.

(d) untlarun, Gertrude, 84 years old. In aummar 1946, she
came from tha atzn zone. In uncarru (L 51/11 35) sheitaa detain'
ad by VS authorities. After her release she went to ts7P73uPd.
as is under the spec:dal protection or i.r. TOPO (OMRA physician,
who it/mortis the Polish 1.11 shipments to Poland). •Ath his assist-
angle she got a job in the trimnA hospital in -117-tzsam. She le
living at BUBLiAttsZASt.

(e) IZMICTI; Lakaymiljan, Pole, is a radio:teohniolan by
profession. He does not live in the np camp, but in private
Quarters in town (rITTrauno). Be alleges to have been 'with the
Armija Krajowa and to have come to their. ono In 1945 because .
she was afraid of the Bolsheviks.. (AK =national aray, a rightist
orstniration of the Polish resistance movement created by the

_ Polieh ezilagavernment during torlWar U. Its aim is: struggle
- ..v---±L.:7.--korstree -nitbional Poland, therefore,' Its attitude is anti Soviet).

Though he is a Pole he suooeeded in beooning A member of the
LithUanian guard detail. After some time, however, he was die.'

-charged because of stealing. 144w, he is working in aPX store in .
vamraSna. =I= IS a friend ofMAIAI1AS.

AWL Obeervitions . are continued.

*1.13 NOG OR j„Lizie Copy Se. _11;of 0 copies.
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75': ':,ountorlatellizsnoc "e^ort o. 109, 77'oratlo4

of •,	 leadclusriersi United :totes 'orcec
-uroneem ,'heater, 	 757,	 •

	 Fo=or'Thief Of The TInnerlsn Ix:Celli on
:erVice.
-ate of observation: Beizinz,	 of January 1947.

:4surco: no. 592 (reliable).

Gyula KAY .X.f, the former chief of the Eungarian
intelligence serTice, is a prisoner In a esviet camp
in .7.;;;M:	 50r.44), new	 17e is sub4.
jected to hard labor ene is in a state of extreme
physical weakness.'

1'7,3 No. OR'ata. Cony No. .of p copies.
Page No. f"... of „1, lageS.
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Countorintellience 1:report ro. 200, onc,ration	 •fTr%

1	 •

:	 of .:,, z;-2, headquarters,.Unitod -.Antes ;Yorees
ruronean .11eater 1  ;0",r1 757,	 Army.

Arrest of r.Y.OHD7 and "naineer 3AUI Bnoause of :.us•
xected Yeolonage For The estern Powers.

Late of observation: January 1947.

uroe: Ho. 814 (reliable).

In summer 1946, Lr. •1;011M7, a member of the pollee'
and BAUTE, an engineer enployqd with the le4dqs radio
station I;:/ were 	 in	 •14 51/T 57).

In ifecenber,. they were still detained in the :rn.
prison, which Is eirtablished in the former Parstall 
(stud of the former dukes of -71:LkT).

. .stut
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: counterintelligence Leeort ne. 201, Cperstion r7
— 0 	 C' of	 G-2, :_eadquerters, 'Cnited .,•ates ;braes

7 - uropean Theater, A rr'757,	 Army. .

Conference of Comwmist	 l'unctionorias in 1:VAFA. 

late of observation: LiCle of January 1047.

No. 758 (reliable).

ance 12 January 1947, a cOmference or to7 funcre
tionaries of oOmmunist parties ia being held in PliA8A
(72RA0 . — 0 51/L 78, 88), Czechoslovakia.

•
Among them are delegates from Czechoelovakie,

rranoe, and TIV;R. The subject of the negotiations is
believed to be the foundation of a new "International".
The conference is held at the hotel n'xeelaiors.

TS no. OR J.7.41,	 Dopy No.	 of 6 *ogee.
P.a. co. .4. Of Peas.
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aT-OT: Counterintelligence ..eport o.202,2crat1on

: .c of	 i.oadquarters, Enited - 4z.atela Yoroes
:uropean Theater, A70 757, U. •

V. Office in l':O.:TOCK.

Litte of observation: January 1947.

ouroe VO. 194 (reliable).

5ince the beginning of January 1947, a Y.V - 1 office
is located in 1-:(3TOCX 55/0 01), illiterereben No. '4.
By this office, old communists are recruited to 116come
informants. Also, former Nazis who are politically in-
dicted are black-mailed for information activities
under the menace of concentration camp drrtention. The
intorimatts'areorderei: to witch pereonr: uho arrive in
P.OSTOOK coming from the estern zones.

On 6 January 1947, all passengers on the roads: to
nosTocr were checked to see if their identification

.eards had the Ursiet registration stamp. For this Pur-
peso a doubleline of sentries surrounded the town.
Every pardon who had no registration stamp was detained.

_
••••••-•

TS NO. on 27,210
f4ty,	 :f.

.
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SUSTECT: . Counterintelligenoe Report No. 203, Operation FUSTY.

TO	 : AC of S, 0-2, Headquarters, United Stetos Forces
European Theater, APO 757, U .S . Army.

Soviet Woman Agent Lyttbov Vlassovna HANSEN in PEOFNSBUFG. 

Date of observation: Until the end of January 1947.

Souroe: No. 156

Evaluation: B-2

I. Lyubov Elassovna HANSEN, living in REGENSBURG (M 50/0 15),. ,
Adolf Sehmetzeratrasse No. 21, is greatly suspeoted of eot144.--

.	 ties for the Soviet Intelligence Service.

She id married to a Banish citizen Emil HANSEN, an engineer.
Her husband is working at an'engineer swum, in REGENSBUNG-,A
eiehsstrasse No. 17.

.In tall 1945, L.V. HANSEN oemiieie4 . a 	 sehool
which wialleeded by a Russian engineer gmamov. During that
time she was in Olose'oonneetion to the MED *captain Wurii
RESUNOT who apparently was her boss. In,ranuary 1946,
HANSEN took a Job as a secretary in the Soviet repatriation
.commission in REGENSBURG. Obey's*s a close friend to Colonel
FON= and they Galled each other *thou".

On .23 February 1946, L.V..NANONN and' Alexandra VERBITOKATA
Weroguests at the celebration Of the day of the Pad Army in the
Soviet Mission. On that night, ColonaVetitthe SA tommo expreses
thanks to .L.V. HANSEN in kind woris for their
aupoessfUl work*. After the deteationsin . ftly 1946, L.T. HANSEN
gave up her job with the.Noviet Miseiom. In. fall 1946 she had
slaughter who looks extraordinary like the MED Captain ritiosoT._	 .

2,8 No. OR 	 Copy No.. _6_, of 6 Mies
Page No,	 of yaw
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In Thu 1946, L.V. HANSBV made publio remarks conoerning

the SU which revealed her sympathy for the Bolshevist Pussie,
but rv,w she has beeome more oautious. and 7eserved. It is also
notioeable that she avoids statements concerning her past.

Lately, several times she bed said that she is tired of
staying in Germany and that she intends to move to Denmark
with her husband. Her husband is oompletely under her influence.

L.V. HANSRN owns both a small end a large fodak-roto-oamera

Unknown pesons in US uniforms without insignia of rank
were met twine in her apartment,

L.V. HANSWE connections are reWealed in the chart attached._
Data oonoerning the persons of the ( start attaohed:

(1) YAROSLAVTSICV,•Leonid, living in PROUSINTRO, Priedensetrasse 
No. 17, III, he is known as a blackmsrketeer..

.•	 .
.(2) OREMIESON, Georg Yuri' and his mother were arrested in :ay

1946 beoause of suspected espionage for the USSR..
•

( 3) SELlaR, Marie, living in PiGHSSBURG, friedensstresee No. 17,
In • In the. apartment of ..T.AROSILATTERV. In fall 1946,. she we
trasuently visited by Soviet officers With whoa she .had

•
(4) VEREST2XIMA,1Alexandra, living in PROINSBURG, Poritsistrasle
• No. 8/11I at;MRIMRVe s. Often abs had short meetings with

Soviet offic.ri on remote streets.. She visits Mer girl
friends
ananofer.Sk

aSofi;1rULIung.ICOVA and Yekatherina TOBINA in thep •.,

•

(5) EULIXOTA and
1946. they
'stela. They
maintains el

•• 16) BONDAREIZO,
Christmas ho

TONNA. During the time , from Zanuary to Waroh
're visited tidos by . Sovist officers late at
ave . • girl friend Irk NONDARIMEO• who also.
• connections 'with Xnviet •offioers.

a• visited MULIKOVA ind.TOBIXA•:during the
day*. They. had. a birparty,
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PAVLOV, CAlAggelgthe Soviet MiaAon in
REGENSBURG, head of the espionage net maintained by the
Soviet Mission.

Formerly, he was reported as s lieutenant colonel
by mistake (see CI Reports No. 1$ end No. 27).

(8) TELIKSON, Yurii, living in PETMNBBUPG, Fischerstrassa lie
lies close intelligence connections with VETBITSKAYA. Be
speaks Russian and English,. and he alleges to be Puseien bon
Englishman.

•
(9) LONGINGS, Griseha,	 BIMINI/PG (N 49/U 54), Dp.

oemP, born on 28 November 1924 in MOSCOW/USSR. He is be- •
lieved to be an NCB agent. Se is a friend of TIRENTINV
(sae CI Report No. 27)• 	 is often traveling *bout in the
area:R=1VMM and LAiDAU (N 49/0 62). Be is eaid to be
staying in DEG0ENDOR7 (N 49/0 83) for the last several
months. In the DP camp, LONCINOT agitated for the return
to the USSR. One of hid sub •-agentsMAKIONOV is believed to !.
have returned to the USSR.

.	 •
(10) R/SONOV,•Captain-GB, moved.in ftly 1946 fromiCthe'US zone to

the USSR zone of BRYLIN because he believed he exposed him-
self too much because of his intelligence netivities end
felt himself watdhed. Later, he was promoted Major GB be-
oause of his "productive activities".

Dailiehis stay in the QS sone, hi bid i COnneCtion
with Archbishop Nikolai von PAM (alias Eikolsi AVTONONOV)
(see CI Report No. 47, there mentioned as.ROSUNOV).

• SECRET/RELEASE
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Counterintelligence ',apart 1;o. 204, Operation PT.7:.TY.

: AC of .4 0-2, Eeadquartere, United Aatec.rorces
:ruropean TheUter, AT'' 757,	 ;*rmy.

zatioz...	 e ".

Date of observation: Lecomher 194.
ources No. 790 (ry. 32).

In CI Rpt. o. 17 an organization . was reported which
was known among the.0erman Ma in ?ranee as "notoytil-fp"
( Rod Relief). cohoerning Vain matter it is reported in
addition:

1. Organization "Sturuvogel".

In the 'German Pi eamps of the department', liga and
ins de Calais-. in France it wn uncovered that communist
agents are : established with the headquarters of the camps.

these_ agents are operat1ng as administrators.
These communist agents torn the organization "	 "

--ebteh rapresants ,n-sub»organizatiowotAbe vNa	 •

COMMitteft Free Germany" founded and directed by

2. Activities of the Organizatton navnvogere .

The organization is distributing eommuniat leaflets
to the German Ma and propagates communiam . under the
slogan "Liberty to Men". Ms who are Uareista,ArAllege •
tote Narzists'are asidiated in *wipe.
Z. Conngotions of the Orarnization "79$01",e,

•
.' . :__Thigorganization AUmagma"baa cannortions with

the 1a'aAoh and . PoliabeoWanalatitAf the 'industrial area
'of Northern Franoei -They are mit/rely essistionfthe . --
OarAan Ma ehen liberated by theArganitation aturAmpolw.

. The teet . of internationeleo-Operatiewindioatee that7the
. action of liberation an pro 	 started by thetr4.

ganisetion 	 aer laroOtakanO4140 . .by	. •
aatlonaLe	 Olige40014---	 •	 -•
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In contoct!on with thie, a 	 -.Ayport is ,ost:

istareatiag. lt is attaohed es saner.. 	 11: report
Warently Intends to catAluflege thn reel actors.
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On ,..eoeLaber 1948, trr cr (TA	 F.eport on 12. 'oaxber 1948).
ency -.cuter report5 froi

It became kamin here that the French Organization "V.ehrws0A7
is acting in iilsooe. This organization ts assisting the :lemon
77F; s Go that they nay escape. It is reponsible for the escape of
a number of prisoners Tram jail and for sabotage actions in East.
Yranoo. The "wehtmolf " are suspected of having been involved in
the derailing or the express train on the line uaLo on Dec. O.

The French Press cocawnicates that a few- German TVs escaped
from the vamp in the V a e. when they were brought book they de-
olared that they had received falsified papers.. They were supposed
to be sheltered in the hOmea of Franc& "• 	 . "4, On Ueo. 10,

• A few .0erman stole a plane at a -2-rance) and left
for Germany. The plane was og German construetion, as it is re-
ported, and it had enough fuel for a flight of 510- miles.

•
According to reports tram At.:7,AC'' a certin n-:.-Itonrri, manager

Of the French gang In.ehrwolf", was arrested at ,:171 111LEAUS7n. These
reports stated that the /tomb police detected 000 dollars in
his boas, a large sun of German marks, and a small radio-station.
Accordia3- to • the 'reports at -band the police 'arrested 15 . more "-
'persona in the aria of LIYEELTLAUSr.244, 	 .

- ■•-•	 -
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CT: Counterintelllemnee Peport 3O. 205, r:perstien

AC of	 Xeadqu-riers, United •tz.4tc-.1 1,Oroes
.Europeen Theater, iYY) 757, 14..

TPi.. Counterintelligence :nation.
Date of observation: Liddle of Lecember 1940.

L'ource: No. 410 (-vt A-2),
:.upplament to Cl Report No. 18.5.

1. An information and counterintellience service of
reliable M., members has been organized in !!',XICH(i„':
49/Y ea) by order of the J.andes, headquarters of the
171. in Bavaria.

The leader of the rn branch	 (- 49/7 85),
Otto rBLIT . FicliVing in UU21CH 23, lamil. g.tzagn, in the
head of that counterintelligence aervilmi- 14MBER Was
trained st the BERLIN "terror school" of the Kn. In
party circles he is called t54 oounterintellissuse h ead". .
'Priirlrie ordered to uncover an Marly . aa'poasible all
measures planned by other parties or organisations and
by 1:0 against the XIT, and to report them to the Idgattt 
headquarters in macn, hjAenieliratresse. The r15 pre-.
Midas 714. LB1'R abundantly with geode and money for bribing
so that be can acaolpliah hid mission.

11;;

•

few.. -•••••••■ — •
•• •

2. Amman - called 0RASMC1C is supposedly connected with
the setfup of the information and counterintelligenee 	 -
service, Be often travels around and contacts the local
MICH groups and other agencies. He frecuently.usea taxis.
for his trips. The use of texiits . insteed of passenger
cars alloted to thorn, apparantly'aervee as a stmom•
flagekodusaROK is of Polieb-deadent. Hein 16$ am tall,
has blaeklair.'Unially, he 'veara - a leather jaOk•t and a .
leather *ON In ITtLeivelaa he is milled the.maniihO
"is-montinoasly:morkingt. They avoided having anylma.
intexmad perm aff)..044 .5.sECX when.hevisits thc10044	 .

vs no. onmi . • dearyin. wjk,of 4 *Miele
. ?!P !les -L. of ie.,
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3. In addition the followin connostionc o' 177:::317:
hre known:

.	 :.fter t	 co.--.sletf.or. of Ms trs's!	 nt tin terror
school of the 7,7 . in B 73.LTr, -741-r was ordered to or-
ganizo terror erou , In	 eAW.)!..ne.
7)ersons erP knohn as Lir r.1(,.xt

at.t.117:, 7177(:Y 23, ;orsehelletranse :O. 19, •
ETV-BM IX !7P 23, fChwabinG,
EACY:	 DetriebSrat (n:ember of the works coun-

cil) lwith the construction firm	 gumcn

(all of thorn are former students of the courses of in-
•struction at thn 7?: terror sahool in 7nR7.117).

marn.han a constant connection with the.loosiMPD.
p ROS7NE7I CU 41/2- 2E). His agents ore establishedgroup 
	  (office for distribution of Goods)

there. In- narty circles once told that ho has valuable
Information material.

-	 It ieams possible that o courier 'connection with the
anaused radio station of the terror radio net in the
po:mnrili area is concerned with 114prir's connections to
this city (i.e CI Riot. NO. la, Bo. 3).

?iota: Observations are going on.

•rs ye, on	 .0011kNO.	 or 8
,	 Page He. 4.*rampages.'

..	 ■44-1:“
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13 March 1947.

SUBJECT: Counterintelligence Report No. 207, Operation FUSTY.

TO	 : AC of 8, 0-2, Headquarters, United States Forces
European .Theatero Apo 737, U.a. Army.

Terror Organization of the KPD.

Date of observetion: Deomaber 1946.

Source: No. 492

Evaluation: 3-3

Supplement to CI Report No. 163.

5 . DeOember'194.6, a meeting of members of the EPD ow:lured
remote farm-house at PENZBF110 (M Oh 71). The meeting

steaViattil after midnight. The following persons were

.	 •
rla):',1021TMON, EerellIZII., the leader Of the terror group of

• the /EpD PENENERO.

(b) ILDLORTNER, .7ranz, the chairman of the local ETD group
/	 ;Pr MM.

Neinriah, the motoreycle courier "of- the terror
. -	

grow at PERZBERG.	 •

•
,t 	 4	 • (d) 8 moire IEPD members; unknowa_by name.

Tb .,Aeoa1 group leader of the LPD made the persona
a , promise strict seerecY. He let it be Inlowe. that her
was rdfired b WERTMAAL to Oboe* the but end Moot re.

s .liabie Members of the local group to operate on ik speetil
laiget0m. Then MTN= declared that he Nes immediatetY:

•4, ! tailleated 'OA the Soliteta and oharged to orgarillo *Aorta!
groogiatthia the oeaL group at mama, do annottatiteiVthe-
talUattag , ardara por ithis terror group:'

,
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(a) to influent,' the population by oral propaganda atlabor-
yards in ordet to incite dissatisfaction against the
Western oompational powers. This dissatisfaction must be
oontinuously stirred up, but in such a way that the Kin)
will not be recognized as the instigator of this propaganda;

(b) to uncover and report all movements or troops of CUP;

(a) at a later period to organize measures by which the oaou-
pation by the Soviet Army will be . eased (sabotage). -

WERTMANR said that he himself would keel:, in the baok-ground
and .Would give all 'orders by ED1FDIPTN2P.

' Conoerning WETWANN, it is known that at the end of-1945,
he wag disoharged as a PW by the Soviets. Then he became e('
worker's deputy at the pit of PERM2P0 and dhairman of the-losal
group of the trade-unions of the minere. WWWWW - is assumed to
be an agent trained in the USSR.

2. On 14 December l946 at the same farm-house another meeting
oocured at which

. ICLIMURTN311,
LENZ, ICarl, miner, member of the EPP,
KOZO!. , Beinriah

-erere present.. On this do melon ICC=:*8-ordered to travel
as a courier to Enna (L 48/0 1,13), French Zone, to .meet another

: courier Who wow supposed to ,come from Switzerland svia DREOWNZ . •

CL 46/0 561. The dock at LIRDNU was indicated as the meeting
•point. The courier from Switzerland was said to forward orders .

to W7STMANN.

In order to get an interzonal pass for this trip, WTtIMANS,
IDOORTNIRs and X0201. traveled to a oerteinlir..BP1I1P, MDRICR-

- MOOSBACH (11 49/1 66). Mr. SR111P is an old member of the /MD and
has an interzonal pass. On this oocasions-the 31 Deoombor 1946
vas peheduled,ne the date for the trip to /INTAU.

Rem Observations are going on.

- _
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LI ?larch 1047

:Zp3EC2: Countorintellicenoc Report No. 200, Cporation MSTY.

: AC of	 G-.1„ Eendquartert, United :A.uter Threes
Zuro2ezn Theater,	 757, U. L. !sa.,

;' .0viet :mat :ate RIR:71/,.

Dote of obeervation: Becinninc of Januar" 1047.

source: No. 151.

Dveauation:

Baron Sate }max, MICE (1419t1 85),
1012mkagalgtiNo. 85 is suspedted of being d
UGB Mit •

no has connections with sevoral :::ussians
and is vsetelaing, the NU:TICH center of the ABU
(Anti 5o1shevist Meek of the Rams).

oma.74/
Pago-lo.
Oopy No. 1:E;:goo

. •
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( !T: COulaterIntoingencle i:oport o. 217, -l)ration

:AC of	 headquarters, United 4 ..tsten l'orcos
'Aire:van Theater, 	 737,-U.r.

;Prince 143chaal ion AL::71:1„2'L.;.	 •-

Liato of observation: with the end ot January 1947,

Zoureev No. 791 . (usually reliahlefand No. 792 (completely
reliable).

This report is.torwarded concerning the Georgian Prince
Llkhael von AL31BAYA, his co-workers, and his 'connections.
It is supposed that ALMIBATA co-operates with the Brit•
*Leh and with the French intelligenoe service.

1. Pr1poe kikhael von ALWIDAYA.

Be wen. horn on 41 November 1903 in EUTATS,.Georgia.
Els father is a physician. Formerlivhis father wee the
-diplomatic repreeentative'isfAworgia to the Vatican. Big
parents are now 11,14ng in the villa

•Itritir2tRALT; ITT 48/Z "MU` 2:ilts31;
with his parents to •Poland. During the emu. year they
moved to BERLIN (I 5T, -75) Where he attended the R

Abigh'sabeo ). In 1929, be passed 'the R
(high. school graduation) in EX= 0.1 52

en, •e studied national economy'/a 	 (4 47/Y813),
arid in 1952, he passed the aaateexsagatft (final etenination •

under theltapeotiob . Or the state) . at the same university.
ALM/BATA then returned to Poland and for the purpose of
obtaining practical experienee he beoeme e clerk withOnt

*Any salary at a :Pollah bank. In 1957, he became a finan•
.0111 adviser with en aarashiticmCfaeterrin.WARSNA..In

- --sWint19814,44 founded - a perfUno - rantery . in UARGAWIthieb
40 losIntained and even enlarged dUking the G•ra= Coon-
pettai. l944 this taotory wee destroyed during the

. vAppAri iesurreetiogo•

In 1941 - at ' tbo -beginning of the eApp410 in Kue4a
.volenteeteetAii the .0eretee

and was Lem 4titt.ac•i'll 	 ffill)04	 'Stir
rank of a	 en'IliamiOd,,

00307:N9c ,.6 * ,. of 	pOsitm
Pg 144,: -•
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the ,rmy group :ltte (4ddle). The 7,T.T. 4 -r I (Iron Crow)
end /et class), the Panzertamofebreichea (ITEE ;:age) and other
decorations for bravery were awarded to him.

In 1943, he retired frol:. the ..ehrmacht by his own wieh and
operated only au a memamr of the Georgian' liaison headquarters
inIr.7.1'...114 There, he wee onc or V.c. :poet influential ,ero-ne
but he cautiously maintained reserved attitude with referenoe
to political issues and uorked mainly in taklug care 0: ieorian
volunteers and . workers in* Germany.

tven before the end of the war ho went to . .witzerland and
returned only in Magnet 1945. Afterwerda he lived Sith hie parents
in TIAL TrITIlInwz until November 1945. Then he moved to :,.1317/CH,
konteelvatetrasae ES. 7 (telephone No. 35 114).-

• ,	 •
In gum= he tried to build up a transportationeservice, and

his planmas supported by the. transportation officer forilver
Reverie, Capt. GALL(N;AY. Be Obtained the eurport of this UE officer
by a letter whioh ALSBIBA7L, had received from a U5 Rd Lt, GALe.
BRAM while being in the interrogation camp of 02771Mn7L (T, 51/14.
57). According to this letter he wae • ohareoterired as a.politicelly
trustworthy, demooratic pereonality whose statements had been of
help to the Ur, Army. Besides this letter .1.T.,:laBAT.:'t presented a
certitioate issued by. "970 CIC, VET.- TEAM ea, 1MI1T, APO 757 and
signed by1st Lt. CIC C1,17 Thomas E6 BDCKLNY". Co far, however' the

ArenspOrtetion oompen; possesses. only 1 truakvith a trailer which
is not:.sufficient

10akm
,t0eapport the living of A;s4144A0, #P. 4111.! ha.-,

-to-InVett :80,000in'hiebutiness - m0: 4Where 	 •	 -

• ALB/BATA 1s also working as a member of the board of directors
of ILIA:BICH trade company. This Job, however, pays very little. .
Be cent/n=61y applied to be appointed a trustee by the soonomic
mitiatr7 , in =cm but safer hasmot auceeeded. f)nthe Posseion
of one of hie applications the offieial in charge of trusteeship

'issues told him that his application for an tOpaintment bad geed
prospects as he, as a Georgianmmigrentl is eertainly'antl•oOmp
monistic. Be said the Vreeent tendency wpm to replace the 00=1°.
=mists holding	 truatoe positions'by poraonelities of another

‘ 7,01itioil attitude and profeasionalmxperience.
•- •	 •	 .	 -

ALINIIRATA .14 living in the howl* of en Affieri0101:101111111 Vita
the name Z.t3.ienSALBACRe:0A0NLNC7TC1 in IfINICN whom he .knows from
his timeln MBLIN6.111a solo or living in-upIal requires lots,
of money-eh/eh isinotobteined froa • blaok market totivitioo too
whieh ATAMRLYA generally *basins. Ha.usualltoos to the."
albessaleterkrtr and tho-121114067 known os.twil'immW:o

suss* a.. !nap. :AL Luger'	 Moods or gir1

Peso	

.
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friends and nays a:: averse ra-loe of 5:"; vrarks n 7orson for each
Once in a while, Le gives a party in his anart:wnt to which

he invitee nerwmalities who are aiFnifinant for hi=4 :Alch a party
matr.;I 1.nev,71ral thousand mor!:s. Ye 1,es a :I" lassener or

llters, d,r1:	 suer By 14159) in wt.lch ha
drives to the 'ritisl% and Yrench tome. The maintenance of this
oar costs:-re thwn 1,000 :Jir1:8 7)er :-.ont! because Le alwas
k,'epo it in a ruann- ()audition and ).rocures slier& carte, -as,
ete. on tL4.! blac -%orkot.

is very ambitious and he la always anxious to make
ood•L,prezeLon.	 uses any geeas to contact persons whose

acquaintance he considers important. Lis conduct toward his friends .
ane good acquaintances is that of a gentleman nto is completely.
reliable. however, he is inclined to play the cart of a big shot,

is approxiEnvqy len a:. tall, he has a round face,
bald—headed, dark eyes, a greyish nointed beard (since the be..
ginnine of 1944). Occasionally he Wears a monocle. te is always
dressed very elegantly and sportsmanlike. On 19 November 194d,
: 1..:1-.1BATA left !,'T.TITICr in his passenger oar (lioense 'No. By 10159)
for a 10 day trip. Allegedly, he drove to RMIT'l."'. (t 53/X 32),
British zone. On 29 November 1946, he returned. he was aceonpanied
by '7fAlUAYA anc, COR7'CAYA (the latter left him in VrTtirna «
50/E 79) by an unknown Turkoman and a Er. ROT!! of 171.77:i

48/t 28), Alatseestresse NO. ker(lt seemato be possible that
this Turkmen is identiegl to 0A/TI; see the following atatements
referring to Prof. YOU f-'17:1)1!),.. Luring this trip they were prnilded

. with

1. 2 big menu packages,
2. 400 American cigarettes,
B. 3 bottles of Cegna0
4. several packages with tobacco and chocolate,
5, 8 .boxes of cigars.

15zIor to this trip AL4t/BAYA and Iltl!.7.A.M1 had nom& correspondence
.which le, reproduced in annex 1. ALIMIW‘YA's wife and children
lived in PATIC during the war . and remained .there .after it was

atistated*liy the.:Oertama .qehrus lit. On 10 Decadber. 1940, they ohms
from PARIC to =NICE. Then they noved to LiIB&YA'o parents in
Rrictir301ALT.,. On 9•Jsemery 1947, AL&RIBLATA suddenly left in his
oar for g 8 « 10 day trip to 1."TUCW (T. 52/8 77). Re was mom« • .
ponied by T8OUAYA. On 15 Zanuary 1947, ,Professor von UPTIZT,
ZBAYA end TSOUAYA. had a conterenne with a British captain in the
viainity of RAM= This British officer had eons from LONDON.. •
'Be stated that Great Britain certainly:would seknowledge full .
independence of the Caucasus in the futtire..At -theanuant, baweieri
the. British offioer was interested merely in military 104 0011%104

' To lr04 OR Y144 	 Copy /1104..;jg:' Of 6 eopleis
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issues. He said that he would like to organize a military es-
pionage in the Caucasus with channels via Turkey and that he
wished . to have the Georgiana handle thin misaion. Ho added
that be 1Jould like to build up an organization ell:Altar to the
former organization	 1	 " of the Germans. In thin reapoct
It deserves a! elation that 	 opprated in the German
organization "Zap ' " during the war. The Georgians had
connections in Air ey during the war too. The 3ritish of'fieer •
insisted with special firmness that the Americans should, by
all means, not obtain any knowledge of this matter.

On 30 January 1947, nL.F.IDAYA wan identified in his passenger
car (lioense No. By 16139) when driving through Greeter nesse in
a ', ,,estern direction.

Aocording to information obtained from an ard.lieUtenant
colonel who during the wur served within the German volunteer
-units from the 7ant, he was contacted by a baroness NUTUSOV-R
GROMONT who, by order of AV:MAYA, requested from him the
delivery of records with Ruasian, Ukranian, Canoe:Ilan and other
folk songs. According to the report Of this lieutenant . colonel -

.this was an attempt to blackmail him, however he Cid not yield.
He supposes that a certain Dr. =a, who in the oaf one who
knew of the existenoe Of thane records and who is linked With •
ALMBAY,A, informed the latter about them.- Zip far, nothing has
become known concerning the beronees1=Mov-oliworT. The res.*
idenot of Dr. TILL as well as his activities are unknown. The
records..in.question V40041von.to the UarthWestAsnmmma broadoast.
sUtheritilea by the lieutenant colonel in the meantime.

BrAends and abOuointatt000pf ALSHIBAYA. 

(a) Alexandor irsomAnt, MINIM OntsalvMetkeene No.?.

V8OVATA is a Georenn emigrant who lived in PAR/S.until
1941. Be is the alleged manager ot.4LalIBLYA's transportation
company, however he works on other issue°. Be epeaks German
poorly, but Trench, Russian and Polish fluently.. .ft always •
possesses large quantities of money and Ut, goods -at Urallatal
cal4PUL-Be seldom leaves the house, where he receives ALEMBSTAge
114WIOUt visitors withwhem he also negotiates .when the latter
14 absent. with the German 	 LAç he wan aLsergeant at the
Georgian liaison headquarters 	Allegedly for this -
reason hø cannot return to Brame. Be has a commotion with 0
Freneh lieutenant . colOnel'er the Franoh WO in L—l.BADViilio

the ohier desexitioationerfloer for the Yriflob.
occupation sone of Oermanpi MoOrding to statements of TSO$Mfl
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this rrene officer was a N in t =7,17 caL::p.an waz. then sup-
ported by T:XJ. :AYA. 	 often Lravels to the ::remch :one to
4sie this rrench lieutenant colonel. It is absolutely certain tat

Le travels through the Erenoh - tone to :witzerland. There, he
visits the Georgian 7r71.YA in .G7N77.1;: who mimed to Lwitzerland
after the end of the war. Concerning n7:YA, information was
received that he receives financial supyort by the Coviets. The
2,ritish offloer,	 whom	 and Professor von
'r117 bad a conference in HANNOVER on 15 Zenusry 1047, deolared
that mir:Dr.A. is linked with communist elements in 0-117VA..

_ TSOMAYA has becn c professional journalist, and he is politi.•
eally well informed. It is supposed that he operates for the
French Sa.

(b) Prince Dr. Georic von 

MAGALOV is a 0eorglan emigrant. He is a physician by pro-
fession. Re is living innaTICE•BOGMNMAUS7r, !via ThprelliBr 
cottages, NO. 52, telephone No. 480 185. He is tbi-sonpoin■lew of
the-textiles manufacturer '!TT in 'atirnz 	50/P 12). Be Owns
the farm 1.TAD77I near FUER5V7.771,tireaCE (M . 49/T 65). IUGALOV
was a member Of the NSDAP, and he is now striving for his denazi-
fication. He was a riariF of the Georgian liaison headquarters .
In =LIN and . the Boat influential person in this office besides
timmi. As he knows that he *ea watched by the German IS while he
was with this liaison headquarters, now he alleges to have been
persetuted-by-the,OeiltairtiOernan-7wearetpoliee)*-Revvoneuvotor
vehicle too (small passenger oar). ••

Apparently he abstains no' from any politioal activities.
NAGADOV speaks German fluently. The Georgians in RLTIcH.don't
like him because he avoids their circle.

(0) Oika YORYABRVILI,
• -

Hie residence is pulztcni-D,ItmciymitrApts Ho. 18. He ii an
exwoffloer of the Polish general staff. In the Gerona V.iehmeaoht 
he mut last a Major and the C.O. of A Georgian volunteer battalion'

'AMLAtemulift..Atpxossdt he has no job. However, he is very often .
seen together with =MAYA end visits UM in his bouse.-012til
April 1946,:thewife of ICOBTABRVIL/ was . a seeretary to the fronah..
liaison °Moor *to mG for upper Bavaria. Now she is a seeretery
to the polish judiaial officer in laInc*-1300rNmisigmrff. •	 .
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(d) Profe53o7 von 
•

Bid present residence in !=rwr.r.-77 (L 50/I1 64), post
o!:fice	 77, nritioh •!one of s'crrany.	 Is ( professor
for the hiotory or • astern 71urope. !lot he lectures at the univ-
'Bratty of	 (L 54/::. 55). Iltiz 1941 to 1.945, he.maintained
the rank of laniaterAnlrat (high ministry official) end oper-
ated in the Cst:,...A nisteriur4 (ministry for the -est), where Ile dealt
mainly with political- ionles concerning the volunteer unite of the
Last. Just before the and of the war he escaped with ALITT3LIPA
to -wit,criend end they'elso returned together. After e thorough
interrogation by U.... authorities he was released in 071,1:1JP-771..

• Be is now in possession of a passenger oar. In .',eptember 1944,
he visited An1137 7JAYA in .3_7.1•flcd in this car. After ,this visit,

rIBA7A and Professor von trBir went to =I 17 - 171 (L 52/C 584
HANr071:P. In the British -ono, they had a aonferencevith a •
British officer to whok they forwarded a list of persons whom
they proposed for cooperation with the British. The British off-
icer requested that they oomplAe this list 'by the next meeting.
'iaten Professor von ixmvisited 47gIcL hetwithcALGEIBA/A, irm:IAYA
end Dr. VAGALOV listed all the Georgians who operated on the
German side during the war. META was also mentioned in this
repert_and-cheracterixed to be politically completely reliable.
Luring his setiVities with the Georgian liaison headquarters in
WEIR Mtn allegedly was watched by the ct app. This document
ePParently . had the tendenoy tOoherecterize,aU th indicated
spfpf000.osaatibolohovisto....00ktothiAtiwaokt,404;r0E4.4app.0".,.
operatioawith*theThiWakti . 	 • - •	 -

Professor von trIEI: took this report which had been written
in ALBBIBAU ls house to the 'British zone. On this visit Professor
von Mr= announced that the British Want co-operation with
reliable persona or the Georgian circle and of other Cauoisian
groups.liosovor, thia•Wduld be with the condition that these .
activities aunt be 'kept secret, even .from the alliekpowere. .

Before Professor von M7=24 visit,: ALSBIBATA once said that
'those port days would'deoide whether : he would operate for the .

,	 his, visit in the TS sone. Professor von bow '
' -hattoostorenesa with representatives or the ntorth Cauoasiatt:•

sat/osals. Be negotiated with the TrUkoman GAM, the:Crioeen
Tartar-XEIMARI, the Berth •Caucasian UURM,VRAN . profssitor von
Mr2Wit deelered in these eotiferenees that the' British- 	 to
so-operate with the CaUcasus people. Turkomans and Tartars..
Those ootivitfoo would, he basset on AU sosSotsitruggli :spinet •
1301shindes .and .sim at the %Wars of .thosCpsolite Sho .sts *go..
pressed by Boishoviss• • Professor soil AM* said that the -aids

Tes . ,04 . 01 -440, • • copy voi	 Of.(1 4.14144,.	 .	 • •• .
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condition given by the British for this co-operation is the
pledge to striotest secrecy, even toward the Allies. On 15
January 1947, Professor von 11:!ND7 participated in a.conferenee
with a British *captain, AaAaBAYA and Tc..O.AYA (see chapter I).

(e) Dr. SCITARZ,

ex-captain of the cavalry, is a lauyer, he is one of the .
best friends of ALSUIBAYA with whom he became acquainted during
the war. SCHWARZ is living in EUVICHBOGESZBAUSEN, Possartstrasse
No. 55, with Professor FREY, telephone 480 746. Until fall 1948,
he was the manager of the farm*AADERN and of other farms in the
vicinity of MUNICH. Be had a close connection with Dr. UAGALOV.
It does not [NOM probably that SOHWARZ carries out intelligence
activities.	 •

(f) Annemarie BERGT,

the daughter of the late KoMmerzienrat (old German honorary
title for distinguished businessmen). -REM, is living in MUNICH,
UNGERERSTRAS:Z No, 12. She isabout 50 years old. She is ALSBI
BM's! ririgin4j and confident in all things. She often meets Dr.
SCHWARZ and Dr. NAGALOV. Every morning and every afternoon she
visits ALSBIBAYA.for several hours. She is registered as a
typist in ALSHIBAYA's transportation firm but does not work there.
She often-Aceompanies AISBIBAYA wheh he is traveling.

He Is a US officer. In siring 1946, he Was the commanding
officer of an infantry regiment in SOHWABA0B-(14 50/T 38).nesr-
EUREMBERG* In March 1946, he participated in a party to.whioh
ALSHIBAYA had invited him. ALSHIBAYA visited RIMIER, who is
believed to be now stationed with a USFET office in BAD NAUHEIM
AL 51/M co), allegedly to ask . for.his assistance for the set-
up of his transpos4ation firm. Details are not known.

(h) Osotain HAYES. MUNICH.

ALSEXBAYA often boasts about his acquaintance with Capt.
'HAM, Who -probably is an officer of the MG MUNI0E4 The tele-

•	 phoom *ember of Captain HAYES is 41 EWE*

(4) Alimmoder golipsATA. 

siteacif 11, Alnmillerietrasse Rem 59 1 is an old emigrant Of
Georgia imnd married to a German women* Es is about 45 years -OA,
166 at high and boa grey Wis.( In Georgia, he wee the tire% RIM
or Port at the Bleak SOU OORDEATA-is an old *Wallet and is ROW
head of the newly founded Georgian committee * Ms is a :EMI* •
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anti bolshevist.

(j) Dr. GiVi OATILIAN/,

he is the brother-in-law of ALSRIBAYA. Re is about 30
years old, 170 on tall, dark, greyish hair, sturdy. During
the war he was a captain and the military representative of
the Georgian oommittes. By profession he is a physician. .
GABLIARI is a fanatic enemy of the bolahavists.

Now, he again prootises his profession es a physician.
He is h ying in the vioinity of INGOLSTADT (V 49/T 62). if is
place of residence is kept seoret, for Seer he might be extra-
dited to the Sov4ets. ALSH/BATA supports him financially.

(k) Schalva 0100PBRIDS1I 

former aid to OABLIAB/ and his friend. During the war he
was a 1st lieutenant. He Is about 28 years old,. 170 cm tall,
and sturdy. He is now living in RAD mamma= where he is
hiding himself beoause he is also afraid of being extradited
to the Bovista.ORPOPTPIDSN operated as an anti bolebevist!?,

(1) Engineer MEE,

' is living in NORM, Ferdinand Maria Stress, No. 24 or 32.
,..',„.$e is a forman or.Zszptisn..deseendeney..41.e.,

18 about 35 -	 year* old, 168 ma tall, and has dark hair.
Before the war be worked as an engineer in Georgia. Re speaks
several !astern languages. FMB is often seen accompanied by
ALBRIBAYA Although they have no business connections with each
other. It is unoertainWhioh interests they have in common.
Often they travel together.

(s) Herbert KUM 
•

former major and commanding officer of a Georgian battalion.
Be is living in IMIAMINDIN (I, 32/0 16). Nemo Stress, No. 4.

- 7-Furstlant to a previous meeting on 12 November 1946 in the house.
Montsalvatstrasse No. 7, he was engaged as • representative for
ALSRIBAYA o s firm in the whole Briti gh None (Belglin 000uyetion
territory excluded). This engagement was made on 20 November
1946 and fixed by a oontraot Which contains the following
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arrangements: run is an representative, he reeeives a fixed
salary (the amount is not mentioned) and 12 % commission. Any
future agreements require a written statement.

( n ) Bruno KAUSCRIN,

PTATTLINO (11 49/U 73), Bnohendorf 14 t. Following a con-
ference on 3 January 1947, he was engaged as a representative
of A/SSIBM'a firm on the same conditions as Mr. KUPZ.
may be suspected from these engagements in his firm, that by
.this way AISFIBAYA obteins . 00 -workers for other purposes. Bis
transportation company with only one truck does not justify
such an expansion. Additional egonomie projects of ALSRIBATA
or other reasons oonneeted with his business, eftioh might ex-
plain these engagements, are unknove so far.

ALSEETBAYAf s father was visited In p/IMENHALL by an agent
named pAsamilurk (Georgian),. who was ordered by General O.B.
SILIGADSZ, to oontaot the Georgian emigrants in order to win
them for a co-operation in the Soviet interest or to find out
their oonditions for suoh a co-operation.

•a•-• -f.or
•	 -1.4+
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mint

Bonder: HOMANN, Tamara, Allgaeu, Alatseestrasse No. 30

To	 : Dr. Mikhael von AURIBAYA, MUNICH, Montsalvetstrasse No.1

711738SEN, 10 November 1946.

Dear Mischa t

Yesterday, I reoeived mail from RAMBUPC (Professor von ,
WV= ?). From the information received, it is necessary to
go to HAMBURG -at the beginning of next week. I am not bound
to a fixed date, but I don't went to postpone the trip too
long, especially in regard to my urgent obligation, in LIN-
DAU. I would be delighted if 1 could combine this trip with
yours to EANNOWR, but this depends of course en your &mi-
nion. I only wanted to inform you in case you reoeive word
meanwhile. In addition to this, I would like to discuss a
great number of qUestions with you and COGI (reed Dr. MAOIL071,
especially in connection with my present operations. I have
such an uncertain feeling, as if we must not loose time In

.0uT,,bultPesS.41one,others.40 the . dPvS191WWW144 PACI1-444

Many kind regards, also to SAMOA (read ?SONYA)

Yours
Nrieh.

On 15 November 1946, Mr. Irish ROMARN was rOquested IA14
short impersonal letter from =MAYA, written by order of
ALSHIBATA, to be ready to start in MUN/OR on 18 November 1946.
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SOBXECT: Countdrintelligenoe Report No. 216, Operation RUSTY.

TO	 t AC of 8, 0-2, keedquarters, United States Forces
European Theater, APO 757, U.S. Army.

Soviet Aotivitiee in the DP-Camps of the DS Zone after

1 November 1946.

Date of 'observation: until Beginning of February 1947,
Source; Summary.

X, The DP 'Camps in the Western. 'zonei with their numerous
'Snd different types Of inmates from all countries

1	 boovpied-by the Soviets are of special 'interest for
. . the Sovietintelligenee service in the .following

respeets:	 ... .	 .•

(m) loossible . strongholds of anti Bolshevik groups and
' movements Of the new emigrants;

	

.	 .

(b) Favorable biding4plaant for numerous Soviet ISi	 agentilseho are Wiling Out intelligence missions -
in the Ihistent: sonlii	 .

(0). Plies'	 information.is :obtained from the - . •
0.groflpe of . all* the different nationalities enUfrom •
their: ostensive oonneotionsi

.	 .
.(d) ?leiter. Where information is . disseminated by an

ingenious Soviet propagandal
!;—7- (e) lneriogatible vii«power . , rolge*Toirs for the: rev,: .

_ erOlti.*; Of ',*wIt0410.01
.	 ..	 .	 .	 .

. (F) 70vorgali ..teeSe'fOr, the Anitigetion of 4lnooUtont.,
1	 •	 "tritOili topolittOlit . illir*Plate .

	

.	 .	 .•	 .	 .
I •	 .	 •	 -

118 No,,,IR ./.4a- -4100.110., i ,..ot,:6 .44Le.
747.,.z:,pkges,,.. .	 • •
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•

gi•-••	 .• • •

II. Maintenance of Soviet agent groups.

1. In all DP-qamps the Soviet Is built up agent nets
which Continuously change their personnel.

2. When the Soviet ,IS established these agent nets it
could rely On agents who were already sluiced to
Germany among the slave workers from the 'East and
the volunteers of the PuSsianliberation Army (PGA).
The -number of these agents was increased by DPe.
who were originally anti Bolshevik but who by the
impression of the victory of the Bed Army in World
War II Considered it oonvenient to approach the
USSP.	 '	 .

3.. Because many DP agents of the Soviet IS are not
well-trained . and frequently operated without the
necessary care foroamouflage, they often had to
be sailed back tothe 1IS5R by the way of repatria-
tion. The gaps thus breated required continuous
.replebements by,new gents...This-is done by the veer
iting Of new agents-amongAhe DPs and the sluicing
of agents from the USSR or from the countries Which
are either oacupied or. oontrolled by the Soviets,
It:als000nld . be obeerTed.repeatedly that agents
ho already had beenthui repatriated appeared

4. It was observed that the agent nets in the DP.,,campi
are organized end directed as follows:

(a) The Soviet oissiOns!in .'the Western Zones whioh
vontaih.o great number of MOB- °invert, direst
and lead these nets, 	 •

-	 .
.The'neritet missions- maintain &umber

main-igente whoiUsuaIly:liVe Weide of
eau", and by these sgents they direct the. DP.
agents who live in'theliVoinps• These =On
agents-, who/Ave Outside Of the DP oalitist,: 	 •
arrniige neetingslietWeen the Soviet offieere.
en& the ..DP agents during which brieforeri,440A•d
ond,reporteureireoeiVid$	 \

	

•
•	 -

Lt. OR.Gopy$øS ot *0,0.1.es.
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A000rding•to observations made so far the Soviet
missions maintain the followin g branches of in-
telligenee service:

aa) military and political intelligence,
bb) counter intelligence,
oc) propaganda,
dd) recruiting of agents in DP camps.

(b) Apparently small but well-organized agent nets ere.
eoted from the Soviet occupied or controlled

emus (for example: USSR zone of Germany, Czechos-
lovakia etc.).

These agent groups are carrying out (saunter-.
intelligence missions in the DP Camps (there they
are only concerned with especially significant per-
sons).4 counterintelligence missions among the
emigrants living outsideof theacamps, as well as
very important missions of subversion (See (Xf
Report No. 154),

(c) 'Small German agent nets (KPD members) to watch the
DPs. The ways of communication of these nets are

not yet Sufficiently recognized, Apperently t orders
are issued by the BERLIN KIM center and the orders
are conoerned with general supervision of DPa.
(See. also CI Report No. 21). .	 •

Apparently individual agents of these nets. who
prove fit are assigned to work directly under
Soviet agents.

•

5, The following data is required in briefi oonoerning
the supervision of inmates of DP camps and of other
individuals:

• •

Personal data,

• • i4ftgolitien about relatives in the MR,
service in the Pod Army,
service in neimanikawateer tinitek— ".
rank - and position,in-other Oermaniftervioesi

• place truism/10re the parson in question was evacuated,
any changes of names

• procurement of photographs.

TS No. OR AZ" Copy Na4 4 of. 6 Oepied
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•--- - ' **" •

• 6. The payment of agents established .in the DP amps is
from 500 to 1,000 marks per month • in additico• ,4.,
PX goods and clothing.

The agents who live outside of the camps and rho
operate on significant missions (individual super..
vision of persons who are of special interest for
the soviets) receive 1 - 2,000 marks end additional
ration •cards. In ease they complete important missions
they get. premiums of about .200 - 500 marks,

7. The 'reoruiting of new agente, In Dr stSTst— is is often pro-
moted by intimidations, threats of tOertheoming com-
pulsory .repo,triation, or ht .the • promise of ezeption

• fr011 all .00mPulsory messures in case of so-operation.
•A method frequently .used is the threatening with re-

prisal s' . against relate*l living in the tISsn,
• .	 .
Identified sgetitof groupl whioh are directed by

the Soviet. mission • were deseribed in. CI P sport No.
11, 124 . 27..47, 514 , 86, 92, 193, 104 .1turther.nets
Will be reported in . new CI Reports after due in-'.
vestigation

III. Sluicing of .Soviet IO agents into DP Camps.'

Beisusei,of theaforemention.ed. reasons new-agents ,are
eintinuously sluiced frill the TISSP zone of Gensany, from
•Czechoslovakia, via .Austria end 'lately also frequently
frma the French tone*

!tor inatenoe.it was observed that among.gewish ret■
tug.** einionrIngedSoviet offlOers.were •aluieeti into the
.7owiah oominittee in SOF who are apparently Ordered to •
direst new agents arriving in the OS zone via HOP

.. Graduates of an espionage training bald in the wi..0
'Laity of PROVE were sent to the US zone and ordered to
get into..DP 'camps' an4 to look for .• :jobs with DS units
.or Polish guard detail*.

Annen I.-!
.•	 •

TO MIAs.*
• :
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IV. Intelligence Activities of Soviet. Agents in DP Camps•

In the following DP comps, apenta were observed
who are ordered to watch and hat the DPaz

BATP/IZTH

HANAU

110/SCHNI0T near KAMM

Idt110101

ntilENSTUPG

SORWADZIMOPN

inrwrorcarz

SZLIOVISTADT

WID

MI, near WONF21370,

For sore -details-sew Annex. '4 15.

V. Dissiminition of Soviet proPeetuids in DP camps end .
inciting discontent with the VS occupational power.

.in.thio DP caws propaganda materiel ie oontinnons.
ly distributed and ruiners are spread by egente of the
Soviet adesions.

A few propaganda leaflets art; forwarded as SZUleZ
ibithr-ivere illegally distributed by the 1?h0liNfiBUF0
Soviet ailed= (RISTISSIBURO - K 50/U 15). 	 •

•

.	 Aeeording to the direetives described in C/ P*
port SO. 154 and to the: Observations sad* the oral,
propaganda has the purpose to blame the -cienupa.
tional , authorities. for the naturally deteriorsting..
•00na1tions of the DP* •and:.also for these teteriorao
*line •WiEteh- in pert wire artifloally eausedi.;WirObY....

. it .10 .4otilinaed to overtiOne the ,aversion agaIns ye.
.petrintion orto Inereese, the nilllngnese te',W

Ai*o,	 ot,6 sopias.
loaeW Ito*	 r	 PA! es
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in the Soviet interest. For this•purpose the con-
- ditions in the USSR are simultaneously descripted

favorably.

% Furthermore, agents continuously transport
propaganda material (especially newspapers) to the
US tone and distribute it in the DR oamps.

•
Special agents are ordered to listen to Soviet

breadoasts and to disseminate the news among the Ws
in a propagandisti way:

The trinster of propaganda material oonoeining
the eselesiastical sector by the Soviet woman agent
FELDMANN was described in CI Report No. 175.

In the DP camp AUGSBURG-OBERHAUSEN a 000mmittee
• for the liberation of Germany' was founded which oon-
teats intellectuals of the local EPD and requests the

-latter-to deliver lectures in the camp'.

See Annex" 16 0 19.

VI. Attempts to urge prominent DFs to return to the USSR.

SpecialAgent0 9.V. the finViTt 	 nre.CmR470 to
'Urge prOilnent VP to-:teturnAC"the'USSR-pursuant-te
the lists of DP camp inmates Med by DP . agents.

Such a proceeding was described in CI Reports
No. 92 and 193.

VII, Provocations by Soviet agents in DP camps.

.	 A special significance within the, Soviet 	 •
activities in the VP camps are of provocative nature.
It was constantly obeervetthat persons Cho the Soviets
want to eliminate were provek•d in to erlminal
Titles which caused the sompulsory repatriation to the
USSR According to existing regulatione.
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AVM of floe in IMMO (M 51/3 57) is nTarating

on a large scale Ration urging persons to come to tbe
USSR Zone.

It was observed several times that Soviet agents
try directly or by the assistance of anti rolehevik
persons to provoke anti Bolshevik orgenizatIons to
terrorist activities against the'rB oeoupational power
or against official.Soviet °Moen in the US 1one.

See Annex. 20 - 22.

See also C/ Peport No. 192.
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Soviet offteers were sluiced us refu-ees Into the Jewish
orulmittee in HOF,.	 far one of them could be ii.1.amtificd to
bt, the :.:oviet Lieutenant (Nay .) 11,-,NYMHA alics	 L liaa.

vgte barn in MOW WIND= - 50/17 44), Wa. He
is about 33 years old, 175 on high, he has wavy dark blonde
hair and an oval mhaped face. He has 3 gold teeth in his
upper eat of the right side and a light ret".11 crown on the
left Bide of his mouth.

Es operated one yeur for the Soviet politioal 15. He
maintains a conneetion with the repatriation officer who moved
from HOF (M 51/0 90) to scitantrui:t (L 51/H 75). Ela woman.co-worker is !litronella DUBOIS, born on 0 April 19.40 in BUIL..

7r6.4.43e. She now 114ed in HOF, aianerchetra.9se No. 42 b
at SOBX1Dre. She speaks Russian fluently and pretends to be
a Huseian.

It is supposed that VANYUSEA directs the bOViat ee,ents
Who enter the US zone via UO3.
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mento of a roviotOprotonare "ehool in 3Y1f.IU*7• 

ECRET

f.r.17,CR7T

1. i% Soviet espionage aohool in	 G WI, 70, 00) sends
agents to the	 zone who are ordered to do into . i. oar:ps tal:1 ob-
tain employment vilth 1 offices or units. IL this school membero
of the following nationalities are trained: Poles, Latvians,
ukranians, Lithuanians, c;zeohs.

These agents aro ordered

(a) to list the LT's:, to note their nationalities and political
attitude,
(b) to identify 1K units and the names of their conmanding officers.

Furthermore, they are advised to carry out sabotage, thefts,
burglaries, and raids in the rm (mops.

2. The espionage aohool is located in the wooden barrLoks of the
former .f-'3S barracks near the football etadibmin PRAGU%.

ao Poles, 15 Latvians, 0 Uktanians, 6 Lithuanians,
17 Czeohe

pertieipated in one oourse of instruction.

-tering the schooling eaoh student used a cover name.
• 3. At the beginning of the training the stuTdáta had to pledge them.

eeives to secreoy. The course of instruction was scheduled for 3
-

Time sobedule: MOO hours : reveille,	 .
0800	 "
0000 4. 1200

breekfaxt,

hours

inspection,
2	 instruction and practice

1600	 1600
. 2100 hours inspection..
no servie4, otioseiomal via:its to a cinema under the

supervisiOn of an Lin tutor.
4. 0db3ecto of instruetion:

• (4) Obtaining of informat1044 .• tegeher: An. 117i; let Lt.

TS 111.. OR	 Dopy 20.	 of 6 eopitmt
Page MO.	 Pagea:
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4
1	 (b) Instruction on Y: eeelpo7.6, - teaeher 1 sa;.:e an (0).

(b) Teohi..iique of weapons and blasting, practice of bleatime with
0	 ola German miLes, preparatien of explosive& fron alLiole reams,
4.	 teacher : at el.gineer of tLe . -,A poe:.eceing :ltny decorations,
q	 (d) 2,40 Iteading, tcaclier : ,7:, :A.. Cehranieul%

Aft	 (e) iefenee aealnat blood-heunds,
(f) Training for a%botaee (rvbberies, theft, burglaries, killing

0	 of an op,ponent vith e dei 7 er,	 pistol, and other weapon/44-
teacher : eoldler of the ::A. (szlell, black hair, early trecklea,q ale° oe his L4AdS) named:k -

The Lithuanian co pmuniat .v,ART: -: wee politioal tutor. Neither
the names nor the cover namee of the inetructore became known to
the students.

5. The Czee group was Instructed separately.

6. After the Zruining was completed the ctudents were taken to the
border by oar in groups or 5 men. They were sluieed Into the
zone by an nc officer. :Atch agent received e pass with a now name.

7. The equipment of An egeut consisted of: . -

oivilian clothes, German knapsack, 500 marks, ratione for
5 days (white bread, sausage, choeolete, candies, 1 bottle

of vodka, 2 packages of Uaehorke (Russian tobeeco), Oermen maps
(seals 1 t 100.000), 1 German pistol with 10 magazines.

Rack agent had to invent a Story or his own. But they were
forbidden to mention that they had been in Czesthoslovekia,

8. Close-up photographs from the front and the side as well as fine
ger prints of the students were taken by the school. 2 agents of
this sehoOl were identified in a basket ball team which same from
Humana (N 50/0 40) to BA?R7UTR ()4 50/0 75).

Their damns are: 	 VOldemers ZitRUIVVICTUE: and
:Alwyn .TrYPONI7VAn.

Both are working with a IT detail in an Ameriean camp, 10 km from
imaRrmagRGi -Is the meantime f:TErINI1TA3 has been sentenced to
prison beeause of black marketeerit64
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Annex 3 to C/ report No. 216. 

• _	 teOtte of OUT &smi identified ZANCAUSNAS as a member of 	the
Soviet espionage **heal PRAGUE

ger Miniti•ding to nteOnfirmed reports. 4INTADTA8 is operating
ANrIbs Soviet

130PYX0v_th..of6.eopi
,1114P,Sar, /' of.141e.
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Sluicing of am agent of a Soviet es ioname school Into the

DP camp BATPITTIT:

In NoTembor /446, a Lithuanian physician reverted to the
chairman of the Lithuanian committee in the DP camp of.BATPX7111
III 30/0 75). At first , he was refuaed . but then he was admitted
to the *amp because he was recommended by the former Lithuanian
major of the General Staff GIVTAVTAS. GINTADTAS is the.l!aiaon
man Of the Lithuanian committee to the-UNPrA.	 .

•,
This Lithuanian physician called himself ZAW0AV8AS and

alleged that he is' tram ITOTTINaRF. However it was learned,
from an inquiry In the camp that a physician with the aforesaid
name never lived in blowurots.	 .

7ANCAU8KAIS pretended to have no funds at all. It the be-
ginning however he treated his patients without charging them
any fee and he wren issued medioaments without payment. when he -
was questioned concerning this matter he declared that he brought
this Medicaments !from the Soviet Zone".	 . .

,	 .	 .
TAIROADOKAS avoided 414 contact to:Lithmanian intellectuals,"

.....,—,int,...ho...•..ofhpn._ approaeheChhe _camp shoemaker and induced him to .
- loifig -hilka;4110,ADREASoill .teettions *routed-the . camp cheemskrallk i•

+a aen. anspieion: that lANCADON.AS .might be a•Soriet. -gt. Following •
• suggestio	 de to, kin. by the chairman of the lAthuanian oommi-..'

..ttee •-hba . °Smelter; -therefore, broke tiff his relliteNfil 'he nuf ,
•131181CA8 and* told him 'that he. should contact people of his own
kind and :that in the camp he was .Considered to be suspicious and
that be wee already suspected by the chairman of :the committee
a's Wills ..	 .,	 ..-	 .	 ..	 .• .	 •	 •	 ‘!

"After thii incident ZAKCJAZOKAI left the camp without giving
notice to the camp aOthOrity..In Isnuary . 1947,.he was again .

. --.24eAtifielLin PIG	 .4 Ilk 30/41•15). Re lives there in the
• andshaberstrease under the.:name 7.AIGZEWSXE and is a member -

of Va• -*latish guard 1 402004 . • -.
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L:inv t? • 77.71.7.77,.

Ln the : I. , 0 ,14p 'IATIMTF. (.: 50/0 75), the Lithuanian L"0:1..In-C.T.11:? made hlaaelf suapicious of op qrsting for the 3oviet
De gets orders fro. the femer Lithuania= reserVa officer /Arr.INAT.:4who le now a student. L7ON4 ICI1L; frequently vieite ACTUNA3 andresolves noney • from him.

.	 -tr', •
• Ls...	 •
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26 :Albruftr::

..anex 5 to CI 1:e?ort Yo.

Crap 

In the Dr clamp CRAP the iziest er6i EARGXI oper:Aeu
az a. Soviet agent. EARG,;4. was a building expert formerly
and was appointed a :Tient in 1943. Ye is a refugee from

toniee. Already When . he vino in the :AT ()amp of ROA, soldiers .
of UMW and PLATTLDIO, he delivered lists of the camp inmates
to a oertain ruDoRav. He toot adwntage of his activity as a
priest to obtain data frau the personal history statamarAs of
the Camp inmates. At present be does the same in the Dr camp
mut.
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Annex d To CI :.pt. No. 2.16.

The Lithuanian brothers 111.:TYAU.77 are operatioa t: au •:oviet
agenta in the	 camp :a1,:„L. They have a canneon with the
•evict agent	 (tkranian). GfJt i.e livixi, outside of the

cam* in 1:4a:.

The brothers rUTTAUla frequently visit the .Aaviet repara-
tion convittee.

, The Lithuanian ItasAL she is employed an a firemen with
IIMIRA is highly suspected or being a .42viet agent in the service
of the repataiibion . coanittee. He frequently visite the latter.

TS NO. OR &la	 copy no, de. of • caplets.
Page No.	 of *L. - pages.
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:..nnex 7 to CI ■sport 1;o. 416.

i . Cpt=1-7Cli507r Near bt.Lfa.1-

In the beginninc,, od Lacamber 1V46,	 OWJA into
the	 cn-up ::%)::.NCnJ:iZ near	 under the pretaxt 04. visiting
friends. Be contacted several persons there and Itleva inquiries:
concerning various individuals who are politia r!,11:; s,ctive.

larsonel data:

Height: 185 On, 40 years old, brunette, lame dark eyes,
agullihe neves dnrk spectacles, good r‘preertilee, he wears
a beard time and again.
Concerning RUD2IT the following is known: Formerly he

lived in RIGt, Latvia and use an artillery lieutenant of the
old Latvian army. In 1939, he lived at BOLDra, (suburb of RIGA).
.'-fter the arrival Of the ; oviet troops he contacted :::oviet
officers and became a co..worker of the VW.

In 1941, after the Eoviet troops bad left Latvia he remained
there and afterwards joined a German service. In 1945, he. carved.

• in the Genarm:Lin Courland. Re was then . made prisoner by the
Soviets and is said to have lived inIMOCcli.

IS tbs beginning of November 1946, he returned to Latvia
and went to the US zone of Germany. Re claimed that he had been
released by the Soviets as a German IV, This seems improbable,
for =SIT has only a polar knowledge of the German language.

Patera stay of some days in the ROENCIINNOF caw be allegedly
traveled to his *wife* in MUNICE. - It eats observed that he met a
Russia:Iwo:man there whowformor name was nARL0TA.

=AT often travels about in the US zone and •tayed in the
British zone at the end of November 1946. Be is highly suspected

'7--=7:-.-1.:7,0f .jotiv.10.ef for the Soviet
bisha LIM=	 IiIKRaILOVION) lives with his father

in the DP camp MOIRCEICROT and lists there the toossr members -
of the Russian LibeaditiOn Army. Ss is approximately 22 years
old and works omen alsottioian in the amp, Practising his job
he is pernittai to sntersimi roans as he often does in orderto
Ohm& the OloOtrie-wiros. Ma mos seen at smsetine with mmnbors
of thiStaTiot mission in /11140a•-

,

	

tre Re* OR jjar" OOpy Itco. , Of 6 copies • 	 "
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On 5 December 1246, a conversation between Mobs unnvacE .
hto fthor• vas overheard in the 1,oestirs sf the hut, in which

1m told his father that he delivered his last -list 4,1 tho.t.kie
-,.ork wee very muoh a.vpreciated.

fa.11;,, of	 wL.r sdu1tte,1 to tho
c4tvrp on the roommlenii.tion of a Latvian woems r: I .•=i (liaison
rerson betseen rnm 3 7.mxv7. and the Ur, authorities).

In l'eoember 1246,	 joined the 1.,IFoIa.ECY
bi cqa p . 110 disseminated the following legend concerning tamp.
relf: In 1241, he was recruited tor the Z., an,i served_ as a

in a tank dootruotion battalion. Eo wee captured by
tloo Cement; and vas then ewloyed as ft "slave worker fa.= the
East". Be was repatriated to the USf44 but returned traa there
to the US mons, because the soviets treated the returning "slave
wor::ers frmn the East" too /may.

SOVOZ,DLTLEV	 tic tot in many lectures and tried to get
usny acquaintances in the NaNCREW camp. In september 1946,
be was detained because or 4 burglary. 4 contents of saae *wattle
in jail wan passed on him. 41 the beginning of November 1946, -
a Pole with the name of GE23:11 appeared in the eamp. The latter
was together with NOvo8aTFKV in the prison. he reported that
TIOVOSELTSEV wee rerft,teilly visited by a Soviet officer in the
;rison. Novonx=r7 delivered lists of DP camp insited to him,
In Jail, =VW/LT=7 at =se consented to his repatriation to
the USSR. and on 20 No:manner 1066, he was 'released fro84441 for

riattaa.•
On 23 November 1949, NOVOZ;ELTIT appeared again in the DP

cam and produced a page issued by the MP in whieh hie•release
from detention on 22 October 1246. was Certified. He claims to
have worked for one month with a farmer, because he vas ashamed
of his action. It is assumed * however* that during this time
novoannrcsv wee trained as an agent and is now operating on flew
briefs in the DP Camp.	 •

•...01:3.110* -ztatr. Copy No. .4. of 6 copies
P416. no• ..dr- of a. Pawns
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Annex 6 .To ci Rpt. No. Eld.

, Camp 111.77714.--;.*•.77N1. 

Ivan Ivasovich A17,- Iprvr in operating aa a -oviat agent in the
camp

Pe is about 30 years old, or medium height, sturdy, beld..'
headod, blue eyes, he speaks uerman well.

He is living in the camp, room No. 27, ho has an additional
opartzent ihNUNICH. He is working 54 a carpenter uith
A.IMOV agitates for the return to the us;.:14 and he intimidates
the ether camp inmates by the allegation that in the future the
vvieta will occupy all .,,uropea

Re la very much interested in the other 1./?s and is oolleeting
their personal data.

• Redistributes Zoviet newspapers. La has a connection with
the .-oviat repatriation group in IMPICE-LAI22 through Alexander
	  rmonoml is 25 years old and * member of the foot..
ball . tean of the .1:,P club 553.

• co Nov. 13. from 1730 to 1045 hours and on Nov. Ia. from
1020 to 1045 hours mortoma visited the r,oviet repatriation
groUp..Leteri-he„maa-440,- .014rT04 , 41ATIR41.W.4041W4Oh 134 14444.that .,..vviet group.

In addition, 11D0R0V.170 has a vonneetion with Alexei
tgAUDATEV, e..IROV01 and with Anatol!. reodorovich 17140I, the
member of a terrorism group in the DP camp Lratarorrw (now
arrested). Alias! ?MAMMY is living in the :41 vamp MINIM+
7=1110, room No. 29. He is a llongol, of medium height, approx-
imately 23 ■ 25 years. old, single.. He distributes Lev:jet pews-
papers and other prepaganda material which- he receives teem
aoviet officer. •

Captain, name unknown, of meditstheight, sturdy- figure,
round facep . grey eyes, dark blonde, he looks intelllgont..he
speaks Russian with a moScow aocent. He wears a uniform made of •
V= cloth, Dusaian high boots sad a total tutitorm cap. As a civilian
he wears a dark suit, brwen-shcoa, ste•hat.

Om No. .k.„. of 6 copies.
Page No.	 of _az. pager.
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This •oviet officer was observed sevoral 	 when he met a

Jew with da unknoun name %,1.0 is livinc it	 ersailletptr. 
Ho. 18, 2d.floor.

dt_0_,11	 *so: :

onooth facto, red checks, fat. On his left luta he ,,..earc a
rin4 with a diamond, on Li4 right hand ho weero n olden weddia
ring. Le wears a grey suit, he speaks ..usaien, i;ermsn and Polish.
Be often visits the MRA'building (1:30ateches Alselsg4 Oensew
museum).

f.:AnWICUIN, 24 yearn old, VIIRP4 employee in the ;P camp
A6111.3„ be "disseminates ::ovitat propaganda among the 1:1:s. Since

winter of 1946, be was vary reserved and made no remark from
which a Bolshevik attitude may he concluded..

Ho lista the new emigrants and forwards these lists to the
Soviet mission. Bo has a connection with ':',AXIOVIT ate YHANGAYrr.

ANAPONAM about 28 years old, from Bessarabia, he apeake
Rumanian. )from 1942 until 1944 be worked with the administration
of the governor of Transnistria. Later, he flee 'via nnou,c.r to
Germany. Originally, balms not a Bolshevik but thou he was re-
cruited for the : -;oviet I.; by the L4viet agent ;:monar tAxonno.
He went apparently by order of ANOMIN to HFI.trnr.RG. There', he
was emplOyed with the UNRRA headquarters. He vas also paid off by
ANORM with valuables from the stolen treasure of the Russian
eritrettetClh-Serbiii-ANDROMAft • Viaitt-th•'esmp' runani:PAsrmm -at
certain intervals and meets . Vladimir 991.73BniK0 there.

	

•	 • was trained in it course of instruotion at the LoViet
espionage sehnol in =SSA. 4uring the War he was employed in
Rumania. GOLUMNE0 is about 24 - 22 years old, 168 am high,
slender, he conks his hair straight back.

Zuri 8NACI7OVSKI is suspected or operating forth* adviet IS. Re
allows DPs with * Bolshevik attitude to Join the camp pollee:
among others Pavel SAGRAVOI, Aletei ACTOV and BT.LOLO..	 .

At the beginning of ROvember 32ACIIROVV7 had . sonterenoes 'with
.4-relative of his wife. This relative arrived form rmam and
returned then to MGM.

TO 110e 08 zgai	 dopy god	 or d apples.
Page V°.	 OfOr ...erVeles6
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;11.116X 9 to CI Report NO. 22.6.,
1.):t' Cam rMGEZISDIZIO Osnahstter-siedlunit.

A oertain MAZ41011 is operating as a soviet agent in the
DP mum EICGEMERTIORffighotsk-Sisettuar.

26 February 1047

Be is conneeted with Captain G.B. PAVLOV of the Soviet
statist= through the woman agent Bella MIORA. aliae ?MU, living
In 1E012185UNG.	 No. 5, second floor at sCEASZs ts. fie iscollection info • 'MillU'74% coaoerning the VPS.

Bella =WM tea the papers of a Gomm, .shis is living to-
gather with her husband. She is a littellasi Sosigrealtt.

Coto 0,5. PAVLOV of the soviet mission Altana the nein
agent tka1ct SUSWeSOV.
Personal date of KOKOSISOV3

the	
he

e winter of	 Until 1546, he was detained as a gangster inthe SUMUMERO	 tiles was released wit. the sesistance of
Abont ad s.e	 tall, sturdy figure, blonde hair. Tram

the Soviet alesidai., Ihilliovist nisei= lesuld : Ida the per-sonal papers of iltelel BUSNIVSOT who was
llated bgr-115:4414=-19461 =dietad-he'l	 -
aide to the Soviet OfflOer PAVLOV. later, ,110 IWO leen in .* US
1111.114711.4 VA he 0104041,to operate by astir if WA*.	 ,

SINUTSOT ootila DA tongs!, Ipti *items. asallegedly alma 110 the British sane.
7/732321601, divests the tollosting sgentst
(a) likolai dinarielf. .Uvliig in the SP50	 chart fillpigialliteAnderestr• . 54 Or 414	 MUMSUSITTSEV	 00ILW

•••	 • •-MI tat Ide.uraff1141:alleytie=.4113"
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O. Vladimir ROSEK0V„ living in the DP op *Finset:mho 

Zeilakice • lkia 3*
3. Mtn= (mother) and Yuri ME= (son), both in

CIO detention, were in canton with otri1"223EV
until they were detalzwA.

(b) 9AVILLIVA, a good ldoking woman, she hoe a direct con-
nection with Copt. 0.11. PAVLOV. he is ordered to -
attraot certain DPe and to smuggle them into the hands
of agents.

(c) KOMAROVOM, be was dismissed tromnsn employment in
'the DNItitA personneloffice, ES aprris6 a Polish
woman. And pretendS now.to be a pa*. himself. Es

IL, pertieipetee in the Veroo00•4■00rult -action'audatains a . direot connection with OmptB. PAVLOV.

in the reasumem DP (vamp. DP0 tWe listed by his
action.

zzlispetaiis coneerning the morottee.reoruttite-notion are
not yet miwiiable. It seems pcesible that the lists
are forwarded to the soviratiusallon by NOWLOOVBEI.-

•
•

I t!

11"

7.16 1100,i:LOILYAjj",	 NI. .4. of 6 copies
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OjZT	 •=au,
A pertain Ya.kor trf-LT.T27.1' stays in the LP *amp 4.10E.,AR:TSROPII.

He was eontacted by a Yoh= MOM. MAT= ilea "horn on 15 karch
1913 in PIATKT near TOLOLTZA	 Be is a former inmate of a
concentration *amps Ile is 924vided with the	 mendmkrehip•cardNoe • 03/5 and other papers of the °files in Mr:Mir:MO (T. SVC 12),
which takee mire of former ooneentrstica camp iamatee, rmAnux
frettuln91,7 =wets soviet officers in rum., lie himself was several
times identified wearing a Ooriet uniforms

i

!
...":„..i.s5;*&:,...: -, ,_-_,.-.--.. ,...‘ . - -,.......0 riiiO4440.3%F.,:i ''n-iii.:.—	 --i:.-ixec-","- - - • - •••- '	 -	 ' — - -	 '. • • '	 '

,	 ,	
•	 •

.,.

--••••	 •■•	 •*. • •

• • ••	 • 4 • •
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In the :17 camp :7 011=1,111.MT, the Lithuanians TALALA and
NATT/V are highly suspected to operate for the Soviet Ts,

Both have a constant vouneotion with the 5oviet Walston in .
.c.immnaluRT. In aunmer 1946, both provoked a fight between L ms and
0411,11411110

"	 I

-7:Ti:•:•••- •	 •

•■•-•	 -	 •••
-•••-•	 •
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Annex 12 to CI Flpt• ro. 216.

-.I!, Damn	 r L. 1„,"

Alaksaa nixtrzti from arl7atI, Lithuania, registered for
repatriation to Lithuania and wua thereupon transferred from
06/6p :17,1,1071::,TA31 to asap I:Ara:TA:'1 for his repatriation. After
a short time CAILIIM returned. Soon after his arrival in the

.1121 wasp sELialirarAM he contaets4 eommunist oirelee. f.'inoe then
he frequently Sleets persons of these circles.

•	 I

■••••	 -	 •
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UP camp WETIng.

The . Lithuenien woman umtrace repeatedly visited the :DP
camp W2IDIK. She id living in 1TANTISTOVT LATRIt (PPANZANSRAD -
N 51/P 27), Czeohoslovekia . Aierieke No..235. Now she uses the
name POTRO.

In Deoember 1946, she oame 'to the DP 'pap *TIM and
asked the Lithuanian UAL'S to inkfunp-As hat of all DPs living
in this vamp, For reason she "explained that she wanted to have
the names of the Lithuanians broadcasted by the Czeoh radio to
enable the separated families to join again easily.

'When SPALIS refused to deliver such a list POZNO departed. Then
she eonteoted some old Lithuanian Women in this DP camp and since
that time POZWO often visits these Lithuanians who are very re-
ligious. She also travels to BAIPROTH frequently. Per •otivities
in SAM= are unknown. •

"
IA April 1946, the Lithuanian woman SIMAITITN.framPPARON

IPPAb + 0 51/L 78,681, Catohoklovakiet, came to the .DP camp MID121.
Aeoording,tolterowm .atetemettashe-had agoodAtmeAn-NwA0Dgc"
alarms tot • jot with the MBA. She often sees auspicious
persona. She is anxious to oome into eontaot with Amer/eons. Shell
not serried end is about 25 years old.

•	 arKerms has a close oonnsetion with the Lithuanian woman
Nina ILATIOKAITN. In April 1946, the letter i/so came from PPAOUT
to the DP camp MM. She told that in Czechoslovakia She was
ordered to return to Lithuania. When she did not obey this order
sh•.was detained and transferred to MOUT. There, she euoceeded to

'escape to the US zone. She is 24 years old and not married.

.frroAT/CKATTI is now working with the VNpvA registry'. Lately
she has gone twiee to Oseehoslovekia.

It is assumed that these two 'Lithuanians wire sent to the
DP camp WIDEN to carry out intelligenee MISAIOUSe

TS 1104 OP 4re21-0411 xis

1441. 1477$11.Etlefig :: .) •
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'tti	 IL tillar	 71.a.BISPG. 

(xl 1-;ovember 1945, the Lithuanian- role7"...1 came to the vr
camp to visit his sister. The latter is working ea a nurse
in the local ]' hospital. 5:Tor:n; wort a khaki uniform hith a red
a=e-bend carrylng the inscription "aderland". lie told his acquaint-
ances that he had returned to Lithuania after his re/ease from
ussian captivity. (..Tront.t._ was drafted for the German Armed

'Iorces, In 1041 he was re+settled tro ithuania to (ermanywaSs=44a
soldier of the German Wbbrmacht he wan taken 'prisoner by the Soviets).

According to his statements he went from Lithuania to gOSCOw
in order to apply for a vise at the mrcow Data embassy because
his mother is -utoh. Ile said he was employed by.the Dutch embassy
in .MiCCou and stayed there for 4 months. Then, he allegedly traveled
to firTiLTF by plane and from there to wU13BUfl e.: to visit his sister.

01,17LV:: did not meet his sister in the ::70 camp as she was on
e trip. libe returned Only after his departure. She told that her
2d brother who is employed for a long time with the Dutch embassy
in :.OliC07, was of groat help to her aforementioned brother when he
bed been released from (captivity. (This allegation does not oorre-
sposid to the story : of STO/TLI:. and also not to the feet that Asia
-TO.1111LI:,, has only one brother.) The mother sTorrpis is Said to be

employed with the tta in =ICBM. The father SVOMISUvea in 1"

	

74*	 VAUNAG-stithUaniai•whoretit'ownt.a-tpird-oolnebuoinessa

The Lithuanien Jurgis BORtrirr. lia, 00 years of ego, came from

	

•	 the ma/ zone to the DP camp ZELL via ItAigglita. There he was em-
played as an interpreter with the screening of DPs. In his position
he forged the statements of the pre on purpose, therefore, he was
dismissed. Then he applied for a job with a 1SP unit In WunzBune
and was employed.

The Lithuanian won= Anita ALITEANLTIAVIdIDT7, married, keeps
in constant connection with the :Oviet Ilssion in SC/MTN-MT. .

In August •1244, the Lithuanian woman Irene LAVICKAITr. who is
now Irene 'Arta TrIrlrArr , came from the =SR ;waste the DP eamp
M/. near wUrnmuna with the Lithuanian Zones HAIWONAS. There, lobe
palmed the Screening and returned to ,the MR zone. Prom-there Sibs
repeatedly wrote letter teNAUPWAS..After some weeks, She returned
to the US souse and now she LIM in IAVAtto
All persons mentiOned above are highly suspected Of 80Tlet 18
activitiee.
TC NO. OR &EL:	 Copy No. ,j , 	 segos. •
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;5.;137(_mz:111_	 eke.

The 'Icranian	 is o ..lel-ting as	 -oviot a4rent of the
_oviet mission la the L camp at the ;*barracks. he rudely terror-
izeo his.notglIbors and threatens them with corpulaory repatriations.
Therefore, they are intimidated to such extent that they cannot
utand

Tba-Tmtvian Y.17107:7, about 55 40 years old, liven in the
fl barracks, and is listing the Latvian : -.Ps who operated as . anti

Bolshevists during the German oocupatioh of Latvia. Luring the
eviet occupation or Latvia, !.'MPX.07:CVT applied for admission to the

Communist party. At that time he wan very *tatty* in propagating
T:olabeviat ideas at the Latvian university. Be is in conaeotion with
the Latvian iabert trU7KV',.

mtaJTV:, who is about 4B years old, lives in MUNTc1 4.20T.LN. For-
merly, he was the mayor of	 CacA471RY.ALA). He wan
di:imitated from this position for disorderly administratirm of funds.
Rio wife and his daughter lived with him in UtINTCH-OL' q . There,
Mar', maintained connections with the. riovlet mission:lila wife,
although a protestant, suddenly revealed a great interest in the
Greek .Orthodox pariah in gt171101-OLLN. She often attended services
of this church. Her interest was caused by the feet that she listed
all Rusaian emigranta living in IITICH-2012X.

•.•	 -	 •IA NOvOsiber .1946,'Ims. RttiftSand-hitritoughter-loft'ror-tat‘tai -
Rer husband remained in FitUIC1-P3O1.L84 Be propagates the repatriation
to Latvia. Ea 'Leila about the well-being of hie wife and daughter
in Latvia and tries to refutp the news concerning the deportation
of repatriated people ao Sibbria. He still maintains Oonstant oon-
nootion with the Hoviet mission and apparently receives large
amounts of money from there. Rutriz disseminates the rumor among
the Latvians that the well-known Latvian nationalist and anti
Bolshevist' v7..-.1.mr. has spoken in a radio broadcast from km1,00t* and
has reported his /warty reception in the Ur.T.

-	 V7V-fiv was a let lieutenant of the Latviaa army and approxi■• matoly from 1958 until 1039 was a major of the.firem.brigade in
LIBAM. At the beginning of 1947, unompootod by all hie aequaintanaea,
he vas suddenly repatriated to Latvia.

Tr; No. OR etiL7, Copy No. _A. of 6 oopiels.
Page No.	 of	 pages.
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laur pa:,:phletn aro enclosed. '.. -ney were sluiced tLrough.agentiInto th cr	 calve by the zoviet z:i2/35.011 in 1?"1 -ii —W7 end were -distributed there.
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:=GX 17 to CI Report No. :Ad.

DI' Co= No. 7	 Austria.

The huesian Xisha	 vise one of the most tictive
Soviet agente in 	 t camp 1 .:,145CE. In Legtamber 1946, he
was still In the DP camp 1	 t the en of 1g48, he is
believed to have moved to 5TWICH. Iis :mach residenee could
net yet be identified. it seems possible that •;44:%1ZI2IS livee
in DP swap.

In • SALMTEIG, 141).11r= was directed by the Coviot repatriation
committee. There, he bad connections with the Loviot Uhjor
raramtitrnor and the Soviet Lieutenant KRETuV, and also, with an

. agent named =TA, with severe/ 1U2SiLLAS in °amp .:::::;2C/1 and .
with =IF:rents as WS11 As Austrians outside of Camp.

T123 was trained at 14:V1) schools in the Ma. Luring the
war be is said to have operated temporarily for the clan= IS
In aszmnis, NAMENS apparently carried out laissionn of pro-
paganda, provoeation, and recruiting of a,gents.

Ire Na. U <far Copy No.	 of • *opts e
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The '.stonian :Tann	 live in the retonian • camp
ri.177rA1,.1; has s connection with coemunist circles in

:7n7Tcu. Alleeedly, he iu a Kelaber ot Cie kco::.ztuLli•; sarty. iqm:!, -
the party he receives propagendu =aerial wMch	 distribates
aeong the !:,Pis.	 Is connected with eeverel suspected peraons and
often has secret meetings at night. kurthermiere, the following
is known about him:

in a relative of the well.-known 7.stonlan communist Olga
LA.7(7D7 r1, and from 1940 to 1941 he operated actively in the
ommunist LOVeWent of stonia. 1%e organized cormuniat youth
societies and west a nember of the organization "o7Amv7/1.7=
*organization for a pre-milltary training and schooling of the
oiVillan population of the MA with the name fl ociety for the
promoting of the national defense, aviation and gae defense").

Ling the German oocupation he wea arrested by the police
fOr bleak market activities. Thereupon, he voluntarily enlisted
for employment at the front. When he. tried to desert to the 4:3viets
-ho got on a mine field and lost one foot.

Personal data:

175 an tall, vigorous, blend heir, grey-blue eyes, one leg amputated,
born on 25 Leech 191e in 7stonia. His proftaelons chauffeur.

qi•••••-•••••	 -	 *. • '
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,',..nnox 19 to Cl eport lio. a15.
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On 6 Yovmabar 1946, the Ukrainian •• 'ossophi	 carac to
the	 Gerip	 He told th .4 strao days b4fore ht, had
crossed the zonal border between the II:z1t and the tlritish cone.
Allegedly, he had worked in Germany and tied now spent o furlough
at home in the Ukraine. He diepla,yed the attitude of a convinced
Bolshevist and tried to influence the DPe to opor:tions in the
Conlin interest, ie sul:ported his recruiting by / ively . propa-
ganda cpeeches for the M,

Be deolared that thewar. between the Sastorn and l':est.ern
powers could not be avoided and emphasised the great strength
of the C. Be spoke of largo marries of troops ettiett the soviets
were bringimg frost the test, tie said that there oan be no doubt
that the SA woul4 drive, the troops of the 1';eetern pouors into
the ocean.

l'ersonal

175 eta tall, aturriy, slender, grey-blue eyes. short bloat
hair, vonants heed tattooed on the left roman, ek lir tattooed
on the left palm. He was born on 14t November 19a in CRIOORI-
411420.1 *At be speaks Russian ead-Ukrainien tluatztly end Getman
and Cseoh poorly. Ha is provided with a Gersten refugee pass,
issued by the refugee wasp SOT.T.ar tr, 55/X 4E.

KOBUK inteadsd to travel frost the Dr camp COM= to
Ilrs. Mellott* titleirrSA:2 in 31:11=41157=1, post atation GthOLSB.,.CE
(Zr! 49P19).

•
•••••-•	 •

•
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1. rovocat ion b7	 :Ce_ertte.

Trio :lussian Nikolaus k1rii1 is the 00.24:zider of t6 LAbor
oazapQ11.-ilaT,AcaLINO near the ruilmy station t	 (;1 49/T 00).
ie is a oonvLneed anti holehovis and escaped to the 1 -,, zone of
Cerro:thy. rhen the Lovietr co to Genlany, be %ILE officer of
the aussian Liberation Arm (110A), en:. he in well :reputed with
the Russians in the VAMP a

in order to eliminate him by compulsory :el tritItion,
e.cente provoled the following incident:

The agents attached a Jew livinc in the vicinity of the
camp. They robbed. him and errgalced a drinkinc-bout afterwards.
They invited the camp co:mender;111.1:11 ,,ILM to this z;orty and cot
hila drunk. Men this raid 'me exclaimed by the police tho szente
confessed, their offence and mentioned the a-np comender ....19E-
;;7112,1 as their accomplice.

in oats. AUSMILIN is to be sentenced !, he has• to be repat-
riated.. This ones will be handled by a Yarill ,T73 court.
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Annex El . to CI Rpto Boo 21do

• DP Cape NrirITIMPr Peg' _Pr' 771 

Viktor CI.Rar:VICH PARMOV in the IP Ban; mozumnoy nearZAS:TA, operates as an agent or the i:oviet Intelligenee ServioeoBin ulecion is to compromise anti Bolshevist DPI, PARMOV
travels around nuoh and endeavors to build up a *Secret Polleein the *amps
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Alleged Ukranien Ueeintance .:ovezent, 

SECRE1

r cAcritt"

An agent rinc; Cirected by the	 I% located in	 (;:. 61/
34),	 zon,,.. of ;Ea.:zany, which reeresenta itself as a :croup

of an anti •joviet, ndzed German - Ukraniar, resistance moveglent,
following aients belong to it:

Karl 1,0:.	 aline Ylv , Ukranian, about	 yeara o/O,
he cpcak4 ..;-emen well,

Yarl v.11: , German, about 62 years old, tall and slender, blaok
hair, he speaks a Iri,7*-:.;7A	 dialeet,

and other unidentified persons.

At railway stations and in trains that group contacts anti
Itolahevik Germans cy:- the t:.-1,11 zone in order to recruit them for
a co-operation.

rerSOUS who are recruited in this way are summoned to a meet-
int! with the "ring...leader" in the hotel "Bayriseher per. There,
they are saluted with resu by Karl	 noting an the s"ring leader".
Note: The 'salutation "se is imposed to be a eamourlage for the'.
ea ation 	 Fltler". It is composed of the initials	 rr
( h the" 6th 'letter of the alphabet'.	 " -

The newly recruited persons are well received by the "ring-
leader", and he has now full power over thew. Then, they are re
orated for the :kvviet I. It they refuse they era transferred to
the Une

, This agent ring has a s connection with the l'oviet agent onIsnxA
(a:mien) in tho'DP eamp AUGFBURCI, Agog barracks. Al.eoted by the
latter the agenta'of the WI(AR group contact Ukranians.and urge •
them to enter the t::ILIE zone. GRISITA aliam GORA is about23 ears

0. _heApaekm broken German. •

Reorulted Ukraniens are °adored to cross the border to -law
118r2 sons'in the area of. PUMA and to report to the Catholie
priest RAITIAM in DVIreliACH CL WE 63) and tell him that they
want to solo the priest NTLOLAI. Their alleged area of emPleYelebt
is the area of West Poland.	 -
,Ligesm, An lap office is located in MUBACII (0e0 CI Rpt. Ma. 164).
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SUBJECT: Counterintelligence Peport No. 220, Operation cpsTy,

TO	 : AC of S., G-2, HeadquerterA, United States Forces
European Theater, APO 757, U.5. Army.

Soviet Activities in the DP Ceps of the US 7one since

1 November 1446.

Feferenoe: Intelligence Brief No. 90 of 13 February 1947.

An outline is given below of the report on the above
intelligence brief which is to be delivered by the 26	 .
February 1947:

I. Sluicing of agents of the Soviat Intelligence Service
into DP Camps.

(1) anicing.of.Sovlet officers camouflaged as refugees
into the jeuish. /1077p COMMITTtl.

(2) Agents of a Soviet espionage school are channeled
into the US Zone via CZFCHOSLOVAKIA and are ordered
to gointo the DP Camps. •

II. Activities of Soviet agents investigating DP6,

(1) Activities of agents within ths DP Campo of nimbi,
NDNICH-PASING, MOENCH1HOF near ilAseitt, wielnum, and

•

(2) Activities of Dr. LDBIMOrs theater group:

TS No. 011 .af.2 Copy No. 6 of 6 04Pies
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III. Spreading of Soviet propaganda in the DP Camps and
inciting diaeatisfeotion against the DS occupational
power.

(1) Distribution of propaganda pamphlets by the 3oviet
Mission.

(2) Soviet agents bring propaganda material from the.
Soviet Zone to the DS Zone for distribution among
the DPs.

.(3) Spreading of Soviet propaganda in the 1W: Camps of
ZEL MUNICH-YVBIRANN, MUNICH-PASING, SCHTZISHRIU,
CORNBERO.

TV. Attempts to influence prominent DP& to return to the USSP.

V. 'Provocation activity of Soviet agents in .the DP Camps.

Anti-Soviet DP8 are asked by Soviet agents of the
Ukrsinien DP Camp in the "SOMME" barracks of AUCSBUPG
to go to the Soviet Zone in order to operate there
against the Soviets with the movement of resistance.

VI. Maintenance of Soviet agents grOips in DP Camps.

• -40.--• 	• •
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40. Cable, Heidelberg to SO, 8 April 1947

SOCRET/RELE
G CLASSIFIED MESSAGE	 _)TaGERIVIIAlq

L INTELLIGENCE GROUP

PAGE NO

FROM:	 HEIDELBERG ,	 PRIORITY

TO:	 SPECIAL OPERATIONS	 .8 APR 47

ACTION:	 AND fl )	 MEM -Z-/Ii /02 0 .‘ .5.---
INFORMATION:

PARAPHRASE NOT REQUIRED. HANDLE AS rM6 ,pgRET.. CONTROLCORRESPONDENCE PER PARAS 51(1) 60A	 - 38O.

COPY # ) 1.2f SECRET CONTROL

411111111i
TO: WASHA . CITE: HE ID FOR Olin ONLY FROM BOSSARD

• jogs+ c,,'S/Cf 	,

REMIND
•

1. HIGH POLICY APPLIES MORE TO OPERATIONAL RISKS  THAN TO ANY

HEAVY COMMITMENTS TO INDIVIDUALS.

2. ABOUT 3,000 EMPLOYEES OF VARYING NATIONALITIES NOW

EMPLOYED OVER AREA :ROUGHLY EMBRACING STOCKHOLM, PRAGUE, SOFIA,

ROME, PARIS.

. 34 LIQUIDATION  OF OPERATION MAY REVEAL COMPROMISES NOT

YET FORESEEN WHICH MAY REQUIRE HIGH LEVEL CONSIDERATION.

14» LONG RANGE EXPLO I TAT IOW UNDOUBTEDLY • WOULD REQUIRE CERTA

COMM I TMENTSI .TO I ND 11, I DUALS.

5.. DETA !LS , STATEMENTS . 11 ILL FOLLOW BY POUCH BUT FEEL MA GN I TUDE

OF RESPONSIBILITY EITHER  TO CONTINUE OR LIQUIDATE  NOT EXAG GE RATED...

FORM NO' 35-5
OCT 1946
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41.	 [Bossard] to [Galloway], 5 May 1947

cog'	 -

MAY 5. 1547

111111111111111
Washlegtea

Dear • MOM

I vonld appreciate if you, would deliver the attachel
envelope to imimmp

Slacereln

(In two envelopes).
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Lt. General Hoyt S. Vandenberg
Washington

Dear General Vandenbergs 	 41,51-,5#

In compliance with orders issued. to as LIMN I

an submittinga report in triplicate of .ay 0100 of Operation ;busty,

with recommendations for its future exploitation by 0 71.0.- In addition,

I an sibmitting charts III and IT which- swedes:tribe& in SectionII of

the report. Finally. I an submitting . the following intelligenoe reports

which will serve as a sample of the currant product of the operations

02-1784 - 1790 Inc]. 	 03.2083 - 2099 inc].

0364792 - 1870 Inc].	 086.3000 - 3067 inc].

08-1872- 1938 inc].	 016300 - 3076 incl.

08,1940 . 1954 inc].	 0163078 • 3103 inc].

034956	 08=3105 3154 inc].

0161958 .2345 Inc].	 0163155 3160 incl.

084047 - 2381 incl.

Ihmse reports are to be returned to the Officers responsible
.	 .

for Operation 'net,. Afurther distribution of such rfpCrts•to M.O. -

depends on an order fronVishington.

The recommendations whka I subatit mhos clearly that I was

not able to conform fully to your baste Instruction to recommend those parts

of Operation Rusty whioh are to be picked up by o.I.G. -I have reonaaendei

LZL
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rather that a representative of 0.1.4. be empower to pick up those

parts over a period of time when that representative will preside over

liquidation Operations. I was not able to conform folly to the basic

instruction for the following reasons, many of which are emphasised in the

course of the reports

1. Operation lusty has developed into a complex and highly

integrated organise of great mago.itude which ha. as its

chief aission the provision of positive military intelligence

about Russia.

2. To disentangle the various lines of connection will

require partial liquidation of the organisation end a

study of the remaining parts in the field over a period

of tine before all the facts can be collected about those

remaining parts which would make sound recommendations

possible.

3. Without • full knowledge of present 0.1.4. potentialiti es

end operating policy, it is almost impossible to select

froa the asaifold opportunities for operation whickprresent

themselves those which could prove feasible.

I. Wary aspect of the operation is tie!. op with present and.

future AUId policy in Germany. Without a full kaomdedge

of whet policy, it is alacst impossible to select those

elements uhich would. serve the policy.

5. The lairds of Operation Pasty are scattered over a wide area

in Clerasur. To accumulate all necessary details for my separate

renoamendation would require long period.. of stud.: at widely

...separated fsield,stativnv.
\4\1V 	 t` T sEC1tm7kELEA8E
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report suggests those parts of Operation

Busty which I consider to be of future talus to C.I.G. or should be &tepees&

of by C.I.O. lull details on these parts can be collected and presented

by the's/mint officers in Charge if my recommendation for an-immediate

appointment of a O.I.G. representative in &position of full authority is

not acceptable.

I wish to ewesu sy appreciation it all the courtesies

Shown to a* by officers of 4.2, !moon. MILO. and particularly to u. Colonel

Dean and Captain Waldman who are in charge of the operation. Any failure

CD produce the desire results or sun instances of poor jedgasit are entirely

my oim. for those officers gave Ise their toll cooperation in preparing the

stely. I. should. like to paint out that I have acquainted Lt. Col, DOM With

the contents of this report. and he has expressed his agreoment to arson.

elusions.

Sincerely,

Camel B. Bossari
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It is asiumed in preparing this report that the history of
the development of Operation Ruety is already known and appreciated in
Washington. During the course of my investigations in Oberursel I have,
however, asked Lt. Col. Deane and his assistants, as well as the German
chiefs, to supply me with .full background material whenever it seemed
that the policY. procedures, or contacts of this organization were Open
.to question. It will not be necessary to recapitulate these details if
I succeed in conveying my major conclusion that the project as it now
exists must be analyzed as a military attempt to design and set in motion
a machine to satisfy specific military intelligence requirements which
have been described as urgent. The whole pattern of operation is accord-
ingly positive and bold; the factors of control and risk have become
secondary considerations and thus yield to the necessity of obtaining in-
formation with smeed and in quantity.

In order, therefcre, to arrive at a fair estimate of the
intrinsic worth of the °aeration I have had to remove from my mind
temporarily ell mrejudices which 4re derived from a Donny which concentrates
on providing with a minimum of risk and over .a long period of time those
means which will be effective in circumstances and against targets which
cannot be immediately defined. It has been necessary also to work from the
premises on which the operation was established and consequently to readjust
my view from peace time practices backward to war time mrecedents in order
to fin e. the proper criteria for any present judgment. In purpose, in scope,
and in effect, perhaps the onerRtion-as it now exists can be best be •
appreciated if it is compared with enterprises directed by OSS in collabora-
tion with European resistance groups during the course of the war. Those 	 --
enterprises were massive in shape, loosely controlled, and were supnlied
rather than directed by American authorities, bemuse the ultimate objective,
clearly defined and mutually agreed uoon, Was to be accomplished with all
possible speed in a state of extreme: military urgency.

It is obviously not my responsibility to do more than mresent for
the sake of analysis of potentialities the premises on which the oaeration
was established and on which it continues to function. The policy of the

. operation may be altered. The potentialities will remain Stable. I have
viewed the potentialities of the omeration in the light of the current policy
of operation, but I have confined myself to a consideration of potentialities
amart from any questions of the validity of present or past poligy. The
Current requirements of U. S. military intelligence and the degree of urgency
attached to the satisfaction of those requirements must of course be stated
by Washington military authorities. The extent to which this ()aeration
satisfies its purpose, in other words, the actual value of the current nroduct,
must also be judged by the same competent authorities. The risks involved
in the operation which are demonstrated almost daily by encounters between
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agents of the organization and our own security agencies and MG authorities
are, under the circumstances, inherent and almost inevitable. They follow 	 ..-
a pattern which is consistent with the whole style of the operetion and can
Ir. general be listed P.3 risks justifiable in the light of military necessity
or urgency.

On these grounds it would seem gratuitous to analyze the mass of -
eVidence which could only prove the forgone conclusion that the operation
-carries with it many and varied elements of insecurity. There is no evidence
to show that any section of the operation has suffered penetration, defection,
or compromise from a hostile .agency, though it can be shown that friendly
agencies, our own as well as foreign, have become acquainted with it. I
have been unable thus far to discover anything in the records of any of the

erman operating personnel or in any German section of the operation which
for security reasons would eliminate them from consideration for future
employment. The long bill of complaints prepared by our own counter-
intelligence agencies against the lack of security in this organization in
the end servesmore as a testimony to the alertness of our counter-intelligence 14"°
agencies and a criticism of our own higher authorities for not effecting a
coordination of interests than a criticism of the present organization and
its operating personnel. Therefore, I consider myself justified in recommending
to the atten'tion of ■;.I.a, the full ptentialities of this aern intelligence

Section I of the re-_)ort will attemnt to define the scope and
towers of the aerman administration and evaluation section as I have viewed
them from the Oberursel or headquarters :level. la second section surveys
the operative elements and existing mstworks of the organization and is
written as the result of an extensive tour of field establishments. The
final section sUggests a plan by which the present organization or certain
texts of it np;e- be exploited in harmoney with what I understand to be the
chartered aims end policy of C.I.G., assuming that O.I.G. has uses for the

-.potentialities of this organization as I have discovered them.
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Operation Rusty -is a service of	 War Department, supported
by G.2 and administered by 0.2, 1UC0V4 Its aim is to make the fullest
possible use of German persOnnel who were trained by the German army and
the German I.S. in the procurement of that intelligence about Russia which
was considered essential to a successful campaign of the . Fremde Beare Oft.
Generalmajor Reinhart MIEN, formerly Chef der ?reticle Beare Ost, and his
long time associate, Oberstleutnant Rermann -RAW, _formerly Chef der
Leitstelle, Fremde Reere Ost, have made available to American authorities
not only.a.great.storeof. documentary information but the skills of their
former close collaborators General 'GERM? offered his services to the
Americans as soon as he was able to establish contact with them and his
colleagues in the operation have followed his example. GE= now heads
the German . organization with the assistance of BAUD, who is his chief of
operations.

G is responsible to Lt. Col. Deane, who as a representative of
-, G-2, RUCOM, commands an operation enlisting the various skills of some

2500-3000 bodies. Col. Deane is responsible net only for acquainting the
German organization leaders with the needs of American intelligence in the
Russian field but for the physical maintenance of the operation. Re is
assisted by Capt. Eric Waldman, who was trained at Camp Ritchie as an
intelligence officer and became associated with the operation when some of
the le p dipg German figures were evaluating documents of Fremde Reere Ost
in Washington under the aegis of the War De partment. Three non-commissioned
officers and a civilian secretary type, file and dispatCh to G..2, =COM
approximately 200 reports each month. No other American personnel are
attached to the operation.

Since the "German organization was established . primarily to per-
form the function of front reconnaisance against the Russians, it followed
the familiar German pattern of delegating authority and responsibility
through theLeitstelle ffir. Frontaufklarung directly responsible to the
.General staff down to the Neldekopf at the division leve. The Frontauf-
klArungstrupp at army level and the Frontaufklarungskommando at Army group
level were the intermediate link! in this Chain of intelligence command.
Under the present framework G considers himself to be fulfilling the
duties of a commanding officer of a Frontaufkarungskommando within an
Army group. The command is completed above that level by G-2, =OM and G..2
of the War Department.

G takes the responsibility as an intelligence officer of trans-
ferring tO-B, his operations officer, the instructions and needs of the
American. authorities. 33-. in consultation with G presents a'plan for
obtaining the desired information, and after approval, sends instructions
to the appropriate regional chiefs. or organization leaders. Regional chiefs
at present command the two geographical areas of Riddle And Southern Europe
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or more precisely defined, the territories of pre-war Germany and Austria
and their former spheres of influence. Each regional chief, consistent
with the military pattern described bathe previous paragraph, has sub-
ordinated to him a system of so-called 'Main residenturas, residenturas,
and field agencies through which his ()Acre are executed and u p through
which information is returned from the agent to the next higher point of
command. Organization leaders are directors of operations or controllers
of networks and apply to their regional chiefs for supplies and administra-
tive assistance, but are directed in their intelligence activities more or -
less by B.

This system which also follows in some ways the field positions
and administration of C.I.C. is of course flexible' enough to allow-for
constant changes. However the network-now contains a Middle and a Southern
European Center and eight organization leaders who control 37 Main reel-
dentures and 86 residenturas. These are at fixed points extending over an
area bounded roughly by /Kiel, Berlin, Vienna, Loerrach and Freiburg in the
Yreach Zone and up through Eeidelberg, etc. The intricate courier network
depends on a set of reporting stations or rendezvous separate from the fixed
Points of operation, so that each level and each station is elaborately, cut
off from the next.

The system is suczessfully designed to gather intelligence from
a aide field of operation with speed. The clearly marked channels of command
and. com7mniction make it .1)ossible to answer a. brief from Obernrsel within
a period of two weeks. The non-productive administrative staff is reduced
to a minimwa. Although the Individual agent must face constant and high
risks of exaoeure, there is reason to believe that the operation remains
intermella secure and satisfactorily protected from serious intrusion and
penetration. On the other hand, the oaeration offers in the nature of its
personnel an unusual problem in security for the leading personalities
have been, since the beginning of World War TI, important counter-intelligence
targets for the Allies. Their past careers and methods are common-place
knowledge to allied specialists in the German Intelligence service. Against
the possibility that their current activities might be deduced from past
records, there is little protection.

Shortly after the network began to produce, it.became evident
that the evaluation of the product and the direction of operations would
to a large extent also become a function of the German'group. While the
American authorities dictated the general policy, it was agreed that the
Germans might undertake the responsibility of absessing 'the performance
of their agents and initiating further instructions and briefs for agents
in line with the general intelligence direction from G.2, irankfurt.
Partially because of a lack of sufficiently trained American personnel to
assume these releponsibilities, partially from a desire to protect the
operation by admitting to more American staff than was absolutely necessary,
And partially out of recognition for the high qualifications of the German
technicians, the Gernan evaluation and operation ,sections developed a type
of autonomy Singular for networks under foreign control. There is, however,'
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no proof at this date that this unusual show of confidence was mieplaced,
and at present the purposes and needs of G-2 intelligence are so well
comprehended, that the operation can be said to "conduct itself" to the
satisfaction of G--2, Frankfurt with a minimum of direct operational .
guidance from that headquarters.

B, as operational chief, maintains a staff of 18-20 technician
who receive raw reports, evaluate the sources, describe targets; and
develop long range operational plans. Additional to this staff is a small
personnel and finance section, a supply section, and a group of W/T experts
who are now experimenting with monitoring and agents sets. The so-called
!Ifi . O11. 88.TIVPe! readastherraW Material, compares the newly received
material with Previous information on the subject and any previous submissions
from the same. source mainly with the purpose of directing the information on
through the proper channels for comnlete evaluation and assessing the agentst
performance. This group divides the labor under categories of Military,
Political, Economic intelligence, and Counter-Intelligence. Beside the
"Sichtungsgruppe, there is placed an onerational section which on the basis
of information received or new requests for information assists B in
analyzing intelligence reports, and in the planning, direction, and mounting
of cnerations. B I G staff which is located anart from G t s staff is the real
heart and nerve center of the operation.

.	 lige staff is coordinated with G I s staff not only through conferences
between the two chiefs, but by a liaison officer who is especially assigned
to keep G informed of every phase Of activity within Bs sphere of responsi-
bility. G, as head of the entire German organization; has under his immediate
supervision the work of fifteen technicians who receive the reports from Ble
group for purnoses of higher level study and evaluation and presentation to
the American authorities. At this level, the work is again, divided into the
four categories of Military, Political, Economic, and Counter-Intelligence.
Here reaorts are edited, collated, elaborated, cross referred and.backgroufid
information and comment may be added before they are passed to the German
translators who turn them into English for presentation to the American
authorities. It is the aim of this section to transform raw information into
intelligence reports. Therefore in order to keep this staff oriented in
world affairs and to make.the fullest 1180 of overt Sources of information,
an additional section is in the process of development which will.specialize
in newspaper evaluation. It is at this point that the broader intelligence
trends are observed and reported and the higher policy and strategy Of the
German organization is shaped to conform with American thought.

The following figures collected at the Oberursel level, will
indicate both the, extent of U. S. and German responsibility for;this.intelli-
gence operation and the scope of the operation 'Itself.
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Exnenditurels over a Nine Month Period in 1946:

1.,ents
	 1,98,416 German Narks

140,000 Austrian Shillings
$44,150

Organization

	

	 719,208 German Narks
60,000 Austrian Shillings

$22,075

Staff
	

773 091 German Marks
180

Couriers 17,441 German Narks
200 Austrian Shillings
$76

. TCTALS	 2,948,156 German Narks
200,200 Austrian Shillings
$66,4S1

Sum of above totals converted at the rate of 10 shillings or marks to the $:

$331,.305,60

Average monthly expenditure in dollars over a nine month period in 1946:

$ 42,367.29

Expenditure in commodities is additional. The cost of commodities in the
form of army rstions for the Oberursel headquarters, gasoline for the 50
automobiles employed by the organization, food stuffs, cigarettes, matches,
coffee, fats, etc. used operationally can only be estimated since many of
these-items are provided through Quartermaster services. It is estimated
that in this form the U.S. government contributes an additional . $5,000.
a month to the expenses. of the operation. Consequently, one can arrive at
the figure of $47,367.29 as the average monthly cost of maintaining the
operation. Since as an average some 3,000 people comnose the network, the
ner capita monthly expenditure is in the neighborhood of $15.
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My purpose in visiting the field establishments of Operation
Rusty was to gain first hand knowledge of the operating personnel, the
chief lines of operation, end the effectivenese . of the system. The
Southern European Center and the Middle European Center were focal points
because they represent headquarters establishments immediately subordinated
to_Oberureel. Prom these centers I proceeded to visit organization leaders.
at their field establishments or Reeidentura when it was impracticable for
them to meet me at the central points. I have;therefore, had. conversations
not only with the heads of the Middle and Southern European Centers but with
two organization leaders either at the Central establishments prat Oberursel.
Before my arrival in the field, it was known that I was surveying the

' operation in order to report to hither American authorities. The various
leaders had been told that I was to have access to all facts connected with
their present or prospective operations and that they might speak frankly to
me about themselves, their motives, and intentions.

Charts III and IV which are attached to this report were drawn at
my reauest by Bs section at Oberursel. I wanted a diagram of the actual
as well as potential sources of information available to the organization.
The charts were delivered to me with all positive assurances that they
presented a strictly factual p icture. Nothing of a hypothetical nature
is indicated although someeources marked by starred circles still remain
dormant. From these charts is omitted the entire pattern of front reconnais-
ance operations. The lines on Chart UI show the potentialities of the
organization in what is termed "Reconnaisance in Depth", long range possibili-
ties which show promise of successful exploitation over a long period of time.
While Chart III shows these connections grouped around the leaders in CermanY.
Chart IT is a picture of the situation as it would exist if the organization
were allowed to go completely under cover and take strategic positions for
long term action. lir on Chart IV places 13 in Lisbon as chief of operational
forces whose major strength would be planted in Soviet territories or
territorite under strong Soviet influence.

The colors, on the chart separate the various networks; from each
other. Bed lines on Chart IT.generally signify the "Sonderverbindungen" of
3, projects which Are under his own personal direction and control.
the circles which indicate centers of operations, the colors, red, yellow,
and green , show possibilities in the field of military, political, and economic
intelligence respectively. Numbers of course conceal the identities of
operators and networks.

In this ease where qualitative and intangible values are of first
importance, the schematic and abstract qualify of these as well as any other
charts can of course be misleading. The concentration Of lines suggests
beweildering confusion rather* than the true picture of a meticulously
planned and integrated operation. Furthermore, the charts give an impression
of static rather than fluent conditions, fixed points or quantities, rather
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and indices distributed throngh various Residentura can only be suggested
in graphic form. Therefore the picture appears nebulous rather than exact.
Unless the reader has become intimately acquainted with the operation,
he should not try to derive more from these charts than material impressions
of the potential strength of the organization and the geographic extent of
Its operations.

•

In order to avoid re petition, certain facts about the operational
purpose, planning, means and use of personnel can at thie point be listed
and generalized as applicable to all Rssidentural

The whole purpose of °P eration 11.4eq. .14 . 9 4e; iver. .t9
American authorities information on Russian military, political,
and economic strength in that order of priority.

To accomplish that purpose the organization leader has in
general resurrected those connections with Germans and non-
Germans which he developed during his previous experience with
the Abwenr, and those connections exist and are exploited on
a highly personal basis.

Organization leaders themselves are almost without exception
former German Army officers, end former eo -workers or subordinates
of B who received their practical training with the Abwehr under
iremde Heere Ost.

B has selected them individually as leaders in Operation
Rusty, and they accent him as their master and chief.

These leaders state that they have joined forces once again
with 3 from the conviction that they will contribute something
toward checking the further Communist domination of German terri-
tory by informing American authorities, whom they consider to be
their most reliable protectors.

The problem is attacked geogranhically only from the standpoint
of over all strategy or for reasons of administration in the field,
but the chief operators are allowed a freedom of movement in the
conduct of their operations consistent with a successful exploita-
tion of their personnel. If operations are confined to a certain
area it is largely because the network under the organization
leader t s command functions most effectively in that area..

The prevailing policy is to establish agents in Soviet or
Soviet controlled territory who, dependent only on courier Service,
can maintain their fixed positions over a long period of time.
In other words, there is a growing tendency toward "Reconnaisance
In Depth" and with it an increasing emphasis on the procurement of
political and economic information.
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Front reconnaisance has in most instances become an almost

automatic function. Accordingly, organization leaders are
gradually shifting that responsibility to subordinates in order
to free themselves for the more specialized and delicate long
range operations.

The operational records of the organization are kept by
chiefs of operation at the Besidentura level. Agent records are
filed by number and give personal statistical information about
previous employment and spacial qualifications which can be used
in the intelligence field. Agents are indexed generally by
number and the identity of the agent is recorded in files kept
in separate buildings. In most instances there is a strict
accounting of agent payments in goods or in money and the
schedule of payment is measured by the agents productivity.

In the paragraphs that follow, therefore, I have restricted myself
to the most significant or distingtishing features of individual field
establishments, my impressions of organization leaders, and those outstanding
projects in their separate areas which, considering their possible value
to C.I.G. in the future, seem worthy of attention and further study.

I have purposely referred to individuals and institutions in a
way that is meant to conceal their identity. Full details of each can be
made immediately available from field records.

The Southern European Center confines its interest roughly to the
area of the Danubian Basin, the Tphere of interest of the Austro-BUngarian
Empire. The center exploits directly or indirectly pro-German reactionary
connections which reach into the official circles of the states in this
area.

The chief of the center directs operations from two establishments
in Western Austria. BS is at present chiefly concerned with creating a
plausible cover which will serve to protect and supply his network as U. S.
military strength in Austria is withdrawn. An Austrian businessman, formerly
successful in shipping 'and in the export-import trade has promised the network
suitable economic camouflage if he can be permitted to revive his pre-war
enterprises in Trieste. It is understood that our assistance in the matter
would only speed his plans which will come into effect sooner or latter. The
business firm would give the network freedom of movement and economic camou-

flage in the northern Adriatic area and along the course of the Danube, and
would allow the organization leader to direct operations from-some point in
ItilY•

If this project is approved, a channel of inforMation will also be
opened through monasteriee and other church institutions in the Aegean area.
The focal point will be the monastery at Mt: Athos.

Little or no Counter-intelligence investigation is at present

conducted from this station.
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This organization leader served

Russian agents for Fremde Heere Ost under
When he was, for Operation Rusty
position as an' electricalengineer. and in
roll of his firm. He has won the respect
Whom his routine duties have required him

as a field operator and handled

Bl e direction during the war.
he was already enjoying a responsible
fact is still carried on the paY-
of officers of G*2, MG and 0I0 with

to make contact.

Of the two centers, the Middle European Center forms the larger
and more complex group. From Munich the pre-war territory of Germany is
covered and eastern lines of operation extend not only into Russian-occupied
territories, but into Russia itself. The depth of the deployment of agents
has been possible forth-is group because of their large use of non4ermans.

There are extensive links with the Ukrainians, chiefly those groups
which can be classified as the more conservative in their'political ambitions.
Members of the Bandera group are not employed RS agents although informption
is extracted from Bandera sympathizers by means of informers. Reports are
being submitted through these channels via the Ukraine which allegedly have
their ultimate source in the Politbureau. These links are dominated, directed,
and exploited by a former German officer who under Fremde Heere Ost worked
exclusively with Ukrainians and White Russian partisans behind the Russian
lines. The connections exist primarily on a nersonal foundation and the
collaborating .groups realize that they can expect no political concessions
for their efforts, but must be content to find their reward in the opportunity
to fight Communism.

A former Sudeten German trained by Fremee Heere Ost, has extended
special lines of oneration into Czechoslovakia and north eastern German terri-
tories. Be is in a position to cultivate the services of a highly-placed
informer in Czechoslovakian government and military circles, and through
connections at the University of Prague is atle to keep in touch with Czecho-
slovakian scientific developments and cultural trends. The network also
extends into the Soviet-controlled sections of Berlin and former Prussia.
From Berlin a German writer who moves freely as a Communist propagandist
hopes soon to report on party strategy in that area. A group of Balkan
students at the University of Berlin now actively preparing Russian OB reports,
will in the near future-complete their courses of study and return to the
Balkans, after which they promise to continue their intelligence work from
their home territories.

A special project within this network is being created to maintain
active watch over develo pments in mathematics and physics and to report on
the activities and location of EUronean scholars in this field. The project
will be /leaded by a physicist who is now em ployed as a scientific Journalist.
At the invitation of colleagues of long standing in Eastern Germany, France,
and Switzerland, he is prepared to attend meetings of learned societies and
report his observations.

This network is also in A position to eataUieh indirect contact
with such former 7)1.0-German factions as the Rumanian Iron Guard and the
followers of Horthy in Hu try.
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Plans for establishing agent networks in the Baltic states from
which there has been scanty information are now in the hands of i former
Alwelax officer of Baltic descent, and the network is already productive.
The scene . Of operations will gradually extend over Finland and toward Sweden.

A network of appioximately 200 Germans it being, directed by a
former Atwehr officer who at the same time holds an important position in the
plastics industry. The activities of this group are directed against Communist
interference in German government and industry, but operations are conducted 
at a slow pace since most of the connections exist in the e.= none. This
group can, if allowed, gain access to the intelligence reporte of the Bavarian
catholic clergy: The chief of the operation can be daaracterizek JAY the fact
that he has already contributed 200,000 marks from his own purse for operational
expenses.

Formerly subordinate to the Middle European Center but recently
given independent status is a network of approiimitelY 700 agents culled from
aeorgian, Ukrainian, Polish, end White Russian groups. This network produces
the major part of all OB information reported by the operation. At presents
it has succeeded in planting approximately a third of its forces in Soviet
territories. For the most part these agents were briefed in the American Zone

'and have now been returned to their original places of residence. A mass of
economic, and political information is being collected by agents

of this network who have the special mission of debriefing German prisoners
of war as they are returned from Russia. Since a German University is seeking
funds to establish an Ost Europa Institut to conduct a series of ethnological,
geographical, and philological studies covering territories of Eastern Europe,
openly exploiting prisoners of war from the East for their purpose, an arrange-
ment has already been made by which the operation cn, if allowed, use the
Institut to its advantage. The chief of this network is an Austrian, born in
Trieste, who during the course of the war vas employed as a Liaison officer
with the Wlassov forces.

D irectly responsible to 3 but operating under the administrative
juriadiction .of the Middle European Center is a network ofZOO White Russians,
the largest and least productive group of agents in the operation. Their
performance is at present.under close scrutiny and ordire'for•gradual liqmi-
dation have been issued. Liquidation will proceed to that point where the

rone . .thariak of a loss of valuable sources. S also directs in the
same. wey the development of a personal contact with the chief of . anti-Soviet
Armenian resistance forces in Germany who has the su pport of similarly minded
Armenian. groups in AMerica. Similarly he has by personal contact produced a
direct lead to the %radish Ministry of War and the Semanian Oil Ministry.

Also assodiated with the Middle European Center, but directly under
B, is a group ' of German scholars; scientists, and technicians who are
acknowledged specialists . in Eastern European matters, economics, history,
politics, agriculture, etc. At present they pre pare technical reports and
evaluations which are meant only to assist and guide the staff at Oberursel.
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The Middle Ihro ean headauarters eMploys two chiefs for counter*

intelligence operations.	 hese . oyerations, under the leadership of a former 	 •- ,i7

Abwehr officer. on the West 'front have lines extending into the
/5,2i :b A	 Zones and into L	 TIMO activities of the 	 Aiew4 -.:r?,-14!/*crec,

and the tactics of Communism in the .Zoupation•	 '..Sext4/4c7*.
are the primary targets. One of the thief informers- is a former
officer now employed by theall..111111.11111111111NL_Miganuer of 

• this counter-intelligence	 shief„also a former Abwehr officer, happens to be 	 -gete.rie.AZ744e./4Xtwe.
4,61-iskr--lamilarly employed by the.11.1111 This network is gradually trac down

• Communist lines of connection which exist between the American and
Zones. of occupation and, the central control of these lints of connection in )5i_ ell
UNIIIMIMMLSW;-/-m-eRL41•16/	 . .

11,154414-

.	 .
A former member of the German Criminal Police who was trained in

counter-intelligence work by Premde Heere Ost is developing a series of
operations which will investigate the possibility of Communist control or
penetration of German government offices and agendas. lox- his purpose he
relies chiefly on old connections with the German police and hopes with our
assistance to be able': to place more former colleagues In those services.
Be also will seek to clarify the extent to which charitable enterprises are
suffering Communist exploitation.

The head of the Middle Shropean Central Zstablishment is a Young
German, a former Atwehr officer, trained by B as an operator under Premde .
Beers Oat. His civilian profession was architecture. He now specializes in
document procurement and fabrication. His persona/ intelligence connections
extend through Southern German aristocratic circles into	 , a though these
connections are not being exploited at the moment. In s pite of his youth,
this man has shownlimself to be an energetic and highly res ponsible chief.
Like his colleague in111111111, he has so far enjoyed the best reputation with
G,42, NG and CIO authorities with whom he frequently comes into contact.

It was abundantly evident before my visit to field stations was
arranged that .Operstion Busty was producing information which according to
the competent authorities at Frankfurt was of great value to American Military
intelligence. There was no evidence to prove that the unusual confidence that
bad been plated by American authorities in the German operators had been
abused. I still wanted to find answers to the following,questionsi

- I.-41or what reasons cad the German operators be trusted?
2.. To what extent are they to be trusted, and under what

'circumstances?
3. Apart from their ability to falil the military mission

of front reconnaisance what ilualifitations do they possess
which will assit GIG in the fulfillment of its specific .
tasks and ambitions? . 	 •

I. What conditions of employment woUld GIG for its own,nrotection
have to . impose on the group if the operation were to be continued?

5. What would be the effect of a change in American policy upon
the group if that policy took the forth of liquidation?

1
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It seemed advantageous, therefore, to conduct conversations on

the broader lines of plans and purposes as they were now being formulated
and to neglect, when necessary, inquiries into the mechanics of current
operations. ' I wanted to hear personal reactions to a variety of problems
related to intelligence work conducted by Germans against Russians for
Americans.

No matter how such problems were introduced during conversations,
whether they developed out of the discussions of intelligence projects,
operational techniques, or difficulties, or whether it was the overall -
question of Germany's problems as related to America and Russia or a

specific discussion of the individual t s problems, I was confronted with a
type of enthusiasm or idealism rooted in an absolute fear of ComMunist
domination of Germany. With few exceptions, the Germans feel that they
may be contributing something toward the salvation of Germany from Russian
domination by their collaboration with the American Intelligence Services.

It should be taken into conaideration that the Germans as a whole,
whether it is still a heritage of Nazi anti-Communist indoctrination or
otherwise, fear and hate the Soviet State while they have little more to
offer against the Western Powers than criticism of their present policies.
It stands to reason then that the strongest advocates of close collaboration
with the Western Powers can be found among the most reactionary and national-
istic Germane who find their only hope for a future Germany in at least a
temporary merger of German interests with Western Allied interests. Of the
Western Allies, America is of course favored because of her strength.

An important factor in determining the psychology of this particular
German group must not be overlooked.. Their motivation and intentions should
be . 7eighed, against the background of their experience in Hitler's army on
the Eastern front. They have first hand experience of both modern Germany
and BUS8iR. They are quick to point out the horrors and abuses of Hitler's
authoritarian rule and to base their opposition to Russia on the observation
that the Soviet government has already achieved in the way of Russian dictator-
ship those things which remained ambitions of Hitler. Proof of their intentions
Is offered by the example of G, who claims some complicity in the July 20th
attempt on Hitler's life and later refused to obey orders to destroy all
military files in his custody as the .German armies withdrew. :These files,
by careful calculation, were safeguarded and then transported into American
custody. The present group, drawn together with the approval-of G and M,
is presented as a group of G t s earliest sympathizers and collaborators in
the scheme. Although it would be naive to neglect the fact that by this
action, these staff officers guaranteed themselves favorable treatment by
the Americans, Americans did in return receive valuable information about Russia.

The attitude of the lower ranks toward the leadership of G and B
should focus to some extent the problems which American authorities face in
placing just the right degree of confidence in the operation for the most
effective results and the least possibility of embarrassment. Clearly G and
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have the respect and devotion of their subordinates and together they exert

a military discipline which permeates all phases and sections of the operation.
B has presumably made a s pecial effort .to control the younger minds, for
the unattached men in their twenties and thirties with some prospect of
professional careers as well as training in intelligence work offer the most
promising talents for the future. Such young men, as heads of the Middle
and Southern European Centers, are infatuated with the fanatical anti-Soviet
hatred of 3 and what they consider to be his genius as an intelligence
operator. Be has among them the reputation of being an indisputable
authority in designing intelligence operations against Russia because of his
successes during the war and what he claims to be his two decades of experience
in this field with the German :Foreign Office. Undoubtedly B ham an impressive
knowledge of Aussie and a_brilliantly cunning intelligence mind. -Be also
possesses that emotional and physical energy and comnlete devotion to the
principles and ideals of his work that catches the fancy of young Germans
seeking leadership. It is noticeable that the older group of operators, men
in their forties and early fifties, show a greeter independence and individu-
ality in their thinking and in their operations. Without being fired by Ble
fanaticism or subscribing to the theory of his genius, they accept him as
a highly qualified chief.

While G is the titular head of the operation, it is not certain
that he controls it as strongly or deeply as B. O perators in the field are
not aware of his nersonality, though the evaluation group at Oberursel,
composed mostly of his former junior staff officers, give him undivided
allegiance. G lost his control while he was in America when B was given full
charge, and only now is taking positive stens to assure his com plete authority
over B as well as the entire operation. G is in ev ery way the Prussian Staff
officer. Be claims to distrust B l senti-Soviet fanaticism as the basic
motivation for the oneration, and promises to convert it into a strict
alliance of German with American interests. It is his suggestion for the

future that enough American personnel be assigned to the operation to super-
vise and guide it at every point. Be states that he sees in the operation
one opportunity to restore American faith in Germans and Germany, and offers
his word of honor that any responsibility placed in him will'not be betrayed.

There were already symptoms of unrest within the organization as
a result of the possible conflict between G and B. It is most likely, however,
that G's theories and principles will prevail and B t s authority in operational
direction and policy will be severely curbed without splitting the organization
into factions.

At least American authorities can be asiured of effective German
discipline within the organization. It will be directed entirely according
to the dictates of the dominant power. The problem resolves itself fundamentally
then into Placing full confidence in the organization only by Way of that
leader whom Americans can most successfully maninulate. Allowing for obvious
possibilities of deception no matter how the key figures express their views,
since G shows himself in closer accord with American thought and temperament,

he would be the more opnvenient and amenable medium of American control.
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At the field level, the operation can be viewed not only as an

intelligence machine but as a aerman post—war underground movement. Since
organization leaders have it within their power to resurrect former pro-
Cierman collaborators throughout Central Europe and long term agents have
already been planted in Soviet occup ied territory, the organization could
turn into a partisan band. If any such thought is now in the minds of the
Germans, they have already been rewarded for their services to the Americans
by the privelege of reestablishing their old connections and organizing
themselves.

. Americans could at this point withdraw their authority and supplies,
but they could. not so easily break up the organization. That is the strongest
and potentially the most menacing aerman asset. Chart IV shows the amount of
thought that B has put upon the future activites of his o perators. Eurthermore,
his lieutenants in the field know viat will be expected of them individually
if E with American assistance is able to make his nlans for each of them
materialize. B has calculated that approximately 150,000. would disperse
the concentration of forces in Germany as shown in. Chart III to the strategic
positions for long term operations in Chart IV. However', it is evident that
our assistance would only expedite the development of cover schemes, economic
camouflage, and open up more rap idly wider territories of oneration, but in .
the course of time the +ernnns will be able to do essentially the sane thing
independently unlese we directly interfere.

The driving force in this o peration is the determination to protect
Germany from Russia. A withdrawal of American support, even if we would not
recognize previous committments to nrotect the leading . figures and their
de?endents, would produce severe disillusiOnment, but it is not likely that
we would be embarrassed nolitically by important defections or revelations
as long as it was still recognized that in our foreign policy we were opposed
to further Russian encroachment. or is it likely that we would break the
determination of the organization to fulfil its mission: Our • mohey and
supplies so far have been appreciated as a means in this organization and not
a reward for services. If the group should be forced to find its own means,
and become inde pendent of American financial aid as 13 intends, we would have
set in motion a powerful machine over whose course and driver we relinquish
control.
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The recommendations which follow
major conclusions of my investigation:

come as
	ONLY

1. Operation Rusty bi g shown itself to be thus far a reliable
and productive intelligence machine.

2. The German otganization is bound together over a large area
by a single determined purpose.

3. To operate it or to liquidate it will require a further
American investment of time, money and personnel.

4. Given close American supervision and control, the organization
can be operated in accordance with American purposes without
risk of serious mpromise.

5. It can offer to C.I.G ! over a period of time:

a. Valuable channels of information about Russian strength
and intentions.

b. An intelligence service for all of Germany.

c. A strong core of resistance to Russian aggression.

RIP.,C0iliEMATIOITS 

( Whenever it has seemed necessary, I have for the sake of clarity
enlarged on the • reasons and ?proses fdr my recommendations.)

• That C.I.C. assume future responsibility for Operation Busty
according to the oolicy and needs of the American Intelligence
Services.

- In an attempt to fulfil the basic mission of G-2, War Depart-
ment,:to collect Russian OB information, the operation,has.ex-
tended.its field of activity ., enlarged its purpose, and increased
its personnel to such an extent that it is in a Position either

• to compete, interfere with or to supplement the operations of
C.I.G. is of all 'existing intelligence Agencies at this

stage best equipped to exploit or over A period of time, to
liquidate the organization.

2. That C.I.G. assign immediately a representative -to Oberursel
headquarters who viii be in full authority to , convert the
organization into an initrument of C.I.G. 

If it is demonstrated that the GB information which is now

-0-\'
ccn-roL
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being supplied to the.War Depar4' (;) CUM/WV ONLY--
Department needs for snch information, the military style
of the operation with emphasis on Positive military
intelligence can only be slightlymOdified until American
military authorities agree that the source is no longer
necessary. As a corollary to the above recommendation,
recommend further that during the yeriod of conversion
the present dfficers employed by G-2,. War Derartment, assist
the C.I.G. representative by assuming responsibility for
front reconnaisance until that phase of the operation, in
accordance with the stated needs of G-2, War Department, can
be terminated. By a coordination of interests, the O.I.G.
representative should by that ti ar have segregated to his
own separate control those elements of the operation which
are to be retained for long term exploitation.

1	 That C.I.G. thronzh its representative. take immediate steps,
consistent with the best interestoof the operation, to 
eliminate frop, the organization ell Germans or non—Germans 
who beceuse of past records, previous connections, or actions
constitute potential sources of pOliticel embarrassment or 
are actual thre e ts to our security. 

It would obviously be a matter of serious concern if
group s of non—GermanS or group s of German outlaws should by
the v.eight cf their -numbers or influence find themselves in
a position to drainste the operation. On the other hand,
eac% c ,! .se will have to be weighed sep:rately with full
consideration of existing EG laws and - . rocedures, the parti-
cular merits of the individual, and o perational needs and
Purposes. For example, there would be no apparent loss to
American Intelligence in the liquidation of present White
Russian contacts to the point where it can be shown that
White Russians are indispensible or irreplaceable factors
in an operation. Eurthermore, every instance of employment
of a former member of the Nazi party or the SS should be
made a separate case for consideration and the employment
of individuals it this category should be restricted to
the agent level as far as possible. Not only it - ettch.a	 .

, policy a necessary safeguard of the best American-interests
but it will preserve the unity and idealism of those
individuals who have clean political records, high professional
qualifications, and the same motives.

4, That C.I.G. through its representatives take immediate steps,
with full respect for Previous committments and the welfare 
of productive personneL Id Iiithdraw support and:trotectiOn
from non—productive orAitraheous elements of the organization.

Although it is understood that principal personnel have
been promised protection for themselves and dependents, no
such general committments have been made. It is obvious,
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in spite of the hardships of present-day life in Germany and
the distraction caused by concern about dependents, that
protection and support can only be given when the exigencies
of the operation demand it. Otherwise the operation will be
perverted from its intelligence mission to German welfare.

In every way, young unattached individuals with some
independent means of livelihood should be , encouraged to
contlue as operators, while the older individuals with
dependents Should:be employed only when special operational
Circumstances demand it.

Advisory staffs, such as the group of Pastern Puropean
sbholars, can be considered extraneous. However valuable
their knowledge may be, unless they are in a position to
conduct operations or to operate, their researches have no
place in a field mission. Similarly the staff of radio
technicians, cryptographers or cryptoanalystsi who are now
attempting to monitor and decode Russian traffic should be
eliminated from the organization or absorbed by an agency.
fully qualified to supervise their activities.

9. That the C.I.G. reoresentative submit directly for the apnroval
of the anninoriate authorities in Washington both nrolects 
for liquidation and for operation. as they oreaent themselves,
regardless of whether they are of immediate or. future concern.

The period of conversion should be used as a period of
deliberation and study both by Washington authorities and
the field re7resentative. This will entail systematic analysis
of each aspect of the operation whiCh can or does conform to
existing C.I.G. patterns of operation in scope, depth, and
extent. This should result in a gradual disentangling of the
complex lines of the whole network, in order that they nay be
eliminated as redundant, or otherwise undesirable or that,
whenever practicable, they may be rewoven into the fabric of
C.I.G.

6. That the C.I.G. renresentative be empowered directly from
Washinalon to enlist the existing field services of C.I.G.
stations in order to iMolement Washington instructions for 
liquidation. mounting, or integration of operation.

In liquidation proceedings it will be essential to inform
stations of possible repercussions in their areas or

within their own or tangent operations. Stations in the area
affected Should be given full access to the pretinent facts.
and be alerted to report on possible compromises, disaffectione,
and defections:	 :

In he mounting and maintenance of operatione,.:the greatest
use, should be made of C.I.G. facilities in order to . AVold	 •
unnecessary duplication of communication, transportation, and
supply services. In the event that direct contact is un-
desirable, a system of cut-outs to our services should be
established.

In order to complete the process of integration, eingle
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TO GERMA:\TY ONLY,:operations shoniii .be excised from the Rusty complex
and placed under the complete jurisdiction of the

.appropriate	 station or stations whenever such
.	 proved feasible.

7. That C.I.G. take at its fundamental polio, the-effective Use 
of German operatives to fulfil the mission of American
intelligence and - effective elimination from the organisation 
any feature which cmald in an7 way exert a German influence 
on American 

Swli a measure will in the long run most severely affect
the headquarters staff at Oberorsel which not only evaluates
intonmation but issues briefs for its collection. The need. .
for these services should diminish with the G-2 1 War Department,.
need for dll . information, but if the services of this group
cannot be dispensed with immediately or American personnel
cannot be supplied to sit with them, it would be advisable
to exert the strongest poseible American control .over their .
leaders. In line with this plan, every effort should be made

• on the part of the American authorities to allow G to
dominate the-organization at the expense of B. G is more
the statesman, and can become . a Spokesman for American
interests while 3, the professional intelligence man, 'should
be reduced to the status of a high level operator with little,
if any, executive power. This manouver will require both
diplomacy and strong authority on the part of the C.I.G.
representative. It may even recuire the removal of 3 to
America temporarily.

3 That C.I.G. make known the basic facts of the operation to any 
%Taney of the U. 8, Government whiCh mizht-be concerned and 
to the Chief of the	 at a time 
in the future which is considered appropriate. 	 .=•yried:5e c

,-Ce.e.4,1	 •

NTFOL

■•••••••• ?Tr:1_7- 	•
—	 •	 • •

Since it is impossible to foresee the consequences of
liquidation or future operation, it may be necessary to
enlist 'the assistance of agencies of the government affiliated
with C.I.G. in facing them. Therefore, they should at this
time be given a picture of the situation in order that C.I.G.
will not suffer the effects of past policy, and.	 can
be assured of full government support in its actions. It is
possible that certain.bodies now connected with the operation
will have to be removed. from Germany or be allowed to travel.	 ,e0 4E,

•Since the are fully aware	
•• 	

of the existence of the operation, although American authorities
have never . admitted it officially, I ' can see that no useful
purpose  is being served by a pretence of secrecy toward the	 .

This will lead only to a continuation off11111.--:,egojA'sh
• •	 prying with possible embarrassing 'results unless an.official 	 • -. .

statement is made. Furthermore, Busty operators are-at
•

TIP . 3EC71- cem-rfc-iL
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present seriouely curtailed inAhair activities because of
additional hazards fl.om the	 ervices in operating.

i 1/5/)	 fthrough.ar In the	 Zone.	 clear policy on this.
matter. should be developed. by a discussion withIIIIIII,--;-- de/1/..-4

' authorities on the highest level.
-_Since , the army officers have made themselves personallY

responsible . to the army for equipment and property issued
for use in ihe,.operation, 'a serious problem arises imMediatelg
for it would:be impracticable . at this point to call in from
the field all the property issued. I method ehould . be',. .
approved by which the overation will not be belted and yet
the responsibility for property transferred to other authorities..

■■•••-•	 .	 •
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42. Bossard to DCI, "Operation Rusty," 29 May 1947
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29 May 1947

MEMORANDUM FOR THE DIRECTOR, CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE GROUP

SUBJECT: Operation Rusty

I. BACKGROUND AND HISTORY

Operation Rusty has existed as a military intelligence
service of 0-2, War Department, since January 1946. The
Operation developed as the result of a decision taken late
In 1944 by Major General Reinhart von Gehlen and his close
associates "to take all steps to hand over the entire per-
sonnel and material of the division Foreign Armies East to
the United States Army" in case of the surrender of the
German Army. As Commanding Officer of this German intelli-
gence unit, Gehlen contrived to move his forces and material
into Southern Swabia and Bavaria, and effected his plan for
surrender toward the end of May 1945. Lieutenant Colonel
Hermann Baun, Gehlen t s Chief of Operations, having been
separated from the remainder of Gehlen l s forces, made separ-
ate contact with American authorities in July 1945.

Since Gehlen bad succeeded in preserving the secret files
of Foreign Armies East for the information of American author-
ities, and had surrounded himself with a group of senior
staff officers highly trained in the procurement and evalua-
tion of military intelligence in the Russian sphere, the
entire group was transferred to the vicinity of Washington,
where as prisoners of war they exploited their files and Made
their knowledge'directly available to 0-2, War Department.
During the same period, Baum and his group were similarly
exploited in Germany by 3-2, USFET, until it was decided that
Bann should be given permission to collect his former oper-
ating staff in an effort to mount with American support a
military intelligence operation against Russia.

After the return of Gehlen and his staff from the United
States in the summer of 1946, he assumed his present position
as head of an evaluation group in order to direct Baum serving
as head of an information group I. 	 ralalment of the
missions assigned by 0-2, USFET. Baum ba;k;r iWriTir 	 V-47
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of Operations but the product is evaluated, collated, and
translated by Gehlen's group who deliver it in finished
form to representatives of 0-2, EUCOM. At this stage,
this organization is considered by 0-2 Etrom, to be its
most dependable and prolific source of information on
Russian military intentions and strength.

It should be pointed out that it was suggested to OSS,
before its liquidation, that it was the organization best
equipped to direct the proposed Operation. OSS at that
stage was unwilling to undertake the responsibility, not
only becauee of the uncertainty of its own future, but
because of the obvious risk of political compromise in-
volved in operating a declared enemy intelligence unit
against a declared allied nation. On October 1, 1946,
General Burreas presented from G-2, USFET, a staff study
of Operation Rusty to General Vandenberg with the recommen-
dation that CIG take over the Operation and conduct it from
the United States. The study did not convince CIG that the
Operation, as it was then presented, was valuable enough
to justify the political risk and the expenditure of person-
nel and money, but it was later agreed that CIG would conduct
its own investigation with the purpose of outlining the
advantages and disadvantages of participation in the Operation.

II. CONCLUSIONS OF CIG INVESTIGATION 

The CIG investigation has produced the following con-
clusions:

1. The chief personnel of Operation Rusty offer as
their motivation the desire to protect Germany from further
Russian encroachment or Communist penetration.

2. They believe that they can best fulfill their pur-
pose by making their talents as intelligence officers and
their experience on Russia available to the United States,
whom they consider their most effective champion.

3. The chief personnel of Operation RUSTY have, during
the period of their organization, recruited some 3000 bodies
from anti-Soviet factions in Central Europe who during the
course of the war Owe their support to Germany.

4. Operation RUSTY has become less a clandestine in-
telligence operation directed by American authorities than
a potential resistance group supported and fed by the U. S.
Government.
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5. It can be stated with certainty that the lines of
conneotron extend presently over an area lying between
Stockholm and Rome, Prague and Paris, with the possibility
that they can be further extended through the Middle East
to the Far East and into the United States and South America.

6. There now exist plans for camouflage which oan pro-
vide the personnel with an opportunity to continue their
operations independently of American support.

and possibly to the Russian Irallill!!!!!if—.7. The operation has become known to the

•
8. The operation has been productive not only because

of the strength and nature of the German personnel employed,
but chiefly because American authorities have granted them
vide scope for their operations and relative freedom in their
planning and actions.

9. Upon withdrawal of American support, this group could
constitute a source of political embarrassment to the U.S.
Government and a security menace to American overt as well
as covert activities in Germany.

III. ADVANTAGES 

The advantage of this operation is that it has furnished
Army Forces in Europe with certain high grade tactical intel-
ligence.

IV. DISADVANTAGES 

1. The present complement of Operation RUSTY includes
a aryptoanalytic section, with equipment, presently engaged
in breaking Russian and possibly other European codes.

2. It is both a potential resistance group and as an
organization could become the intelligence nuctleus of a
future German government.

• RECOMNDATION 

In view of the conclusions in II above and the disadvan-
tages listed in IV it is recommended that prior to any •_
participation by CIG in Operation RUSTY, with the concurrence
of the War Department, the National Intelligenoe Authority
be requested to decide as to the extent of such participation.
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43. Galloway to DCI, "Operation RUSTY," 3 June 1947, enclosing Bossard to
DCI, "Operation Rusty," with annexes, 29 May 1947

MEMORANDUM FOR THE DIRECTOR OF CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE

Subjects Operationi RUST!

1. There is transmitted herewith the report of Mr. Samuel Bossard,

the CIG representative who recently completed a survey of Operation RUSTY

in the European Theatre. I concur in this report and proposals.

2. In connection with this report, I recommend the following:

a. Dispatch of a cable to the Assistant Chief of Staff, 0-2,
MOM, substantially- along the lines of the attached draft.

b. That, provided there is no objection on the part of 0-2,
EUCOM, the National Intelligence Authority be advised of this
operation, calling particular attention to the fact:

(1) The German Intelligence organization is a potential
resistance group in Germany, the continued support of which
may conflict with State Department policy.

(2) Thecrypto-analytic activities of Operation RUSTY
may lead to a possible conflict with the activities of the
Army Security Agency and the Navy Annex.

3. If the National Intelligence Authority approves Central Intelli-

gence taking over Operation RUSTY, it is recommended that action be taken

along the lines proposed in Section IV of the attached report of Mr. Bossard.

DONALD H.
Assistant Director
Special Operations

Enclosures

4.1 elf V"

)	 ST
J (WA-
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DWI Or Ma= =OW froaAdairal Kilisizikoetter to General Walsh,
AO of /I, 4-4 SODOM

After studying results of= representatives report on Operation

USTI and with full appresiation of the values and inplisatiens of

Operation, regard it as essential that eertain nonsiderations affecting

the Operation los submitted to latiooal pitalligenoe Authority 'consisting

of Secretaries of State, War, Nowt, and Admiral Leahy, tor volley deoisions.

Since diseuevions with regard to the Operation have to date been carried

an directly between Director, CIO, and AC of 8, 0-2, SUM desire your

oonsent to submit this natter to the Sational Intelligence Authoritiy.
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MEMORANDUM FOR THE DIRECTGR, CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE GROUP

SUBJECT: Operation Rusty

I. BACKGROUND AND =KAT

Operation Rusty has existed as a military intelligence service
of 0-2, Mir Department, since January 1946. The Operation developed
as the result of a decision taken late in 1944 by Major General
Reinhart von Gehlen and his close associates "to take all steps to
hand over the entire personnel and material of the division Foreign
Armies East to the United States Army" in case of the surrender of
the German Army. As Cosmuumiing Officer of this German intelligence
unit, Gehlen contrived to move his forces and material into
Southern Swabia and Bavaria, and effected his plan for surrender
toward the end of May 1945. Lieutenant Colonel Hermann Baum,
Gehlen t s Chief of Operations, having been separated from the re-
mainder of Gehlen i s farces, made separate contact with American
authorities in July 1945.

Since Gehlan had succeeded in preserving the secret files of
Foreign Armies East for the information of American authorities,
and had surrounded himself with a group of senior staff officers
Melly trained in the procurement and evaluation of military intel-
ligence in the Russian sphere the entire group was transferred to
the vicinity of Washington, where as prisoners of war they exploited
their files and made their knowledge directly available to 0-2,
War Department. During the same period, Baum and his group were
similarly exploited in Germany by 0-2, USFET, until it was decided
that Bann should be given permission to collect his former operating
staff in an effort to mount with American support a military in-
telligence operation against Russia.

After the return of Gehlen and his staff from the United States
in the summer of 1946, he assumed his present position as head of an
evaluation group in order to direct Baum serving as head of an infor-
mation group in the fulfilment of the missions assigned by 0-2, USFET.
Bann has remained the Chief of Operations but the product is evaluated,
collated, and translated by Gehlen f e group who deliver it in finished
form to representatives of 0-2, BUOOM. At this stage, this organisa-
tion is considered by 0-2, EUCOM, to be its most dependable and
prolific source of information on Russian military intentions and
strength.

It should be painted out that it was suggested to OSS, before
its liquidation, that it was the organisation best equipped to
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direct the proposed Operation. OSS at that stage was umviLling to
undertake the responsibility, not only because of the uncertainty- -
of its awn future, but because of the obvious risk of political
compromise involved in operating a declared enemy intelligence unit
against a declared allied nation. On October 1, 1946, General
Burress presented from G-2, USFET, a staff study of Operation Rusty
to General Vandenberg with the recommendation that CID take over
the Operation and conduct it from the United States. The study
did not convince GIG that the Operation, as it was then presented,
was valuable enough to Justify the political risk and the expendi-
ture of personnel and money, but it was later agreed that CIO
would conduct ite own investigation with the purpose of outlining
the advantages and disadvantages of participation in the Operation.
(See Annex 1.)

U. CONCLUSIONS OF GIG INVESTIGATION

The CIG investigation has produced the following conclusions:

1. The chief personnel of Operation Rusty offer as their
motivation the desire to protect Germany from further Russian en-
croachment or Communist penetration. (See Annex 2, Statement Of
Personnel, OPERATION RUSTY, Tab A, pare A.)

2. They believe that they can best fulfill their purpose by
making their talents as intelligence officers and their experience
on Russia available to the United States, whom they consider their
most effective champion.

3. The chief personnel of Operation Rusty have capitalized
on the opportunity to organize by recruiting some 3,000 bodies from
anti-Soviet factions in Central Europe who, during the course of
the war, gave their full support to Germany.

4. Operation Rusty has become less a clandestine intelligence
operation directed by American authorities than a potential re-
eistance group supported and fed by the United States Government.

5. Operation:Rusty: is the most powerful German intelligence
machine which has been allowed to operate since the defeat of Germany.

6. All the lines of connection are not yet fully visible but
it can be stated as a fact that they extend over an area lying
between Stockholm and Rome, Prague and Paris, with a good possibility
that they can be extecrhathrough the Middle East to the Far East,
and into the United States and South America.
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7. There are on paper extensive plans for camouflage of
various sorts whictivrill provide the personnel with an opportunity
to 'continue their cperations independent of American support. In
tact, some German capital has already gone into the organisation
and more will undoubtedly follow onoe German business is allowed

' to develop and expand.. . jSI ewer._	 v:c
8	

to
. The Operation

iily 
has
the 

become kn
and
own to

haa 
the
been a source of irr-ipossiblyelletztansion to the cperat •onzt of other American inbelli-

gence agencies in Germany. 	 `Rke,,,rA

-

9. The Operation has been productive chiefly because of the
strength and the nature of the German personnel employed, its
scope, and the looseness of American control, and these same
/actors have contributed heavily to the inherent risks in the
project.

III. THE PRESENT SITUATION

GIG, according to the above conclusions, is now confronted
with a situation in which it in compelled to take an interest.
Since it is understood that 0-2, War Deparbnant, can after July 1,
1947 no longer support the Operation on its own funds, the organize-
tionmay-nwler the impact of a certain withdrawal of American sup-
port constitute a source of political embarrassment to the United
States Government and a security menace to American overt as well
as covert activities in Germany.

•
IV. PROPOSAL

It is proposed, therefore, that cla make available to the
War Deparbsent funds necessary for a liquidation of Operation Rusty.
As far as GIG is concerned, the liquidation proceedings are to
take the form first of all of a counter-intelligence operation
until-it_canbe stated with some degree of Certainty that the full
raMifiCAtions of the Operation are understood and the valuable
_operative elements have been segregated ani brought into conti•ol
for long-term production. Ryery effort will be made to adjust the
liquidation proceedings to suit the requirenents of 0-2, War De-
partment, !Wiliness order of battle information from this source,

• but the liquidation should be completed not later than July 1, 1946.

If the above proposal is accepted, apart from financial com-
mitments, it should be understood that GIG will be taking only an
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Investigative interest until such time as it is prepared to make
positive commitments to specific personnel of the organization.
It will be understood that the responsibility for and the military
personnel essential to the liquidation will be assumed by the
War Department. It is further understood that the CIO representa-
tive will exercise a constant reviewing authority over the liquida-
tion proceedings carried out by the current 0-2, EITOOM, complement.

As regards the CIO representative who must be, assigned to
this undertaking, he will have to be a highly qualified person pro-
vided with whatever support the situation demands as the liquidation
progresses. This individual will have to be chosen from among the
key members of the CID German Mission.

Appended to this memorandum is a financial statement based
on actual costs of operating Operation Rusty under current'con-
ditiona. (See Annex 3.) Based on these figures, it is estimated
that it will cost CIO $500,000.00 to carry forward this liquidation
process for the period of one fiscal year. This estimate is con-
sidered to be all-inclusive.

V. ADVANTAGES OF PROPOSAL

In connection with the above proposal, the following advantages
can be listed:

1. CIG can expect to receive directly from the German operators
the detailed facts on the personnel, contacts, and plans of the or-
ganization, and thus attempt and hope to prevent a movement under
ground which at some later date would have to be investigated from
the outside.

2. cm will have the opportunity to study and pick up over a
period of time possible long-term intelligence projects in the
spheres of German economic, cultural, and political life as well as
to open up new channels of information from Eastern Europe.

3. eio, will have at its disposal the talents and skills of
the present German personnel either in the field of intelligence ot.
evaluation of procurement.

4. CIG will have at its disposal the nucleus of a future
German Intelligence Service.

VI. DISADVANTAGES

In connection with the above proposal, because of the very
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serious and delicate aspects involved in this Operation, it is
urged that the advice of the National Intelligence Authority be
obtained before undertaking the above proposal because:

1. The present German complement of Operation Rusty includes
an entire crypt° -analytic section with equipment, presently engaged
in breaking Rued.= and possibly other European codes.

2. During the process of liquidation there may occur de-
fections or disaffections of a highly emba4assing or compromising
nature.

3. GIG may receive the blame from other United States Govern-
ment agencies or allied agencies for compromising situations for
which it is not initially-responsible.

4. It will be necessary to coordinate certain actions with
existing CIO Stations and to burden these Stations, as well as the
Washington desks, already understaffed, with new and particularly
complex &ties.

5. It may be necessary for GIG to provide for the removal
of certain bodies from the American Zone of Germany to other
countries of Europe or to the United States, inasmuch as there is
evidence to show that certain German personnel connected with the
direction of Operation Rusty having full knowledge of the Operation
and all its implications might be considered unreliable.

Attachments: Annex 1 - Memo to Director, GIG, 17 October 1946,
Subject: Operation Rusty.

Annex 2 - Statement of Personnel, OPERATION RUSTT,
TAB A, Para A.

Annex 3 - Financial Statement.
Annex 4 - TAB 1
Annex 5 - TAB F
Annex 6 - TAB
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17 October 1946

MEMORANDUM FOR THE DIRECTOR, CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE GROUP

SUBJECT: Operation Rusty

The following analysis of "Operation Rusty" is an attempt
to evaluate its present usefulness and to assess its potential for
longer-range strategic intelligence operations. The advantages,
disadvantages and recommendations incident to the maintenance of
the project are outlined.

I. DISCUSSION:

A) Present Usefulness

1. Following a somewhat protracted period of prepara-
tion, Operation Rusty commenced its actual intelligence gathering
activities in April 1946 and to date has confined these almost
entirely to the Russian-occupied Zone of Germany. During this
period its production, from between 500 to 600 "sources" has
consisted of 00-odd comparatively law-level and entire tactical
reports, plus seven others which, by subject matter can be clas-
sified as strategic. Other than in the field of unit identifica-
tion, little new or particularly valuable information which
cannot be produced through relatively easy and routine intelligence
operations has thus far been obtained. The few strategic reports
are, for the most part, broad interpretations of material which
is generally available to the foreign press. There is no evidence
whatsoever which indicates .high-level penetration into any
political or economic body in the Russian-occupied Zone.

During the same period, from the operations of the SSU
Mission to Germany, a total of 647 reports on the Russian-
occupied Zone were disseminated. Of this total, 268 were military,
178 economic 152 political, 23 technical, and the remaining 26
were on miscellaneous subjects. Of this production a relatively
high percentage was strategic.

An additional 220 reports were obtained through these
operations on contiguous areas. More important, still, is the
fast that this intelligence was procured through the use of 114
sources, and 44 known sub-sources who were directly controlled and
operated by U. S. personnel.
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2. In light of the above the statements made in
Operation Rusty regarding costs in the *world intelligence market*
and apecificallvaith respect to the Soviet-occupied Zone of
Germany, both present and future, are disturbing and throughout.
The estimated annual budget for Operation Rusty in the Russian
Zone is set at $2,500,000 per annum. This compares to a total
yearly expenditure atthe present rate by the SSU Mission to
Germany of between approximately $350,000 and $400,000.

3. The importance of the counter-intelligence material
produced on the U. S. Zone of Germany cannot adequately be
judged here but from the available data on Operation Rustyle
part in Operation Bingo, it would appear that very little legal
evidence of espionage activity by the individuals concerned was
farniahed. Moreover, the soundness of a native German intelligence
unit Operating more or less independently and reporting upon the
identities and activities of individuals of German and other
Central European nationalities, must be considered essentially suspect.

B) Potential Future Value 

1. It is considered highly undesirable that any large
scale U.S.-sponsored intelligence unit be permitted to operate
under even semi-autonomous conditions. Unless responsible U. S.
personnel are fully acquainted not only with the details of each
operation carried out but also with the identities and background
of all individuals concerned, no high degree of reliability can
be placed from an American point of view upon the intelligence
produced.

2. One of the greatest assets available to U. Si in-
telligence has always been the extent to which the United States
as a nation is trusted and looked up to by democratic-minded
people through the world. Experience has proved that the best
motivation for intelligence work is ideology followed by common
interest and favors. The Germans, the Russians, and their satellites,
have employed fear, direct pressure of other types, and lastly,
money. With most of these factors lacking to it, Operation Rust,'
would appear to be dependent largely upon the last and least de-
sirable.

3. It is an accepted fact that strategic intelligence
cannot be gathered effectively unless the personnel responsible
for the operations receive careful intelligence direction and
briefing. Since such material is often highly classified, much
of it cannot be given to non-Americans. This would Apply to
Operation Rusty as presently constituted and would be a limiting
factor in the effectiveness of its intelligence production.
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4. Since the present production of Operation Rusty
can be duplicated if not improved upon by existing U. S. opera-
tions, its unique potential value if any, must lie in its
ability to collect strategic intelligence on Baxter:1 Europe and
the USSR proper. Available evidence of the actuality of this
potential is far too inadequate for evaluation but the following
points are worthy of consideration:

a) GIS interrogations available here indicate that
the personnel of Operation Rusty are almost exclusively
concerned with tactical operations on the Eastern Front and
that deep penetrations were very limited in number. Their
success, however, in this respect was considered by com-
petent GIS personnel to have been superior to that of any
other German intelligence unit.

b) GIS operational units contacted by SSU since.
the war have almost uniformly claimed the existence of
high-level chains into the USSR but so far these have never
been confirmed. Without implying any dishonesty on the
part of Operation Rusty's personnel, it would be quite
natural for them to exaggerate somewhat the level and ex-
tent of their capabilities.

II. ADVANTAGES:

1. The German Intelligence Service, of which group was
a part, is considered to be tactically effective.

2. Individuals concerned have had long experience in
German Intelligence Service and particularly against the Russians.

3. Such archivei, records, and intelligence materials
in their possession are considered to be of great value.

4. The project, operating on current framework, has
possibilities for further eastward penetration.

5. It entails an element of comparison and confirmation
of other intelligence gathered by Special Operations.

III. DISADVANTAGES:

1. The taking over of this project by CIG would, in
effect, be reconstituting an important function of the German
Mohr:Nicht, and could conceivably lead to repercussions from the
political aspect, if compromised. nrther, it might prove em-
barrassing in the defense of budget, where it may be charged that
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we are subsidizing a portion of the German Intelligence Service.

2. It places dependence on our organization of a former
enemy over which personnel of CM1willhave only nominal control.

3. It is believed that portions of this basic organiza-
tion are curreuLlyteLder the control of at least two other nations;
i.e.,11,11111amilhuiden.

R
4. The operation entails duplication to a great extent

of current SO operations in that area, as we also are in a Russian-
occupied Zone of Germany.

5. In general, the intelligence to be procured is too
low level for the estimated coat of two and a half miiiii dollars
per annum.

6. Security Aspects 

a) We have information, as •a result of our can
counter-espionage activities, to indicate that the operation
is not very secure and is generally well-known.

sALK '
b) For instance, a man namedliniho worked 

for Bann during the war, informed the 	 an Berlin
that the Americans were using many of his former colleagues
in intelligence work.

b2,674. 4	 c) We have been informed on three occasions by
the	 that their controlled officers of the Fronds
Herre Oat know of Baun l a activities in the American Zone.

•
lionw -tr.;

d) The most outstanding breach of security which
has come to our attention came from the Bamburg area where
the CIO has stated they have arrested over 25 individuals
who claim to be working for Bairn for the American espionage
service, and many carried in their pockets revealing docu-
ments. Attached is a translation from German of the TOP
SECRET USFET EEI (Enclosure I).

e) Besides the above security aspects . there exists
no interrogation report for members of this Group. To our
knowledge there has been no extensive check on membersof the
Group, nor have we any idea of the degree of Russian penetra-
tion by VD.

f) Of a longer-range nature, at some time in the
future these men mast submit themselves to denazification •
boards at which time it is conceivable that the entire
operation may be compromised.
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IV. RECOMMENDATIONS:

A) That this operation as currently conceived and executed
be not taken over by the Central Intelligence Group.

B) That in the event G-2, USPET, cannot continue to main-
tain the project, Special Operations effect liaison with this
Group in an attempt to determine and procure archives documents,
personnel files, and other intelligence materials from this
Group, as well as names, locations, etc., of current agents with
a view to implementing an operation after careful study of
capabilities of personnel, etc.

C) In any event, it is recommended that we do not obligate
GIG to the funds and agreements with the German chief of this
service.

/8/ Donald R. Galloway

/t/ DONALD H. GALLOWAY
Assistant Director
Special Operations

ENCLOSURE I (not attached to copy)
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Expenditures over a Nine-month Period in 1946:

Agents	 _ 1,438,416 German Marks
140,000 Austrian Shillings
$44,150

Organisation	 -	 719,206 German Marks
60,000 Austrian Shillings

$22,075

Staff	 -	 773,091 German Marks
$180

Couriers	 _	 17,441 German Marks
200 Austrian Shillings
$76

TOTALS 2,948,156 German Marks
200,200 Austrian Shillings
$66,481

Sum of above totals converted at the rate of 10 shillings or marks to the $:

$381,305.60

Average monthly expenditure in dollars over a nine-month period in 1946:

$ 42,367.29
Expenditure in cozauodities is additional. The cost of commodities in
the fora of army rations for the organisational headquarters, gasoline
for the 80 automobiles employed by the organization, food stuffs,
cigarettes, matches, coffee, fats, etc., used operationally can only
be estimated since many of these its are provided through Quarter-
master services. It is estimated that in this form the U. S. Government
contributes an additional $5,000 each month to the expenses of the
operation. Consequently, one can arrive at the figure of $47,367.29
as the average monthlycost of maintaining the operation. Since as
an average same 3,000 people compose the network, the per capita
monthly expenditure is in the neighborhood of $15.
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TOs	 Chief* Opera:time
PROW	 Chiefs MI

=MeV Operation Rusty

In view a th• fact that Annexe& 4, 5, and 6
*re 1n1y casnommeed ul.th amass of Intel-2.10nm

eurtericl froze Operation Rusty, it la recommended that

they be not atheitted to the Directors, CM.

Richard Hal=
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SECREt/RELEASEfi,73.„,d e- Ass, e /c" g
TO GERMANY ONLY	 / /A

IIDDERAIMOK nat

WHAM Operation 211311

1. The attached memorandum Is furnished to the sambare

of the EA In coonsetion with the proposal of 64 EOM! that

Central Intelligence take war Operation MITT.

2. It is recommended that a mooting of the NIL be oaLled

at an early date to decide on this matter.

3. Certain specialists of Central Intelligence will be

arrallahle to furnish detailed information if it alzoold be required.

2- c-41-:-4-. tA-1 ef

2. 3._ 0,7 )-b	 Itta.
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14 There ikrariaiztis plias for eancaflage which eon
personal with an eppartunitry to ocatinas their operatiern

Amorieen support*
avY-7V

operation haa become loses to the
and poosthly to the basal-on and (Ima,•,c,..,,cA7

tut operation hail been predimetiwe not ady beesooliWthe itreagth
oald 'enters of the Oman permute/ employed, bat chiefirtapnoe Asada=• antherities haw granted then tads aeope Air their aperidIsen awei *mon
beidgia in thine, Ammdag End eetdems.• •	 .•	 •	 .•	 "	 •	 -

upon withdrawal of InerIomen sagewrt, this graip ec4t4 onanliteike
a. a/Ores. at Politic/at emberntentont to the fl. Ss dasettenhtiatay,
weetromi SO /sexism wart as wall ea coiert eativities In-fhwtsyd

-55:4est

1

, 4friA:
.	 .	 .	 ,	 _,•

, • The advantage. of tbia operation la that it bias farelahint trey *erne/,	 Swope with Certain high grata	 sal intelligeno‘ 7. 2 7'.",	 • 
• ••	 •	 -

D. bientantteges	 -.-a•.::,r• .: -

	

.	 .. •s.-4-4.0,..: 	 -
.., _,‘••-•;	 - Prfloalt ecoPiesiliza,	 of Operation ICI= inel	 o.nryptic-

, analytic esetien, with opespuent, presently vegaged • In ikinifpg Ituatten
, aid peanthly ether	 eaden. • .	 .

	

. 2. ltiltheth a piton	 tam* group and as anatvanisatioa
+millibonomorthe intelligence nialpts of a :Owe theism gelaoneont.-..	 •.,-	 -	 - - -,
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45. DCI to Secretary of State, et al, "Operation Rusty," [undated], enclosing "Memorandum on
Operation RUSTY," 6 June 1947

'SECRET/RELEASE	 '')
NatatitsruGENcE GROUP

RTMENT BUILDINGTO GERI\ 4A
VA mai VIRGINIA AVENUE, N. W.

WASHINGTON, D. C.

ORME OF THE DIRECTOR

tGg SECRET
CORTROL

MEMORANDUM PORTER BECRETARI OF STATE
BEORETAN“F !AR
WOW= Of THE NAVY
PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVE OF THE PRESIDENT

ON NA.A.

Subject:	 OPERATION "ERN"

I. The attached memorandum is fmnished to the membere of
the M.I.A. as an initial brief on Operation RUSTY. It has been pro-
posed by G-2 MOON that Central. Intelligence estrum control of this
Operation.

2. In view of the political and ailitary implications involved
it is recommended that the 	 at an early date decide on the
line of action to be taken.. It is increasingly apparent that decision
in this regard must lamed. on the highest level.

3. Representatives of Central Intelligence are available to
fUrnish detailed information on Operation RUSTY at your convenience.

4. The line. of action indicated in paragraph E.3., of attached
memorandmi is strongly recommended r7 That Operation RUSTY be
liquidated and that CIG assume-no responsibility for its continuation
or liquidation.

041

ofte: (11irvi 4;,#) 14,1:/ausuorrTER

04‘11 Pit 104" 041411.	
Director

cd/ 6 off

te"

ed) 1),)	 i.4)

"Ifr
vykji4

• lor

tA)
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A. logasissitiaglistgAt
Operatics RUST! has existed i.e a ailitszy intelligenoe service of

0-2Irer Department sinew Jemmy 1946 1 The operation is headed 1Gr:.1'
. 1013114S- 1114 ,44440%-ltellfr ta4.0 of the lad.111022 ,

Of	 .:faiet.414.:,ATItre	 **loner
who serwec new, as be Aid ,taring the sir, i.e -Gehlian ce Chief
After his surrender to Aner*Sen Tanis in the early Stoner of

..0061•11 vas brought to Washington with *worn of his JiliSSe.: -
as prisoners Of war. Mere they nade.their
to 0-2 War Dspsrtse.t, Boring *al

After thel.lit.412 04'.(iShlen
4:i494.6gbe444e0104-;intineition grolqi in Oidni to -diiipt Baa o.rving as

group in the 'Tula:Mont of the aissiOns *aligned by .
renamed the Gbief of Operations but the product is
end trennittel .0421801s group who deliver, it in
representatitis of G•iG'BUSOt. At this attest We
siciered by 04.2 ESA to be its wet dependable end
infereatics an Huainan allitar7 int.estima end

On October 1, 1946, 0-2 GS= presented ,e Mart, :Mudy of 	ten
.to the .Ditietor USD With the imiesenreitine:tnnt

*petition and conduct it fr.* the Salted lgtitee. C agreed to
its own invwtigstion of the operation with the-purpete- of autlthing
&Mantissa and diUdventag.a Of participation.'

B. Saglagiana.ALAN.inuthiatign
i", elldttion to fencer Gerson Intelligence personae/4 the 004.,,t

t4fijos1010g414=1,4itigital/l tia ittlfrizittpeioni,thr:=

litithe-:***t10,4PeTtAfilleilinVe;	'
2. Operation RUSTY has booms less a elowitatine intelligens*

operation directed by :entwines authorities than a - potential. renitence
, group supported and fed by the U. S. Goverment.

.3. It eon be stated with oertainty that the lines of manestiei
'Mend preiently over an area lying between Stocikhela and Rase, Prague
and firii," with the possibility that they can be further extended :through
the Riddle Tait to the Far East and Into the 'United States and South Mertes..
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.4. There e	 at lijAn, for

. 	 •

,ceienflase whinb	 t.
Iserienner With an opportini. .ty to continue their operatione indapandently
of American support.

, 5. Won withdrawal of Astoria= oeoupation forces awl lo-_ó of
controls this group wad somwtitate a manme of political eiskaiiaainiait
to the V. II. Government and a-security seams to Imerioan oweit

ewc e_	 v,‘c

*4100.00411.1.7 to thaaTtns	 *se

as eovert aatiritise. In GeWiarty..	 •	 .	 „	 .	 .	 .	 •
,bsoana..inswarteAhM..

• 7.., Tha_oporation has
•strength-11Si allikIVO Or the
•Amerpaniii4ber#1, bare

1...v.•

tatenteCthiri,wid,alkiepe ;ter their;
1491,14

been meditative aet ..emly booing. at
•3 Perweewel '-al1.4rd, '1314-tch10*-Alrfus°.-

,

r'*1140.*Oigia	j
.	 :The present' °implement Of ,OperatiOnlITSTT bagaclen?

•••17140,‘•••tiwW. with eqnktiolent, .PrO000tkT w•lisged
and Possibly- other.toropeen cad*. This activity might'.
with the comparable Alerioen estilittaw. • ,-	 .

K. Poeaibi. Lb. at Lotion

1. That Central -*angelica ardr
Prsaindflreenaattasaiod 	 • over *piratic* =tar

1.4.':.:1110'01•01, 113r 1•643401000 talcs ...ern! certain
RUSTr.tot 4.taralnidAiiiiit. '044*1 riOr1itt of the 1/°,104*A4.41'.

:	 -
.	 .	 .

That- OPeration RUB= be'114nidated and that CIO . aseume no
reeponsibilitgr for its ncirtimwtion or lioddation.
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,
-Members of the Secret Intelligence Service:

Lt. 0.01: ilermijoh Bann
,Capt. Rana Ludwig , Von Locaonlat. Lt. Adolph Tietsse - -'Capt. Ferdinand Roedigheiner .
Capt. Siegfriet,Graber

.1.9.14•1.1401'Nqt
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46. Cable, Central Intelligence Group to ACS, G-2, European Command, 5 June 1947

- •
• - • "RAI NO.-35_6
• 9tf 1946 . r 1: OUTGOING CLASSIFIED MESSAC

— .1 I	 •	 -

CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE GROUP

TO:	 "AC OF S,	 • EUCOU

FROM 	 , CENTRAL I	 NTELL I GENCE GROUP

CONFIRMATION.: • Dig	 )

- INFORMATION:	 OSO (2•5)

OPERAT I ONAL PRIORITY

5 JUNE '.47	 .

MOM dalfft.

...T—SECRET CONTROLPARAPHRASE NOT	 ao
SECRETIRELEASEs"""c 

REQUIRED. HANDLE

"
	PER PARA 51(1) GA- AR-380.5.-

-
SECRET CONTROL COPY # 1

TO GERMANY ONLY
e

TO: AC OF S, G-2,f= EUCOM (GENERAL WALSH).

FROM: DIRECTOR OF CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE (ADMIRAL HILLENKOETTER)

AFTER STUDYING RESULTB OF CIG REPRESENTATIVE'S REPORT -ON

13PERATION RUSTY" AND WITH FULLAPPRECIATCON OF THE VALUES AND

IMPLICATIONS OF OPERATION, REGARD IT AS ESSENTIAL THAT

CERTAIN CONSIDERATIONS AFFECTING THE OPERATION GE SUBMITTED

TO NATIONAL INTELLIGENCE AUTHORITY CONSISTING OF SECRETARIES

OF STATE, WAR, NAVY, AND ADMIRAL LEAHY, FOR POLICY DECISIONS.

SINCE DISCUSSIONS WITH REGARD TO THE OPERATION HAVk TO DATE

BEEN CARRIED ON DIRECTLY BETWEEN DIRECTOR, CIG, AND AC OF i,

0-2, EUCOM, DESIRE YOUR EARLIEST CONSENT TO SUBMIT THIS

_•MATTER TO THE NATIONAL INTELLIGENCE AUTHORITY.

• •

RICHARD
RELEASI tcW,T. ICER
ADMIN. •— •

•	 tme SECRET CONTROL
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47. Cable, EUCOM to CIG, 6 June 1947

‘,.•,•
- INCOMING CLASSIFIED MESSAGE 	 PAGE NO.

CENTRAL - INTELLIGENCE GROUP
HQ •EUCOM FRANKFURT,
GERMANY

CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE  GROUP

0 IR ( 1)
C60 (2-3).

ROUT I NE

6 JUNE 47

MiNe

A . 380-5SECR ETSECRET/RELEAs,t=gEgg REQUIRED. H
:INFIliE ROSA

	

To GERMANY ONLY	 1,ef SECRET	 COPY #1

	

1111.111111 -/VR	 -5511?
FROM: HQ EUC011i FRANKFURT GERMANY S I GNED HUEBNER CITE ECG1E

TO: AMR FOR INTELLIGENCE  DIVISION

y575 -cie (e7Zir-S?"9.0)
'REFER	 DATED 5TH JUNE SUBJECT TO

lAJOR GENERAL CHAMBERL I N I S PERSONAL APPROVAL EUCOM HAS NO

OBJECT ION TO SUBMISSION • OF INFORMATION  ON OPERATION RUSTY TO

NATIONAL INTELLIGENCE  AUTHORITY.

ACTION; GEN CHAMBERL IN

Reverse Blank
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48. Galloway, Bossard, Memorandum for the Record, 11 June 1947

SECRET/RELEASE	 CONTROL
SECRE1

TO GERMANY ONLYif June 1947

MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD

1. In accordance with the request of the Director of
Intelligence, War Department General Staff, Colonel Donald H.
Galloway and Mr. Samuel Bossard of GIG reported to General
Chamberlin's office at 1300 this date in order to discuss certain
details concerning operations abroad. In addition to General
Chamberlin, Colonel L. L. Williams, WDGS, was present during this
discussion.

2. Colonel Galloway traced the interest of Central Intelli-
gence in operation RUST! from October 1946, when the suggestion
we made by 0-24 DSFET, that the Director of Central Intelligence
consider taking over the project an July 1, 1947. General Chamberlin
was informed that, with the consent of 0-2 DSFET, Mt. Samuel Bossard
had spent several months in Germany investigating all phases of the
operation and that he had first hand knowledge of same in its entirety.

3. Mr. Bossard then outlined for General Chamberlin the ad-
vantages and disadvantages of the operation from the viewpoint of
Central Intelligence.

A. In answer to General Chamberlin's question as to what his
recommendation would be, Mt. Bossard stated that he would recommend
to the Director of Central Intelligence that he refrain from any
participation in MST! until the members of the National Intelli-
gence Authority had been consulted.

5. General Chamberlin stated that he disapproved of any
such action, and suggested three ways in which the operation could
be handled in the future;

CIG taking it over in its entirety, and be furnished
certain assistance by the,Gocupstionkl7AilthoritIgir
The War Department retain control of operation
and if War Department Anode were not available, than
GIG to furnish certain bands and personnel to assist
in the running of the operation;	 .
B1-2, EDCOM, retain control of the operation. !Ws
to be furnished by the War Department and Occupational
authorities, and CIO furnish assistance and guidance.

a.
k.
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6. Colonel Galloway stated that, although he was not authorized
to speak for the Director of Central Intelligence, from conversations
on this subject, he believed that Admiral Hillenkoetter will not
authorize any CIG participation until authority and clearance are
given by the NIA.

7. General Chmsberlin repeated he did not desire this matter to
be submitted to the NIA and stated that if necessary be thought G-2,
MOM, could run the operation. Colonel Williams agreed that the
people who started the operation should control and finish it.
General Chamberlin requested that Mr. Bossard give him at some future
date a guide, based on his recent investigation,as to how the security
and the extent of the operation could be tAdid.up.

e;;e14.Awe.,/
8. GeneralCHemberlin then asked that Admiral Hillenkoetter

phone him this ate in order to arrange for an appointment for
some day subsequent to the 16 June.

SAMUEL BOSSARD
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49. Brig. Gen. E.K. Wright, Memorandum for the Record, 20 June 1947
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As agreed at an earlier date, a Conference was held in 	 •
Admiral aillenkostter i s office at 200 PS, 19 June 1947, between
Adniral Billenkeetter General Chamber/in, General Wright and
Colonel Laurin Willis:a. This Conference had to do with the decision
regarding the continuation of Operation NUM General Chamberlin
had previously been briefed in a general way on this Operation by
Colonel Galloway 	Sr. Brossard. Colonel Williamwhad previous
knowledge of the Operation an a-result of his attendance at a
Conference held in New York 29 Deeeaber 3.946 as 41 preliminary
conference-to discuss what conneotion CIO should havwwith the
Operation. Presest at that eenference in New /ark were:, Mr.
Allen Dulles Kr. !Maim Jackson, General Bibert, General Wright,
Colonel Galloway, Col. Laurin Williaae, Sr. Samuel B. Brossard,
Sr. Richard Hulas, end Lt. Col. Sack Dean. The latter officer
As the ofMer aost direotly concerned in the technical operation
of Operatics mar.

It this Conferences held on the 19th of Jane, Admiral
Billenkoetter indicated that GIG would have no connection
ever with Operation RD= unless sucheonneation had been agreed
to by the NIA. General Chsaberlin indicated that he would prefer
the matter not be presented to the NIA and further *teamed that
he did not intend to infra the Secretary of War regarding the
Operation.

	

•. General Obeadwallin then stated that he would like to	 .
O 4p-further the reports of the Operation as he felt it sight 	 V.
be desirable to allow it to continue for same period of time.
'Se indicated that General Walsh, the 0.2 of ISMS, would be present
in thiseountry in a few days and he would discuss the matter further
wiith • hin at that tine. General Ihnaberlin stated that he was pre-
pared to use the fladastill available for theetatimunstice of the
tIrcmtbaolLoperation for an .additicmallear (43,11,000.)'ettfeho or swum,
wonld betavailahle now einoe it bad been determined s olorinitely not to

•-• oontinuatheArnmbeekoperationi that these funds plus . MY Gorman
iiSrks ',via/able to General Clay ibould be Sufficient to continue
Operation BUST! for a considerable perieder tine. He stated that
=der no oiroumstanoes would he indicate an interest by or any cos.
nectioa with the War Department and Operation RUSTY; further, that he
would only permit the continuation of the Operation if it were rigidly
oontrolled by American Authorities and utilised ]y in the occupation
sone and outlet directly to the Sant; that the use of the net in

TO GERMANY ONLYlia
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connection with any activities in the Soandanavian oountries, in the
Kiddie East, or in any other area other than that noted above,
would not be tolerated. CentrU Chamberlin said that he sould
greatly appreoiate sobaission by us of a list of controls that,.
thought he should use in connection with the continuation of Operation
RUSTY. We agreed to provide him with snob a list. We farther agreed to
turn over to General Ohemberlinonilba copy of the original report on
RUSTY prepared by G-2 USFE? end oopy of the report prepared or Mr.
Brossard of this organisation. At this point, Admiral Rillenkoetter
said that the continuation of Operation am= was, of oourse, a matter
to be decided by General Chamberlin. However, he felt that he *mild
tell General Chalberlin that GIG believed the ocetinuation of the
Operation was extremely dangerous frow both the political end the
future strategio viewpoint; that the personnel engaged in Operation
RUM were, in sAditiom to being a strongly knit sad efficient
intelligence aging, a potential resistance group of real powers
thatoontinnation of the Operation in offset night well be the re-
•stablishment of the German General Staff and a German-Intellion00
System.

General Chamberlin agreed that this might be so and would
be eoneidered it connection with his further study of the reports we
were to turn over to his*

••■•	 •••

the pont =snot alwr 
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50. Galloway, Bossard, Helms, "Report of Meeting at War Department 26 June 1947," 26 June 1947

t.4 14 c

At 2:30 P.M. 26 June 1947, a meeting was held in the Office
of the Director of intelligence, CGS, for the purpose of discussing
Operation Rusty.

Present at the meeting were:

General Chamberlin, Director of Inte l ligence, ADO.
General Walsh, Director of Intelligence, =OM.

General Todd, Deputy Director of Intelligence, ADGS.

Colonel Williams, G-2 Section, ADGS.

Colonel Gallaway, GIG.

Mr. Bossard, CIG.

Mr. Helms, CIG.

After a preliminary survey of Operation Rusty, its implica-
tions, and its contribution to the intelligence effort of BUCCAL,
General Chamberlin threw the meeting open to a general discussion
of ways and means of continuing this Operation under the direction
of G-2, maw. Colonel Galloway made it clear from the outset that
the Director of Central Intelligence did not want CIG to have any-
thing to do with the running of the Operation unless authorized by
NIA. General Walsh explained his feelings about the manner in which
the Operation should be handled in the future. He voiced the opinion
that it Should be reduced in size, that it Should be subjected to a
greater degree of control by American personnel, that it should be
split up into a series of units rather than be permitted to function
as a homogeneous group. While Mk. Bossard mentioned specific portions
of the Operation which be felt were useful, he emphasized the neces-
sity for eliminating certain large non-German networks and a general
implementation of American control at every point. Generalialsh
asked if it would be possible for GIG to lend him one or two ex-
perienced operators, who would advise and assist him in implementing
the line which he wished to take on Rusty.- Colonel Galloway told
him that CIG would be pleased to help out in anyway it could with
the proviso that GIG personnel were in MD way connected with the
actual running of the Operation. General Walsh expressed the hope
that at some future time CIO. would be interested in taking over
certain individuals of recognized value TOW working within the Rusty

Sift' SECRET/RELEASE
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complex. Mt. Helms made the point that CIG would have to eMsmine each
individual case from two paints of view.

(1) That the individual or individuals concerned were it a
position to produce information on specific CIG targets.

(2) That CIG was satisfied that the individual or individuals
could be controlled by CIG and would not be pipelines tack into the
German officers who now run Rusty.

The meeting was adjourned with the following understanding:

20 That*. Bossard, in the capacity of an outside advisor,
would prepare an unsigned statement recommending specific steps which
G-2 MOON might wish to take with regard to insuring Army control of
Operation Rusty.

2. That General Walsh intended. to personally look into the
Operation and the mether_running it, after which he would request

ES. 7;q1 	 Mr. Stewart ouiramilllig CIG) for help in the loan of one or two
men to act as advisors in curtailing undesirable features of Operation
Rusty.

2. That CIG couldrat, at any time, take over any portions
or groups of Operation. Busty until the matter was referred to the Director
of CIG who would in turn clear it with the National Intelligence Authority.

A. That G-2, War Department, would provide G-2, NUCOR, with
funds necessary to conduct Busty for one year, after which time further
decision would be made by the, tar Department as to its continuance.

5. That CIG mould provide NO funds+ or financial assistance
to conduct this operation.

SECRET/RELEASESECRET 
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51. Bossard, "Recommendations drawn up at request of Gen. Chamberlin for the attention of
Gen. Walsh," 27 June 1947

.417 .Z‘..44.-4.4Z4.4.4O4 	 •-e,p ave.
-(

az,ty-zz (	 4-7 iriz4
The German organization atillibisal is the center of the operation and

is to be treated separately from the non-German networks which it directs.
This German organization has been entrusted with the recruiting of agents.
the briefing and direotion of operations, end the receipt and evaluation
of the product. American authorities have exercised what can be considered

' a Minimum of ocartrol over the German organization, and the German operators
have placed a similar degree of confidence in their non-German agents. In

'ether words the entire organization it supposedly united and disciplined by
mutual trust End the common interest in resisting Soviet or Ceesuudst aggres-
' 4=6

-
The basic facts stated above should be fully appreciated in acting on

any Of the following suggestions to control or to liquidate the operation.,
It would Undoubtedly cause a serious lose of prestige for American clandes-
tine operators in Germany it it could be demonstrated that we had abused:
loyal Geraan Agents by breaking faith with then. The American reputation
for "fair play' in intelligence Operations is obviously a valuahle asset

:which deserves the utmost protection. :!

I Enaction Of Perot:au:al 

.1. I suggest that the German group be told frankly to proceed to liqui-
date their non-German networks which have proved undesirable orhave outlived
their Usefulness. The White Russian network should be examined first of all
with this purpose in mind and followingthat, the Ukrainian and Armenian net-
Works should be subjected to the same tre.atszent.

'	 organization hai at its disposal advisers such as the dithap -40

.	

0?
profelsors" at Sternberg and at 8440016en who serve as a brains trust
to Nu* in advising operations' 	 preparing evaluations of political
'economic intelligence. This group 'should be brought to an irreducible stioi-

. *ix* prevent our intelligence from acquiring a strong German point Of

E. Unless it can be dmaonstrated that individuals with political
44011444h (former Nazis, 3S men. ate.) are vital to the conduct of operations,
they should be eliminated from the organisation.

-Unless fa= has proved himielt. to be an indispensible agent, and
71 security demands such action, no oommitmenAm should be made to shelter and

• teid dependents of the agent.

A. The actions deoribed above should reduoe the number of bodies asso-
:Oietedwith the organization and thus ease the problem of control.

11 Controls

I. Encouragement of Ca. devices and operations within the organization
by the Germans for their can protection against penetration. etc.
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2. khighly qualified American intelligence cer should pars in

review all intelligence projects developed by Damn and should be present
at all disoossions between Beim and his Chief agents.

E. At least one American officer should be assigned to the field to
prevent contact between German agents and CIC or Wuhan local problems
arise.

4. It would be desirable to have a highly qualified intelligence
effieer associated with the evaluation group. If it were not to be con-
sidered • permanent assignment, he should inspect procedures in the Oval.

:uation group periodically.

5.. Any plans for cover, economic camouflage. etc. should be stated,
reported on and reviewed in the utmost detail.

6. There should be the strictest accounting for the expenditures of
funds and supplies.

T. Agent records mot be kept in detail and be made available to
American authorities at any time they are requested.

•	 8. .Agents will under no circumstances be granted credentials to
prove an assignment with American intelligence authorities,, nor will they
vier carry briefs for missions.

.	
•

I have not attempted to rerienorlLospitnlate the point* that mire
"AnmeIoped and reoorded in the meeting Of JUne 26i In those points affect-
-'ing-eHolear detinibtion of the intelligence mission of the operation. its

limitation within certain boundaries, the need for deoentralisation, partial
'AUnidation, and an entirely new *over, I concur.
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FORM NO. 35.6
OCT. 1946

(1342).

PAGE NO.OUTGOING CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE GROUP

TO:
	 HEIDELBERG
	

ROUTINE

FROM:
	 SPECIAL OPERATIONS
	

27 JUNE 47

'CONFIRMATION:
	 cOPs (t)•
	

1111.1111	 7/?"

INFORMATION:
	 :AOSO (2)

- ■1■•••••

TO: HEID 41110.11111.111.	 FROM: WASHF
g/E5•GIA/4)/

1. MEETING HELD 26 JUNE WITH GENERALS CHAMBERLIN AND WALSH

ON RUSTY. FINAL DECISION WAS THAT G-2 EUCOU WILL CONTINUE TO

OPERATE AND FINANCE RUSTY FOR AT LEAST ONE YEAR. UPON HIS RETURN

-TO GERMANY, GENERAL WALSH INTENDS TO EXAMINE OPERATION PERSONALLY

WITH VIEW TO REDUCING ITS SIZE, SPLITTING UP ITS OPERAtIbNS, AND

GENERALLY ATTEMPTING TO EXERT GREATER CONTROL OVER IT.
-

2. GENERAL WALSH ASKED...NI IF WE COULD LEND HIM ONE OR

TWO EXPERIENCED INTELLIGENCE OFFICERS TO ADVISE AND ASSIST HIM.

ANSWER WAS .THATHE SHOULD APPROACH YOU FOR USE OF SUCH PERSONNEL.

• THIS-HE WILL PROBABLY 60 AND YOU AUTHORIZED TO COMPLY. ONE

PROVISO HOWEVER WAS MADE: ON SPECIFIC ORDERS OF DIRECTOR C.I.G.

NO REPEAT NO PERSONNEL OF THIS ORGANIZATION MAY HAVE ANYTHING TO

DO WITH ACTUALLY RUNNING ANY PART OR PARTS OF RUSTY OPERATIONS.

WE ASSUME NO REPEAT NO RESPONSIBILITY FOR IT OR ITS COMPONENTS.

OUR SOLE STOPS AT ADVICE AND SUGGESTWWWW$0 ANY PERSONNEL•fmv,
DOWNGRADED TO:  S Ak, SECRET MINIMISER: C.	 _
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LOANED FOR ABOVETUROOSE SHOULD HAVE AS PRIMARY FUNCTION JOB OF

KEEPING YOU AND US INFORMED OF RUSTY'S ASSETS, LIABILITIES, A-

CHIEVEMENTS, AND DEGREE . TO WHICH LIQUIDATED.
5. .GENERAL WALSH MAY FROM TIME TO TIME ASK YOU IF YOU WANT TO

TAKE OVER AND OPERATE ON YOUR OWN CERTAIN INDIVIDUALS PRESENTLY IN

RUSTY COMPLEX. EXAMINE EACH CASE IN LIGHT OF ITS MERITS RE OUR

TARGETS AND OF OUR ABILITY INDEPENDENTLY CONTR0 1. INDIVIDUAL. THEN
REFER. CASE TO WASHINGTON WITH YOUR RECOMMENDATIONS. MAKE IT

CONSTANTLY CLEAR THAT WASHINGTON MUST MAKE FINAL DECISION ON ALL CASES

4.. WE REALIZE YOU CAN ILL AFFORD TO SPARE MEN FOR ABOVE ASSIGN-

MENT, BUT WE CAN LESS WELL AFFORD TO HAVE RUSTY . CONTINUE TO OPERATE

WITHOUT KNOWING IN DETAIL WHAT ITS PERSONNEL ARE DOING OPERATION WILL

BE CE TARGET OF INCREASING IMPORT AS-TIME GOES ON. 1111.111111111 	 Z:—

PASS ON TO YOU HIS KNOWLEDGE OF WORKING OF OPERATION WHEN HE RETURNS

TO EUROPE IN SEPTEMBER.

5. KEEP US ADVISED.

REIIIIMOFFINTIRR SECRET/RELEASE
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t_
TO: HE1D—	 CITE: WASHA FROM awls

RE 1111111.111 AS RESULT OF REFERENCE MEETING AT WAR DEPARTMENT,

DIRECTOR  C I G WAS PLEASED TO NOTE CORDIAL REGARD IN WHICH YOU . AND

glip HELD BY GENERAL WALSH, WITHIN LIMITS OF YOUR INSTRUCT IONSr.—

. b.),45h' AS , SET F ORTH IN	 COOPERATE TO FULLEST WITH GENEfIAL
,B7/g

WALSH ON RUSTY AND MAINTAIN HELPFUL, NON-CRITICAL ATT IT LOE IN

HELPING HIM WORK OUT WHAT IS DIFFICULT AND COMPLEX PROBLEM. •

COORDINATING ..0FFICiltG..	 .T001
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1 CENTRAL _INTELLIGENCE GROUP
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TO:

ACTION:
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mom /7/9lof /...4 73
TO WASHF	 CITE: HE ID

GEN WALSH INDICATES WE WILL NOT HE DRAWN INTO RUSTY

UNTIL LECENTRAL I ZAT ION, REORGANI ZAT I ON, AND PARTIAL L IQU IDAT ION

COMPLETED. THIS WI LL TAKE TIME.  THEREFORE NO NEED BRIEF

• REVIEWED: 05' 
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55. Chief of Station, Heidelberg to FBM, "RUSTY," 1 October 1947

4

1 VIA: 	 AIR 
SPPCIFY AIR OH SEA POUCH
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,
DATE:  1 October 1947 

TO	 •!,BM: •

FROM	 Chief of Station, Heidelberg .

'SUBJECT. Operations

REF	 : RUSTY

1. At the last meeting of representatives of the operating
intelligence agencies held in Frankfurt, the question of recording
dead agents in the Central Registry of ODDI was -raised again.
Lt. Col. Deane stated that it would be impossible for him to do
this since they have never passed the names of RUSTY operatives from
lower echelons, to higher echelons within the RUSTY structure. - This
principle is regarded by the RUSTY people as a security measure,
since they cannot be sure of the loyalty of intermediate echelons.

2. Deane and his successor (whose name escapes me) are not
happy about this,. They feel, however, that this situation can only
be corrected by placing American personnel in key positions. This,
they 'claim, is impossible because of their restricted T/0,

3. A clash between CIC and RUSTY occurred during the meeting.•

-All it proved was that CIC is not too happy about servicing RUSTY'
at the expense of their own operations. -
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56. Headquarters, First Military District, US Army, General Orders Number 54, "Organization of
7821 st Composite Group," 1 December 1947

RESTRICTED

1 December:1947
GENERAL ORDERS
HOSIBER	 54

ORMIZATION OF 7821ST COMPOSITE GROUP 

1. Punrwait to authority contained in Paragraph 5, 'AR 220-5,
16 Decenber 1944, as amended, and Cable, Headquarters European Command,
8-4069, IS Hovember 1947, the following unit is organized at HUnich,
Germany, assigned LUnich Military Post and further attached to the 	 .
Deputy Director of Intelligence, European Command, affeeti.ve 000/ hours,
2 December 19471

7021st Composite Croup

2. Personnel required will be authorized by Table of Distribution
to be publieher at e later date and will oancel 302-129S.

3. Personnel for above organization mill be assigned only by the
DirectOr of Personnel and Administration, Headquarters European commend.

4. Equipment authorized will be obtained from sources 'within this
command. Additional equipment required will be requisitioned in the normal
manner and issue made subject to availability and eristing ocemmnd policies.

5. Initial rosters will be prepared is eccordance with paragraph
4 a and 5 b, AR 045-900, 22 October 1947, and Section 16, Weekly Directive
Humber 16, Headquarters European Commend, 21 November 1947.

BY CONMAND OF MAJOR GENERAL MILBURN:

OFFICIAL:

• hi T. H. Plummer
/t/ T. H. IMAM

Lt. Col ACD
.Adjutant General
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